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DAVID BREWSTER.

I

THE RIGHT HONOURABLK

LORp BRAYBROOKE.

THE kindness with which your lordship intrusted
to me some very valuable materials for the compo
sition of this volume has induced me to embrace the
present opportunity of publicly acknowledging iL
But even if this personal obligation had been les8
powerful, those literary attainments and that en
lightened benevolence which reflect upon rank its
highest IU8tre would have justified me in seeking
for it the patronage of a name which they have so
justly honoured.

Allerly, June 1st, 1831.



PREFACE.

As this is the only Life of Sir Isaac N4lwton OD
any conaiderable scale that has yet appeart"d, I
have experienced great difficulty in preparing it for
the public. The materials collected by preceding
biographers were extremely scanty; the particulars
ef his early life, and even the historical details of
his discoveries, have been less perfectly preserved
than those of his illustrious predecessors; and it is
not creditable to his disciples that they have allowed
a whole century to elapse without any suitable
record of the life and labours of a master who
united every claim to their affection and gratitude.

In drawing up this volume, I have obtained much
assistance from the account of Sir Isaac Newton in
the Biographia Britannica; (rom the letters to Ol
denburg, and other papers ih Bishop Horsley's
edition of his works; from 'rumor's Collections for
the History of the Town and Sake of Grantham;
from M. Biot's excellent Life of Newton in the
Biographie Universelle; and from Lord King's Life
and Correspondence of Locke.

Although tMse works contain much important
information respecting the Life of Newton, yet I
have been so fortunate 88 to obtain many Dew ma,
terials of considerable value.
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To the kindness of Lord Braybrooke I have been
indebted for the interesting correspondence of New
ton, Mr. Pepys, and Mr. Millington, which is now
published for the first time, and which throws much
light upon an event in the life of our author that
has recently acquired an unexpected and a painful
importance. These letters, when combined with
those which passed between Newton and Locke,
and with a curious extract from the manuscript diary
of Mr. Abraham Pryme, kindly furnished to me by
his collateral descendant Professor Pryme of Cam
bridge, fill up a blank in his history, and have ena
bled me to delineate in its true character that tem
porary indisposition which, from the view that has
been taken of it by foreign philosophers, has been
the occaiUon of such deep distress to the friends of
science and religion.

To Professor Whewell, of Cambridge, lowe very
great obligations for much valuable information.
Professor Rigaud, of Oxford, to whose kindness I
have on many other occasions been indebted, sup
plied me with several important facts, and with ex
tracts from the· diary of Hearne in the Bodleian
Library, and from the original correspondence be
tween Newton and Flamstead, which the president
of Corpus Christi College had for this purpose com
mitted to his care; and Dr. J. C. Gregory, of Edin
burgh, the descendant of the illustrious inventor of
the reflectiI,lg telescope, allowed me to use his un
published account of an autograph manuscript of
Sir Isaac Newton, which was found among the pa
pers of David Gregory, Savilian Professor of As
tronomy at Oxford, and which throws some light on
the history of the Principia.

...
I
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I ha.e been indebted to many other friends for
the communication of books and facts, but espe
cially to Sir William Hamilton, Bart., whose libe
rality in promoting literary inquiry is not limited to
the circle of his friends.

D.B.
Alkrly, JUM bt, 1831.
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LIFE

OJ'

SIR ISAAC NEWTON.

CHAPTER I•

.,.., Pr.....u- 'If SiT I.aac Nt1I1t",,'. Rqutatiml-n. Int "
attac1u4 to tlu 8tu.tl" 'If ".. Lif. mad WriJmg.-Bu Birl" ......
P.....up-Bu .at'I" Bilucatoon-l• ...., to Grtrllt1ltm& Scloool-Bu
."" Atl""bImt to JI.._al PK,..w.-llu Windmill-Bu
Wat...clock-Bu Se/ftnoui7l&' Cat't-Bu S,,7IIliaU-Bu Preparatioa
for tlu U"....nhJ.

To name of Sir Isaac Newton has by general
. consent been placed at the head of those great men
who have been the ornaments of their ;species.
However imposing be the attributes with which
time has invested the sages and the heroes of anti
quity, the brightness of their fame has been eclipsed
by the splendour of his n:putation; and neither the
partialityof rival nations, nor the vanity of a presump
tuous age, has ventured to dispute the ascendency
of his genius. The philosopher,- indeed, to whom
posteritywill probably assign.the place next to New
ton, bas characterized the Principia as pre-elninent
above all the productions of human intellect, and
has thus divestedofextravagance the contemporary
encomium upon its author,

Nee fU eel proplua IIKH1&Ii attilJll'l'l D1TOlI.
IhLLaT.

10 near \be "'-man c:annollHl&lW p.

•



18 SIR ISAAC N:t<:W'I'ON.

The biography of an indindualso highly renowned ,1
eannot fail to excite a general interest. Though
his course may have lain in the vale of private lil'e,

I and may have been unmarked with those dramatic
events which throw a lustre even round perishable
names, yet the inquiring spirit will explore the his-
tory of a mind so richly -endowed,-will study its
intellectual and moral phas~s, and will seek the
shelter of its authority-on those great questions
which reason has abandoned to faith and hope.

If the conduct and opinions of men of ordinary
talent are recorded for our instruction, how inter
esting must it be to tollow the most exalted genius
through the incidents of common life;-to mark the
.teps by which he attained his lofty pre-eminence;
to see how he perfonns the functions of the social
and the domestic compact; how he exercises his
lofty powers of invention and discovery; how he
comports himself in the arena of intellectual strife;
and in what sentiments, and with what aspirations
he quits the world which he has adorned.

In almost all these bearings, the life and writings
of Sir Isaac Newton abound with the richest counsel.
Here the philo80{lher will learn the art by which
alone he can acqwre an immortal name. The mor
alist will trace the lineaments of a character ad-

- justed to all the symmetry of which our imperfect
nature is susceptible; and the Christian will COI1oo
template with delight the high-priest of scienoe·
quitting the study of the material universe,-the
lICene of his intellectual triumphB,-to investigate
with humility and patience the mysteries of his faith. ~

Sir Isaac Newton was born at Woolsthorpe, a
hamlet in the parish ofColsterworth, in Lincoln
shire, about six miles south of Grantham, on the
j6th -December, O. S., 1642, exactJy one year after
Galileo died, and was baptized at Colsterworth on
tile 1st January, IMW. His father, Mr. Isaac New- J



BIRTH. l'

l

•I
~

ton, died at the early age of thirty-six, a little more
than a year after the death of his father Robert
Newton, and only a few months after his marriage
to Harriet Ayscough, daughter of James Ayscough
of Market Overton in Rutlandshire. This lady was
accordingly left in a state of pregnancy, and appears
to have given a premature birth to her only and
posthumous child. The helpless infant thus"1lshereci
mto the world WIlS of such an extremely diminutive
t1ize,· and seemed of so perishable 8 frame, that
two women who were sent to Lady Pakenham's at
North Witham, to bring some medicme to strengthell
him, did not expect to find him alive on their return.
Providence, however, had otherwise decreed; and
that frail tenement which seemed scarcely able to
imprison its immortal mind was destined to enjoy
a vigorous maturity, and tc! 8urvive even the average
term of human exilltence. The estate of Wools
thorpe, in the ID9.nor-house of which this remarka
ble birth took place, had been more than a hundred
years in the possession of the family, who came
originally from Newton in Lancashire, but who had,
previous to the purchase of W oolsthorpe, settled at
Westby, in the C9Wty of Lincoln. The manor.
1lmise, of which we have given an engraving, ill
aituated in a beautiful little valley, remarkable foc
its copious wells of pure spring water, on the wellt
side of the river Witham, which has its origin in the
lIeighbourhood, and commands an agreeable pros
pect to the east towards Colsterworth. The manor
of Woolsthorpe was worth only 301. per annum;
but Mrs. Newton po8sessed another small estate at
Sewstem,t which raised the annual value of their
propertr to about 8()1.; and it is probable that the
eultivation of the little farm on which she resided

• 8Ir I....., NewtllD lII\d Mr. CoDdnlr, tbal lui h8d oftllll bani hili
IIIUlbor ..y Ibal when he ..M born he w. 10 IllUol lhal lh87 m\Ihl
.... pul him inlO a qnarl mug.t ..~ _ ... .... .u..-II_.,WIIOI8llcIqIL
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somewhat enlarged the limited income upon whieh
she had to support herself, and educate her child.

For three years Mrs. Newton continued to watch
over her tender charge with parental anxiety; but
in consequence of her marriage to the Reverend
Barnabas Smith, rector of North Witham, about a
mile south of Woolsthorpe, she left him under the
care of her own mother.. At the usual age he was
sent to two day-schools at Skillington and Stoke,
where he acquired the education which such semi
naries afforded; but when he reached his twelfth
year he went to the public school at Grantham,
taught by Mr. Stokes, and was boarded at the house
of Mr. Clark, an apothecary in that town. Accord
ing to information which Sir Isaac himself gave to
Mr. Conduit, he seems to have been very inattentive
to his studies, and very low in the school. The
boy, however, who was above him, having one d1lY
given him a severe kick upon his stomach, from
which he su1fered great pain, Isaac laboured inces
santly till he got above him in the school, and frOm
that time he continued to rise till he was the head
boy. From the habits of application which this
incident had led him to form, the peculiar character
of his mind was speedily displayed. During the
hours of play, when the other boys were occupied
with their amusements, his mind was en~ossedwith
mechanical contrivances, either in imitation of some
thin!!, which he· had seen, or in execution of some
origmal conception of his own. For this purpose
he provided himself with little saws, hatchets, ham
mers, and all sorts of tools, which he acquired the
art·of using with singular dexterity. The principal.
pieces of mechanism which he thus constructed
were a windmill, a waterclock, and a carriage put in
motion by the person who sat in it. When a wind.
mill was erecting near Grantham on the road to
Gunnerby, Isaac· frequently attended the operations
of the workmen, and acquired such a thorough

I
·1



bowledge of the machinery that he completed a
working mpdel of it, which excited universal admi
ntion. This model was frequently placed on the top
oC the house in which he lodged at Grantham, and
was put in motion by the action oC the wind upon
its sails. Not content with this exact· imitation of
Ute original machine, he conceived the idea of driv
ing it~ animal power, and Cor this purpose he e~
closed m it a mouse which he caned the miller, and
which, by acting upon a sort of treadwheel, gave
motion to the machine. According to some ac.
counts, the mouse was m~e to advance by pulling
a string attached to its tail, while others allege that
the power of the little agent was called forth by ita
anavailing attempts to reach a portion of com placed
above the wheel.

His waterclock was formed out of a box which
he had solicited from Mrs. Clark's brother. It was
about four feet high, and of a proportional breadth,
somewhat like a common houseclock. The index
of the dialplate was turned by a piece of wood, which
either fell or rose by the action of dropping water.
As it stood in his own bedroom he supplied it eve?:
morning with the requisite quantity of water, and It
was used as a clock by Mr. Clark's family, and re
mained in the house long after its inventor had
quitted Grantham.· His mechanical carriage was a
vehicle with four wheels, which was put in motioB
with a handle wrought by the person who sat in it,
but, like Merlin's chair, it seems to have been used
only on the smooth surface of a tIoor, and not fitted
to overcome the inequalities of a road. Although

I BEC1LUIICAL puuurrs. 21

•

• "I remember 011...." n,. Dr. 8l1ltel,., "when 1 was deputy CD
Dr. Halley, ....retary at Ihe Royal Soclely, Sir leaac talked of tb_
IlInd 0( Inelnnnenl8. ThaI be observed lbe obief lneonvenienee ta
tbem _, tbal Ibe bole Ibrongb whiob lbe waler il lranlmilted belD,_-.u,. very lmall, .... IUbj",,1 to be I\ured up by imporiliee In IIIiI
walllr, &It~made wilb .nd will ....... bi.ger, whicb or length ...
aD lDeqna1lt,. In 11mo."-8IDbI1'a Lerler CD Dr.l\lead.-Turnor'I cot
,.,...., p. 177•
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Newton was at this time .. a sober, silent, thinkiDI
lad," who scarcely ever joined in the ordinary gaInN 1(1

of his schoolfellows, yet he' took great pleasure in
providing them with amusements of a scientific
character. He introduced into the school the lIying
of paper kites; and he is said to have been at great
pains in determining their best forms and propor-
tions, and in ascertaining the position and number
of the points by which the string should be attached. I

He made also paper lanterns, by the light of which
he went to school in the winter mornings, and he
frequently attached these lanterns to the tails of
his kites in a dark night, so as to inspire the country
people with the belief that they were comets.

In the house where he lodged there were some
female inmates in whose company he appears to have
taken much pleasure. One of these, a Miss Storey,
sister to Dr. Storey, a physician at Buckminster,
near Colsterworth, was two or three years younger
than Newton, and to great personal attractions she
seems to have added more than the usual allotment
of female talent. The society of this young lady
and her companions was always preferred to that
of his own schoolfellows, and it was one of his most
agreeable occupations to construct for them little
tables and cupboards, and other utensils for holding
their dolls and their trinkets. He had lived nearly
six years. in the same house with Miss Storey, and
there is reason to believe that their youthful friend
ship gradually rose to a higher passion; but the
smallness of her portion and the inadequacy of his
own fortune appear to have prevented the consum
mation of their happiness. Miss Storey was after
ward twice married, and under the name of Mrs.
Vincent, Dr. Stukely visited her at Grantham in 1727,
at the age of eighty-two, and obtained from her
many particulars respecting the early history of our
author. Newton's esteem for her continued un
abated during his life. He regularly visited herwheD
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he went to Lincolnshfre, and never failed to relieve
her from little pecuniary difficulties which seem to
have beset her family.

Among the early passions of Newton we mUllt
recount his love of drawing; and even of writing
verses. His own room was furnished with pictures
drawn, coloured, and framed by himself, sometimes
from copies, but often from life.· Among these
were portraits of Dr. Donne, Mr. Stokes, the mastel
of Grantham llChool, and King Charles I. undel
whose picture were the following verses.

A _ret art my lOul requll'llll 10 Iry,
If~yoro ClID gi". m. whallh. Wll/'l deny.
Three croWDS distinguilbed here, in order do
Pr.enllheir oIJjea(lI 10 my lmowing'l6w.
Ilanh'a crown, Ibua al my ftlel I ClID dillllaln,
WhIch heary ia, and al Ih. bellt bnl1'8ln.
BUI DOW II crown oflhoma I gladly~,
Sharp III IhIa crown, bUI Dot ... IIharp U 1IWIlOt;
The crowD of glory Iball yODder _
la ftJJl ofbllaa and of eternity.

These verses were repeated to Dr. Stukely by Mrs.
Vincent, who believed them to be written by Sir
Isaac, a circumstance which is the more probable,
as he hinlselC assured Mr. Conduit, with some ex
pression of pleasure, that he "excelled in making
verses," although he had been heard to expresa a
contempt for poetical composition.

But while the mind of our young philosopher waa
principally occupied with the pursuits which we have
now detailed, it was not inattentive to the move
ments of the celestial bodies, on which he was dell-

Il tined to throw such a brilliant light. The imperfec
tions of his wateIclock had probably directed his
thoughts to the more accurate measure of time which
the motion of the sun afforded. In tho yard of the

• Mr. Clark lnlbrmed Dr. Stukely lhat the wlln. of the room ill widell
IIlr I.... lodled w.re .....red willi charcoal drawlnp of blrda, beulII,
_. ahlpll, ID4 matllematlealllprell. all of which were 'I'fIrJ well ..
8Iped.

-
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house where he lived, he traced the varying move·
ments ofthat luminaryupon the walls and roofs of the
buildings, and by means of fixed pins he had marked
out the hourly and half.hourly subdivisions. One
of these dials, which went by the name of /laal/8
dial, and was often referred to by the countrypeople
for the hour of the day, appears to have been drawn
801ely from the observations of several years; but
we are not informed whether all the dials'which he
m-ew on the wall of his house at Woolsthorpe, and
which existed after his death, were of the Saple
description, or were projected from his knowledge
of the doctrine of the sphere.

Upon the death of the Reverend Mr. Smith in the
year 1656, his widow left the rectory of North
Witham, and took up her residence at Woolsthorpe
along with her three childr~n, Mary, Benjamin, and
Hannah Smith. Newton had now attained the
fifteenth year of his age, and had made great pro
gress in his studies; and as he was thought capable
of being useful in the management of the farm and
country business at Woolsthorpe, his mother, chiefly
from a motive of economy, recalled him from the
-school at Grantham. In order to accustom him to
the art of selling and buying, two of the most im
portant branche~ of rural labour, he was frequently
sent on Saturday to Grantham market to dispose
of grain and other articles of farm produce, and to
purchase such necessaries as the family required.
As he had yet acquired no experience, an old trust
worthy servant generally accompanied him on th~se

- errands. The inn which they patronised was the
Saracen's Head at West Gate; but no sooner had
they put up their horses than our young philosopher
deserted his commercial coneerns, and betook him
lelf to his former lodging in the apothecary's garret,
where a number of Mr. Clark's old books afforded'
~m abundance of entertainment till his aged guar
dian had executed the family commissions, and an

i
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Do~cedto him the necessity of returning. At other
times he deserted his duties at an earlier stage, and
intrenched himself under a hedge by the way-sidet
where he continued his studies till the servant re
turned ftom Grantham. The more immediate atrairs
of the farm were not more prosperous under his
management than would have been his marketings
at Grantham. The perusal of.lj. book, the execu
tion of a model, or the superintendence of a water
wheel of his own construction, whirling the glitter
ing spray from some neighbouring stream, absorbed
all his thoughts when tie sheep were going astraYt
and the cattle were devouring or treading down the
corn.

Mrs. Smith was soon convinced from experience
that her son was not destined to cultivate the soilt
and as his passion for study, and his dislike for every
other occupation increased with his years, she wisely
resolved to give him all the advantages which edq..
eation could confer. He was accordingly sent back
to Grantham school, where he continued for some
months in busy preparation for his academical stu
dies. His uncle, the Reverend W. Ayscough, who
was rector· of Burton Coggles, about three miles
east of W oolsthorpe, and who had himself studied
at Trinity College, recommended to his nephew to
enter that society, and it was accordingly determined
that he should jroeeed to Cambridge at the ap
proaching term.

, .... Ollll or hie unci...." KY8 Bl Blot, .. hnlnl( OD. day fO\Ind hml
IUlder " hedge willi a book In hie lIand and .nlire'y abeorbed in medlta
lJoo, took It trom blm, and fouod lIIat beWllll occupied In tlleMlulion or•
..athem.lical problem, Strack willi IIndt"l eo eerloue and eo eeli".
a m.~ilioQ .1 10 early an ..., he llI'ged hill molller no longer to lh_
1Jom, and 10 Mod him back 10 Gnmlham to continue bill .Iudt""," I
..... omlned lblll aRecclot. In tbe texI, .. I canOOl lind it In Tt1rDaI'II
CAoIIeelIo.... l\'om which II.Biol derh'ed hi. detail. oC N.wtoD'.IalUar.
_ IA &117 other 1'DI"k,



CHAPTER II.

N_ 1IIl..., Trinity Coll,ge, CamlJrid/f.-Origin of 1IU Propenntg
fur Mathematiu-He 8tudie& the G~try of DtM:arlt8 U1&418ISttd
l'Kn:.-..... a PriIm-lUuiI.. Dr. Harrow', Optical Lecturu-Dr.
lltltTOW'. ()pinion. rupecting Colcntr8.-Talte& his De/fTeu-l. ap.
pointed a Fellow of Trinity 0<>11'8e -8"""e<48 Dr. BarTOW in tM
~ CIuJiT qf JlatAemalic&

To a young mind thirsting for knowledge, and
ambitious of the distinction which it brings, the
transition from a village school to a university~ like
that of Cambridge,-from the absolute solitude of
~bougbt to the society of men imbued with all the
Hterature and science of the age,-must be one of
eventful interest. To Newton it was a source of
peculiar excitement. The history of science a1fords
many examples where the young aspirant had been
early initiated into her mysteries, and had even ex
ercised his powers of invention and discovery before
he was admitted·within the walls of a college; but he
who was to give philosophy her laws did not exhibit
such early talent; no friendly counsel regulated his
youthful studies, and no work of scientific eminence
seems to have guidtld him in his course. In yield
ing to the impulse of his mechanical genius, his
mind obeyed the laws of it!! own natural expansion,
and, following the line of least resistance, it was
thus drawn aside from the strongholds with which
it was destined to grapple.

When Newton, therefore, arrived at Trinity Col
le~,he brought with him a more slender portion of
llC1ence than falls to the -lot of ordinary scholars;
but this state of his acquirements was perhaps not J
unfavourable to the development of his pcwers.
Unexhausted by premature growth, and invIgorated
by healthful repose, his mind was the better fitted to

•



tna'ke those vigorous and rapid shoots which soon
coVered with foliage and with fruit the genial soil
to which it had been transferred.

Cambridge was consequently the real birthplace
(Jf Newton's genius. Her teachers fostered his ear
liest studies i-her institutions sustained his mi~htiest
efforts ;-and within her precincts were aU hi6 dis
coveries made and perfected. When he was called
to higher official functions, his disciples kept up the
pre-eminence of their master's philosophy, and their
successors have maintained this seat of learning in
the fuIness of its glory, and rendered it the most
distinguished among the universities of Europe.

Itwas on the 5th of June, 1660, in the 18th rear
of his age, that Newton 'WS8 admitted into Trinity
College, Cambridge, during the same year that Dr.
Barrow' was elected profesSQr of Greek in the uni
versity. His attention was first turned to the study
of mathematics by a desire t~ inquire into the tFP.tll
of judicial astrology; and he is said to have ills
covered the folly of that stlIdy by erecting a figure
with the aid of one or two of the problems of
Euclid. The propositions ~ontsined in this ancient
system of geometry he regarded as self-evident
truths; and without any prelimfuary stud' he made
himself master of Descartes's' Geometry by his
genius and patient application;'. This neglect of the
elementary~hsofgeometry he afterward regarded
as a mistake in his mathematical studies, and he ex
pressed to Dr. Pemberton his regret that" he had ap
pliedhimself ta the works ofDescartes, andotheralge.
braic writers, before he had eonsidered the elements
of Euclid with that attention which I!IO excellent a
writerdeserved." Dr. Wallis'sArithmeticofInfinites,
SaWlderson's Logic, and the Optics of Kepler were
amang the books which he had studied with care. On
these works he wrote comments during their perusal ;

...
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and so great was his progress, that he is reported •
have found himself more deeply veI'8ed in some 1
branches of knowledge than the tutor who directed
bis studies.

NeUher history nor tradition has handed down to
ns any particular account of his progress during the
first three years that he spent at Cambridge. U
~ppears from a statement of~ expeIl8ell, that ill
166. he pW'chaliled a prism, for the purpose, as hal
been said, of examining IIp.scartes's theory of eo~
Jours; and it is stated- by Mr. Conduit, that he soon
established his own views on the subject, and de~

tected the errors in those of the French phiJ,osopher.
This, however, doesnot seem to have -been the case.
lIad he discovered the composition of light in 1664
or 1665, it is not likely that he would have withheld
jt, not only frop} the Royal Society, but from his
own friends at Cambrjdge till the year 1671. His
fri(lnd and tutor, Dr.'Barrow, was made Lucll8ian
Professor of Mathematics in 1663, and the optical
lectures which he afterward delivered were published
in 1669. In the preface of this work he acknow~

ledges his obligations to his colleague, Mr. Isaac
Newton,· for having revised the MSS., and correc1ed
,several o1'ersights, and made some important sug~

gestions. In the twelfth lecture there are some ob
servations on the natllfe and origin of colours,
which Newton could not have permitted his friend
to publish had he been then in possession of their
p-ue theory. According to Dr. Barrow, White is
that which discharges a copions light equally clear
in every direction I Blaclc is that which does no~ ~
emit light at all, or which does it very sparingly.
Red is that which emits a light more clear than
usual, but interrupted by shady interstices. Blue is
that which discharges a rarified light, as in bodies
which consist of white and black particles arranged
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alternately. Green is nearly allied to blue. YellOflJ
i& a mixture of much white and a little red; aBd
Purple consists of a great deal of blue mixed with
a SJball portion of red. The blue colour of the sea
arises from the whiteness of the salt which it con
tains, mixed with the blackness of the pure water
in which the salt is dissolved; and the blueness of
the shadows of bodies, seen at the same time by
candle and daylight, arises from the whiteness of
the paper mixed with the faint light or blackness of
the twilight. These opinions savour so little of
genuine philosophy that they must have attraeted
the observation of Newton, and had he discovered
at that time that white was a mixture of all the
colours, and black a privation of them all, he eould
not have permitted the absurd speculations of his
master to pass uncorrected.

That Newton had not distinguished himself by
any positive discovery so early as 1664 or 1665, may
be inferred also from the circumstances which at
tended the competition for the law fellowship of
Trinity College. The candidates for this appoint
ment were himself and Mr. Robert Uvedale; and
Dr. Barrow, then Master of Trinity, having found
them perfectly equal in their attainments, con
ferred the fellowship on Mr. Uvedale as the senior
candidate.

In the books of the university, Newton is recorded
as having been admitted sub-sizer in 1661. He
became a scholar in 1664. In] 665 he took his de..

. gree of Bachelor of Arts, and in 1666, in conse..
quence of the breaking out of the plague, he retired
to Woolsthorpe. In 1667 he was made Junior Fel.
low. In 1668 he took his degree of Master of Arts,
and in the same year he was appointed to a Senior
Fellowship. In 1669, when Dr. Barrow had re
solved to devote his attention to theology, he re
aigned the Lucasian Professorship of Mathematics
in favour of Newton, who may now be coneidered

C51
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.. having entered upon that brilliant career oC cJis.
covery the hiBtory of which will form the subject of
lOme of the following chapters.

CHAPTER m.

Tml appointment of Newton to the Lucasian
chair at Cambridge seems to have been coeval with
his grandest discoveries. The first of these oC
which the date is well authenticated is that of the
different refrangibility of the rays of light, which he
established in 1666. The germ of the doctrine of
universal gravitation seems to have presented itself
to him in the same year, or at least in 1667; and "in
the year 1666 or before"· he was in possession of
his method of fluxions, and he had brought it to such
a state in the beginning of 1669, that he permitted
Dr. Barrow to communicate it to Mr. Collins on the
20th oC June in that year.

Although we have already mentioned, on the au
thorityof a written memorandum oC Newton him.
,elf, that he purchased a prism at Cambridge in 1664,
yet he does not appear to have made any use oC it,
as he informs US that it was in 1666 that he "pro-

1
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eured a triangular glass prism to ~ therewith the
celebrated phenomena of COlOUlS.'· During that
year he had applied himself to the grinding of "0p
tic glasses, of other fijplres than spherical," and
haYing, no doubt, expenenced the impracticability
of executing such lenses, the idea of examining the
phenomena of colour was one of those sagacious
and fortunate impulses which more than once led
him to discovery. Descartes in his Dioptria, pub
lished in 1629, and more recently James Gregory in
his Optiea Prumota published m 1663, had shown
that parallel and diverging rays could be reflected or
refracted, with mathematicataccuracy, to a point or
Cocus, by giving the surf~ a parabolic, an elliptical,
or a hyperbolic form, or 'e other Corm not spher.
icaL Descartes had ev n invented and described
maehines by which Ie s of these shapes could be
ground and polished, the perfection' of the re·
Cracting telescope w supposed to depend on the
degree of accuracy ith which they could be exe·
cuted.
. In attempting grind glasses that were not spher
ical, Newton seems to have conjectured that the de
Cects of lenses, and consequently of refracting tele·
scopes, might arise from some other cause than the
imperfect convergency of rays to a single point, and
this conjecture was happily realized in those fine
discoveries of which we shall now endeavour to
give some account.

When Newton began this inquiry, philosophers of
the highest genius were dJ.recting all the energies of
their mind to the subject of light, and to the im
provement of the refracting telescope. James
Gregory of Aberdeen had invented his refiect~
telescope. Descartes had explained the theory and
exerted himself in perfecting the construction of the
eommon refracting telescope, and Huygens. had Dot

• NI1flODI Opera, \lIII. I". p, 100, 1A&IR 10 01dllllJ1u'l.
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only executed the magnificent instruments by which
he discovered the ring and the satellites of Saturn, _
but had begun those splendid researches respecting
the nature'of light, and the phenomena of double
refraction, which have led his successors to such
brilliant discoveries. Newton, therefore, arose when
the science of light was ready for some great ac-
cession, and at the precise time when he was re-
quired to p'ropagate the impulse which it had received
from bis illustrious predecessors. '.'

The ignorance which then prevailed respecting
I the nature and origin of colours is sufficiently ap

parent £tom the account'we have already given of
Dr. Barrow's speculations on this subject. It was
always supposed that light of .every ~lour was
equally refracted or bent out of Its dIrection when' .
it passed through any lens or prism, or other refract
ing medium; and though the exhibition of colours
by the prism had been often made previous to the
time of Newton, yet no philosopher seems to have
attempted to analyze the phenomena.

When he had procured his triangular glass prism,
a section of which is shown' at ABC, (fig. 1,) he

Fig. 1•

•

made II hole H in one of his window-shutters, SHT,
and having darkened his chamber, he let in a con
Yenient quantity of the sun's light RR, which, pass-

b Coogle
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ing through the prism ABC, was so re~d as to
exhibit all the 1ii1ferent colours on the wall at MN, .
forming an image about five times as long 88 it was
broad. "It was at first," says our author, "a very
pleasing divertisement to view the vivid and intelJlle
colours produced thereby," but tlilil pleasure was
immediately succeeded bysurprise atvarious circUJDoo
stances which he had not expected. Accwding tQ
the received lawtl of refraction, he expected t·be
im8ll'e MN to be circular, like thewhiteimageatW,
which the sunbeam RR had formed on the wall
previoul!! to the interposition of the prism; but when·
he found it to be no less than five times larger than
its breadth, it "excited in him a more than ordinary
curiosity to examine from whence it might proceed.
He could scarcely think that the various thickness of
the glass, or the termination with shadow or dark
ness,couldha;ve anyinfluence on light to produce sucll
an effect: yet he thought it not amiss first to examine
tholle circumstances, and so find what would happen
by transmitting light thro~gh parts of the glass of
divers thicknesses,or through holes in the window
of divers bignesses, or by setting the prism without
(on the other side of ST), so that the light might
pass through it and be refracted before it was termi
nated by the hole; but he found none of these cir
cumstances material. The fashion of the colours
was in all those cases the same."

Newton next suspected that some unevenness in
the glass, or other accidental irregularity, might
cause the dilatation of the colours. In order to try
this, he took another prism BCB', and placed it in
such a manner that the light RRW passing through
them both might be refracted contrary ways, and
thus returned by BCB' into that course RRW, from
which the prism ABC had diverted it, for by this
uleaU8 he thought the regular effects of the prism
ABC would be destroyed by the prism BCB, and the
irregular ones more augmented by the multiplicity



or ref'ractions. The reRUlt was, that the light which
was dift'used by the first prism ABC into an oblong •
form, was reduced by the second prism BCB' into a I

circular one W, with as much regularity as when it
did not pass through them at all; so that whatever
was the cause of the length of the image MN, it did
Dot arise from any irregularity in the prism.

Our author next proceeded to examine more critic
ally what might be effel".ted by' the difference of the
incidence of the rays proceeding from different parts
of the sun's disk; but by taking accurate measures
of the lines and angles, he found that the angle of
the emergent rays should be 31 minutes equal to the
sun's diameter, whereas the real angle subtended by
}IN at the hole H was 2° 49'. But as this computa
tion was founded on the hypothesis, that the sine of
the angle of incidence was proportional to the sine
of the angle of refraction, which Crom his own ex
perience he could not imagine to be so erroneous as
to make that angle but 31', which was in reality 20

49', yet" his curiosity cansed him again to take up
his plism" ABC, and having turned it round· in both
directions, so as to make the rays RR Call both with
greatf!r and with less obliquity upon the face AC, he
found that the colours on the wall did not sensibly
change their place; and hence he obtained a decided
proof that they could not be occasioned by a differ
ence in the incidence of the light radiating from dif
ferent parts of the sun's disk.

Newton then began to suspect that the raxs, after
passing through the prism, might move in curve lines,
and, in proportion to the different degrees of curva.
ture, might tend to different parts of the wall; and
this suspicion was strengthened by the r,-,collection
that he had often seen a tennis-ball struck with an
oblique racket describe such a curve line. In this
case a circular and a progressive motion is commu
nicated to the ball by the stroke, and in conse9.uence
oC this, the direction.of its motion was curvllineal, ,
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80 that if the rays of light were globular bodies,
~ they might acquire a circulating motion by their 0b

lique passage out of one medium into another, and
thus move like the tennis-ball in a curve line. Not
withstanding, however, "this plausible ground of
suspicion," he could discover no such curvature in
their direction, and, what was enough for his pur
pose, he observed that the difference between the
length MN of the image, and the diameter of the
hole H, was proportional to their distance HM,
which could not have happened had the rays moved
in curvilineal paths.

These different hypotheses, or suspicions, as New
ton calls them, bemg thus gradually removed, he
was at length led to an experiment which deter
mined beyond a doubt the true cause of the elonga
tion of the coloured image. Having taken a board
with a small hole in it, he placed it behind the face
Be of the prism, and close to it, so that he could
transmit through the hole anyone of the colours in
MN, and keep back all the rest. When the hole,
fOl" example, was near C, no other light but the red
fell upon the ~all at N. He then placed bP-hind N
another board with a hole in it, and behind this
board he placed another prism, so as to receive the
red light at N, which passed through this hole in the
second board. He then turned round the first prism
ABC so as to make all the colours pass in succession
through these two holes, and he marked their places
on the wall. From the variation of these places,
he saw that the red rays at N were less refracted by

l, the second prism than the orange rays, the orange
less than the yellow, and so on, the violet being more
refracted than all the rest.

Hence he drew the grand conclusion, that light
WfU not hUT1lQgeneom, but consisted of rays, some of
which were more refrangible than others.
: As soon as this important truth was established,
.Sir Isaac saw that a lens which refracts light exactly
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like a prism mut also"refract the di1rerently coloured
'rays with clliferent degrees of force, bringing the
violet rays to a foC1l8 nearer the glass than the red
rays. This is shown infig. 2, where LL is a eOD
yex lens, and S, L, SL rays aftha 8IDl falling upon it

in parallel directions. The violet rays existing in
the white light SL being more refrangible than the
rest, will be more refracted OJ bent, and will meet at
.V, forming there a violet image of the sun. In like
manner the yellow mys will form an image" of tbe
sun at Y, and so on, the red l"lIys, which are the least
refrangible, being brought to a focus at R, and there
forming a red image of the sun.

Hence, ifwe suppose LL to be the object-glass of
a telescope directed to the sun, and MM an eye-glass
through which the eye at E sees magnified the image
or picture of the sun formed by LL, it cannot see
distinctly all the different images betwe~m R and V.
If it is adjusted so as to see distmctry the yeUOVI
image at Y, as it is in the figure, it will not see dis- 1
tinctly either the red or violet images, nor indeed any
of them bu~ the yellow one. There will conse-
quently be a distinct yellow image, with indistinct I

images of all the other colour!!, producing great con- J
fusion and indistinctness of vision. As sOon as Sir
Isaac perjleived this result of his discovery, he aban-
doned his attempts to improve the refracting tele- ,
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tICOpe, and tookinto consideration the principle of re-
flection; and as he found that rays of all coloU1"ll
were rellected regWarly, so that the angle of re1lee
tion was equal' to the angle oC incidence, he con
cluded that, upon this principle, optical inJtromeru,
might be fJrl1UgAt to any degree ofperfection imo.ginalJle,
provided a rellecting substance could be found which
could polish as finely·as glass, and rellect as much
light as ~lass transmits, and provided a method of
commumcating to it a parabolic figure could be ob
tained. These difficulties, however, appeared to hiin
very great, and he even thought them insuperable
when he considered that, as any irregularity mare.
ilecting surface makes the rays deviate five or six
times more from their true path than similar irregu.
larities in a refracting surface, a much greater de..
pee of nicety would be required, in figuring ret1ect
mg specula than refracting lenses.

Such was the progress of Newton's optical dis
coveries, when he was forced to quit Cambridge in
1666 by the plague which then desolated England.
and more than two years elapsed before he pro
ceeded any farther. In 1668 he resumed the inquiry,
lind having thought of a delicate method of polish-

.lng, proper for metals, by which, as tie conceived, .
"the figure would be corrected to the last," he began
to put this method to the test of experiment. At
this time he was acquainted with the PfOP.Osal oC
Mr. James Gregory, contained in his Optic4 Prortwta,
to construct a reflecting telescope with two cO!JCRve
apecula, the largest of which had a hole in the
middle of the larger speculum, to transmit the 'light
to an eye-glassl- but he conceived that it would be

.. M. BIo&, In hIa Life of Newton, bU Jltated thet Newton -. pi'&
eeded In the invention of the rellecalng l8\eaeope by Grqory, Ina~
b/yVlitltout t"o",i1lK it. It !II quite oertaln, bowever, thet N!'wlOft 
acquainted wltb Greg<lry'. In..eolloo, 11II appean 1hlm .tIIe fc!Ilovrtne
....oWBl of IL .. Wben 1 I\nIt applied m)-aelf to try the elI'eeta of relllJlj.
lion, Mr. Gregory'll Optica Promota (pnnted In tbe year IG63)· ba¥llll
allen !DIG lIlY bands, wbere tbere la an 1IIatnUIleD& de8CrlbtcI willi a IuIIa
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an impr6vement on this instrument to place the eye
glass at the side of the tube, and to reflect the rays
to it by an oval plane speculum. <?ne of these
instruments he actually executed wIth his own
hands; and he gave an acCOWlt of it in a letter to a
friend, dated February 23<1, 1668-9, a letter which is
also remaikable for contaiuing the first allusion to
bis discoveries respecting colours. Previous to this
he was in correspondence on the subject with Mr.
Ent, afterward Sir George Ent, one of the original
cOWlcilof the Royal Society, an eminent medical
writer of his day, and Presidel~ of the College of
Physicians. In a letter to Mr. Ent he had promised
an account Gf his telescope to their mutual friend,
and the letter to which we now allude contained the
fulfilment of that promise. The telescope was six
inches long. It bore an apelture in the large specu
lum something more than an inch, and as the eye
glass was a plano-convex lens, whose focal l~ngth

was one-sixth or one-seventh of an inch, it magni
fied about forty times, which, as Newton remarks,
was more than any six-foot tube (meaning refracting
telescopes) could do with distinctness. On account
of the-badness of the materials, however,·and the
want of a good polish, it represented objects less
distinct than a six-feet tube, though h9 still thought
it would be equal to a three or four feet tube di
rected to common objects. He had seen through it
Jupiter distinctly with his four satellites, and also
the horns or moon-like phases of Venus, though this
last phenomeJlon required some niceness in adjusting
the instrument.

Although Newton considered. this little instru-

III the midet of the object-glas., to transmit the light to lID eye-gl....
p1sced behind it, I had thence an ocC8lllon ofconsidering that sort of con~
.mellon, and l\>und their di.advantages 80 gresl, that laaw it n_1']'
IJefbre I attempted any thing In the practice to alter the de.ign of them
and place the ey..gl.... at the aide of the tube rather than at themlddle.~
.-lAtter toO~g, May 4l/i, 16711
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mant as in itself contemptible, yet he regarded it as
an "epitome of what might be done;" and he ex
pressed his conviction that a six-feet telescope might
be made after this method, which would perform as
well as a sixtY' or a hundred feet telescope made ill
the common way; and that if a common refracting
telescope could be made of the "purest glass exqui
sitely polisbed, with the best figure that any geo
metrician (Descartes, &c.) hath or can design," it
would scarcely perform better than a common tele
scope. This, he adds, may seem a paradoxical as.
sertion, yet he continues, "it is the necessary con-.
sequence of some experiments which 1 have made
concerning the nature of light."

The telescope now described possesses a very pe
culiar interest, as being the first reflecting one which
was ever executed and directed to the h~avens.

James Gregory, indeed, had attempted, in 1664 or
1'665, to COllStruct his instrument. He employea
Messrs. Rives and Cox., who were celebrated glass
grinders of that time, to execute a concave speculum
of six feet radius, and likewise a small one; but as
they had failed in polishing the large one, and as Mr.
Gregory was on the eve of going abroad, he troubled
himself no farther about the experiment, and the
tube of the telescope was nevel' made. Some time
afteJlW'ard, indeed, he "made some trials both with a
little concave and convex speculum," but, " pos
lIessed with the fancy of the defective figure, he
would not be at the pains to fix every thing in its due
distance."

Such were the earliest attempts to construct the
reflecting telescope, that noble instrument which
has since effected such splendid discoveries in as
tronomy. Looking back from the present advanced
state of practical !¥lienee, how great is the contrast
between the loose specula of Gregory and the tine
Gregorian telescopes of Hadley, Short, and Veitch,
--between the humble six-inch tube of Newton and
the gigantic instruments of Herschel aud Ramage.
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The 1lUCCe88 of this first experiment inspired New
ton with fresh zeal, and though his mind was now
occupied with his optical discoveries, with the ele
ments of his method of fluxions, and with the ex··
panding genn of his theory of universal gravitation,
yet with all the ardour of youth he applied himself
to the laborious operation of executing anothflr re
lIecting telescope with his own Rands. ThiB instnl
ment, which was btltter than the first, though it lay
JJy him several years, excited some interest at Cam
bridge; and Sir lllaac himself informs us, that one
of the fellows of Trinitr College had completed a
telescope of the same kind, which he considered as
somewhat superior to his own. The existence of
these tele8copes having become known to the Royal
Society, Ne)'ion was reqU!:lstecl to send his- instru
ment for examination to that learned body. He ac~

cordingly transmitted it to Mr. Oldenburg in Decem
ber, 1671, and from this epoch his name began to
acquire that celebrity by which it has been so pecu-
liarly dj.s~shed. -

On the 11th of January, 1672, it was announced
to the Royal Society that his reflecting telesco~
had been shown to the king, and had been examinea
by the president, Sir Robert Moray, Sir Paul Neale,
Sir Christopher Wren, and Mr. Hook. These gen
tlemen entertained so high an opinion of it, that, in
prder to secure the honour of the contrivance to its
author, they advised the inventor to send a drawing
and description of it to Mr. Huygens at Paris. Mr.
Oldenburg accordingly drew up a description of it
in Latin, which, after being corrected by Mr. New
ton, was transmitted to that eminent philosopher.
This telescope, of which the annex~ is an accurate
drawing, is carefully preserved in the library of the
Royal Society of London, with the following in-
_scnption :- .

"IfI1Jented lJy Sir I,QQC NtNJtOfl II7Id rNMlt1 witA Ai.t
OlIn laandl, 1671."

j
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It does not appear that Newton executed any other
reflecting telescopes than the two we have mentioned.
He informs us that he repolished and greatly im
proved a fourteen-feet object-glass, executed by a
London artist, and having proposed in 1678 to sub
stitute glass refll:lctors in place (Jf metallic specula,
he tried to make a reflecting telescope on this
principle four feet long, and with a magnifying power
of 150. The glass was wroulfht by a London artist,
and though it seemed well finIShed, yet, when it was
quicksi1ve~edon its cony-ex sid~,. it exhi~itedall over
the g1ass mnumerable mequalitIes, which gave an
indistinctness to every object. He expresses, how
ever, his conviction that nothing but good work
manship is wanting to perfect these telescopes, and
he recommends their consideration "to the curious
in figuring glasses."

fol." a period of fifty years this recommendatioD
ucited no notice. At last Mr. James Short of
Edinburgh, an artist of consummate skill, executed
about the year 1730 no fewer than six reflecting
telescopes with glass specula, three of fifteen inches,
~d ~hree of nine inches in focal length. He found
it extremely troublesome to give them a true figure
with parallel surfaces; and several of them when
finished turned out useless, in consequence of the
veins which then appeared in the glass. Although
these instruments performed remarkably well, yet
the light was faintel" than he expected, and from this
cause, combined with the difficulty of finishing them,
he afterward devoted his labours solely to those
with metallic specula.

At a later period, in 1822, Mr. G. B. Airy of
Trinity College, and one of the distinguished suc.
cessors of Newton in the Lucasian chair, resumed
the consideration of glass specula, and demonstrated
that the aberration both of figure and of colour
might be corrected in these instruments. Upon this
tnPniou.s principle Mr. Airy executcld more thaQ,

1
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cme teleseojJe, but though the result oC the experi-
" ment was such as to excite hopes oC ultimate IIUCoo

cess, yet the coll8tntction oC such instruments ill
still a desideratum in practical science.

Such were the attempts which Sir lIIaac Newton
made to construct reflecting telescopes; but notwith
lltanding the sueceas oC his labours, neither the phi
losopher nor the practical 0rtician seems to have
bad courage to pursue them. A London artist, in.
deed, undertook to imitate these instruments; but
Sir Isaac infonns us, that "he fell much short of
what he had attained, as be afterward understood
by discoursing with the under workmen he had em
ployed." After a long period of fifty years, John
Hadley, Esq. of Easex, a Fellow oC the Royal S0
ciety, began in 1719 or 1720 to execute a reflecting
telescope. Hill scientific knowledge and his manual
dexterity fitted him admirably for such a task, and,
probably after many Cailures, he constructed two
large telescopes about five feet three inches long,
one of which, with a speculum six inches in diameter,
was presented to the Royal Society in 1723. The
celebrated Dr. Bradley and the Rev. Mr. Pound
compared it with the great Huygenian refractor 123
teet long. It bore as high a magnifying power as
the Huygenian telescope: it showed objects equally
distinct, though not altogether so clear and bright,
and it exhibited every celestial object that had been
discovered by Huygens,-the five satellitell of Sat
urn, the shadow of Jupiter's satellites on his disk,
the black list in Saturn's ring, and the edge oC his
shadow cast on the ring. Encouraged and instructed
by Mr. Hadley, Dr. Bradley began the construction
of reflecting telescopes, and succeeded so well that
he would have completed one oC them, had he not
been obliged to change his residence. Some time
afterward he and the Honourable Samuel Molyneus
undertook the task together at Kew, and attempted
to uecute specula about twenty-six inches in focal
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length; but notwithstanding Dr. Bradley's former.
experience, and Mr. Hadley's frequent instructions,
it Wllll a long time before they succeeded. The first
good instrument which they finished was in May,.
1724. It was twenty-six inches in focallength; but
they afterward completed a very large one of eight·
feet, the largest that had ever been made. The first
of these instruments was afterward elegantly fitted
up by Mr. Molyneux, and presented to his majesty
John v. King of Portugal.

The great object of these two able astronomers
was to reduce the method of making specula to
such a degree of certainty that they could be manu-'
factured for public sale. Mr. Hauksbee had indeed
made a good one about three and a half feet long,
and had proceeded to the execution of two others,
one of six feet, and another of twelve feet in focal
lengtH; but Mr. Scarlet and Mr. Hearne, having re
ceived all the information which Mr. Molyneux had
acquired, constructed them for public sale; and the
reflecting telescope has ever since been an article of
trade with every regular optician.

As Sir Isaac Newton was at this time President
of the Royal Society, he had the high satisfaction
of seeing his own invention become an instrument
OfjUblic use, and of great advantage to science,
an he no doubt felt the full influence of this triumph
of his skill. Still, however, the reflecting telescope
had Dot achieved any new discovery in the heavens.
The latest accession to astronomy had been made
oy the ordinary refractors of Huygens, labouring
under all the imperfections of coloured light; and
this long pause in astronomical discovery seemed
to indicate that man had carried to its farthest limits
his power of penetrating into the depths of the uni
verse. This, however, was only one of those sta
tionary positions from which human genius takes a
new and a loftier elevation. While the English opo
.licians were thus practising the recent art of grilldinll
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specula, Mr. James Short of Edinburgh W88 devot
ing to the subject all the energies of, his youthful
mind. In 1732, and in the 22d year of his age, he
began his labours, and he carried to such high per
fection the art of grinding and polishing specula, and
of giving them the true parabolic figure, that, with
a telescope fifteen inches in· focal length, he read in
the Philosophical Transactions at the distance of
500 feet, and frequently lIaw the five satellites of
Saturn together,-a power which was beyond the
reach even of Hadley's six-feet instrument. The
celebrated Maclaurin compared the telescopes of
Short with those made by the best London artists,
and so great was their superiority, that his small
telescopes were invariably superior to larger ODeS
from London. In 1742, after he had Ilettled 88 an
optician in the metropolis, he executed for Lord
Thomas Spencer a reflecting telescope, twelve feet
in focal length, for 6301. ; in 1752 he completed one for
the King of Spain, at the expense of 1~001.; and a
short time before his death, which took place in
1768, he finished the specula of the large telescope
which was mounted equatorially for the observatory
of Edinburgh by his brother Thomas Short, who was
offered t:welve hundred guineas for it by the King of
Denmark.

Although the superiority of these instruments,
which were all of the Gregorian form, demonstrated
the value of the reflecting telescope, yet no skilful
hand had yet directed it to the heavens; and it was
reserved for Dr. Herschel to employ it as an instru
ment of discovery, to exhibit to the eye of man new
worlds and new systems, and to bnng within the
grasp of his reason those remote regions of space
to which his imagination even had scarcely ventured
to extend its power. So early as 1774 he completed
a jive-feet Newtonian reflector, and he afterward
executed no fewer than two hundred 7 feet, one hu",.
tked and fifty 10 feet, and eighty 20 feet specula. III
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1781 he began areftectorthirtyfeet long,and having
a speculum thirty-six inches in diameter; and under
the munificent patronage of George Ill. he com
pleted, in 1789, his gigantic instrument forty feet
long, with a speculum forty-nine and a half mches
in diameter. The genius and perseverance which
created instruments of such transcendant magnitude
were not likely to terminate with their construction.
In the examination of the starry heavens, the ulti
mate object of his labours, Dr. Herschel exhibited
the same exalted qualifications, and in a few ·years
he rose from the level of humble life to the enjoy
ment of a name more glorious than that of the sages
and warriors of ancient times, and as immortal as
the objects with which it will be for ever associated.
Nor was it in the ardour of the spring of life that
these triumphs of reason were achieved. Dr. Her
schel had reached the middle of his course before
his career of discovery began, and it was in the au
tumn and winter of his days that he reaped the full
harvest of his glory. The discovery of a new planet
at the verge of the solar system was the first trophy
of his skill, and new double and multiple stars, and
new nebulre, and groups of celestial bodies were
added in thousands to the system of the universe.
The spring-tide of knowledge which was thus let in
upon the human mind continued for a while to spread
its waves over Europe; but when it sank to its ebb in
England, there was no other bark left upon the strand
but that of the Deucalion of Science, whose home
had been so long upon its waters.

During the life of Dr. Herschel, and during the
reign, and within the dominions of his royal patron,
four new planets were added to the solar system,
but they were detected by telescopes of ordinary
power; and we venture to state, that since the reign
of George III. no attempt has been made to keep
up the continuity of Dr. HerschePs discoveries.

Mr. Herschel, his distin~shed son, has inda6fl
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oompleted more'than one telescope of considerabllJ
size j Mr. Ramage, of Aberdeen, has executed re
tlectocs rivalling almost those of Slough j-and Lord
Oxmantown, bIl Irish nobleman of high promise, is
now engaged on an instrument of great size. But
what avail the enthusiasm and the efforts of indi
vidual minds in the intellectual rivalry of nations 1
When the proud science of England pines in obscu
rity, blighted by the absence of the royal favour, and
of the nation's sympathy j-when its chivalry fall
unwept and unhonoured j-how can it sustain the
contlict against the honoured and marshalled genius
of foreign lands 1

CHA:PTER IV.

He deliv... a Cour.e 'If. OptiuJl ucture. at Cambridge-I••Zeded FeZlo1IJ
'If tilt lI.oyal Socil!ty-He communicate. to tlltm hill Diocovtrit. on
'he rti1ferenl JWTangibilily anti.Nature qf Light-Popular Ace""'"
of them-They involve him in varitJ'u,. Controver"ie,.-Hu Dispute
with Pardies-Unuo-Lucas-lJr. Hooke and Mr. Huyg....-TM
1"lf/1i.n&a qf tile•• Dioput.. 01& tilt Mind qf Newton.

ALTHOUGH Newton delivered a course of lectures
on optics in the University ,Qf Cambridge in the
years 1669, 1670, and 1671, containing his principal
discoveries relative to the different refrangibility of
~ht, yet it is a singular circumstance, that the.se
discoveries should not have become public through
the conversation or correspondence of his pupils.
The Royal Society had acquired no knowledge of
them till the beginning of 1672, and his reputation
in that body was founded chielly on his reflecting
telescope. On the 23d December, 1671, the cele
brated Dr. Seth Ward, Lord Bishop of Sarum, who
was the author of several able works on astronomy,
and had filled the astronomical chair at Oxford,
proposed Mr. Newton as 11 Fellow of the Royal
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Society. The satisfaction which he derived frum this
circumstance appears to have been considerable;
and in a letter to Mr. Oldenburg, of the 6th January,
he says, "I am very sensible of the honour done
me by the Bishop of Sarum in proposing me a can
didate; ai1d which, I' hope, will be further conferred
upon me by my election into the Society; and if
80, I shall endeavour to testify my gratitude, by
communicating what my poor and solitary l1ndeav
ours can effect towards the promoting your philo
sophical designs." His election accordingly took
place on the 11th January, the same day on which
the Society agreed to transmit a description of Pis
telescope to Mr. Huygens at Paris. The notice of
his election, and the thanks of the Societt for the
communication of his telescope, were conveyed in
the same letter, with an assurance that the Society
" would take care that all right should be done him
in the matter of this invention." In his next letter
to Oldenburg, written 011 the 18th January, 1671-2,
he announces his optical discoveries in the following
remarkable manner; "I.desire that in your Dext
letter you would inform me for what time the So~

ciety continue their weekly meetings; because if
they continue them for any time, I am purposing
them, to be considered of and examined, an account
of a philosophical discovery which induced me to the
making of the said telescope; and I doubt not but
will prove much more grateful than the communica
tion of· that instrument; being in my judgment the
oddest, if not the most considerable detection which
hath hitherto been made in the operations of nature~"
. This" considerable detection" was the discovery
of the different refrangibility of the rays of light
which we have -already explained, and which led
to the construction of his reflecting telescope. It
was communicated to the Royal Society in a letter
to Mr. Oldenburg, dated February 6th, and excited
great interest among its members. The" solemn
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thanks" of the meeting were ordered to be trBDs
mitted to its author for hi8 "very ingeniOl18 dis.
eourse." A desire was expreaed to have it imme.
diately printed, both for the purpoee of haling it
well considered by philO8Ophers, and for .. securing
the considerable notices thereof to the author against
the arrogations of others;" and Dr. Seth WlU"dt
Bishop of Salisbury, Mr. Boyle, and Dr. Hooke
were desired to perose and consider it, and to bring
in a report upon it to the Society.

The Kindness of this distinguished body, and the
anxiety which they had already evinced for hia
reputation, excited on the part of Newton a correll
ponding feeling, and he gladly accepted of their pr0.
posal to publish his discourse in the monthly num
bers in which the Transactions were then given to
the world. .. It was an esteem," says he,· "of the
Royal Society for most candid and able judges in
philosophical matters, encouraged me to present
them with that discourse of .light and colours, which
since they have so favourably accepted of, I do ear·
nestly desire you to return them my cordial thanks.
I before thought it a great favour to be made a
member of that honourable body; but I am now
more sensible of tbe advantages; for believe me,
sir, I do not only esteem it a duty to concur with
you in the promotion of real knowledlle; but a great
privilege, that, instead of exposing discourses to a
prejudiced and common multitude, (by which means
many troths have been baftled and lost), I may with
freedom apply myself to 80 judicious and impartial
an assembly. As t9 the printing of that letter, I am
satisfied in their judgment, or else I should have
thought it too straight and narrow for public view.
I designed it only to thoeethat know how to im·
prove upon hints of things; and, therefore, to spare
tediousness, omitted many such remarks and ex·

• LoI&er 10 0WIII"1;FIiImIuJ Ill, 1871.
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periments as might be collected by considering the
assigned laws of refractions; some of which I be
lieve, with the generality of men, would yet be
almost as taking as any I described. But yet, since
the Royal Society have thought it fit to appear pub
licly, I leave it to their plp.88Ure: and perhaps to
supply the aforesaid defects, I may send you some
more of the experiments. to second it (if it be 80
thought fit), in the ensuing Transactions."

Following the orderwhich Newton himselfadopted,
we have, in the preceding chapter, given an account
of the leading doctrine of the different refrangibility
of light, and of the attempts to improve the reflect
ing telescope which that discovery suggested. We
shall now, therefore, endeavo1ll' to make the reader
acquainted with the other discoveries respecting
colours which he at this time commwoicated to the
Royal Society.

Having determined, byexperiments Fig
already described, that a beam of
white light, as emitted from the sun,
consisted of seven different colours,
which possess different degrees of
refrangibility, he measured the re
lative extent of the coloured spaces,
and found them to have the propor
tions shown in fig. 4, which rep
resents the priMnatic spectrwn, and
VI hich is nothing more than an elon
gated image of the sun produced by
the rays being separated in different
degrees from their original direction,
the red being refracted le(Ut, and the
violet most powerfully.

If we consider light as consisting
of minute particles of matter, we may
form some notion of its decomposI
tion by the prism from the following
popular illustration. If we take steel

Cu()gl
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filings of seven different degrees of fineness and
mix them' together, there are two ways in which we
may conceive the mass to be decomposed, or, what
is the same thing, all the seven different kinds of
filings separated from each other. By means of
seven sieves of different degrees of'fineness, and so
made that the finest will just transmit the finest
powde,r and detain all the rest, while the next in
fineness transmits the two finest powders and detains
all the rest, and so on, it is obvious that all the pow
ders may be completely separated from each other.
If we again mix all the steel filings, and laying them
upon a table, hold high above them a flat bar magnet,
so that none of the filings are attracted, then if we
bring the magnet nearer and nearer, we shall come
to a point where the finest filings are drawn up to it.
These being removed, and the magnet brought
nearer still, the Hext finest powders will be attracted,
and 80 on till we have thus drawn out of the mass
all the poWders in a sepatate state. We may con
ceive the bar magnet to ,be inclined to the surface
of the steel filings, and so moved over the mass,
that at the end nearest to them the heaviest 01"
coarsest will be attracted, and all the remotest and
the finest or lighter filings, while the :I;est are at.
tracted to intermediate points, so that the seven
different filings are not only separated, but are found
adhering in separate patches to the surface of the
flat magnet. The first of these methods, with the
sieves, may represent the process of decomposing
light, by which certain rays ot"- white light are ah
sorbed, or stifled, or stopped in passing through
bodies, while certain other rays are transmitted.
The second method may represent the process of
decomposing light by refraction, or by the attraction
of certain rays farther from their original direction
than other rays, and the different patches of filings
upon the flat magnet may represent the spaces on
the spectrqrn.
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When a beam of white light is decomposed~

the II8l'8n diJrerent colours of the~ any
particular colour, when once aeparated from the
rest, is not BUSceptible of any change, or farther
decomposition, whether it is refracted throngh prisms
or reflected from mirrors. It may become fainter
or brighter, but Newton never could, by any proce88,
alter its colour or its refrangibility.

Among the various bodies which act upon light,
it is conceivable that there might have been some
which acted least upon the violet rays and most
upon the red rays. Newton, however, found that
this never took place; but that the same degree of
refrangibility always belonged to the same colour,
and the same colour to the same degree of refran
gibility.

Having thus determined that the aeven diJrerent
colours of the spectrum were original or simple, he
was led to the. conclusion that wkitenus or white
light is a compound of all the aeven colours of the
spectnnn, in the proportions in which they are rep
resented in fig. 4. In order to prove this, or what
is called the recomposition of white light out of the
Beven colours, he employed three ditrerent methods.

When the beam RR was aeparated into its ele-

Violet
Indip
Bh..
C....
Yellow

~

naentary 1l010ttr8 by the prism ABC, he received the

b Coogle
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tolours on another prism BCD', held either close to
the first or a little behind it, and by the opposite re
fraction of this prism they were all refracted back
into a beam of white light BW, which fonned a
white circular image on the wall at W, similar to
what took place before any of the prisms were
placed in its way.

The other method of recomposing white light
consisted in making the spectrum fall upon a lens at
some distance from it. . When a' sheet of white
paper was held behind the lens, and removed to a
proper distance, the colours were all refracted into
a circular spot, and so blended as to reproduce light
so perfectly white as not to differ sensibly from the
direct light of the sun.

The last method of recomposing white light was
one more suited to vulgar apprehension. It con
sisted in attempting to compound a white by mix
ing the coloured powders used by painters. He
was aware that such coloUrs, from their very nature,
could not compoSe a pure white; but even this im
perfection in the experiment he removed by an in
genious device. He accordingly mixed one part of
,.ed lead, four parts of hlue hice, and a proper propor
tion of orpiment and verdigris. This mixture was
dun, like wood newly cut, or like the human skin.
He now took one-third of the mixture and rubbed
it thickly on the floor of his room, where the sun
shone upon it through the opened casement,and be
side it, in the shadow, he laid a piece of white paper
of the same size." Then going from them to the
distance of twelve or eighteen feet, so that he could
not discern the unevenness of the surface of the
pow:der nor the little shadows let fall from ~he gritty
particles' thereof; the powder appeared mtensely
white, so as to transcend even the paper itself in
whiteness." By adjusting the relative illuminatiOli
of the powders and the paper, he was able to
make them both appear of the very same degree 01

E2- -- ,



whi&enesiJ. "For:' says he, "when I was tryfnI
this, a friend coming to visit me, I stopped him at

. &he door, and before I told him what tne coloul'll
were, or what I was doing, I asked him which of the
two whites were the best, and wberein they differed1
And after he had at that distance viewed them well, he
answered, that they were both good whites, and that
he could not say which was best, nor wherein their
colours differed." Hence Newton inferred tha$
perfect whiteness may be compounded of different
colours.

As all the various shades of colour which appear
in the material world· can be imitated by intercept.
ing ceItain rays in the spectrum, and uniting all the
rest, and as bodies always appear of th,e same colour
as the light in which they are placed, he concluded,
that the colours of naturaJ bodies are not qualities
inherent in the bodies themselves, but arise from the
disposition of the particles of each body to stop or
absorb certain rays, and thus to reflect more cop.iously
the rays which are not thus lWsorbed. .

No sooner were these discoveries given to thAI
world than theywere opposed with a degree of viru·
lence and ignorance which have seldom been com·
bined in scientific controversy. Unfortunately for
Newton, the Royal Society contained few individuals
of pre-eminent talent capable 'of appreciating the
truth of his discoveries, and of protecting him against
the shafts of his envious and ignorant assailants.
This eminent body, while they held his labours in
the highest esteem, were still of opinion that hiB
discoveries were fair subjec<ts of discussion. and
&heir secretary accordingly communicated to him all
the papers which we11! written in opposition to his
'Views. The first of these was by a Jesuit named
Ignatius PlU'dies, Professor of Mathematics at Cler·
mont, who pretended that the elonl\:ation of the sun's
image arose from the inequal inCIdence of the dif·
Cerent rays OD the Dl'l!t fll('e of the prism, a1tho~~
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,Newton had demoD8trated in his own diBcO\1ftlle that
thli W88 not the case. In April, 1672, Newton trans
mitted to Oldenburg a decisive reply to the animad
.ersions of Pardies; but, unwilling to be vanquis4edt
tbiB disciple of Descartes took up a fresh position,
lind maintained that the elongation of the spectrum
might be explained by the diffusion of light on the
hypothesiS of Grimaldi, or by the diffusion of undu
lations on the hypothesis of Hook. Newton again
replied to these'feeble reasonings; but he contented
himself with reiteroting his original experiments,
and confirming them by more popular arguments,
and the vanquished Jesuit wisely quitted the field.

Another combatant soon sprung up in the person
of one Francis Linus, a physician in Liege,· who,
on the 8th October, 1674, addressed a letter to I
tiiepd in· London, containing animadversions on
Newton's doctrine of colours. He boldly affirms,
that in a perfectly clear 8Ity the image of the sun
made by a prism is never elongated, and that the
spectrum observed by Newton was not formed by
the true sunbeams, but by rays proce~jng from
some bright cloud. In support of these assertions,
he appeals to frequently repeated experiments on
the refractions and reflections of light which he
had exhibited thirty years, before to Sir KeneIm
Digby, "who took notes upon them;" and he un
blushingly states, that, if Newton had used the
Ilame industry as he did, he would never have
" taken so impossible a task in hand, as to explain
the difference between the length.aJld breadth ot
the spectrum by the received laws of refraction."
When this letter was shown to Newton, he refused

• 'lbIa genllema W1IlI lba aullio. of 'a paper In the Pbiloaopblcal
TrausacUOOII, eotitled ., Optical AlI8ertioD'J concerning the Rainbow."
Bow aucb a paper could be publi.brd by ao learned a body aeema in tile
..-ot day utterly illcomprehen8lble. The diala wbich Linua eraclei
.. Liap, and ..blch wera tbe orIliuale oC thoae formerly In tile PIiGrJ
Qardeua In London, are noticed lu the PhUooophical Tranoactlotla ilIr.Ta III _ .(Cham IlIe IIoan __ 1IIiaI~b)'lOIIcII.

--
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to lIDBwer it; but a letter was sent to Linus referring
him to the answer to Pardies, and assuring him that
the experiments on the spectrum were made -when
there was no bright cloud in the heaYens. This
reply, however, did not satiJIfy the Dutch experi
mentalist. On the 25th February, 1675, he addressed
another letter to his friend, in which he gravely
attempts to prove that the experiment of Newton
was not made in a clear day ;-tbat the prism was
not close to the hole,-and that the length of the
spectrum was not perpendicular, or parallel to the
length of the prism. - Such assertions could not but
irritate even the patientmind of Newton. He mor-e
than once declined the earnest request of pldenburg
to answer these observations; he statoo, that, as
the dispute referred to matters of fact, it could only
be decided before competent witnesses, and he
referred to the testimony of those who had seen
his experiments. The entreaties of Oldenburg, how
ever, prevailed over his own better judgment, and,
"lest Mr. Linus should make the more stir," this
great man was compelled to draw up a long and
explanatory reply to reasonings utterly contempti
ble, and to assertions altogether unfounded. Thie
answer, dated November 13th, 1675, could scarcely
have been perused by Linus, who was dead on the
15th December, when his pupil Mr. Gascoigne, took
up the gauntlet, and declared that Linus had shown
to various persons in Liege the experiment which
proved the spectrum to be circular, and that Sir
Isaac could not be more confident on his side
than they were on the other. He admitted, how
ever, that the different results might arise from di,"
ferent ways of placing the prism. Pleased with the
" handsome genius of Mr. Gascoigne's letter," New
ton replied even to it, and suggested that the spec
trum seen by Linus may have been the circular one,
formed by one rellexion, or, what he thought more
probable. the circular one formed by two refractiolUlo
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and one intervening re:flection from the baae of the
prism, which would be coloured if the priam WBI
DOt an isosctl1es occr. This suggestion seems to
have enlightened the Dutch philosophers. Mr. Gu
eoi~e, havin~ no cOBveniences Cor making the ex
penments pomted out by Newton, requested Mr.
Lucas of Liege to ~rfonn them-in his own house.
This ingenious individual, whose paper gave great
satisfaction to Newton, and deserves the highest
praise, confirmed the leading results of the English
philosopher; but though the refracting angle of his
prism was 60° and the refractions tlqual,he never
could obtain a spectrum whose length was more
thu. from three to three and II hoI! times its breadth,
while Newton found the length to befive times its
breadth. In our author's reply, he directs his atten
tion principally to this point of difference. He
repeated his measures with each of the three angles
of UNie different prisms, and he affirmed that Mr.
Lucas might make mre to.find the image cu long",.
lO!¥ftlf' thtm he Iuul yet done, by taking a prism with
plam surfaces, and with an angle' of 66° or 670.
lIe admitted that the smallness of the angle in Mr.
Lucas's prism, viz. 60°, did Dot account for the
shortness of the spectrum which he obtained with
it; and he observed in one of his own prisms that
the length of the image was greater in proportion
to the refracting angle than it should have been; an
effect which he ascribes to its having a greater
refractive power. There is every rell80D to believe
that the prism of Lucas had actually a less disper
sive power than that of Newton; and had the Dutch
philosopher measured its refractive power instead
of guessing it, or had Newton been leBS confident
than he was· that all other prisms must give a

• Ne_ lpeen ...llb oIolU!u poehi".....IUI Ihle II1Ibjeot. .. JW I
"",,",," .yl be, "Ibal Mr. x.u....... ob••rulioo• ...."fIIlloltl "lien Ihe
~ a.18 of ib. pl'illm I. full 60", and ,lie day il ckolr1 and ,be
IlIIl laJlllh of l1Ie 001_ II meuured, ..d IIIe breaal&h or 1M i....
""-111 10 lhe IIILD" d1ameI4Ir: UId ....011_ well __ 01 •

.... 1
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lpectrnm of the same 1ength as his in relation to ita
refracting angle and its index of refraction, the in
vention of the achromatic telescope would have
been the necessary result. The objections of Lucas
drove our author to experiments which he had never
before made,-to measure accurately the lengths of
the spectra with different prisms of different angles
and diffe1"'.:mt refractive powers; and had the Dutch
philosopher maintained his position with more ob
stinacy, he would have conferred a distinguished
favour upon science, and would have rewarded
Newton for all the vexation which had sprung from
the minute discussion of his optical experiments.

Such was the termination of his disputes with the
Dutch philosophers, and it can scarcely be doubted
that it cost him more trouble to detect the origin of
his adversaries' blunders, than to establish the great
truths which they had attempted to overturn.

Harassing as such a controversy must have been
to a philosopher like Newton, ret it did not touch
those deep-seated feelings which characterize the
noble and generous mind. No rival jealousy yet
pointed the arguments ofhis opponents ;-no charges
of plagiarism were yet directed against his personal
character. These aggravations of scientific contro
versy, however, he was destined to endure; and In
the dispute which he was called to maintain both
against Hooke and Huygens, the agreeable con
sciousness of grappling with men of kindred powers
was painfully imbittered by the personality and

.; jealousy with which it was conducted.
Dr. Robert Hooke was about seven years older

than NeWton, and was one of the ninety-eight
original or unelected members of the Royal Society.

tmtb and exaeme. of my own oblle,ntlOll., 1 .boIl be unwilling to be
dlvened by any otbe, oxJMlrlment. lhJm haTing a Illir end made of tIiliI
In the lI,.t I'laee." On thlt 8Ilppo8l'ion that bill prism ... OIHl of ft'1'
low di.pe,.,... power, Mr. Lneu might, with perfect trtltb, haft .....
the very lame language towardl Newtott.

,
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He pos8essedgreat versatility of talent, yet, though
his genius was of the most original cast, and his
acquirements extensive, he had not devoted himself
with fixed purpose to any particular branch of
knOWledge. His numerous and ingenious inven
tions, of which it is impossible to speak too highly,
gave to his studies a practical turn which unfitted
him for that continuous labour which physical re
searches so imperiously demand. The subjects
of light, however, and of gravitation seem to have
deeply occupied his thoughts before Newton ap
peared in the same field, and there can be no doubt
that he had made considerable progress in 'both of
these inquiries. With a mind less divergent -in its
pursuits, and more endowed withpatience of thought,
he might have unveiled the mysteries in which both
these subjects were enveloped, and preoccupied the
intellectual throne which was destined for his rival;
but the infirm state of his health, the peevishness
of temper which this occasioned, the number of
unfinished inventions from which he looked both
for fortune and fame, and, above all, his inordinate
love of reputation, distracted and broke down the
energies of his powerful ~ intellect. In the more
matured inquiries of his rivals he recognised, and
often truly, his own incompleted speculations; and
when he saw others reaping the harvest for which
he had prepared the ground, and of which he had
sown the seeds, it was not easy to suppress the
mortification which their success inspired. In the
history of science, it has always been a difficult task
to adjust the rival claims of competitors, when the
one was allowed to have completed what the other
was acknOWledged to have begun. He who com
mences an inquiry, and publishes his results, often
goes much farther than he has announced to the 
world, and, pURhing his speculations into the very
heart of the subject, frequently submits them to the
ear of friendship. From the pedestal of hi8 pub- .



lished laboUl'll hiB rival begins hiB researches, aueI
brings them to a successful issue; while he has in
reality done nothing more than complete and de
monstrate the imperfect speculations of his prede
cessor. To the world, and to himself, he is no
doubt in the position of the principal discoverer,
but there is still Bome apology for his rival when
he brings forwanl his unpublished labours; and some
excuse for the exercise of personal feeling, when he.
measures the speed of his rival by hiB own proximity'
to the goal.

The conduct of Dr. Hooke would have been
viewed with some such feeling, had not his arro.
gance on other occasions checked the natural cur
rent of our sympathy. When Newton presented,
his reflecting telescope to the Royal Society, Dr.
Hooke not ouly criticised the instrument with undue
severity, but announced that he possessed an infal
lible method of perfecting all kinds of optical instru
ments, so that "whatever almost hath been in
notion and imagination, or desired in optics, may
be performed with great facility and truth."

Hooke had been strongly impressed with the
belief, that light consisted in the undulations of a
highly elastic medium pervading all bodies; and.,
guided by his experimental investigation of the phe
nomena of diffraction, he had even announced the
great principle of interference, which has performed
such an important part in modem science. Regard
ing himself, therefore, as in possession of the true
theory of light, he examined the discoveries of
Newton in their relation to his own speculative
views, and, finding that their author was disposed to
consider that element as consisting of material par
ticles, he did not scruple to reject doctrines which
he believed to be incompatible with truth. Dr.
Hooke was too accurate an observer not to admit
the general correctness of Newton's observations.
He' allowed the existence of different refractioDII,
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the unchangeableness of the simple colours, and the
production of white light by the union of all the
colours of the spectnnn; but he. maintained that the
dift"erent refraetions arose from the splitting and
rarefying of ethereal pulses, and that there are only
two colours in nature, viz. red and tJiolet, which pro
duce by their mixture all the rest, and which are
themselves fonned by the two sides of a split pulse
or undulation.
1 In reply to these observations, Newton wrote an
able letter to Oldenburg, dated June 11, 1672, in
which he examined with great boldnell8 and force
of argument the various objections of Ws opponent,
and maintained the troth of his doctrine of colours,
as independent of the two h~theses respecting
the origin and production of light. He acknow
ledged his own partiality to the .doctrine of the
materiality of light; he pointed out the defects of
the undulatory theory; he brought forward new ex
periments in confirmati on of his former results;
and he refuted the opini illS of Hooke respecting the
existence of only two simple colours. No reply
was made to the powe w arguments of Newton;
and Hooke contented Ix nself with laying before the
Society his curious ob.' '"Vations on the colours of
soap-bubbles, and of ·pl8t<JS of air, and in pursuing
his experiments on the diffraction of light, which,
after an interval of two years, he laid before the
same body.

After he had thus silenced the most powerful of
his adversaries, Newton was again called upon to
defend himself against a new enemy. Christian
Huygens, an eminent mathematician and natural
philosopher, who, like Hooke, had maintained the
undulatory theory of light, transmitted to Olden
burg various animadversions on the Newtonian doc
trine; but though his knowledge of optics was of
the· most extensive kind, yet his objections were
.early 88 groundless as those of his less enlightened

F
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countryman. Attached to his own hypothesis ~
specting the nature of light, namely, to the system
of undulation, he s~ems, like Dr. Hooke, to have
regarded the discoveries of Newton as calculated to
overturn it; but his principal objections related to
the composition of colours, and particularly of white
light, which he alleged could be obtained from the
union of two colours, yellOtJJ and blue. To this and
similar objections, Newton replied that the colours
in question were not simple yellows and blues, but
were compound colours, in which, together, all the
colours of the spectrum were themselves blended;
aud though he evinced some strong traces of feeling
at being again put upon his defence, yet his high
respect for Huygens induced him to enter with
patience on a fresh development of his doctrine.
Huygens felt the reproof which the tone of this
answer so gently conveyed, and in writing to Olden
burg, he used the expression, that M;. Newton
"maintained his doctrine with some concern." To
this our author replied, "As for Mr. Huygens's ex
pression, I confess it was a little ungrateful to me,
to meet with objections which had been answered
before, without having the least reason given me
why those answers were insuffil:ient." But though
Huygens appears in this controversy as a rash
objector to the Newtonian doctrine, it was after
ward the fate of Newton to play a similar part
against the Dutch philosopher. When Huygens
published his beautiful law of double refraction in
Iceland spar, founded on t.he finest experimental
analysis of the phenomena, though presented as a
result of the undulatory system, Newton not only
rejected it, but substituted for it another law entirely
inconsistent with the experiments of Huygens, which
Newton himself had praised, and with those of all
succeeding philosophers.

The inlluence of these controversies on the mind
of Newton seems to have been hijrhly excitiDi·
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E'ven the satisfaction of humbling all his antago
nists he did not feel as a sufficient compensation
for the disturbance of his tranquillity. "I intend,"
says he,· "to be no farther solicitous about matters
of philosophy. And therefore I hope you will not
take it ill if you find me never doing any thing more
in that kind; or rather that you will favour me in
my determination, by preventing, so far as you can
conveniently, any objections or other philosophical
letters that may concern me." In a subsequent let
ter in 1675, he says," I had some thoughts of writing
a further discourse about'colours, tG be read at op.e
of your assemblies; but find it yet against the grain
to put pen to paper anymore on that subject;" and
in a letter to Leibnitz, dated December the 9th, 1675,
he observes, "I was so persecuted with discussions
arising from the publication of my theory of light,
that I blamed my own imprudence for parting with
so substantial a blessing as my quiet to run after a
shadow." ,

CHAPTER V.

J{ulllk. of Newlun in mppon1llf Ihal the Imprwtmt1l1 of Heftactillt!
TeIf8copu was Iwpeltss-MT. Hall invrnls the Achromatic Telescope
-Principles oft"e Achromatic Telf8cope explained-It u re·i1l1Hi1lttd
by Dollond, and imprwtd by future ArtUts-Dr. Blair's ,Aplanlltic
Telucope-J{utakes in Newton'8 Analysis of the Spectro.m-Modern
lJiBcwerif8 respecting the Structure of the Spectrum.

THE new doctrines of the composition of light,
and of the different refrangibility of the rays which
compose it, having been thus established upon an
impregnable basis, it will be interesting to take a
general view of the changes which they have llllder.

lllltor to Oldenburg,ln 1672, conWnlng hi. 1InIl rrr1y Ir Bnygen.
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gone since the time of Newton, and of their inftu
ence on the progress of optical discovery.

There is no fact in the history of science more
singular than that Newton should have believed
that-all bodies produced spectra of equal length, or
separated the red and violet rays to equal distances
when the refraction of the mean rays WlUl the
same. This opinion, unsupported by experiments,
and not even sanctioned' by any theoretical views,
seems to have been impressed upon his mind with
all the force of an axiom.· Even the shortness of
tlI.e spectrum observed by Lucas did not rouse him
to further inquiry; and when, under the influence
of this blind conviction he pronounced the improve
ment of the refracting telescope to be desperate, he,
checked for a long time the progress of this branch
of science, and furnished to future philosophers a
lesson which cannot be too deeply studied.

In 1729, about two years after the death of Sir
Isaac, an individual unknown to science broke the
spell in which the subject of the spectrum had been
so singularly bound. Mr. Chester More Hall, oC
More Hall in Essex, while studying the mechanism
of the human eye, was led to suppose that tele
scopes might be improved by a combination of
lenses of different refractive powers, and he actually
completed several object-glasses upon this principle.
The steps by which he arrived at such a construc
tion have not been recorded; but it is obvious that
he must have discovered what escaped the sagacity
of Newton, that prisms made of different kinds of

• In lID experiment made by Newton, be had oceaslon to couDteract
the relhlcl!on of a prilUl of glass by another priem of water; and had
be completed lbe experiment,. and etllllied the r"",,11 of it, b. ooald 0«
have I1liIed to oboe... a ""liIlUty of uuC<lrrecwe!. colour, wblcb would
have led him to the discovery of the ditrerent dispersive powers 9f bodies.
BUI in order to inc........ the retracti... power 0( tbe water. be milled
With it a little lupr of lead, the bigh <!i8perolve power of which ........
to have rendered the dispersive power of the water eQual to that of the
,11ll8, aud thue to have correcWd the uucompenll8led colour of the ,las_
prIaDI.
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~s produced dift'erent degrees of separation of the
"ed and violet rays, or gave spectra of dift'erent
lengths when the refraction of the middle ray of the
spectrum was the same.

In' order to explain how such a property led hi,m
to the construction of a telescope without colour, or
an achromatic telescope, let us take a lens LL of
croum or plate glass, whose focal length LY is
about twelve inches. 'Vhen the sun's rays SL,

Fig. 6.
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SL fall upon it, the red will be refracted to R, the
yellOJD to Y, and the violet to V. If we now place
behind it a concave lens II of the same glass, and
of the same focus or curvature, it will be found,
both by experiment and by drawing the refracted
rays, according" to the rules given in elementary
works, that the concave glass II will refract the
rays LR, LR into LS', LS', and the rays LV, LV
into LS', LB' free of all colour; but as these rays
will be parallel, the two lenses will not have a
focus, and consequently canuot form an image so
as to be used as the object-glass of a· telescope.
This is obvious from another consideration; for
since the curvatures of the convex and concave
lenses are the same, the two put together will be
exactly the same as if they were formed out of a
single piece of glass, having parallel surfaces like a
watch-glass, so that the parallel rays of light SL,

F2 .



SL will pass on in the same direction LS', LS'
affected by equal and opposite refractions as in a
piece of plane glass.

Now, since the convex lens LL separated the
wbite light SL, SL into its component coloured
rays, LV, LV being the extreme violet, lIIId LR
LR the extreme red; it follows that a similar con·
cave lens of the same glass is capable of u~ting

into white light LS', LS' rays, 88 much separated
as LV, LR are. Consequently, if we take a con·
cave lens II of the same, or of a greater refractive
power than the convex one, and having the power
of uniting rays farther separated than LV, LR are,
a less concavity in the lens U will be sufficient to
unite the rays LV, LR into a white ray LS'; but
81 the lens U is now less concave than the lens LL
is convex, the concavity will predominate, and the
uncoloured rays LS', LS' will no longer -be parallel,
but will converge to some poiftt 0, where they will
Conn a colourless or achromatic image of the sun.

The effect now described may be obtained by
making the convex lens LL of crown or oC filats
glass, and the e01lCtllJe one of flint gbBs, or that of
which wineglasses are made. If the concave lens
II has a greater refractive power than LL, which is
always the case, the only effect of it will be to
make the rays converge to Q focUs more remote
than 0, or to render a less cUl'\"ature necessary iD
II, if 0 is fixed for the focus of the combined lenses.

Such is the principle of the achromatic telescope
8S constructed by Mr. Hall. Thill ingenious indi·
vidual employed working opticians to grind his
lenses, and he furnished them with the radii of the
surfaces, which were adjusted to correct the aber
ration of figure as well as of colour. His invention,
therefore, was not an accidental combination of a
convex and a concave lens of different kinds of
glass, which might have been made merely for ex
periment; but it WlUl a complete achromatic tel..
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teo'pe, founded on a '1horough knowledge of the
different dispersive poweR Qf crown and dint gla'J&
It is a curious circumstance, however, in the hi..
tory of the telescope, that this invention W'lI8 &C

mallr lost. Mr. HaD. DeTer publis~ any BCCOUIIIIt
of hIS labours, and it is probable thl\ he kept tile.
aeeret· till he should be able to pre.ent his inatru
ment to the public in a more perfect form; and it
was not till John Donand had discG'Yered the pro
perty of light upon which the instrument depends.
IIIld bad actually constructed many fine telescopes,
that the previotlslaboul'& of Mr. Hall were laid be
fore the public.· From this period the achromatic
'lelescope underwent gradual improvement, and by
fhe successive labours of Dollond, Ramsden, mair,
Tulley, Guinand, Lerebours, and Fraunhofer, it t.aa
become one of the most valuable instrumeHtB 1JI
physical science.

Although the achromatic telescope, lUI COlllltrocted
try' Dollond, was founded on the principle that the
spectra formed by crown and ttint glass differed
only in their relative lengths, when the refracti9ll
of the mean ray was the same, yet by a more mi
BUte examination of the best instruments, it WlUl
found that they exhibited white or luminous object8
tinged on one side with a green fringe, and.en the
«her with one of a claret colQur. These colours;
which did not a:rise from any defect of skin in the
mist, were found to arise from a ditrereBCe ill.the
-extent of the eoloured spaces in two equal spectra
fonned by crown and by flint glass. Thtsjroperty
was called the irrationality of the coloun! spaces,
and the uncorrected colours which remained when
~e primary spectrum of the crown gllI88 was cor
rected by the primary spectrum of the din1 glass
were called the sf!COl1dary or ruidual speettwn. By

• Bee CIIe utiGleOnlca Ia ...~,,,~_ D •.-,-
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a happy contrivance, which it would be out oC-place
here to describe, Dr. Blair succeeded in correcting
this secondary spectrum, or in removing the green
and claret-coloured fringes which appeared In the
best telescopes, and to this contrivance he gave the
name of the Aplanatic Telescope.

But "'hile Newton thus overlooked these remark.
able properties of the prismatic spectrum, as formed
by different bodies, he committed some cOIlllidera
ble mistakes in his examination of the spectrum
which was under .Iris own iinmediate examination.
It does not seem to have occurred to him that the
relations of the coloured spaces must be greatly
modified by the angular magnitude of the sun or the
luminous body, or aperture from which the spec.
trum is obtained; and misled by an apparent ana
logy between the length of the coloured spaces and
the divisions of a musical chord,· he adopted the
latter, lUI representing the proportion of the col
oured spaces in every beam of white light. Had
two other observers, one situated in Mercury, and
the other in Jupiter, studied the prismatic spectrum
of the sun by the same instruments, and with the.
same sagacity as Newton, it is demonstrable that
they would have obtained very different results. On
account of the apparent magnitude of the sun in Mer.
cury, the observer there would obtain a spectrum
entirely without green, having red, orange, and yel
low at one end, the white in the middle, and termi
nated at the other end with blue and violet. The
observer in Jupiter would, on the contrary, have
obtained a spectrum in which the colours were
much more condensed. On the planet Saturn a
spectrum exactly similar would have been obtl}ined,

.. "Thia result was obtained," 88 Newton saY8, U by an assistant
• wh08e eyes were more critical than mine, and Who, by right linea drawa

across the Hpectrum, noted tbe confines of the 001001"8. And this opera-
tion being divers times repealed both on the same and on several papen:
J found ,hat tbe obllervallons IIlIreed ....U8DOIIIb with 0118 IIIIlIlber••~
Orrlc., Part II. Book Ill. .
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aOhrithstanding the greater diminution of the lun"
apparent diameter. It may now be asked, which of
all these spectra are we to consider as exhibiting
the ..umber, and arrangement, and extent of the
eoloured spaces proper to be adopted 88 the true
analysis of 11 solar ray. .

The spectl'lml observed by Newton has surely no
elaim to our notice, merely because it was observed
upon the surface of the earth. The spectrum ob
tained in Mercury dords no analysis at all of the
incident beam, the COIOUTS being almost aU com.

-pound, and not homogeneous, and that JOf NewtoJl
is liable to the same objection. Had Newton ex-
amined his spectcwn under the very same circum·
~tances in winter and in summer, he WQUld ·hue
found the analysis of the beam more complete ill
llUlBmer, on accouut of the diminution of the sun'.
diameter; and, therefore, we are enti1!edto "say~
Ileither the number nor the extent of the coloured
space'!!, at! given by Newton, are those which belong
to homogeneous and u.ncompounded light.

The spectrum obtained in Jupiter lIJld Saturn ill
the only one where the analysis is complete, as Ititl

. incapable of having its character altered by any far~
ther diminution of the tmn's diameter. Hence we
are f(Jl'ced to conclude, not only that the number
and extent of the primitive homogeneous colours,
as given by Newton, are incOITf'.ct; but that if he had
attempted to analyze some of the primitive tints in
the spectrum, he would have found them decidedly
composed of heterogeneous rays. There is one
consequence of these observationll which is some
what interellting. A rainbow formed in summer,
when the sun's diameter is least, must have its col.
ours more condensed and homogeneous than in win
ter, when the size of its disk is a maximnm, and
when the upper or the under limb of the ISUn i.
eclipeed, a rainbow formed at that time will lose
etirely the yellow rays, aftd have the JrTeeD and 1he
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red in perfect contact. For the same reason, a raiD
bow fanned in Venus and M~rcury will be destitute
of green rays, and have a brilliant bow of white
light separating two coloured arches; while in Mars,
Jlipiter, Saturn, and the Georgian planet, the bow
will exhibit only four homogeneous colours.

From his analysis of the solar spectrum, Newton
concluded, "that to the same degree of refrangibility
ever belonged the same colour, and to the same
colour ever belonged the same degrt!e of refrangi
bility;" and.hence he inferred, that red, orange, yel
low, green, blue, indigo, and violet were primary and
simple colours. He admitted, indeed, that "the
same colours in specie with these primary ones may •
be also produced by composition. For a mixture of
yellow and blue makes green, -and of red and yelloUl
makes orange;" but such compound colours were
easily distinguished from the simple colours of the
spectrum by the circumstance, that they are always
capable of being resolved by the action of the prism
into the two colours which compose them.

This view of the composition of the spectrum
might have long remained unchallenged, had we not
been able to apply to it a new mode of analysis.
Though we cannot separate the green rays of the
spectrum into yellow and blue by the refraction of
prisms, yet if we possessed any substance which
had a specific attraction for blue rays, and which
stopped them in their course, and allowed the yel
low rays to pass, we should thus analyze the green.
as effectually as if they were separated by refraction.
The substance which possesses this property is a
purplish blue glass, similar to that of which finger
glasses are made. When we view through a piece
of this glass, about the twentieth of an il).ch thick,
a brilliant prismatic spectrum, we find that it has
exercised a most .ex;traordinary absorptive action on
the _different colours which compose it. The red
part of the spectrum is divided into two red spacellt
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8eparated by an interval entirely devoid of light.
Next to the inner red"'!!pace comes a space of bright
yellow, separated from the red by a visible interval.
After the yellow comes the green, with an obscure
space between them, then follows the hlue and the
violet, the last of which has suffered little or no
diminution. Now it is very obvious, that in this
experiment, the blue glass has actually absorbed
the red rays, which, when mixed with the yellow
on one side, constituted orange, and the blue rays,
which, when mixed with the yellow on the other
side, constituted green, so that the insulation of
the yellow rays thus effected, and the disappearance
of the orange, and of the greater part of the green
light, proves beyond a doubt that the orange and
green colours in the spectrum are compound col
ours, the former consisting of red and yellow rays,
and the latter of yellottJ and blue rays of the very
8tJme refrangihility. If we compare the two r~d

spaces of the spectrum seen through the blue glass
with the red space st'en without the blue glass, it
will be obvious that the red has experienced such
an alteration in its tint by the action of the blue
glass, as would be efftICted by the absorption of a
small portion of lellow rays; and hence we con·
elude, that the re of the spectrum contains a slight
tinge of yellow, and that the yellow space extends
over more than one-half of the spectrum, including
the red, orange, yellow, green, and hlue spaces.

I have found also that red light exists in the ye-l.
low space, and it is certain that in the violet space
red light exists in a state of combination with the
blue rays. From these and other facts which it
would be out of place here to explain, I conclude
that the prismatic spectrum consists of three differ
ent spectra, viz. red, yellow, and blue, all having
the same lenj!th, and all overlapping each other.
Hence red, yellow, and blue rays of the very same
Tefrangibility coexist at every point of the spec·
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traM; bat the colour at anyone point will be tW
of the predominant ray, an~ depend upon thtt
relative distance of the point fr(lm the maximum
ordinate of the curve which represents the intensity
of the light of each oC the three spectra.

This structure or the spectrum, which harmo
nizes with the old hypothellis of three simple colours,
will be UDderstood Crom the annexed diagram,
where MN is the spectrum of seven colours, all
..mpounded of the three simple ones.. red, !jellwJ.

Fig. 7.
y

and lilfUl. The ordinates of the curves R, Y, and
B will express the intensities of each .colour at dif
rerent points or the spectrum. At thlo red extrem
ity M of the spectrum, the pure red is scarcely
altered by the very slight intermixture of yellow
and blue. Farther on in- the red space, the yeUow
~ to make the red incline to scarlet. It then
eXIsts in sufficient quantity to form orange, and, as
flIe red declines, the yellow predominates over the
feeble portion of red and blue which .are mixed with
it.· As the yellow decreases in intensity, the in
creasing blue fonDS with it a good green, and the
blue rising to its maximum speedily overpowers the
_all portion oC yellow and red. When the blue •
becomes very faint, the red exhibits its in1luence
• converting it into vij)let. and the yellow ce_
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it) esercfse a marked in1luence on the tint. The
inftuence of the red over the blue space is scarcely
perceptible, on account of the great intensity of the
blue light; but we may e3.ljily conceive it to reap
pear and form the violet light, not only from the
rapid decline of the blue light, but from the greater
in1luence of the red rays upon the retina.

These views may, perhaps, be more clearly under
stood by supposing that a certain portion of white
light is actually formed at every point of the spec
trum by the union of the requisite number of the
three coloured rays that exist at any point. The
white light thus formed will add to the brilliancy
without atrecting the tint of the predominant colour.

. In the violet space we may conceive the small
portion of yellow which exists there to form white
light with a part of the blue and a part of the red,
80 that the resulting tint will be violet, composed
of the blue and the small remaining portion of red,
mixed with the white light. This white lill'ht will
possess the remarkable property of not bemg sus
ceptible of decomposition by the analysis of the
prism, as it is composed of red, yellow, and bille
rays of the very same refrangibility. The insula
tion of this white light by the absorption of the
predominant colours I have effected in the green,
yellow, and red spaces, and by the use of new ab
sorbing media we may yet hope to exhibit it in some
of the other colours, particularly in the brightest
part of the blue space, where an obvious approxi
mation to it takes place.

Among the most important modern discoveries
respecting the spectrum we must enumerate that
of fixed dark and coloured lines, which we owe to
the sagacity of Dr. Wollaston and M. Fraunhofer.
Two or three of these lines were discovered by Dr.
Wollaston, but nearly 600 have been detected by
means of the fine prisms and the magnificent appa
ratus of the Bavarian optician. These line. are

G
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parallel to one another, and perpendicular to tlle
length of the spectrum. The largest occupy a
space from 5" to 10" in breadth. Sometimes they
occur in well-defined lines, and at other times in
groups; and in an spectra formed from solar light,
they preserve the same order and intensity, and the
same relative position to the coloured spaces, what
ever be the nature of the prism by which they are
produced. Hence these lines are fixed points, by
which the relative dispersive powers of different
media may be ascertained with a degree of accu
racy hitherto unknown in this branch of science. In
the light of the fixed stars, and in that of artificial
flames, a different system of lines is produced, and
this system remains unaltered, whatever be the na
ture of the prism by which the spectrum is formed.

The most important fixed lines in the spectrum
formed by light emitted from the sun, whether it is
reflected from the sky, the clouds, or the moon, may
be easily seen by looking at a narrow slit in the
window-shutter of a dark room, through a hollow
prism formed of plates of parallel glass, and filled
with any fluid of a considerable dispersive power.
The slit should not greatly exceed the twentieth of
an inch, and the eye should look through the thinnest
edge of the prism where there is the least thickness
of fluid. These lines I have found to be the boun
daries of spaces within which the rays have par
ticular affinities for particular bodies.
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CHAPTER VI.

1:11' examining the nature and origin of colours as
the component parts of white light, the attention of
Newton was directed to the curious subject of the
colours of thin plates, and to its application to ex
plain the colours of natural bodies. His earliest
researches on this subject were communicated, in
his DisCOUlSe on Light and CoIOW'S, to the Royal
Society, on the 9th December, 1675, and were read
at subsequent meetings of that body. This discourse
contained fuller details respecting the composition
and decomposition of light than he had given in his
letter to Oldenburg, and was concluded with nine
propositions, showing how the colours of thin trans
parent plates stand related to those of all natural
bodies.

The colours of thin plates seem to have been
first observed by Mr. Boyle. Dr. Hooke afterward
studied them with some care, and gave a correct;
account of the leading phenomena, as exhibited in
the coloured rings upon soap-bu~bles, and between
plates of glass pressed together. He recognised
that the colour depended upon some certain thick
ness of the transparent plate, but he acknowledges
that he had attempted in vain to discover the rela
tion between the thickness of the plate and the
colour which it produced.

Dr. Hooke succeeded in splitting a mineral sub
stance, called mica, into films of such extreme thin
ness as to give brilliant colours. .One plate, for ex.
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ample, gave a yellow colour, another a blue colour,
and the two together a deep purple; but, as plates
which produced those colours were always less than
the 12,OOOth part of an inch thick, it was quite im
practicable, by any contrivance yet discovered, to
measure their thickness, and detennine the law ac
cording to which the colour varied with the thick
ness of the film. Newton surmounted this difficulty
by laying A double convex lIms, the radius of curva
ture of each side of which was fifty feet, upon the
flat snrface of a plano-convex object-glass, and in
this way he obtained a plate of air or of space vary
ing from the thinnest possible edge at the centre of
the object-glass where it touched the plane surface,
to a considerable thickness at the circumference of
the lens. When light was allowed to fall upon the
object-glass, every different thickness of the plate
of air between the object-glass gave different colours,
80 that the point where the two object-glasses
touched one another was the centre of a number of
concentric coloured rings. Now, as the curvature
of the object-glass was known, it was easy to cal
enlate the thickness of the plate of air at which any
particular colour appeared, and thus to detennine
the law of the phenomena.

In order to understand how he proceeded, let
CEDbe the convex surface of the one,object-glass,and
AEB the flat surface of the other. Let them touch
at the point E,~ let homogeneous red rays fall
upon them, as shown in the figure. At the point
of contact E, where the plate of air is inconceiva
bly thin, not a single ray of the pencil HE is re
flected. The light is wholly transmitted, and, con
sequently, to an eye above E, there will appear at
E a black spot. At a, where the plate of air is
thicker, the red light 1'3 is reflected in the direction
Ga', and as the air has the same thickness in a circle
round the point E, the eye above E, at a, will see
)Iext the black spot E a ring of red light. At m,
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Fig. 8.

where the thickness of the air is a little greater than
at a, the light r'm is all transmitted as at E, and not
a single ray suffers re:flection, so that to an eye
above E at m' there will be seen without· the red ring
tJ a dark ring m. In like manner, at greater thick.
nesses of the plate of air, there is a succession of
red and dark rings, diminishing in breadth as shown
in the diagram.

When the same experiment wasrepeated in orange,
yell(fI(J, green, blue, indigo, and violet light, the very
same phenomenon was observed; with this differ
ence only, that the rings were largest in red li~h&,

and 811lallest in violet light, and. bad intennediate
magnitudes in the intennediate colours.

If the observer n~w places his ~ye below E. 10
as to see the transmitted rays, he will observe a set
of rings as before. but they will have a bright spot
in their centre at E, and the luminous rings will now
correspond with those which were dark when seen
by reflection, as will be readily understood from in
8pl3cting the preceding diagram.

When the object-g1a&ses are illuminated by tQMt.
GS '.

Cu()gl
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light, the seven s;srstems of rings. fonned by an the
8even colours which compose white light, will now
be seen at once. Had the rings.in each colour been
a!1 of the same diameter they would all have fonned
brilliant white rings, separated by dark intervals;
but, as they have all different diameters, they will
overlap one another, producing rings of various
ClOlours by their mixture. These colours, reckoning
from the centre- E, are as follows:- . . .

1st Order. mack, blue, white, yellow, orange, red.
2d Order. Violet, blue, green, yellow, orange, red.
3d Order. Purple, blue, green, yellow, red, bluish-

red.
4th Order. muish-green, green, yellowish-green,

red.
5th Order. Greenish-blue, red.
6th Order. Greenish-blue, red.
By accurate measurements, Sir Isaac found that

the thicknesses of air at which the most luminous
parts of the first rings were produced, were in parts
of an inch rr..lr1rlf' rn~nnro rn·Jrtnr' rrtJrlllr' mJrJrlf'
nih-D"' If tne medium or the substance of tfle thin
plate is water, as in the case of the soap-bubble,
which produces beautiful coloura accoroing to its
different degrees of thinness, the thicknesses at
which the most luminous parts of the rings appear
are produced at T.m of the thickness at which they
are produced in air, and in the case of glass or mica
at ,:in of that thickness; the numbers 1.336, 1.525
expressing the ratio of the sines of the angles of

, incidence and refraction in the substances which
produce the colours. . . .

From the phenomena thus briefly described, Sir
Isaac Newton deduce& that ingenious, though hy
pothetical, property of light, .called its fits of easy
reflection a1ul tra7l8mission. This property eonsists in
8upposing that· every particle of light from its fil'llt
discharge from a luminous body possesses, at equally
atant intervaiB, dispositiOl18 to be reftected from,

~
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imd transmitted through, the surfaces of hodie!! upon
which it is incident. Hence, if a particle of light
reaches a reflecting surface of glass when it is in
its fit of reflection, or in it!! disposition to be reflected,
it will yield more readily to the reflecting force of
the surface; and, on' the contrary, if it reaches the
same surface while in a fit oj easy transmissiun, or
in a disposition to be transmitted, it will yield witll
more difficulty to the reflecting force. Sir Isaac
has not ventured to inquire into the cause of this
property; but we may form a very intelligible idea
of it by supposing, that the particles of light have
two attractive and two repulsive poles at the ex
tremities of two axes at right angles to each other,
and that the particles revolve round their axes, and
at equidistant intervals bring one or other of these
axes into the line of the direction in which the par
ticle is moving. If the attractive axis is in the line
of the direction in which the particle moves when it
reaches the refracting surface, the particle will yield
to the attractive force of the medium, and be reo
fracted and transmitted; but if the repulsive axis is
in the direction of the particle's motion when it
reaches the surface, it will yield· to the repulsive
force of the medium, and be reflected from it.

The application of the theory of -alternate fits of,
reflection and transmission to explain the colours of
thin plates is very simple. When the light falls upon
the first surface AB, Fig. 8 of the plate of air be
tween AB andCED, the rays that are in a fit of re
flection are reflected, and those that are in a fit of
transmission are transmitted. Let us call F the
length of a fit, or the distance through which the
particle of light moves while it passes from the state
of being in a fit of reflection to the state of being in
a fit of transmission. No\v, as all the particles of
light transmitted through AB weIein a state of e3.SY
transmission when they entered AB, it is obvious,
that, if the plate of air at E is so t1iin as to be Ie.
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than one-half of F, the particles of light will still
be in their disposition to be transmit,ted, and conse
quently the light will be all transmitted, and none
rellected at the curve surface at E. When the plate
becomes thicker towards a, 80 that its thickness ex
ceeds half of F, the light will not reach the surface
CE till it has come under its fit of reflection, and
eonsequently at a the light will be all reflected, and
none transmitted. As the thickness increases to
wards m, the light will have come under its fit of
transmission, and so on, the light being rellected at
a, I, and transmitted at E, m. This will perhaps be
still more easily understood from jig. 9, where we

Fig. 9.
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may suppose AEC to be a thinw~ of ~lass or
any other transparent body. When light is mcident
on the first surface AE, all the particles of it that
are in a fit of easy redection will be redected, and
all those in a fit of easy transmission will be trans
mitted. As the fits of transmission all commence
at AE, let the first fit of transmission end when the
particles of light have reached ab, and the second
when they have reached if; and let the fits of re
ftection commence at cd and gh. Then, as the fit
of transmission continues from AE to 00, all the
light that falls upon the portion mE of the second
surface will be transmitted and none reflected, so
that to an eye above E the space mE will appear
black. As the fit of rellection commences at lib, and

-
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continues to cd, all 'the light which falls upon the
portion 11m will be reflected, and none transmitted;
and so on, the light being transmitted at mE and
pn, and reflected at nm and qp. Hence to an eye
above E the wedge-shaped film of which AEC is
a section will be covered with parallel bands or
fringes of light separated by dark fringes of the
same breadth, and they will be all parallel to the
thin edge of the plate, a dark fringe corresponding
to the thinnest edge. To an eye placed below CE,
similar fringes will be seen, but the one correspond
ing to the thinnest edge mE will be luminous.

If the thickness of the plate does not vary accord
ing to a regular law as in fig. 9, but if, like a film of
blown glass, it has numerous inequalities, then the
alternate fringes of light and darkness will 'Vary with
the thickness of the film, and throughout the whole
length of each fringe the thickness,of the film will
be the same.

We have supposed in the preceding illustration
that the light employed is homogeneous. If it is
white, then the differently coloured fringes will fonn
by their superposition a system of fringes analogous
to those seen between two object-glasses, as already
explained.

The same periodical colours which we have now
described as exhibited by thin plates were discov
e..red by Newton in thiek plates, and he has ex
plained them by means of the theory of fits; but it
would lead us beyond the limits of a popular work
like this to enter into any details of his observations,
or to give an account of the numerous and important
additions which this branch of optics has received
from the discoveries of succeeding authors.
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N_tm'. Tluory of 1M Col<1llr' of NatKral Bod;u .,.,laiMd-a.J..,.
tilms 10 i/.'altd-N<lIl Cltu.iflcatitm of Colourll--Qlalino of'" NftI1
T.Uory JIf'01106tIL

Ir the objects of the material world had been
illuminated with white light, all the particles of
which possessed the same degree of refrangibility,
and were equally acted upon by the bodies on which
they fall, all nature would have shone with a leaden
hue, and all the combinations of external objects,
and all the features of the human countenance, would
have exhibited no other variety but that which they
possess in a pencil sketch or a China-ink drawing.
The rainbow itself would have dwindled into a nar
row arch of white light,-the stars would have shone
through a gray sky,-and the mantle of a wintry
twilight would have replaced the golden vesture of
the rising and the setting sun. But He who has ex
hibited such matchless skill in the organization of
material bodies, and such exquisite taste in the forms
upon which they are modelled, has superadded that
ethereal beauty which enhances their more per
manent qualities, and presents them to us in the
ever-varying colours of the spectrum. Without this
the foliage of vegetable life might have filled the eye
and fostered the fruit which it veils,-but the youth
ful green of its spring would have been blended with
the dying yellow of its autumn. Without this the
diamond might have displayed to sciell.ce the beauty ,
of its forms, and yielded to the arts its adamantine
virtues ;-but it would have ceased to shine in the
chaplet of ~auty, and to sparkle in the diadem of
princes. Without this-the human countenance might
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have exprelSed all the sympathies of the heart, but
the " purple light of love" would not have risen on
the cheek, nor the hectic lIush been the herald of
its decay.

The gay colourinJ!: with which the Almighty hu
decked the yale marble of nature is not the result
of any quality inherent in the coloured body, or in
the particles by which it may be tinged, but is merely
a property of the light in which they happen to be
placed. Newton was the first person who placed
this great tmth in the clearest evidence. He found
that all bodies, whatever were their peculiar colours,
exhibited these colours only in white light. When
they were illuminated by homogeneous red light
they appeared red, by nomogeneous yellow light,
yellow, and so on, "their colours being most brisk
and vivid under the intluence of their own daylight
colours." The leaf of a plant, for example, ap
peared green in the white light of day, because it
had the property of reflecting that light in greater
abundance than any other. When it was placed in
homogeneous red light, it could no longer appear
green, because there was no green light to ~flect;

but it reflected a portion of red light, because there
was some red in the compound green which it had
the property of reflecting. Had the leaf originally
rellected a pure homogeneous green, unmixed with
red, and reflected no white light from its outer sur
face, it would have appeared quite black in pure ho
mogeneous red light, as this light does not contain
a single ray which the leaf was capable of reflect
ing. Hence the colours of material bodies are owing
to the property which they possess of stopping cer
tain rays of white light, while they reflect or trans
mit to the eye the rest of the rays of which white
light is composed. '
. So far the Newtonian doctrine of colours is ca,.
pable of rigid demonstration; but its author W1I8
DOt content with carrying it thl18 far: he BOUght to -,
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determine the manner in which particular rays ani
atopped, while others are reflected or transmitted;
and the result of this profound inquiry was his theory
of the colours of natural bodies, which was commu
nicated to the Royal Society on the lOth February,
1675. This theory is perhaps the loftiest of all his
speculations; and though, as a physical generaliza
tion, it stands on a perishable basis, and must soon
be swept away in the progress of science, it yet
bears the deeJXjst impress of the grasp of his pow
erful intellect.

The principles upon which this theory is founded
are the following:-

1. Bodies that have the greatest refractive powers
reflect the greatest quantity of light; and at the
confines of equally refracting media there is no re
1Iection.

2. The least particles of almost all natural bodies
are in some measure transparent.

3. Between the particles of bodies are many pores
or spaces, either empty or filled with media of less
density than the particles.

4. The particles of bodies and their pores, or the
spaces between the particles, have some definite
size.

Upon these principles Newton explains the origin
of traTl8parency, opacity, and colour. -

Tranllparency he considers as arising from the par
ticles and their intervals or pores being too small to
cause reflection at their common surfaces,· so that
all the light which enters transparent bodies passes
through them without any portion of it being turned
from its path by reflection. If we could obtain, for
example, a film of mica whose thickness does not
exceed two-thirds of the millionth part of an inch,
all the light which fell upon it would pass through it,
and Iloue would be reflected. If this film was then

• 0pcIaI, Book 1Ll'9'P- IT.
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Cut into fragments, a number of such fragment.
would constitute a bundle, which would also tra.I18
mit all the light which fell upon it, and be perfectly
transparent.

Opacity in bodies arises, he thinks, from an oppo
llite cause, viz. when the parts of bodies are of such
a size as to be capable of reflecting the light which
falls upon them, ill which case the light is "stopped
or stifled" by the multitude of reflections.

The colours of natural bodies have, in the New
tonian hypothesis, the same origin as the colours of
thin plates, their tl'llnsparent particles, according to
their several sizes, reflecting rays of one colonr, and
transmitting those of another. "For if a thinned
or plated body which, being of an uneven thickness,
appears all over of one uniform colour, should be slit
into threads, or broken into fragments of the same
thickness with the plate or film, every thread or frag
ment should keep its colour, and consequently, a
heap of such threads or fragments should constitute
a mass or powder of the same colour which the
plate exhibited before it was broken: and the parts
of all natural bodies being like so many fragments
of a plate, must, on the same grounds, exhibit the
llame colour."

Such is the theory of the colours of natural
bodies, stated as clearly and briefly as we can. It
has been very generally admitted by philosophers,
both of our own and of other countries, and has been
recently illustrated and defended by a French philoso
pher of distingmshed eminence. That this theory
affords the true explanation of certain colours, or,
to I!peak more correctly, that certain cololl18 in natu
ral bodies are the colours of thin plates, cannot be
doubted; but it will not be difficult to show that it is
quite inapplicable to that great class of phenomena
which may be considered as representing the coloW's
of natural bodies.

The first objection to the Newtonian theory is the
H -
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total absence of all reftected light from the particle.'
of transparent coloured media, such as coloured
gems, coloured glasses, and coloured fluids. This
objection was urged long ago by Mr. Delaval, who
placed coloured fluids on black grounds, and never
could perceive the least trace of the reflected tints.
I have repeated the experiment with, every precau
tion, and with every variation that I could think of,
and I consider it as an established fact, that in such
coloured bodies the complementary reflected colour '
cannot be rendered visible. If the fluid, for example,
be red, the green light from which the red has been
separated ought to appear either directly by looking
into the coloured mass, or ought to be recognised
by its influence in modifying the light really re
flected; but as it cannot be seen, we must conclude
that it has not been reflected, but has been de
stroyed by some other property of the coloured
body.

A similar objection may be drawn from the disap
pearance of the transmitted complementary colour
m the leaves of plante and petals of flo,wers. I have
ascertained from numerous experiments, that the
transmitted colour is almost invariably, the same
with the reflected colour, and that the same holds
true with the coloured juices expressed from them.
The complementary tints are never seen, and wher
ever there has been any thing like an approximation
to two tints. I have invariably found that it arose
from there being two different coloured juices exist
ing in cliJferent sides of the leaf.

In the phenomena of the light transmitted by
coloured glasses, there are some peculiarities which,
we think, demonstrate that their colours are not
those of thin plates. The light, for example, trans
mitted through a particular kind of blue glass, has a
blue colour of such a peculiar composition that there
is no blue in any of the orders of colours in thin
plates whieh bas anyresemblance to it. It is entirely
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aestitute of the red rays which form the middle of
the red space in the spectrum; so that the particles
on which the colour depends must reflect the middle
red rays, and transmit those on each side of it,-a
property which cannot be deduced from the New-
tonian doctrine. .

The explanation of Of!acity, as arising from a
multitude of reflections, IS liable to the same ob
jection which we have urged against the explana
tion of colour. In order to appreciate its weight,
we Jmlst distinguish opacity into two kinds, namely,
the opacity of whiteness and the opacity of blackness.
Those bodies which possess the power of reflection
in the highest degree, such as white metals, chalk,
and plaster of Paris, never reflect more than one
half of the light which falls upon them. The other
half of the incident light is, according to Newton,
lost by a multitude of reflections. But how is it
10811 Reflection merely changes the direction of the
particles of light, so that they must again emerge
from the body, unless they are reflected into fixed
returning orbits, which detain them for ever in a
state of motion within the body. In the case of
black opacity, such as that of coal, which reflects
from its first surface only iTth of the white light,
the difficulty is still greater, and we cannot conceiv~
how any system of interior reflections could so
completely stifle t~ths of the whole incident light,
without some of It returning to the eye in a visible
form.

In determining the constitution of bodies that pro
duce transparenCy and blackness, the Newtonian
theory encounters a difficulty which its author bas
by no means surmounted. Transparency, as we
have already seen, arises from the .. particles and
their interstices being too small to cause reflections
in their common surfaces," that is, they must be
"less than any of those which e~bit colours," Or
"le8s than is requisite to reflect the white and very
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faint blue of the first order. But tlW u tM! very StIfM

constitution which produces blackness by reflection,
and in order to explain the cause of blackness by
trawJmiBaion, or black opacity, Newton is obliged to
introduce a new principle.

"For the production of black," says he, "the cor
puscles must be less than any of those which ex
hibit colours. For at all greater sizes there is too
much light reflected to constitute this colour. But
if they be supposed a little less than is requisite to
reflect the white and very faint blue of the first or
der, they will reflect so very little light as to appear
intenselyblack, and yet may perhaps t'ariously refract
il to and fro within themselves so long, untillt hap
pens to be stifled and lost, by which means they will
appear black in all positions of the eye, without any
transparency."

This very remarkable passage exhibits, in a striking
manner, the perplexity in which our author was in
volved by the difficulties of his subject. As the par
ticles 'which produce blackness by reflection are
necessarily so small as to exclude the existence of
any reflective forces, he cannot ascribe the loss of
the intromitted light, as he does in the case of white
opacity, to "a multitude of reflections;" and there
fore he IS compelled to have recourse to refrai:ting
forces to perform the same office. The reluctance
with which he avails· himself of this expedient is
well marked in the mode of expression which he
adopts; and I am persuaded that when he wrote the
above passage, he felt the full force of the objec
tions to this hypothesis, which cannot fail to pre
sent themselves. As the size of the particles which
produce blackness are intermediate between those

• In tbe Il1lID8 paragrapb, wben ~1rlng of black bodi8ll becoming
hot, and burning ROOlIer than alben, be .aye that their ., ef!t,ct may p""
.-t partly 110m the m1dtitu-u qfrifractioou in a little room, and JI'lrtly
Irom the ....y commotion of 10 '(ery omall oorpuaelee."--QptIClI, Put tiL
Plop. Til. p. sa.
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.bich produce transparency and those which p'ro
duce colour, approaching closely to the latter, It ill
difficult to conceive why they should refract the in
tromitted light, while the greater and smaller par
ticles, and even those almost of the same size, should
be destitute of that property. It is, besides, not easy
to understand how a refraction can take place within
bodies which shall stifle all the light, and prevent it
from emerging. Nay, we may admit the existence
of such refractions, and yet understand how, by a
comp~nsation in their direction, the refracted rays
may all emerge from the opaque body.

The force of these objections ill tacitly recognised
in Pemberton's View of Sir Isaac Newton's Philoso
phy;- and as Newton not only read and approved of
that work, but even perused a great part of it along
with its author, we may fairly consider the opinion
there stated to be his own.

C< For producing black, the particles ought to be
smallt;r than for ~xhibiting an}' of the colours, viz.
of a sIZe answermg to the thickness of the bubble,
whereby reflecting little or no light, it appearscolour
1688; hut yet they mfUt not be too nnall, for that will
make them transparent through deficiency of reflec
tion.r in the inward parts of tlie body, sufficient to
stop the light from going t~ough it; but they must
be of a size bordering upon that disposed to reflect
the faint blue of the first order, which a1fords an
evident reason why blacks usually partake a little
of that colour." In this passage all idea of refrac
tion is abandoned, and that precise degree of size is
assumed for the ~icleswhich leaves a small power
of reflection, which is deemed sufficient to prevent
the body from becoming transparent; that is, suffi
cient to render it opaque or black.

The last objection which we shall state to this
theory is one to which we attach great weight, and,
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88 it is founded on discoveries and views which have
been published since the time of Newton, we ven
ture to believe, that, had he been aware of them, he
would never have proposed the theory which we
are considering.

When light falls upon a thin film such as AEC,
.fif!. 9, po 80, so as to produce the colours of thin
prates, it follows, from Sir Isaac Newton's theory
of fits, that a portion of the light is, as IIsual, reo
fleeted at the first surface AE,· while the light which
forms the coloured image is that which is reflected
from the second surface EG, so that all the colours
of thin plates are diluted with the white light rEi.
flectP.d from the first surface. Now, in the modem
theory, which ascribes the colours of thin plates to
the interference of the light reflected from the
second 3urface EO, with the light reflecte~ from the
first surface AE, the resulting tint arises from the
combination of these two pencils, and consequently
there is no white light reflected from the surface
AE. In like manner, when the thickness of the
film is such that the two interfering pencils com
pletely destroy one another, and produce black,
there is not a ray of light reflected from the first
surface. Here, then, we have a criterion for de
ciding between the theory of fits and the theory oC
interference; for if there is no white light reflected
from the first surface AE. the theory of fits must be
rejected. In a remarkable phenomenon of blac~
ness arising from minute fibres, which I have had
occasion to describe, there was no perceptible reo
llection from the surface of the fibres;t and M.
Fresnel describes an experiment made to deter
mine the same point, and states the result of it to

• Wblln N_ 1peU. or bodi... 100Initheir redectJol power II'om
their tbinn.... he mean. tbe rellectlng power or their """,",d~
.. I. nideotlrom the reuon he ...;gn••-_ 0ptI.., Part IlL Prop.lI1IL
p.S67.

t Ediftbur,1& JMmI4l 'If SeiMI.u, No. L p. lOll.
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have been unequivocally in favour of the doctrine
of interference.

In order to apply this important fact, let us take
11 piece of coal, one of the blackest and most opllfJ.ue
of all substances, and which does not reflect to the
eye a single ray out of those which enter its sub
stance. The SIze of its particles is 80 small, that
they are incapable of reflecting light. When a nnm
ber of these particles 'are placed together, so as to
form a surface. and other particles behind them, so
as to form a solid, they will not acquire by this
process the pow~rof reflection; and consequently, a
piece of coal so composed should be destitute of the
property of reflecting light from its first surface.
But this is not the case,-light is abundantly re
flected from the first surface of the coal, and conse
quently, its elementary particles must possess the
same power. Hence the blackness of coal must be
ascribed to some other cause than to the minute
ness of its transparent atoms.

To transparent bodies this argument has a similar
application. As their atoms are still less than those
of black bodies, their inability to reflect light is still
greater, and hence arises their transparency. But
the particles forming the surface of such bodies do
reflect light, and, 'therefore, their transparency must
have another origin.

In the case of coloured bodies, too, the, particles
forming their surfaces reflect white light like those
of all other bpdies, so that these particles cannot
produce colour on the same principles as those of
thin plates. In ma,ny of those cases of colour which
seem to depend upon the minuteness of the particles
of the body, the reflection of white light ma~ never
theless be observed, but this will be found to arise
from a thin transparent film, behind which the colo
rific particles are placed.

Whatever answer may be given to these objec
tions. we think it will ,be admitted by those who
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haTe studied the subject most profoundly, that a
satisfactory theory of the colours of natural bodies
is still a duideratum in science. How far we may
be able to approach to it in the present state of
optics the reader will judge. from the following
VlElWS. "

Colours may be arranged into seven classes, each
of which depends upon different principles.

1. Transparent coloured fluids-transparent col.
oured gems-transparent colouredglass68---Coloured
powders-and the colours of the leaves and flowers
of plants.

2. Oxidations on metal~olours of Labrador
feldsp~olours of pJ.llcious." andhydrophanous
opal, and other opalescences-the colours of the
feathers of birds, of the wings of insects, and of the
scales of fishes.

3. Superficial colours, as those of mother-of-pearl
and striated surfaces.

4. Opalescences and colours in composite crystals
having double refraction.

5. Colours from the absorption of common and
polarized light by doubly refracting crystals. .'

6. Colours at the surfaces of media of different
dispersive powers.

7. Colours at the surface of media in which the
reflecting forces extend to different distances, or fol
low different laws.

The first two of these classes are the most" im
portant. The Newtonian theory appears to be
strictly applicable to the phenomena 0{ the ,ecOflrl
class; but those of the first class cannot, we con
ceive, be referred to the same cause.

The rays of solar light possess several remarkable
physical properties: They heat-they illuminate I
-they promote chymical combination-they effect
chymical decompositions-they impart magnetism I
io steel-the) alter the colours of bodies-they

1
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communicate to plants and flowers their· peculiar
colours, and are in many cases "necessary to the
development of their characteristic qualities. It is
impossible to admit for a moment that these varied
effects are produced by a mere mechanical action,
or that they ariIIe from the agitation of the particles
of bodies by the vibration of the ether which is con.
sidered to be the cause of light. Whatever be the
difficulties which attach to the theory which sup
poses light to consist of material particles, we an
compelled, by its properties, to admit that light acta
as if it were material, and that it enters into combi.
nations with bodies, in order to produce the effects
which we have enumerated.

When a beam of light falls upon a body, and the
whole or a part of that which enters its substance
totally disappears, we are entitled to say, that it is
detained by some power exercised by the particles
of the body over the particles of light. When thia
light is said to be lost by a multitude of reflection.
or refractions, the statement is not only hypotheti
cal, but it is' an hypothesis .incompatible with optical
principles. That the light detained within bodies
has been stopped by the attractive force of the par.
ticles 88ems to be highly probable, and the .p1ind
will not feel any repugnance to admit that the par.
ticles of all bodies, whether solid, fluid, or aeriform,
have a specific affinity for the particles of light.
Considering light, therefore, as material, it.is not
difficult to comprehend how it should, like other
elementary substances, enter into combination with
bodies, and produce many chymical and physical
effects, but particularly the phenomena of, trllD8pa..
rency, opacity, and colour.

In tran&pareflt colourless bodies, such as water
and glass, the intromitted light experiences a con·
siderable 1088, because a certain number of its par.
ticles are attracted and detained by the atoms of the
water or glass, and the light "1IY'hich emerges it
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colourless, because the particles exercise a Pl"OpOl'
tiona!. action oTer all the simple colours which
compose white light.

When the transparent body hu any decided
colOtsr, such as those enumerated in Class I., then
the particles of the body have exercised a specific
attraction over those rays of white light which are
complementary to those which compose the colour
of the transnntted light. If the transparent body,
for example, is red, then its particles have detained
the gJeen rays which entered into the incident light,
or certain other rays, which with the red are neces
sary to compose white light. In compound bodies,
like some of the arti1i.cial !{lasses, the particles will
attract and detain rays of light of different colours,
as may be seen by analyzing the transmitted light
with a prism, which will exhibit a spectrum deprived
of all the rays which have been detained. In black
bodies the particles exercise a powerful attraction
over light, and detain all the iIltwmjtted~

When coloured bodies are opaque, 80 as to ex
hibit their colours principally by redection, the light
which is rellected back to the 0bserver has received
its colour from transmission threugh part of the
thickness of the body, or, what is the same thing,
the colour redected to the eye is complementary to
that which has been detained by the particles o( the
body while the light is passing and repassing
through a thickness terminated by the rellecting
surfaces; and as only a part of this light is redected,
88 in the case of leaves and 1l0wers, the transmitted
light must haTe the same colour 88 the re1lected
light.

When coloured bodies exhibit twodifferent colours
complementary to each other, the one seen by re
llection and the other by transmission, it is then
highly probable that the colours are those of thin
plates, though there are still other optical principles
&0 which they may be referred. .As the particles of
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bodies, and the medium which unites them, or. 88
the different atoms of a compound body ma,.have
different dispersive powers, while they exercure the
same refractive force over a particular part of the
spectrum, the rays for which this compensation
takes place will be transmitted, while part of the
complementary light is reflected.· Or in cases
where the refractive and dispersive powers ace the
same, the reflective forces of the particles may vary
according to a different law, so that at the sepa.rat
ing lIUl'faces either white or coloured light may be
rellected.t .

In those cases of colour where the redected and
the transmitted tints are not complementary, as in
leaf-Kold, where the former is yellow and the latter
green;-in leaf-Iil'lJet', where they are white and blue,
and in certain pieCtlS of fir-wood, where the reflected
light is whitish yellow, and the transmitted light a
brilliant homogene0U8 red, we may explain the sepa
ration of the colours either by the principles we
have already laid down or by the doctrine of 'thin
plates. On the first principle, the colour of the re
Bected light, which is supposed to be the same as
that of the transmitted light, will be modified by the
law according to which the particles of the body
attract different rays out of the beam of white light.
In pitch, for example, the blue rays are first ab
sorbed, so that at small thieknesses the transmittlld
light is a fine yellow, while, by the action of a
greater thickness, the yellow itself is absorbed, aild
tbe tlansmitted light is a bright homogeneous red.
Now in leaf-gold the transmitted colour of thinner
tl1ms than we can obtain may be yellow, and, con
sequently, the light reflected from the first strata of
interrupting faces will be yellow, and will determine
the predominant tint of the reflected light. On the
Newtonian doctrine, Mr. Herschel has explained it

• l!IeI tIIo PAil. 'n-/I'M. 18l1l1, Part t. p. 1811. t 1.....



by saying, .. that the transmitted rays have tranmlel1
the whole thickness of the medium, and therefore
nndergo many more times the action of its aklms
thm those reflected,- especially those near the first
l!lurface to which the brighter part of the reflected
colour is due."

The phenomena of the absorption of commOJI
and polarized light, which I have described in an
other place,· throw much light on the subject of
coloured bodies. The relation of the absorbent Be
tion to the axes of double refraction, and, conse
quently, to the poles of the molecules of the crystal,
shows how the particles of light attracted by the
molecules of the body will vary, both in their nature
and number, according to the direction in which
they approach the molecules; and explains how the
colour of a body may be changed, either tempora
rily or permanently, by heat, according as it pro
duces a temporary or a permanent chan~e in the
relative position of the molecules. This IS not the
place to enlarge on this subject; but we may be
permitted to apply the idea to the curious experi
ment of Thenard on phosphorus. When this sub
stance is rendered pure by repeated distillation, it
is transparent, and tranilmits yellow light; but when
it is thrown in a melted state into cold water, it
becomes jet black. When again melted, it resumes
its original colour and transparency. According to
the Newtonian theory, we must suppose that the
atoms of the phosphorus have been diminished in
size by sudden cooling,-an effect which it is not
easy to comprehend; but, according to the pre
ceding views, we may suppose that the atoms of
the phosphorus have been forced by sudden cooling
into relative positions quite different from those
which they take when they slowly assume the solid.
state, and their poles of maximum attraction, in

• Phil. 7l"am. 181G, p. ll.
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'Place of being turned to one another, are turned in
lllirerent directions, and then allowed to exercise
their full action in attracting the intromitted light,
and detaining it wholly within the body.·

Before concluding this chapter, there is one topic
peculiarly deserving our notice, namely, the change
'of colour produced in bodies by continued exposure
to light. The general effect of light ill to diminish
or dilute the colours of bodies, and in many cases
to deprive them entirely of their colour. Now, it
is Dot easy to understand how repeated undulations
propagated through a body could diminish the size
of its particles, or how the same effect could be
produced by a multitude of reflections from particle.
to particle. But if light is attracted by the particles
of bodies, and combines with them, it is easy to
conceive that, when the molecules of a body have
combined with a great number of particles of a
green colour. for example, their power of combina
tion with others will be diminished, and, eonse·
'quently, the number of particles of any colour
absorbed ot detained must diminish with the time
that the body has been exposed to light; that is,
these particlell must enter into the transmitted and
reflected pencils, and diminish the intensity of their
colour. If the body, for example, absorbs red light,
and transmits and reflects green, then if the quan
tity of absorbed red light is'diminished, it will enter
into the reflected and transmitted pencils, and, form.
ing white light by its mixture with a portion of the
green rays, will actually dilute, them in the same
manner as if a portion of white light had been
added·t '

• If Ibl. 'f\ew oflbe matter be JUlt, we aboald expeet tllat the opoc\lkI
....'f\ly of lbe bluk would exeeed IbE orI'. yellow plIoepboru..

, ..In.. tIte two II""""dllli cbapter. were wrlllen,l bave bad oe.....
to oOllllrm and extend the vIewa wbleb lheyeDnllliD by lIIUIy DOW G

,paz1meDllI.
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CHAPTER vm.
NllI>tflll'. DUeowriu~.IM bt/IMJtUm ... D;Itot:tWr& 'IILiI'"
-~ DUcowrV. QI Gri1lllJlJli """ Dr. HQQD-.La/KJurj "'......
uerJi..,. PIIilIJ8tJf'1lerI/-LmD 'II lnt"'f.,.ma Qf Dr. Ylltt..,.-PWm.r.
~I/-N<U! TA<W1' 'II InJkctitm fill tM H7IJH1IMN qf tM ...
litrUliIJ qf14".
ALTHOUgH the discoveries of Newton respecting

the Inflection of Light were first published in his
Optic8 in 1704, yet there is reason to think that
they were made at a much earlier period. Sir Isaac,
indeed, informs us, in his preface to that great work,
that the third book, which contains these discove
ries, "was put together out of scattered papers;"
and he adds at the end of his observatWns, that" he
designed to repeat most of them with more care and
exactness, and to make some new ones for determin
ing the manner how the rays of light are bent in their
passage by bodies, for makina" the fringes of colours
with the dark lines between them. But I was then
intermpted, and cannot now think of taking these
things into consideration." On the 18th March, 1674,
Dr. Hooke had read a valuable memoir on the phe
nomena of di1rraction; and, as Sir Isaac makes no
allusion whatever to this work, it is the more proba
ble that his "scattered pal>Crs" had been written
previous to the communicatIOn of Dr. Hooke's ex
periments.

The phenomena 0' the in1l.ection of light were first
discovered by Francis Maria Grimaldi, a learned
Jesuit, who has described them in a posthumous
work published in 1665, two years after his death.·

Having admitted a beam of the sun's light through

• PTt.........,un.". Lumitu~ ., ... alUftu/·.......
~lCIGL
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a small pin-hole in a piece 01 lead or card into a
dark chamber, he found that the light diverged from
this aperture in the form of a cone, and that the
shadows 01 all bodies placed in this light were Dot
only larger than might have been expected, but were
surrounded with three coloured fringes, the nearest
being the widest, and the most remote the narrowest.
In strong light he discovered analolfous fringes

• within the shadows of bodies, which mcreased in
number with the breadth of the body, and became
more distinct whenthe shadowwas receivedobliquely
1Wd at a greater distance. When two small aper
tures or pin.holes were placed so near each other
that the cones 01 light formed by each of them
intersected one another, Grimaldi observed, that a
spot common to the circumference of each, or, which
is the same thing, illuminated by rays from each
cone, was darker than the same spot when illumi
nated by either of the cones separately; and he an
nomlCes this remarkable fact in the following para
doxical proposition, " that a body actually °illummated
may bectmle more dark by adding a light to that w1aicla
-it already receive..."

Without knowing what had been done by the
Italian philosopher, our countryman, Dr. Robert
Hooke, had been diligently occupied with the same
subject. In 1672, he communicated his first obser
vations to the Royal Society, and he then spoke of
his paper as "containing the discovery of a new
property of light not mentioned by any optical wri
ters before him." In his paper of 1674, already
mentioned, and which is no doubt the one to which
he alludes, he has not only described the Ieadina'
phenomena of the inll.ection, or the dell.ection 01
light, as he calls it, but he has distinctly announced
the doctrine of inlerfertmee, which has performed so
great a part m the subsequent history of optics.·
I • TIll. doelI'JIIIt Wtb1lll annoaoeed. 1. TbaI tbe _ "r- of JIIlI&
..Ml\Iii UpoI1tbe _ poIul or11II objeot will '1II'D 11I10 all.arta or colOlIIlI
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Such was the state of the subject when NewtoD
directed to it his powers of acute and accurate ob
servation. His attention was turned only to the
enlargement of the shadow, and to the three fringes
which surrounded it;. and he begins his observations
by ascribing the discovery of these facts to Gri
maldi. After taking exact measures of the diameter
of the shadow of a human hair, and of the breadth
of the fringes at different distances behind it, he
discovered the remarkable fact that these diame
ters and breadths were not proportional to the dis
tances from the hair at which they were measured.
In order to explain these phenomena, Newton sup
posed that the rays which passed by the edge of the
hair are deflected or turned aside from it, as if by a
repulsive force, the nearest rays suffering the great
est, and those more remote a less degree of dellee
tion.

Fig. 10.

by lbe varioos Inelloallon of lile object. 2. ThaI ""looTS be(1o to appear
wbeo CWo pul.... of light are blended so WflII and so Mar lOplIler tbaC
.tile sense lBtes them Ibr one. . . '
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Thus, if X, fig. 10, represents a 1MlCti0n of the
hair, and AB, CD, EF, GH, &c. rays passing at dif
ferent distances from X, the ray AB will be more
de1Ieeted than CD, and will cross it at m, the ray
CD will for the same reason cross EF at flo and
EF will cross GH at o. Hence the curve or caustic
formed by the intersections m, flo 0, &c. will be con
vex outward, its curvature diminishing as it recedes
from the vertex. As none of the passing light can
possibly enter within this curve, it will form the
boundary of the shadow of X. .

The explanation given by Sir Isaac of the coloured
fringes is less precise, and can be inferred only from
the two following queries.

1. "Do not the rays which differ in refrangibility
differ also in t1exibility, and are they not, by these
different intIections separated from one another, so
as after sep81p.tion to make the colours in the three
fringes above described 1 And after what manner
are they intIected to make those fringesl

2. "Are not the rays of light in passing by the
edges and sides of bodies bent several times back
lDards aM fOl'1Dm'ds with a motion like that of an
eel 1 And do not the three fringes of light above
mentioned arise from three such bendings 1"

The idea thus indistinctly thrown out in the pre
ceding queries has been ingeniously interpreted by
Mr. Herschel in the manner represented ill fia'. 11,
where SS are two rays passing by the edge 01 the
body MN. These rays are supposed to undergo
several bendings, as at a, b, c,1Wd the particles of
lia"ht are thrown off at one or other ot the points
of contrary llexure, according to the state of their
fits or other circumstances. Those that are thrown
outwards in the direction aA, bB, cC, dD, will
produce as msny caustics by their intersections as
there are detlected rays; and each caustic, when re
ceived on a screen at a distance, will depict on is
the brightest part or maximum of a fringe.

18
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In this unsatisfactory state was the subject of the
inflection of light left by Sir Isaac. His inquiries
were interrupted, and never again renewed; and
though he himself found that the phenomena were
the same, " whether the hair was encompassed with
air or with any other pellucid substanC',c," yet this
important result does not eeem to have shaken his
conviction, that the phenomena had their origin in
the action of bodies upon light.

During two sets of experiments which I made on
the inflection of light, the first in 1798, and the
second in 1812 and 1813, I was desirous of examin
ing the influence of density and refractive power
over the fringes produce~ by infiection. I com-

CU(081
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pared the fringes fanned by gold.leaf with those
fanned by masses of gold,-aod those produced by
films which gave the colours of thin plates with
those formed by masses of the same substance. I
examined the inlluence of platinum, diamond, and
cork in in1lecting light, the effect of non-rellecting
grooves and spaces in polished metals, and of cylin
ders of glass immersed in a mixture of oil of ca.tilsia
and oil of olives of the same refractive power; and,
as the fringes had the same magnitude and charac
ter under all these circumstances,. I concluded that
they were not produced by any force inherent ill
the bodies themselves, but arose from a property
of the light itself, which always showed itself when
light was stopped in its progress.

Dr. Thomas Young, who had supported with great
ingenuity and force of argument the undulatory
theory of lilt'ht, as maintained by Hooke and Huy
gens, was the first who gave a plausible explana
tion of the in1lectioll of light. By interposing a
small screen at B, jig. 10, and interllepting the
rays that passed near the hair X, he was surprised
to find that all the fringes within tM shadow di8ap
,eared. The same effect took place when the screen
intercepted the rays on the other side; and hence
be concluded, that the rays on each side of the hair
were necessary to the production of the inner fringes,
and that the fringes were produced by the inter
ferent:e of the rays that passed on one side of the
hair with those that passed on the other side. 1B
order to lICCount for the coloured friDges without the
shadow, Dr. Young conceived that the rays which
pass near the edge of the hair interfere with others,
which he supposes may be re1lected 'liter falling
very obliquely upon its edj!,'e,-a supposition whioh.
if correct, would certainly produce fringes very
Bimilar to those actually observed.

In pursuing these researches so successfully begun
by Dr. Young, M. Fresnel had the good fortune tg
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"xplain all the phenomena of in1l.ection by ml!8D8 of
the undulatory doctrine combined with tp.e principle
of interference. In place of transmitting the light
through a small aperture, he caused it to div~rge

from the focus of a. deep convex lens, and instead
of receiving the shadow and its fringes upon a
smooth white surface, as was done by Newton, he
viewed them directly with his eye through a lens
placed behind the shadow; and by means of a mi.
croscope he was able to measure the dimensions of
the fringes with the greatest exactness. By this
mode of observation he made the remarkable dis.
covery, that the inflection of the light depended on
the distance of the inflecting body from the aperture 01"
from the focU8 of divergence;- the fringes being ob.
served to dilate as the body approached that focus,
and to contract as it receded from it, their relative
distances from eacl). other, and from the margin of
the shadow continuing invariable. In attempting to
account for the formation of the exterior fringes, M.
Fresnel found it necessary to reject the supposition
of Dr. Young, that they were owing to light reo
fleeted from the edge of the body. He not only
ascertained that the real place of the fringe was the
Mth of a millimetre different from what it should
be-on that supposition, but he fQund that the fringes
preserved the same intensity of light, whether the
in1lecting body had a round or a sharp edge, and
even when the edge was such as not to afford suffi.
cient light for their production. From this difficulty
the undulatory theory speedily released him, and he
was led by its indications to consider the exterior
fringes, as produced by an infinite number of ele
mentary waves of light emanating from a primitive
wave when partly interrupted by an opaque body.

The various phenomena of inflection, which had

. • TII1JI ellllet I. 10 great, that at the distance offour Inch_ ft'Om the
point of divergence, the angular intlexloD of the red ray. !if the tint nlnp
• 11' 0". while lithe diIlance or abom lWeDLy &el, 1& "lIIlI1l' .".
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io long' t'ellisted eTery effort to ~neral.ize them;
haying thus received 80 beautiful and satisfactory aD.
explanation from the undulatol'y doctrine, they must
of course be regarded as a1tOIding to that doctrine
the most powerful support, while the Newtoniaa
hypothesis of the materiality of light is proportiou.
any thrown into the shade. It is impossible, indeed.,
even for national partiality to consider the views 6f
Newton as furnishing any explanation of the facte
discovered by Fresnel; and, as no attempt has been
made by the small though able phalanx of his di..
ciples to stay the decision with which, on this MuM
at least, the doctrine of emission has been threat
ened, we shall venture to suggest some principles
by which the' refractory phenomena may perhaps
be yet brought within the pale of the Newtonian
theory.

That the particles of light, like those of heat,
are endowed with a repulsive force which preYentl
them from accumulating when in a state of conden
sation, or when they are detained by the absorptive
action of opaque bodies, will be readily admitted.
By this power a beam. of ligtlt radiating from a
luminous point has, in every azimuth, the same de.
gree of intensity at the same distance from its centre
of divergence; but if we intercept a portion of such
a beam by an .opaque body, the repulsive force of the
light which formerly occupied its shadow ill with.
drawn, and consequently the rays which p8II8 near
the body will be repelled into the shadow, and will
fonn, .bY, their interference with those flimilarly re. ,
pelleifOIl the other BIde, the mterior fringes, which
are parallel to the edges of the body. The rays
which plll!B at a greater distance will in like manner
be bent towards the body, but ~th less force, and,
interfering with those rays which retain their primi
tive direction, from the state of their fits or the
~sition of their poles, they wiIl form the exterior
trinJell. When the infiecting body ill placed near
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the point of divergence, the greater JII'Oximity 01
the rays will produce a greater repulsive foree, and
consequently a greater intlection of the-pa.ssing
lia"ht; while the removal of the bodf. from the point
of divergence will be accompanied with an increued
distance of the particles, an inferior repulsive force.
and a feebler intlection. As the phenomena of in
llection, considered under this aspect, arise from a
property of the light itself, it follows that they will
remain invariable, whatever be the nature or den
Bity of the body, or the form of the edge which
acts upon the passing rays.

CHAPTER IX.

BEFon concludi~ our aceount of Newton's op
tical discoveries, it 11 necessary to notice some of
his minor researches, which, though of inferior im
portance in the science of light, have either exer
cised aD in1luence over the progress of discovery,
or been associated with the history of other branches
of knowledge.

One of the most curious of these inquiries related
; to the QQ!IDeltion between the refractive powers and
i the chymical compoBition of bodies. Having meas.
ured tlie refractive powers and the densitiesoftwenty
two substances, he found that the forces which
rellect and refract light are very nearly proportional
to the densities of the same bodies. In this law,
however, he noticed a remarkable exception in the
case of unctuous and sulphmeous bodies, such as
camphire, olive oi1.linseed oil, spirit of turpeatinet
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and diamond, which' have their refractive powe1'll
two or three times greater in respect of their densi.
ties than the other substances in the table, while
among themselves their refractive powers are pro
portional to their densities, without any considerable
variation. Hence he concluded that diamond "is
an unctuous substance coagulated,"-a sagacious
prediction, which has been verified in the discoveries
of modem chymil!try. The connexion between a
high degree of inflammability and a great refracting
force has been still more strongly established by the
high refractive power which I detected in phospho
rus, and which was discovered in hydrogen by MM.
Biot and Arago. ,

There is no part of the optical labours of Newton
which is less satisfactory than that which relates to
the double refraction of light. In 1690, Huygens,
published his admirable treatise on ~ht, in which
he has given the law of double refractlOn in calca
reous spar, as deduced from his theory of light, and
as confirmed by direct experiment. Viewing it
probably as a theoretical deduction, Newton seems
to have regarded it as incorrect, and though he has
given Huygens the credit of describing the phe
nomena more exactly than Bartholinus, yet, Without
assigning any reason, he rejected the law of the
Dutch philosopher, and substituted another in its
place. These obsen-ations of our. author fonn the
subject ofthe twenty-fifth and twenty-sixth queries at
the end of his Optics, which was published fourteen
years after the appearance of Huygens's work. The
law adopted by Newton is not accompanied with any
of the experiments from which it was deduced; and
though he has given it without expressing any doubt
of its accuracy, it is, nevertheless, entirely incom
patible with observation, and has been rejected by
all succeeding philosophers.

In his speculations respecting the successive dis
appearance and reappearance of two of the four
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Images which are fonned when a luminous object
is viewed through two rhombs of calcareous spar,
one of which is made to revolve upon the other,
Newton has been more successful. He concluded
from these phenomena that every ray of light has
two opposi1e sides originally endued with the prop
erty on which the unusual refraction depends, and
other two oppos~ sides not endued with that prop
erty; and he suggested it as a subject for future
inquiry, whether there are not more properties of
light by which the sides of the rays differ, and are
distinguished from one another. This is the first
occasion on which the idea of a po1u.rity in the rays
uf light has been suggested.·

From the various optical inquiries in which New
ton was engaged, he was strongly impressed with
the belief that light consists of small material par
ticles emitted from shining substances, and that
these particles could be again recombined into solid
matter, so that .. gross bodies and light were con
vertible into one another." He conceived also that
the particles of solid bodies and of light exerted a
mutual action upon each other, the former being
agitated and heated by the latter, and the latter
\Jeing attracted aDd. repelled by :the former, with
forces depending on the inertia of the luminous par
ticles. These forces he regarded as insensiblll at
all measurable distances, and he conceived that the
distances between the particles of bodies were very
Imall when compared with the extent of their sphere
.f attraction and repulsilm.

With the ex~ption of Hooke, Huygens, and
Euler, almost ali the cODtemporaries and successors
of Newton maintained the doctrine of the mate
riality of light. It was first successfully assailed by
Dr. Thomas Young, arul since that time it has been
shaken to its foundation by those great discoveries

• lIee lbe IW8Illy..ollllh quory allho end or hi. Opll... wIIeta III&-.s.
.... raY.1I1e compared WilIllho peIaI of. wapoc.
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which have illustrated the commencement of the
present century. The undulatory theory, which has
thus triumphed in its turn, is still subject to grave
difficulties, and we fear another century must elapse
before a final decision can be pronounced on this
long-agitated question. ,

The most important of the optical disco'\'eriee of
Newton. of which we have given a general history,
were communicated to the Royal Society in de
tached papers; but the disputes in which they had
involved their author made him hesitate about the
publication of his other discoveries. Although he
had ~wn up a connected view of his labours under
the titre of " Opticks, or a Treatise on the Reflex·
ions, Refractions, Inflexions, andColours of Light,"
yet he resolved not to publish this work during the
life ofHooke, by whose rival jealousy his tranquillity
had been so frequently interrupted. Hooke, how
ever, died in 1702, and the Ol'tics of Newton ap
peared in English in 1704. Dr. Samuel Clark pro·
posed a Latin edition of it, which appeared in 17oe.

, and he was generously presented by Sir Isaac with
5001. (or 1001. for each of his five children), as a
token of the ap'probation and gratitude of the author.
Both the English and the Latin editions have beeD.
frequently reprinted both in England and on the
Continent,· and there perhaps never was a w~rk of
profound science so WIdely circulated

.. '!'be Engliab edillon .... reprinted al London In 17U, 1"'1,'"
1~ and IbeLatin oneal Loudoa In 1701l, 1719, 17SI,17ss,at La_
in 1740, aDd at Padua in 1773.

.... 1
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CHAPTER X.

Mlnmomirol DUcoueriu ofNewtmt-Ne""..ity 'If combined E.rertitm
10 tile Compl,tian. qf great Discoveries-Sketch qf the History qf A....
tranomy previ01u to the Time '!f Newtrm-CopemiCU8, 1473-1110-
Tycho BraAe, IM6-160I-Kepler, 15'1-163l-GalillO, 1564-1642.

FROM the optical labours of Newton we now pro
eeed to the history of his astronomical discoverieli
-those transcendent deductions of human reasoll
by which he has secured to himself an immQrtal
name, and vindicated the intellectual dignity of hill
species., Pre-eminent as his triumphs have been, it
would be unjust to affirm that they were achieved
by his single arm. The torch of many a preceding
age had thrown its light into the strongholds of
the material universe, and the grasp of many a~
~hand had pulled down the most impregnable of
Its defences. An alliance, indeed, of many kindred
spirits had been long struggling in this great cause,
and Newton was but the leader of their mighty
phalanx,-the director of the~r combined genius,
the general who won the VlCtOry, and therefore
wears its laurels.

TIre history of science presents us with no ex
ample of an individual mind throwing itself far in
advance of itll contemporaries. It is only in the
career of crime and ambition that reckless man
takes the start of his species, and, tmcurbed by
moral and religious restraint, erects an unholy dy
nasty upon the ruins of ancient and venerable insti
tutions. The achievements of intellectual power,
though often begun by one mind and completed by
another, ha,·e ever been the results of combined ex
ertions. Slow in their growth, they gradually ap_
proximate to a more perfect condition :--the variety
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m€he phenomena of nature call forth a variety 0(
intellectual gifts ;-the powers CYf analysis and com
bination are applied to the humbler labours of obser
vation and experiment, and in the ordeal of rival
inquiry truth is finally purified from error. How
different is it with those systems which the imagi
aation rears,-those theones of wild import wbicll.
are directed against the oonsciences and hopes ol
man. . The fatal upas-tree distils its poi80n in the
spring as well as the autumn of its growth, but the
fruit which sustains life must have its bud prepare~
before the approach of winter, its blossom expanded
in the spring, and its juices elaborated by the lig
and heat of the summer and the autumnal sun.

In the century which preceded the birth of New
ton the science of astronomy advanced with the
most rapid steps. ,Emerging from the darkness of
the middle ages, the human mind seemed to rejoice
in its new-born strength,. and to apply itseU" witll.
elastic vigour to unfold the mechanism oHhe heavens.
The labours of Hipparchu8 and Ptolemy had indeeti
furnished many important epochs and supplied many
valuable data; but the cumbrous appendages of
eycles and epicycles with which they explained the
stations and retrogradationS of the planets, and the
vulgar prejudiees which a false interpretation or
SClipture had excited against a belief in the motion.
of the earth, rendered it difficult even for great
minds to escape' from the trammels of authority,
and appeal to the simplicity of natlil"e.

The sovereign'of Castile, the generoUlland noble
minded 'A.lphonso, had long before proscribed the
rode expedients of his predecessors; and when he
declared that if the heavens were thus constituted,
he could have given the Deity good advice, he must
not only have felt the absurdity of the prevailing
system, but must have obtained some foresight of a
more simple' arrangement. But neither he nor the
astronomers whom he 80 liberally protected seem to
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have established a better system, and it W8I left
to Copernicus to enjoy the dignity of being the
restorer of astronomy.

This great man, a native of Thorn in Prussia, fol
lowing his father's profession, began his career as a
doctor of medicine, but an accidental attendance OD
the mathematical lectures of Bmdzevius excited a
love for astronomy, which becanle the leading pas
sion of his liCe. Quitting a profession uncongenial
to such pursuits, he went to Bologna to study
astronomy under Dominic Maria; and after having
enjoyed the friendship and instruetion of that able
philosopher, he established himself at Rome in the
humble situation of a teacher of mathematics. Here
he made numerous astronomical observations which
Ilerved him as the basis of future researches; but
an event soon occurred which, though it interrupted,
for-8 while his important studies, placed him in a
.ituation for pursuing them with new zeal. The
death of one of the canons enabled his uncle, who
was Bishop of Ermeland, to appoint him to a can
onry in the chapter of Frauenburg, where, in a
bouse situated on the brow of a mountain, he con
tinued, in peaceful seclusion, to carry on his astro
nomical observations. Duringhis residence atRome
bis talents had been so well appreciated, that the
Bishop- of Fossombrona, who presided over the
council for reforming the calendar, solicited the aid
of Copernicus in this desirable tmdcrtaking. At first
he entered warmly into the views of the council,
and charged himself with the determination of the
length of the J"ear and of the month, and of the
other motions of the sun and moon that seemed to
be required; but he found the task too irksome, and
probably felt that it woUld interfere with those
mteresting discoveries which had already begun to
dawn upon his mind•
. Copernicus is said to have commenced his inqui

nes. by an historical examination of the opinions ot:
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ancient authors on the system of the universe; but
it is more likely that he sought for the authority of
their great names to countenance Iris peculiar views,
and that he was mOT'l desirous to present his own
theory as one that he had received, rather than as
one which he had invented. His mind had been
long imbued with the idea that simplicity and har.
mony should characterize the arrangements of the
planetary system, and, in the complieation and dis
order which reigned in the hypothel'lis of Ptolemy.
he saw insuperable objections to its being regarded
as a representation of nature. In the opinions of
the Egyptian sages, in those· of Pythagoras, Philo·
laus. Aristarchus, and Nicetas,. he recognised his
'Own eartiest conviction that the earth was not the
eentre of the universe; but he appears to have con
sidered it as still possible that our globe might per·
form some function in the system more important
than that of the other planets; and his attention
was much occupied with the speculation of Martia
nus Capella, who placed the sun between Mars and
the moon, and made Mercury and Venus revolve
round him as a centre; and with the system of
Apollonius Pergreus, who made all the planets re
'Volve round the sun, while the sun and moon were
carried rouna the earth in the centre oBhe universe.
The examination, however. of these· hypotheses
gradually dispelled the difficulties with which the
subject was beset; and after the labours of more
than thirty years, he was permitted to see the true
system of the heavens. The sun he considered as
immoveable in the centre of the system, while the
earth revolved between the orbits of Venus and
Mars, and produced by its rotation about its axis all
the diurnal phenomena of the celestial sphere. The
precession of the equinoxes was thus referred to a
slight motion of the earth's axis, and the stations
and retrogradations of the planets were the neces·

..-y consequence of their own motions combined
K2

•
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with that of the earth about the sun. These re.
markable views were supported by numerous 88.
tronomical observations; and in 1530 Copernicus
brought to a close his immortal work on the Revolu.
tions of the Heavenly Bodies.

But while we admire the genius which triumphed
over 110 many difficulties, we cannot fail to commend
the extraordinaty prudence with which he ushered
his new system into the world. Aware of the preju.
dices, and even of the hostility with which such a
system would be received, he resolved neither to
startle the one nor provoke the other. He-allowed
his opinions to circulate in the slow current of per·
lonal communication. The points of opposition
which they presented to established doctrines were
gradually worn down, and they insinuated them.
selves into reception among the ecclesiastical ei.rolcs
by the very reluctance of their author to bring them
hito notice. In the year 1534, Cardinal Schonberg,
Bishop of Capua. and Gyse, Bishop of Culm, exerted
all their influence to induce Copernicus to lay his
system before the world; but he resisted their so.
licitations ; and it was not till 1535 that an accidental
circumstance contributed to alter his resolution.
George Rheticus, professor of mathematics at Wir.
temberg, having heard of the labours of Copernicus,
resigned his chair, and repaired to Frauenterg to
make himself master of his discoveries. This zeal
ous disciple prevailed upon his master to pennit the
publication of his systeJIl; a,nd' they seem to have
arranged a plan for giving it to the world without
alanning the vigilance of the church, or startling
the prejudices of individuals. Under the disguise
of a student of mathtmlatics, Rheticus published in
1540 an account of the m'lDuscript volume of Coper
nicus. This pamphlet was received without any
disapprobation, and its author was encouraged to
reprint it at Basle, in 1541, with his own name.
,Tlie success of these publicatioDs, and the ftat~ring
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Manner in which the new astronomy was received
!>1 several able writers, induced Copernicus to place
his MSS. in the hands of Rheticus. It was accord.
ingly printed at the expense of Cardinal Schon
berg, and appeared at Nuremberg in 1M3. Its illus
trious author, however, did not live to peruse it.
A complete copy was handed to him in his last
moments, and he saw and tOUl~hed it lL few hours
before his death. This great work was dedicated
to the Holy Pontiff, in order, as Copernicus himself
sa,s, that the authority of the head of the church
might silence the calumnies of individuals who had
attacked his views by arguments drawn from reli
gion. Thus introduced, the Copernican system met
with no ecclesiastical opposition, and gradually made
its way in spite of the ignorance and prejudicetl
of the age."

Among the astronomers who provided the mate- II ,
rials of the Newtonian philosophy the name of Ii
Tycho Brahe merits a conspicuous place. De
scended from an ancient Swedish family, he was
born at Knudstorp, in Norway, in 1546, three years
after the death of Copernicus. The great eclipse
of the sun which ,happened on the 26th August,
1560, while he was at the University of COJ!enhagen,
attracted his notice: and when .he found that all
its phenomena had been accurately predicted, he
was seized with the most irresistible passion to ac
quire the knowledge of a science so infallible in its
results. Destined for the profession of the law, his
friends discouraged the pursuit which now engrossed
his thoughts; and such were the reproaches and
even persecutions to which he was exposed, that he
quitted his country with the design of travelling
throngh Germany. At the very commencement gf
his journey, however, an event occurred in which
the impetuosity of his temper had nearly cost him
his life. At a wedding-feast in Rostock, a question
able point in geometry involved him in a disputlil
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with a Danish nobleman of the same temperament
with himself; and the two mathematicians resolved
to settle the difference by the sword. Tycho,
however, seems to have been second in the conflict,
for he lost the greater part of his nose, and was
obliged to supply its place by a substitute of gold
and silver, which a cem.ent of glue attached to his
face. - During his stay at Augsburg Le inspired the
burgomaster of the city, Peter HaiIl7.ell, with a love
of astronomy. This public-spirited citizen erected
an excellent observatory at his own expense, and
here ,Tycho began that distinguished career which
has placed him iJ.l the first rank of practical as-
tronomers. _

Upon his return to Copenhagen. in 1570, he was
received with every mark of respect. The kiIJg iJ.l.
vited him to court, and persons of all rankl:f harassed
him with their attentions. At Herritzvold, near his
native place, the house of hismaternal uncle afforded
him a retreat ,from the gayeties of the- capital, and
he was there offered every accommodation for the
prosecution of his astronomical studies; Here,
however, the passion of love and the pursuits of
alchymy distracted his thoughts; but though the
peasant girl of whom he was enamoured was of
easier attaiJ.lment than the philosopher's stone, the
marriage produced an open quarrel with his relations,
which it required the interferencc of the king to allay.
III the tranquillity of domestic happiness, Tycho re
sumed his study of the heavens, and in 1572 he
enjoyed the siJ.lgular good fortune of observing,
through all its variations, the new star iJ.l Cassiopeia,
which appeared with such extraordinary splendour
as to be visible in the daytime, and which gradually
disappeared iJ.l the 'following y~ar. -

Dissatisfied with his residence in Denmark, Tycho
resolved to settle iJ.l some distant COlHltry; and hav
ing gone as far as Venice in search of a suitable
resjdence,' he at last fixed upon Basle, in Switze~-

•,
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Jand. The King of Denmark, howevt\r, had learned
his intention from the Prince of Hesse; and when
Tycho returned to Copenhagen·to remove his family
and his instnunents, his sovereign announced to him
his resolution to detain him in his kingdom. He
presented him with, the canonry of Roschild, with
an income of 2000 crowns per annum. To this he
added a pension of 1000 crowns; and he promised
to give him the island of Huen, with a complete
observatory erected under his own eye. This gene
rous offer was instantly accepted. The celebrated
observatory of Uraniburg was established at the
expense of about 20,oool.; and in this magnificent
retreat Tycho continued for twenty-one years to en
rich astronomy with the most valuable observations.
Admiring disciples crowded to this sanctuary of the
seiences to acquire the knowledge of the heavens;
and kings- and princes felt themselves honoured
by becoming the guests of the grl'.at astronomer of
the age.

One of the principal discoveries of Tycho was
that of the inequality of the moon's motion, called
the variation. He detected, also, the annual equa
tion: which affects the place of her apogee and nodes,
and he determined the greatest and the least inclina
tion of the lunar orbit. His observations on the
planets were numerous and precise, and have formed

• the data of the present generalizations in astronomy.

• WbenJa_ L went to Copen~ In 1590, tooonciode hi. mar
ri"lle with the Prin.... Anne of Denmark, he apent eight day. under
tbtl roof of 1'1cha at U",niborg. A. a tokeo at hi. gratltod., be com
~ a Bel at Lalln v..... 10 honour of the ..Irooomer, and left him a
III&llnlliaent prNenl at bls departore. He gave him &180 biB royaIlIceII8e
Ibr lhe pobllcallon of hi. worke In England, and acoompanled II wi&ll
tbe Ibllowing oompllmen"'" leller,-

.. Nor lUll J acqoainled with lbelle Ibiog. on the relatlou of OIhera, or
from a m.re perne&l of your worke, bUll heve aeon them wilh my own
01", and bellJ'd them wltb my own tJIlra, In yoor t.eBldonce al Uranl
h01'\l, dut'lng th. varloo. learned and "Ilf6tJIlble conve1'8lllion. whicb I
tbere beJd with YOOt which even now afl"eet my miiid to Buch a degree,
tbat It I. dimc"lt to decide wbetber I recoll..,t them witb greater pi......
GI' admiration.· .
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Though thus skilful in the observation of phenomena;
his mind was but little suited to investigate their 1
cause, and it was probably owing to this defect that
he rejected the system of Copernicus. The vanity
of giving his own name to another system was not
likely to actuate a mind such as his, and it was more
probable that he was led to adopt the immobility of
the Pomh, and to make the sun, with all his attendant
planets, circulate round it, from the great difficulty
which still presented itselfbycomparing the apparent
diameter of the stars with the annual parallax of the
earth's orbit.

The death of Frederick in 1588. proved a severe
calamity to Tycho, and to the science which he cul
tivated. During the first years of the minority of
Christian IV: the regency continued the royal patron
age to the observatory of Uraniburg; and in 1592
the young king paid a visit of some days to Tycho,
and left him a gold chain in token of his favour.
The astronomer, however, had made himself enemies
at court, and the envy of his high reputation had
probably added fresh malignity to the irritation of
personal feelings. Under the ministry of Wolchen.
dore, a name for ever odions to science, Tycho's
pension was stopped ;-he was in' 1597 deprived of
the canonry of Roschild, and was thus forced, with
his wife and children, to seek an asylum in a foreign
land. His friend, Henry Rantzau, of WaI1liIbeck,
under whose roof he found a hospitable shelter, was
fortunately- acquainted with the emperor Rodolph II.,
who, to his love of science, added a passion for
alchymy and astrology. The reputation of Tycho
having already reached the imperial ear, the recom
mendation of Rantzau was scarcely necessary to. en
sure him his warmest friendship. Invited by the em-.
peror, he repaired in 1599 to Prague, where he met
with the.kindest reception. A pension oJ three
thousand crowns was immediately settled upon him,
and a commodious observatory erected for his use
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r In the vicinity ofthat city. Here the exiled astrono-
'" mer renewed with delight his interrupted labours,

and the gratitude which he cherished for the royal
.. favour increased the satisfaction which he felt in

having so unexpectedly found a resting-place for
approaching age. These prospects of better days
were enhanced by the good fortune of receiving two
such men as Kepler awl. Longomontanus for his
pupils; but the fallacy of human anticipation was
here, as in so manyother CasIlS, strikingly displayed.
Tycho was not aware of the inroads which both his
labours and his disappointments' had made upon his
constitution. Though surrounded with affectionate
friends and admiring disciples, he was still an exile
in a foreign land. Though his country had been
base in its ingratitude, it was yet the land which he
loved,-the sceu.e of his earliest affection,-the
theatre of his scientific glory. These feelings con
tinually preyed upon his mind, and his unsettled
spirit was ever hovering among his native mountains.
In this condition he was attacked with a disease of
the most painful kind, and though the paroxysms of
its agonies had lengthened intermissions, yet he saw
that death was approaching. He implorf'd his pupils
to persevere mtheir scientific labours. He conversed
with Kepler on some of the profoundest points of
astronomy, and with these ,secular occupations he
mingled frequent acts of piety and devotion. In
this happy conditioft he expired without pain at the
age of fifty-five, the unquestionable victim of the
councils of Christian IV.

le Notwithstanding the accessions which astronomy
had received from the labours of Copernicus and
Tycho, no progress was ,yet made iii developing
the general laws of the system, and scarcely an idea
had been formed of the power by which the planets
were retained in their orbits. The labours of as
siduous observers had supplied the materials for this

r
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purpose, and Kepler arose to lay the CoUDdatiODS of
physical astronomy. .

1 John Kepler was born at Wiel, in Wirtemberg, in
1671. He was educated for the chureh, and dis
charged even some of the clerical funCtiOIlll; butbiB
devotion to science withdrew him from the study of
theology. Having received mathematical instruc
tion from the celebrated Mrestlinus, he bBd made
such progress in the science, that he was invited in
1594 to fill the mathematical chair of Gratz in Sty
ria. Endowed with a fertile imagination, his mind
was ever intent upon subtle and ingeniowt specula
tiOIlll. In the year 1596 he pnblished bis peculiai'
views in a work on the Harmonies and Analogies of
Nature. In this llingular production, he attempts to
solve what he calls the great cosmographical mys.;
tery of the admirable proportion of the planetary
orbits; and by means of the six regular geometrical
solids,· he endeavours to assign a reason why there
are six planets, and why the dimeIlllions of their
orbits and the time of their periodical revolutions
were such as Copernicus had found them.. If a
cube, for example, were inserted in a sphere, of which
Saturn's orbit was one of the great Circles, it would,
he supposed, touch by its six planes the lesser
sphere of Jupiter; and, in like manner, he proposes
to determine, by the aid of the other geometrical
solids, the magnitude of the spheres' of the other
planets. A copy of this work was presented by its
author to Tycho Brahe. who had been too long
versed in the severe realities of observation to at
tach any value to such WIld theories. He advised

, his young friend "first to lay a solid foundation for
, his views by actual observation, and then, by ascend
in~ from these, to strive to reach the causes of

I things;" and there is reason to think that, by the aid
of the whole Baconian philosophy, thus compreued

• Tho cube, Ille .pb.re, tbe telrahedron, the octobedron, lb. dod....
Wroa, aad lh. leoahedroD.
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by anticipation into a single sentence, he abandoned
for a while his visionary inquiries.

In the year 1598 Kepler suffered persecution for
his religious principles, and was compelled to quit
Gratz; but though he was recalled by the States of
8tyria, he felt his situation insecure, and accepted of
a pressing invitation from Tycho to settle at Prague,
and assist him in his calculations. Havi~ arrived
in Bohemia in 1600, he was introduced byhis friends
to the Emperor Rodolph, from whom he ever after.
ward received the kindest attention. On the death
of TychO in 1601, he was appointed mathematician
to the emperor,-Q situation in which he was con
tinued during the successive reigns of Matthias and
Ferdinand; but what was of more importance to
science, he was put in possession of the valuable
collection of Tycho's observations. These obser
vations were remarkably numerous; and as the orbit
of Mars was more oval than that of any of the other
planets, they were peculiarly suitable for determin.
mg its real form. The notions of harmony and
symmetry in the construction of the solar system,
which had filled-the mind of Kepler, necessarily led
him to believe that the planets revolved with a uni
form motion in circular orbits. So firm, indeed, was
this conviction, that he made numerous attempts to
represent the observations of Tycho by this hy
pothesis. The deviations were too great to be as·
cribed to errors of observation; and in trying various
other curves, he was led to the discovery that Mars
reTolved round the sun in an elliptical orbit, in one
of the foci of which the sun itself was placed. The
same observations enabled him to determine the
dimensions of the planet's orbit, and by comparing
together the times in which Mars passed over
different portions of its orbit, he found that they
were to one another as the areas described by the
lines drawn from the centre of the planet to the
centre of the sun, or, in more technical terms, that

L
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the radius vector describes equal areas in equal
times. These two remarkable discoveries, the first
that were ever made in physical astronomy, were
extended to all the other planets of the system, and
were communicated to the world in 1609, in his
" Commentaries on the Motions of the Planet Mars,
as deduced from the observations of Tycho Brahe."

Although our author was conducted to these great
laws by the patient examination of well-established
facts, his imagination was ever hurrying him among
the wilds of conjecture. Convinced that the mean
distances of the planets from the sun bore to one
another some mysterious relation, he not only com
pared them with the regular geometrical solids, but
also with the intervals of musical tones; an idea
which the ancient Pythagoreans had suggested, and
which had been adopted -by Arehimedes himself.
All these comparisons were fruitless; and Kepler
was about to abandon an inquiry of about seventeen
years' duration, when, on the 8th March, 1618, he
conceived the idea of comparing the powers of the
different members which express the planetary dis
tances, in place of the numbers themselves. He
compared the squares and the cubes of the distances
with the same powers of the periodic times; nay, he
tried even the squares of the times with the cubes
of the distances; but his huri-y and impatience led
him into an error of calculation, and he rejected this
law as having no existence in nature! On the 15th
May, his mind again reverted to the same notion,
andupon making the calculatious anew,and free/rom
error, he discovered the great law, tbat the squares
of the periodic times· of any two planets are to one
another as the cubes of their distances from the sun.
Enchanted with this unexpected result, he could
scarcely trust his calculations; and, to use his own
language, he at first believed that he was dreaming,
and had taken for granted the very truth of which
he was in search. This brilliant discovery was pill!-

"I
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lished in 1619, in his" Hannony of the World;" a
'vork dedicated to James VI. of Scotland. Thus
were established what have been called the three
laws of I{epler,-the motion of the planets in ellip
tical orbits,-theproportionality between the areas
described and their times of description,--and the
relations between the squares of the periodic times
and the cubes 'of the distances.

The relation of the movements of the planets to
the sun, as the general centre of all their orbits,
could not fail to suggest to Kepler that some power
resided in that luminary by which these various mo
tions were produced; and he went so far as to con
jecture that this power diminishes as the square of
the distance of the body on whieh it was exerted;
but he immediately rejects this law, and prefers that
of the simple distances. In his work on Mars, he
speaks of gravity as a mutual and corporeal affec
tion between similar bodies. He niaintained that
the tides were occasioned by the moon's attraction,
and that the irregularities of the lunar m(}tions, as
detected by Tycho, were owing to the joint actions
of the sun and the earth; but the relation between
gravity, as exhibited on the earth's surface, and as
conducting the planets in their orbits, required
more patience of thought than he could command,
and was accordingly le1\ for the exercise of higher
powers.

The misery in which Kepler lived fonns a painful
contrast with the services which he perfonned to
science. The pension on which he subsisted was
always in arrears, and though the three emperors
whose reigns he adorned directed their ministers
to be more punctual in its payment, the disobe.
dience of their commands was a source of continued
vexation to Kepler. When he retired to Sagan, in
Silesia, to spend in retirement the remainder of his
days, his pecuniary difficulties became still more
harassing. Necessity at last compe1Ied him to apply
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personally for the arrears which were dUe; aDd be
accordingly set out in 1630 for Ratisbon; but in
consequence of the great fatigue which so long a
jo~ey on horseback produced, he was seized with
a fever, which carried him off on the 30th Novem
ber, 1630, in the 69th year of his age.

While Kepler was thus laying the foundation of
physical astronomy, Galileo was busily employed in
extending the boundaries of the solar system. This
distinguished philosopher was born at Pisa in 1664.
He was the son of a Florentine nobleman, and was
educated for the medical profession; but a passion
for geometry took possession of his mind, and called
forth all his powers. Without the aid of a master,
he studied the writings of Euclid and ofArchimedes·;
and such were his acquirements, that he was ap.
pointed by the Grand-duke of Tuscany to the mathe
matical chair of Pisa in the twenty-fifth year of his
age. His opposition to the Aristotelian philosophy
gained him many enemies, and at the end of three
years he quitted PisR, and accepted of an invitation
to the professorship of mathematics at Padua. Here
he continued for eighteen years adorning the uni
versity by his name, and diffusing around him a
taste for the physical sciences. With the excep
tion of some contrivances of inferior importance,
Galileo had distinguished himself by no discovery
till he had reached the forty-fifth year of his age.
In the year 1609, the same year in which Kepler
published his celebrated commentary on Mars, Gali
leo paid a visit to Venice, where he heard, in the
course of conversation; that a Dutchman of the
name of Jansens had constructed and presented to
Prince Maurice an instrument through which he saw
distant objects magnified and rendered more distinct,
as if they had been brought ne¥er to the observer.
This report was credited· by some and disbelieved
by others; but, in the course of a few days, Galileo
!8ceived a letter from James Badovere at Parifl,
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which placed beyond a doubt the existence of such
an instrument. The' idea instantly filled his mind
as one of the utmost importance to 1Science i and so
thoroughly was he acquainted with the. properties
of lenses, that he not only discovered the principle
.of its construction, but was able to complete a tele
scope for his own use; Into one end of Ii ll'aden
tube he fitted a spectacle-glass plane on. one side
and convex on the other, arid in the other end he
placed another spectacle-glass concave on one side
and plane on the other. He then applied his eye
to the concave glass, and saw objects "pretty large
and pretty near him." They appeared three times
nearer, and nine times larger in surfaee, than to the
naked eye. He soon after made another, which
represented objects above sixty times larger j and,
sparing neither labour nor expense, he finally con
structed an instrument so excellent, as "to show
things almost a thousand times larger, and above
thirty times nearer to the naked eye."

There is, perhaps, no invention that science has
presented to man so extraordinary in its nature, and
so boundless in its influence, as that of the tele
scope. To the uninstructed mind, the power of
seemg an object a thousand miles distant, as Huge
and nearly as distinct as if it were brought within
a mile of the observer, mllst seem almost miracu
lous j and to the philosopher, even, who thoroughly
comprehends the principles upon which it acts, it
must ever appear one of the most elegant applica
tions of science. To have been the first astronomer
in whose hands such a gift was placed was a prefer
ence to which Galileo owed much of his future
reputation. .

No sooner had he completed his telescope than
he applied it to the heavens, and on the 7th Janu
ary, 1618, the first day of its use, he saw round

. Jupiter three bright little stars lying in a line. par.
allel to the ecliptic, two to the east, and one to the

L2
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west of the planet. Regarding them as ordiDar1.
stars, he never thought of estimating their distances..
On the following day, when he accidentally directed
his telescope to Jupiter, he was surprised to see
the three stars to the west of the planet. To pro..
duce this effect it was requisite that the motion of
Jupiter should be direct, though, according to calcu..
lation, it was actually retrograde. In this dilemma
he waited with impatience for the evening of the
9th, but unfommately the sky was covered with
clouds. On the 10th he saw only two stars to the
east--a circumstance which he was no longer able
to explain by the motion of Jupiter. He was there
fore compelled to ascribe the change to the stars
themselves; and upon repeating his observations
on the lith, he no longer doubted that he had dis
covered three planets revolving round Jupiter. 011
the 13th January he for the first time saw the
fourth satellite.·

This discovery, though of the utmost importance
in itself, derived an additional value from the light
which it threw on the true system of the universe.
While the earth was the only planet enlightened
by a moon, it might naturally be supposed that it
alone was habitable, and was therefore entitled to
the pre-eminence of occupying the centre of the
system; but the discovery of four moons round a
much larger planet deprived this argument of its
force, and created a new analogy between the earth
and the other planets, When Kepler received the
"Sidereal Messenger," the work in which Galileo
announced his discovery in 1610, he perused it with
the deepest interest; and while it confirmed and
extended his substantial discoveries, it dispelled at
the same time some of those harmonic dreams which
still hovered among his thoughts. In the "Dis-

• Silllon MarlWI, mat!lemallclanllltbeMal.ll.uIa of BraIId~
...,... 1IlI tbat h. cIi8ccmInod tllll ~1lt.. of Jupiter In N-wr.
loot. _
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"tertation" which he published on the discovery of
Galileo, he expresses his hope that satellites will
be discovered round Saturn and Mars,-he conjee-o
tufes that Jupiter has a motion of rotation about
his axis,-and states his surprise, that, after what
had been written on the subject of telescopes by
Baptista Porta, they had not been earlier introduced
into observatories.

In continuing his observations, Galileo applied
his telescope to Venus, and ill 1610 he discovered
the phases of that planet, which exhibited to him
the various forms of the waxing and the waning
moon. This fact established beyond a doubt that
the planet revolved round the sun, and thus gav~

an additional blow to the Ptolemaic system. In his
observations on the sun, Galileo discovered his spots,
and deduced fram them the rotation of the central
luminary. He observed that the body of Saturn
had handles attached to' it; but he was unable to
detect the form of its ring, or render visible its
minute satellites. On the surface of the moon he
discovcred her mountains and valleys, and deter.
mined the curious fact of her libration, in virtue of
which parts of the margin of her disk occasionally
appear and disappear. In the Milky Way he de
Bcried numerous minute stars which the unassisted
eye was unable to perceive; and as the largest fixed
stars, in place of being magnified by the telescope,
became actually minute brilliant pomts, he inferred
their immense distance as rendered necessary by the
Copernican hypothesis. All his discoveries, indeed,
furnished fresh arguments in favour of the new
system; and the order of the planets and their re
lation to a central sun may now be considered as
established by incontrovertible evidence. ~

While Galileo was occupied with these noble pur
suits at Pisa; to which he had been recalled in 1611,
his generous patron, Cosmo II. Grand~uke of Tus
cany, invited him to Florence, that he might purBU8
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with uninterrupted leisure his astronomical obser
vations, and carry on his correspondence with the
German astronomers. His fame had now resounded
through all Europe ;-the strongholds of prejudice
and ignorance were unbilITed ;-and the most obsti
nate adherents of ancient systems acknowledged
the meridian power of the day-star of science.
Galileo was ambitious of propagating the great
truths which he contributed so powerfully to estab
lish. He never doubted that they would be re
ceived with gratitude by all,-by the philosopher as
the·consummation of the greatest efforts of human
genius,-and by the Christian as the most transcend
ent displays of Almighty power. But he had mis
taken the disposition of his species, and the' charac
ter of the age. That same system of the heavens
which had been discovered by the humble eccle
siastic of Frauenberg, which had been patronised by
the kindness of a ..bishop, and ,published at the ex
pense of a cardinal, and which the pope himself
had sanctioned by the warmest rec!lption, was, after
the lapse of a hundred years, doomed to the most
violent opposition, as subversive of the doctrines
of the Christian faith. On no former occasion has
the human mind exhibited such a fatal relapse into
intolerance. The age itself had improved in libe.
rality;-the persecuted doctrines themselves had
become ,more deserving of reception ;-the light of
the Reformed faith had driven the Catholics from
some of their most obnoxious positions ;-and yet,
under all these circumstances, the church of Rome
unfurled her banner of persecution against the pride
of Italy, against the ornament of his species, and
against truths immutable and eternal.

In consequence of complaints laid before the Holy
lnquisition, Galileo was summoned to appear at
Rome in 1615, to answer for the heretical opinions
which he had promulgated. He was charged with
.. JUaintaining as true the false doctrine held by
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many, that the sun was immoveable in the centre
of the world, and that the elrth revolved with a
diurnal motion ;-with having certain disciples to
whom he taught the same doctrine ;-with keeping
up a correspondence on the subject with several
German mathematicians ;-with having published
letters on the solar spots, in which he explained the
same doctrine as true ;-aOO with having glossed
over with a false interpretation. the passages of
Schpture which were urged against it." The con
sideration of these charges came before a meeting
of the Inquisition, which assembled on the 25th
February, 1616; and the court, declaring their dis.
position to deal gently with the prisoner, pro
nounced the following decree :-" That Cardinal
Bellarmine should enjoin Galileo to renounce en·
tirely the above-recited false opinions; that, on his
refusal to do so, he should be commanded by the
eommissary of the Inquisition to abandon the said
doctrine, and to cease to teach and defend it; and
that, if he did not obey this command, he should
be thrown into prison." On the 26th of February
Galileo appeared before Cardinal Bellarmine, and,
after receiving from him a gentle admonition, he
was commanded by the commissary, in the presence
of a notary and witnesses, to desist altogether from
his erroneous· opinions; and it was declared to be
unlawful for him in- future to teach them in any
way whatever, either orally or in his writings. To
these commands Galileo promised obedience, and
was dismissed from the Inquisition.

The mildness of this sentence was no doubtlartly
owing to the infiuence of the .Grand-duke 0 Tus
cany, and other persons of rank and influence at the
papal court, who took a deep interest in the issue
of the trial. - Dreading, however, that so slight a
punishment might not have the effect of putting
down the obnoxious doctrines, the Inquisition issued
a decree denouncing the new opinions as false and
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contrary to the sacred writings, and "prohibiting the
sale of every book in which they should be main.
tained.

Thus liberated from his persecutors,· Galileo reo
turned to Florence, where he pursued his studies
with his wonted diligence and ardour. The recanta
tion of his astronomical opinions was so formal
and unreserved, that ordinary prudence, if not a
sense of personal honour, should have ·restrained him
from unnecessarily bringing them before the world.
No anathema was pronounced against his scientific
discoveries; no interdict was laid upon the free
exercise of his genius. He was prohibited merely
from teaching a doctrine winch the church of Rome
considered to be injurious to its faith. We might
have expected, therefore, that a philosopher so con
spicuous in the eyes of the world would have reo
spected the prejudices, however base, of an institu
tion whose decrees formed part of the law of the
land, and which possesserl the power of life and
death within the limits of its jurisdiction. Galileo,
however, thought otherwise. A sense of degrada
tion" seems to have urged him to retaliate, and before
six years had elapsed, he began to compose his
.. Cosmical System, or Dialogues on the two greatest
Systems of the World, the Ptolemean and the Co.
pernican," the concealed object of which is to
establish the opinions which he had promised to
abandon. In this work the subject is discussed by
three spe'lkers, Sagredo, Salviatus, and Simplicius,
a peripatetic philosopher, who defends the systemDf

• It il dl.tinctly Itlted in the lentence of the Inquisition,th.t G.m.....
enemies hsd chsrged him With hsvlng .bjured hil opinionsln 1616, snd
II1IInned tb.t hs bad been punished by the Inquisition. In order to .....
lUte the!le calumniee, Gtllileo applied to C~rdin81 Bellarmine for 8 certifi
cate &0 prove that be neither abjured hill opinionB nor Buffered any pun
lI:bment for them; but that the dOt.'trlne of the motion of the earth .and
&lIe stability of Ihe sun W8~ only denounced to him as contrary to ScriP"'
lu..... and as one which could not be defended or IIIlI!ntalned. CudID8I
IloUarmine ·drew up luch a certilleate in bis own blmdwrilinll'
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Ptolemy with much skin against the overwhelming
arguments of the rival disputants. Galileo hoped to
escape notice by this indirect mode of propagating
the new system, and he obtained permission to pub
lish his work, which appeared at Florence in 1632.

The Inquisition did not, as might have been ex
pected, immediately summon Galileo to their pres
ence. Nearly a year elapsed before they gave any
indication of their desigu; and, according to their
own statement, they did not even take the subject
under consideration till they: saw that the obnoxious
tenets were every day gaining ground, in conse·
quence of the publication of the Dialogues. They
then submitted the work to a careful examination,
and having found it to be a direct violation of the
injunction which had been formerly intimated to its
author, they again cited him before their tribunal in
1633. The venerable sage, now in his seventieth
year, was thus compened to repair to Rome, aI)d
when he arrived he was committed to the apart
ments of the Fiscal of the Inquisition. The un
changeable friendship, however, of the Grand-duke
of Tuscany obtained a remission of this severity,
and GaIileo was allowed to reside at the house of
the Tuscan ambassador during the two months
which the trial occupied. When brought before
the Inquisition, and examined upon oath, he ac
knowledged that the Dialogues were written by him
self, and that he obtained permission to publish them
without notifying to the person who gave it that he
had been prohibited from holding, defending, OT
teaching the heretical opinions. He confessed also
that the Dialogues were composed in such a manner,
that the arllUments in favour of the Copernican sys
tem, though given as partly false, were yet managed
in such a manner that they were more likely to con
firm than overturn i~s doctrines; but that this error,
which was not intentional, arose from the natural
desire of making an ingenious defence of false propo-
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!litions, and of opinions that had the semblance 01
probability.

After receiving these confeBBions and excuses, the
Inquisition allowed Galileo a proper time for giving
in his defence; but this seems to have consisted
solely in bringing forward the certificate of Cardinal
Bellarmine already mentioned, which made no allu
sion to the promise under which Galileo had come
never to defend, nor teach in any way whatever, the
Copernican doctrines. The court held this defence
to be an aggravation of the crime rather than an
excuse for it, and proceeded to pronounce a sentence
which will be ever memorable in the history of the
human mind.

Invoking the name of our Saviour, they declare,
that Galileo had made himself liable to the suspicion
of heresy, by believing the doctrine, contrary to
Scripture, that the SUfi was the centre of the earth's
orbit, and did not move from east to west; and by
defending as probable the opinioD that the earth
moved, and was not the centre of the world; and
that he had thus incurred all the ceUlures and penal
ties which were enacted by the church against such
offences ;-but that he should be absolved from these
penalties, provided he sincerely abjured and cursed
all the errors and heresies contained in the formula
of the church, which should be submitted to him.
TItat so grave and pernicious a crime should not
pass altogether unpunished, that -he might become
more cautious in future, and might be an example
to others to abstain from such offences, they decreed
that his Dialogues should be prohibited by a formal
edict,--'that he should be condemned to the prison
of the Inquisition during pleasure,--and that, during
the three following years, he should recite once a
week the seven penitential psalms.

This sentence was subscribec by seven cardinals ;
and on the 22d June, 1633, Galileo signed an abjura
tion humiliating to himself and degrading to philoso-
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phy. At the age of seventy, on his bended knees,!
and with his right hand resting on the Holy Evan
gelists, did this patriarch of science avow his present
and his past belief in all the dogmas of the Homish
Church, abandon as false and heretical the doctrine
of the earth's motion and of the Sllll'S immobility,
and pledge himself to denollllce to the Inquisition
any other person who was even suspected of heresy.
He apjured, cursed, and detested those eternal and
immutable truths which the Almighty had permitted
him to be the first to establish. "What a mortifying
picture of moral depravity and intellectual weakness!
If the llllholy zeal of the assembly of cardinals has
been branded with infamy, what must we think of
the venerable sage whose gray hairs were entwined
with the chaplet of immortality, quailing llllder the
fear of man, and sacrificing the convictions of his
conscience and the deductions of his reason at the
altar of a base superstition 1 Had Galileo but added
the cO,urage of the martyr to the wisdom of the
sage,-had he carried the glance of his indignant
ere round the circle of his judges,-had he lifted
hIS hands to heaven, and called the living God to
witness the truth and immutability of his opinions,
the bigotry of his enemies woufd have been dis
armed, and science would have enjoyed a memorable
triumph.

The great truths of the Copernican system, instead
of being considered as heretical, had been actually
adopted by many pious members of the Catholic
church, and even some of its dignitaries did not
scruple to defend it openly. Previous to the tirst
persecution of Galileo in 1615, a Neapolitan noble
man, Vincenzio Caraffa, a person equally distin
guished by his piety and birth, had solicited Paul
Anthony Foscarinus, a learned Carmelite monk, to
illustrate and defend the new 8ystem of the lllliverse.
With this request the ecclesiastic speedily complied;
and in tlre pamphlet which he completed on the 6th

M



January, 1615, he defends the Copernican system
with much boldness and ingenuity; he reconciles
the various passages of Scripture with the new doc
trine, and he expresses the hope that such an attempt,
now made for the first time, will prove agreeable to
philosophers, but particularly to those very learned
men, Galileo Galilei, John Kepler, and all the mem
bers of the Lyncean Academy, who, he believes,
entertain the same opinion. This remarkable pro
duction, written from the convent of the Carmelites
at Naples, is dedieated to the very Reverend Sebas
tian Fantoni, general of the order of Carmelites, and
was published at Florence, with the sanction of the
ecclesiastical authorities, in 1630; three years before
the second persecution of Galileo.

It would be interesting to know the state of public
feeling in Italy when Galileowas doomed to' the
prisons of the Inquisition. No appeal seems to have
been made against so cruel a sentence; and neither
in remonstrance nor in derision does an individual
voice seem to have been raised. The master spirits
of the age looked with sullen indifference on the
persecution of exalted ~enius; and Galileo lay in
chains, deserted and unpitied. This unrebuked trio
umph of his enemies was perhaps favourable to the
object of their vengeance.· ~esistance might have
heightened the rigour of a sentence, which submis
sion seems to have alleviated. The interference
of some eminent individuals of Rome, among whom
we have no doubt that the Grand-duke of Tus.::any
was the most influential, induced Pope Urban VIII.,
not only to shorten the period, but to soften the
rigour of Galileo's imprisonment. From the dun
geon of the Inquisition, where he had remained only
fOUl days, he was transported to the ambassador's
palace in the Garden de Medici at Rome; and when
his health had begun to suffer, he was permitted to
leave the metropolis; and would have been allowed
to return to Florence, but as the. plague raged in
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that city, he was sent, in July, 1633, to the archi
episcopal palace of Sienna, the residence of the Arch
bishop ,Piccolimini, where he earried on and com·
pleted his valuable investigations respecting the
resistance of solids. Here he continued five months,
when, in consequence of the disappearance of the
plague at florence, he was allowed to retire to his
villa at Bellosguardo, and afterward to that of Ar
cetri in the vicinity of Florence.

Though Galileo was now, to a certain degree,
liberated from the power of man, yet the afflicting
dispensations of Providence began to fall thickly
arOlmd him. No sooner had he returned to Arcetn,
than his favourite daughter, Maria, was seized with
a dangerous illness, which soon terminated in her
death. He was himself attacked with hernia, pal
pitation of the heart, loss of appetite, and the most
oppressive melancholy; and though he solicited
pennission to repair to florence for medical assist
ance, yei this deed of mercy was denied him. In
1638, however, the pope permitted him to pay a visit
to florence, and his friend, Father Castelli, was
allowed to visit him in the company of an officer of
the Inquisition. But this indulgence was soon with
drawn, and at the end of a few months he was re
manded to Arcetri. The sight of his right eye had
begun to fail in 1636, from an opacity of the cornea.
In 1637 his left eye was attacked with the same
complaint; so that in a few months he was affected
with total and incurable blindness. Before this ca
lamity had supervened, he had noticed the curious
phenomenon of the moon'slibration, in consequence
of which. parts of her visible diskthat are exposed
to view at one time are withdrawn at another. He
succeeded in explaining two of the causes of this
curious phenomenon, viz. the different distances o(
the observer from the line joining the centre of the
earth and the moon, which produces the diurnal
libration, and the unequal motion of the moon in her
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orbit, which produces the libration in longitude. It
was left, however, to Hevelius to discover the libra- ~

tion in latitude, which arises from the inclination of
her axis being a little less than a right angle to the
ecliptic; and to Lagrange to discover the spheroidal
libration, or that which arises from the action of the
earth upon the lunar spheroid.

The sorrows with which Galileo was now beset,
seemed to have disarmed the severity of the Inqui
sition. He was freely permitted to enjoy the society
of his friends, w:ho now thronged arowld him to 1
express their respect and their sympathy. The
Grand-duke of Tuscany was his frequent visiter,
and Gassendi, Deodati, and our countryman Milton
went to Italy for the purpose of visiting him. He
entertained his friends with the warmest hospitality,
and though simple and abstemious in his diet, yet he
was fond of good wine, and seems even in his last
days to have paid particular attention to the excel-
lence of his cellar.

Although Galileo had nearly lost his hearing as
well as his sight, yet his intellectual faculties were
unimpaired; and while his mind was occupied, in
considering the force of percussion, he was seized
with fever and palpitation of the heart, which, after
two months' illness, terminated his life on the 8th
of January, 1642.

Among the predecessors of Newton in astro
nomical research we must not omit the names of
Bouillaud (Bullialdus), Borelli, and Dr. Hooke.
Ismael Bouillaud, a native of Laon in France, and
the author of several valuable astronomical works, 01
has derived more reputation from a sinll'le sentence I
in his Astronomica Philolaica, published ill 1645, than
from all the rest of his labours. He was not a be-
liever in the dpctrine of attraction, which, as we
have already seen, had been broached by Copernicus,
and discovered by Kepler j but in speaking of that
power as the cause of the planetary motiolUJ, he
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remarkS', "that if attraction existed, it would de
crease as the square of the distance." The in1lu
ence of gravity was still more distinctly developed
by Borelli, a Neapolitan philosopher, who published
in 1666 a work on Jupiter's satellites.· In this work
he maintains, that all the planets perform their mo
tions round the SUll according to a general law ; that
the satellites of Jupiter and of Saturn move round
their primary planets in the same manner as the
lIJoon does round the earth, and that they all re
volve round the sun, which is the only source of
any virtue, and that tbis virtue attaches them, and
unites them so that they cannot recede from their
centre of action.t

Our countryman Dr. Robert Hooke seems to
have devoted much of his attention to the cause of
the planetary motions. On the 21st March, 1666,
he read to the Royal Society an account of a series
of experiments for det.ermining if bodies experience
any variation in their weight at different distances
from the centre of the earth. His experiments, as
Hooke himself saw, were by no means satisfactory,
and hence he was led to the ingenious idea of
measuring the force of gravity by observing, at dif
ferent altitudes, the rate of a 'pendulum clock.
About two month!! afterward, he exhibited to the
Society an approximate representation of the forces
which retain the planets in their orbits, in the paths
described by a circular pendulum impelled with dif-

.. Theoricm Mtdiaa",m planetaTttm e~ C4'ZUU phy.ici8 deduct<a.
Flor 1666, 410.

t M. Delambre maintaJns that these views of Bore1Ii are only thoee of
Kepler 81ltlht1y modlfted. NeWlon and Hurgene have altaehed to them
• greater value. TIle last of these philoeophen remarka, U Hefen 1'lu
tarebns, fuisae jam oUm qui pUlsrer ideo manere lunafl.l in arbe suo, quod
viii recedendi 8 terra, ob molum circularem, inhiberetur pan vi glaTt.
taUs, qua ad terram accedere conaretur. Idemqu6 81VO nOltro, non de
luna tantum led et pbwetis celeria liIt8.tuit Alpbonsus Borellu8; ut nempe
primariis eorum graVltSR eSBet solem venus; Iuni. vero lid terram,
J'oYem ac 8aturnum quos col11itantnr."-Buygco, COImQt1&lor, Ub.ll.;
Opera, t. II. p. 720.

"'1
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Cerent degrees oC Coree; but though this experiment
illustrated the production of a curvilineal motion, by ~
combining a tangential force with a central power
of attraction, yet it was ouly an illustration, and
could not lead to the true cause of the planetary mo-
tions. At a later period, however, viz. in 1674,
Hooke resumed the subject in a dissertation entitled
" An Attempt to prove the Motion of the Earth from
Observation," which contains the following remark-
able observations upon gravity:-

"I shall her.eafter explain a system of the world ,
differing in many particulars from any yet known,
answering in all things to the common rules of me-
chanical motions. This depends upon three suppo-
sitions i-first, that all celestial bodies whatsoever
have an attraction or gravitating power towards
their own centres, whereby they attract, not only
their own parts, and keep them from flying from
them, as we may observe the earth to do, but that
they also do attract all the other celestial bodies
that are "within the sphere of their activity, and con
sequently, that not only the sun and moon have an
mfluence upon the body and motion oC the earth,
and the earth upon them, but that Mercury, Venus,
Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn, also, by their ,attractive
powers, have a considerable influence upon its mo-
tion, as in the same manner the corres~nding at-
tractive power of the earth hath a considerable in-
fiuence upon every one of their motions also. The
second supposition is this, that all bodies what-
soever that are put into a direct and simple motion
will so continue to move forward in a straight line,
till they are, by some other effectual powers, de-
llected, and sent into a motion describing a circle,
ellipsis, or some other more compounded curve line.
The third supposition is, that those attractive pow-
ers are so much the more powerful in operating by
how much the nearer the bodywrought upon is to their
own centres. Now, what these several degrees are J
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1uJf,e fIOt yet e:cperimentally verified; but it is a 'notion
which, if fully prosecuted, as it ought to be, will
mightily assist the astronomers to reduce all the
celestial motions to a certain rule, which I doubt
will never be done without it. He that understands
the nature of the circular pendulum and circular
motion will easily understand the whole of this
principle, and will know where to find directions in
nature for the true stating thereof. This I only
hint at present to such as have ability and opportu
nity of prosecutiI:J.g this inquiry, and are not wanting
of industry for observing and calculating, wishing
heartily such may be found, having myself many
other thinl1;s in hand, which I would first complete,
and therefore cannot so well attend it. But this I
do not promise the undertaker, that he will find all
the great motions of the world to be in1luenced by
this principle, and that the true understanding
thereof will be tlie· true perfection of astronomy."

This passage, which has been considered as a re
markable one by the philosophers of every country,
has, we think, been misapprehended by M. Delam.
bre, when he asserts that every thing which it COD
tains "is to be found expressly in Kepler....

• 1Iin. " l'~ _ lM·1laitNmI sa."."
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CHAPTER XI.

"I'Mjint Ilka '!f GTtJfJity OC6lLra to Newton in 1666--Hu jiTOt ~ca·
/atimu upon it-Inturupted by hio Opti<al Ezperimenu-I1e rto
8U11I.e. tM Subject in consequence '!f a lJiscussitm with Dr. Hook..
He diocovtrs tM /rut Law '!f Gravity and tM Ca...e '!f tM Planetary
Mot.an.a--Dr. Hallty UT/I'~ him to f'1tblioh hio Principia-Rio Pri,..
ciplu '!f Natural Philosophy-Proceedings '!f the Royal SOCltty~
thia Subjtct-Tiu Principia apfJtars in 16S7---Gtntral ACC01tnl.q(it,
and '!ft'" Discovtrie. it contairu-Thty mttt unth peat Opp08itwn,
owing to tM nevalmet '!fthe Carte.ian System-Account '!f the Re
upticm and Progre6$ Qf the Newt01lian Philosophy inforngn COU7t
Ir'iu-AcC01tm '!f ita Prope.s and EstabliaJunmt in England.

SUCH is a brief sketch of the labours and lives of
those illustrious men who prepared the science of
astronomy fpr the application of Newton's genius.
Copernicus had determined the arrangement and
general movements of the planetary bodies: Kepler
had proved that they moved in elliptical orbits;
that their radii vectores described arcs proportional
to the times j and that their periodic times were
related to their distances. Galileo had added to the
universe a whole system of secondary planets; and
several astronomers had distinctly referred the mo
tion of the heavenly bodies to the power ofattraction.

In the year 1666, when the plague had driven
Newton from Cambridge, he was sitting alone in
the garden at 'Voolsthorpe, and reflecting on the
nature of gravity,-that remarkable power which
causes all bodies to descend towards the centre of
the earth. As this power is not found to suffer any
sensible diminution at the greatest distance from
the earth's centre to which we can reach, being as
powerful at the tops of the highest mountains as at
the bottom of the deepest mines, he conceived it
highly probable, that it must extend much farther
thaD was usually supposed. No sooner had thia
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happy conjecture occurred to hill mind, than he con
Ilidered what would be the effect of its extending as
far as the moon. That her motion must be influ
enced by such a power he did not for a moment
doubt; and a little reflection convinced him that it
might be sufficientJor retaining that luminary in her
orbit round the earth. Though the force of gravity
suffers no sensible diminution at thooe small dis
tances from the earth's centre at which we can
place ourselves, yet he thought it very possible,
that, at the distllJlce of the mOOD, it might differ
much in strength from what it is on the earth. In
order to form some estimate of the degree of its
diminution, he considered that, if the moon be re
tained in her orbit by the force of gravity, the pri
mary planets must also be carried round the sun by
the same power; and by comparing the periods of
the different planets with their distances from the
81m, he found, that if they were retained in their
Qrbits by any power like gravity, its force must de
ocrl!ase in the duplicate proportion,· or as the squares
of their distances from the sun. In drawing this
conclusion, he supposed the planets to move in or
bits perfectly circular, and having the sun in their
centre. Having thus obtained the law of the force
by which the planets were drawn to the sun, his
next object was to ascertain if such a force, ema
nating from the earth and directed to the moon, Wall
sufficient, when diminished in the duplicate ratio of
the distance, to retain her in her orbit. In perform
ing this calculation, it was necessary to compare
the space through which heavy bodies fall in a second
at a given distance from the centre of the earth, viz.
at its surface, with the space through which the
moon, as it were, falls to the earth in a second of
time while revolving in a circular orbit. Being at

• "But lbr the duplicate proJK'rlion, J gathered It ft"om Kepler'll tboo
non about twenly )'ears 841o."-NewtOIl'. Lett" to Hallty, JUly 14,lG8ll.

-



a distance Crom books when he made this compu
tation, he adopted the common estimate of the eartll's
diameter then in use among geographers and navi
gators, and supposed that each degree of latitude
contained sixty English miles. In this way he
found that the Coree which retains the moon in her
orbit, as deduced from the force which occasions the
(all of heavy bodies to the earth's surface, was one
8ixth greater than that which is actually observed in
her circular orbit. This difference threw a doubt
upon all his speculations j but, unwilling to abandon
what seemed to be otherwise so plausible, he endeav
oured to account for the difference of the two forces,
by supposing that some other cause- must have been
united with the force of gravity in producing so
great a velocity of the moon in her circular orbit.
As this new cause, however, was beyond the reach
of observation, he discontinued all further inquiries
into the subject, and concealed from his friends the
speculations in which he had been employed.

After his return to Cambridge in 1666, his atten
tion was occupied with those optical discoveries of
which we have given an account in a preceding
chapter; but he had no sooner brought them to a
close than his mind reverted to the great subject of
the planetary motions. Upon the death of Olden
burg in August, 1678, Dr. Hooke was appointed
secretary to the Royal Society j and as this learned
J>ody had requested the opinion of Newton about a
system of physical astronomy, he addressed a letter
to Dr. Hooke on the 28th November, 1679. In this
letter he proposed a direct experiment for verifying
the motion of the earth, viz. by observing whether
Qr not bodies that fall from a considerable height
p.escend in a vertical direction, for if the earth were
at rest the body would describe exactly a vertical
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• Whlotoo """"rtl thot thll canoe waa anppoaed by Newton to be
........thiog a08l080111 to tho vonic.. of De8<:artes.-See WbIltoo'l ~,..
1IIOir8'1f him8eI/; p. ill!. . ...



be, wbereas if it revolved round its axis, the falling
body must deviate from the vertical line towards the
east. The Royal Society attached great value to
the idea thus casually suggested, and Dr. Hooke was
appointed to put it to the test of experiment. Being
thus led to consider the subject more attentively, he
wrote to Newton, that wherever tpe directwn ot
gravity was 'oblique to tile axis on which the earth
revolved, that is, in every part of the earth ex.
cept the equator, falling bodies should approach
to the equator, and the deviation from the ver·
tical, in place of being exactly to the east, as
Newton maintained, should be to the south-east ot
the point from which the body began to move.
Newton acknowledged that this conclusion was cor
rect in theory, and Dr. Hooke is said to have given
an experimental demonstration of it before the Royal
Society in December, 1679.· Newton had errone.
ously concluded that the path of the falling body
would be a spiral; but Dr. Hooke, on the same
occasion 01'1 'which he made the preceding experi
ment, read a paper to the Society, in which he proved
that the path of the body would be an eccentric
ellipse in vacuo, and an ellipti-spiral. if the body
moved in a resisting medium.t
. This correction of Newton's error, and the dis
covery that a projectile would move in an elliptical
orbit when under the influence of a force varying in
the inverse ratio of'the square of the distance, led
Newton, as he himself informs us in his letter to
Halley,t to discover "the theorem by which he af
terward examined the ellipsis," and to demonstrate
the celebrated proposition, that a planet acted upon
by an attractive force varying inversely as the
squares of the distances will describe an elliptical
orbit, in one of whose foci the attractive force re
aides.

..

,.
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But though Newton had thus discovered the true I

cause of all the celestial motions, he did not yet ~
possess any evidence that such a force actually re-
lided in the sun and planets. The failure of his
former attempt to identify the law of falling hodie'"
at the earth's sm:face with that which guided the
moon in her orbit threw a doubt over all his specu-
lations,~ prevented him from giviug any account
of them to the public. -

An accident, however, of a very interesting nature
induced him to resume his former inquiries, and
enabled him to bring them to a clos'e. In June,
1682, when he was attending a meeting of the Royal
Society of London, the measurement of a degree of
the meridian, executed by M. Picard in1679, became
the subject of conversation. Newton took a memo
randum of the result obtained by the French astron
omer, and having deduced from It the diameter of the
earth, he immediately resumed his calculation of
1665, and began to repeat it with these new data.
In the progress of the calculation he saw that the
result which he had formerly expected was likely to
be produced, and he was thrown into such a state of
nervous irritability that he was unable to carry on
the calculation. In this state of mind he intrusted
it to one of his friends, and he had the high satis
faction of finding his former views amply realized.
The force of gravity which regulated the fall of
bodies at the earth's surface, when diminished as
the square of the moon's distance from the earth, ,
was found to be almost exactly equal to the centri. 1
fugal force of the moon as deduced from her observed 1
distance and velocity.

The influence of such a result upon such a mind
may be more easily conceived than described. The
whole material universe was spread out before him;
-the sun with all his attending planets ;-the planets
with an their satellites i-the comets wheeling in J
every direction in their eccentric orbits ;-and the
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~ms of the fixed stars stretching to the remotelll
limits of space. All the varied and complicated
1I10vements of the heavens, in short, must have been
at once presented to his mind, as the necellllalY result
of that law whil'h he had established in reference to
the earth and the moon.

After extending this law to the other bodies ot
the system, he composed a series of plOpoBiti~

on the motion 6f the primary planets about the IlUD,
which were sent to London about the end of 1683,
and were soon afterward communicated tD the
Royal Society.·

About this period other philosophers had beeR
oecupied with the same subject. Sir Christopher
Wren had many years before endeavoured to ex. -
plain 'the planetary motions "by tl.e composition,
of a descent towards the sun, and an impressed.'
motioD; but he at length gave it over, t10t finding
the means of doing it." In January, 1683-4, Dr.
Halley had concluded, from Kepler's Law of the
Periods and Distances, that the centripetal force de
creased in the J:eciprocal proponion of the squares
of the distances, and having one day met Sir Chris-
topher Wren and Dr. Hooke, the latter affirmed
that he had demonstrated uJlOn that principle aD
the laws of the celestial motions. Dr. Hall~y con-
f'e88ed that his' attempts were' UIlIIUCCeS8fu1, lIIIIl
Sir Christopher, in order to enco~e the inquiry,
offered to present a book of fOrty shillings' value to
either of the two philosophel'!l who should, in the
space of two months, bring llim a convincing de
monstratton of it. Hooke pel'!listed in the decla-
ration that he po88e88ed the method, but avowed it
to be his intention to conceal it for some time. He
promise<\ however, to show it to Sir Christopher;
but there is every re8l!lOll to bt>lieve that this prom-
De was never fulfilled.

In August, UIB4, Dr. HllUey went to Cambridae
•~ lJpiAD(icKm,.,

N
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for the expresll purpose of consulting Newton. OD
this interesting subject. Newton assured him that
be had brought this demonlltration to perfection,
and promised him a copy of it. This copy was re
ceived in November by the doctor, who made a
second visit to Cambridge, in order to induce its
anthor to have it inserted in the register book of
the. society. On the 10th of December, Dr. Halley
announced to the society, that he had seen at Cam
bridge Mr. Newton's treatise De Motu Corporum,
which he had promised to send to the society to be
entered upon their register; and Dr. Halley was de
lIired to unite with Mr. Paget, master of the mathe
matical school in Christ's Hospital, in reminding
Mr. Newton of his promise" for securing the inven
tion to himself till such time as he can be at leisure
to publish ito" On the 23th February Mr. Aston,
the secretary, communicated a letter from Mr.
Newton, in which he expressed his willingness" to
enter in the register his notions about motion, and
his intentions to fit them suddenly for the press.~ •
The progress of his work was, however, interrupted
by a visit of five or six weeks which he made in
Lincolnshire; but he proceeded with such diligence
on hill return, that he was able to transmit the manu
script to London before the end of April. Thill
manullcript, entitled PhilosopltStB Naturalis Principia
MathematicD, and dedicated to the society, was pre
eented by Dr. Vincent on the 28th April, 1686, when
Sir John Hoskins, the vice-president, and the par- ~ I

ticular friend of Dr. Hooke, was in the chair. Dr. ~

Vincent passed a just encomium on the novelty and -l
dignity of the subject; and another member added,
that" Mr. Newton had carried the thing so far, that
there was no more to be added;" To these remarks
the vice-president replied, that the method " was so
much the more to be prized as it was both invented
mid perfected at the sanle time." Dr. HOQke took I
offence at thelle remarks, and bl;uned Sir John for ~
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IlOt having mentioned .. what he had discovered to
him;" but the vice-president did not seem to recol
lect any such communication, and the consequence
of this discussion was, that .. these two, who till
then were the most inseparable cronies, have since
scarcely seen one another, and are utterly fallen
out." After the breaking up of the meeting, the
80ciety adjourned to the coffee-house, where Dr..
Hooke stated that he not only had made the same
discovery, but had given the first hint ofit to Newton.

An account of these proceedings was communi.
cated to Newton through two different channels.
In a letter dated May ~Jd, Dr. Halley wrote to him
.. that Mr. Hooke has some- pretensions upon tJ1e
invention of the rule of the decrease of gravity be
ing reciprocally as the squares of the distances from
the centre. He says you had the notion from him,
though he owns the demonstration of the curves
generated thereby to be wholly your own. How
much of this is '80 you know best, as likewise what
you have tG do m this matter. Only Mr. Hooke
seems to expect you would make BODIe mention of
him in the preface, which it is possible you may
8e.e reason to prefix."

This communication from Dr. Halley induced
our author, on the 20th June, to address a long
letter to him, in which he gives a minute and able
refutation of Hooke's claims; but before .this letter
was despatched, another correspondent, who had
received his information from one of the members
that "Were present, informed Newton "that Hooke
made a great stir, pretending that. he had all from
him, and desiring they would see that he had justice
done him." This fresh charge seems to have ruf
fled the tranquillity ~f Newton; and he .accordingly
added al). angry and satirical postscript, in which he
treats Hooke with little ceremony, and goes 80 far
88 to conjecture that- Hooke might have acquired
his knowledge of the law from a letter of h,ii owtJ



to H1JYlfeD8, directed to Oldenburg, and da~ 1....
err 14th, 1672-3. "My letter to Hugenius wu ..
directed to 1\Ir. Oldenburg, who used to lteep the
originals. His papers came into Mr. lIooke'. PO'"
IleMion. Mr. Hooke, knowing my hand,might haye

• tile curiosity to look into that letter, and there take
the notion of comparing the forces of the planeta
arising from their circular motion; and 80 what he
'WTOte to me afterward about the rate of· gravity
mil!'1It be nothing but the fruit of my own garden."

ID. replying to this letter, Dr. HaDey lIlI81ll"ed him
that Hooke's .. manner of claiming the discovery
bad been represented to him in worse coloU1"8 than
it ought, and that he neither made public application
to the society for justice, nor pretended that yOIl
bad all from him." The effect of this asllurance
was to make Newton regret that he had written the
Illlgl"y postscript to his letter; and in replying to
Halley on the 14th July, 1686, he not onlyexpreMeI
bill regret, but recounts the ditTerent new ideas
which he had acquired from Hooke'. correllpon
dence, and suggests it as the bellt method" of COJD.
promising the present dispute," to add a scholium,
m which Wren, Hooke, and Halley are acknowledged
to have independently deduced the law of gravity
fronl the second law of Kepler.·

At the meeting of the 28th April, at which the
manuscript of. the Principia was presented to the
Royal Society, it was agreed that the printing of it
Ihould be referred to the council; that a letter or
thanks should be written to it$ author; and at a
meeting of the council on the 19th May, it was
resolved that the MSS. should be printed at the
lOCiety's expense, and that Dr. HfUley should super
intend it while going through the pre8ll. Theile
resolutions were communicated by Dr. Halley in a
letter dated the 22d May ;3.Bd in Newton's reply OD
the 20th June already mentioned, he makellthe Col- J

• ThIa 1clIoII\I1II .. 84d1d co Prop. I.,. Ub. I, IlOIIIIl •
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-lowing observations: "The proof you sent me I
like very well. I designed the whole to consist of
three books; the second was finished last summer.
being short, and only wants transcribing, and draw
ing the cuts fairly. Some new propositions I have
since thought on, which I can as well let alone••
The third wants the theory of comets. In autumn
last I spent two months in calculation to no purpose
for want of a gopd method, which made ·me after
ward return to the first book, and enlarge it with
diverse propositions, some relating to comets, others

-to other things found out last winter. The third I
now design to suppress. Philosophy is such an im
pertinently litigious lady, that a man had as good be
engaged m lawsuits as have to do with her. I
found it so formerly, and now I can no /looner come
near her again but she gives me warning. The first
two books without the third will not so well bear
the title -of Philosophia Naturalis Principia Mathe
matica; and therefore I had aItered it to this, De
Motu COf7JO"J11I LilJri duo. But after second thoughts
I retain the former title. It will help the sale of the
book, which I ought not to diminish now 'tis yours."

In replying to this letter on the 29th June, Dr.
Halley regrets that our author's tranquillity should
have been thus disturbed by envious rival.s; and
implores lrim in the name of the society not to
suppress the third book. "I must again beg you,"
says he, "not to let your resentments run so high
as to deprive us of your third book, wherein your
applications of your mathematical doctrine to the
theory of comets, and several curious experiments,
which, as I guess by what you write ought to com
pose it, will undoubtedly render it acceptable to
those who will call themselves philosophers without
mathematics,-which are much the greater number."

To these solicitations Newton seems to have
readily yielded. His second hook was sent to the
lOCiety, and presented on the 2d March, 1686-7.

N9



The third book was also transmitted, and prelI8Iltet
on the 6th April, and the whole work was completed
and published in the month of May, 1687. -

Such is a brief account of the publication of a
work which is memorable, not only in the annals of
one science or of one country, but which will form
an epoch in the history of the world, and will trfer
be regarded as the brightest page: in the reconls of
human reason. We shall endeavour to convey to
the reader some idea of its contents, and of the bril·
liant discoveries which it disseminated over Europe. 'j

The Principia consists of three books. The first
and second, which occupy three-fourths of the work,
are entitled, On the Motion of Botlies; and the third
bears the title, On the System of the Warld. The
first two books contain the ,mathematical principles
of philosophy, namely, the laws and conditions or
motions and forces; and they are illustrated with
several philosophicalscholia, which treatof some of,
the most general ana best established points in phi.
losophy, such as the density and resistance of bodies,
s'p?ces void of matter, and the lIlotion or sound and
tight. The object of the thinl book is to deduce
from these principles the constitution of the system
of the world; and this book has been drawn up in
as popular a style as possible, in order that it may
be generally read. '

The great discovery which characterizes the
Principia is that of the principle of universal gra,i.
tation, as deduced from the motion of the moon, j'
and from the three great facts or laws discovered by .
Kepler. This principle is, that every particle of
matter is attracted hy, or If"tII1itates to, every otAer
particle of matter, witA a for~ inver,ely".~
to the 'qutJre, of their di8ta'T1ces. From the tint law
of Kepler, namely, the proportionality of the areas
to the times of their description, Newton inferred
fuat the force which kept the planet in its orbit wu I
always directed to the sun; aud from the MOOIIIl ~
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law of Kepler, that every planet moves in an elUpse
with the sun in one of its foci, he drew tile IItill more
general inference, that the force by which the plane'
moves round that focus varies inversely 8S the
square of its distance from the focus. As this law
was true in the motion of satellites round their pri
mary planets, Newton deduced the equalityofgravity
in all the heavenly bodies- towards the sun, upon the
auppo$ition that they are equally distant from its
centre; and in the case of terrestriM bodies, he suo
ceeded in verifying this truth by numerous and accu
rate experiment!t.

By taking a more general view of the suhjeet,
Newton demonstrated that a conic section was the
only curve in which a body could move when acted
upon by a. force varying inversely as the square of
the distance; and he established the conditions de
pending on the velocity and the primitive positioo

,of the body, which were requisite to make it de
scnoo a circular, an elliptical, a parabolic, or 8
hyperbolic orbit.

Notwithstanding the generality and importance
of these results, it still remained to be detennined
whether the force resided in the centres of the
planets, Or belonged to each. individual particle of
which they were composed. Newton removed this
uncertainty by demollstrating, that if a spherical
body acts upon a distant body with a force varying
as the distance of this body from the centre of the
sphere, the same effect will be produced as if each
of its particles acted upon the distant body accord
ing to the same law. And bence it follows thlot the
spheres, whether they are of uniform density, 01'
consist of concentric layers, with densities Vllrying
according to any law whatever, will act upon each
other in the same manner as if their force re8id~

in their centres alone. But 8S the bodies of the
80lar system are very nearly spherical. they will all
act upon one another, and upon bodies placed 011

_I
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their surface, as if they were so many centres of
attraction; and therefore we obtain the law of gravity
which subsists between spherical bodies, namely,
that one sphere will act upon another witp. a force
directly proportional to the quantity of matter, and
inversely as the square of the distance between the
centres of the spheres. From the equality of action
and reaction, to which no exception can be foWld,
Ne~on concluded that the SWl gravitated to the
planets, and the planets to their satellites; and the
earth itself to the stone which falls upon its surface;
and, consequently, that the two mutually: gravitating
bodies approached to one another with velocities
inversely' proportional to their quantities of matter.

Having established this Wliversal law, Newton
was enabled, not only to determine the weight which
the same body would have at the surface of the sun
and the planets, but even to calculate the quantity
of matter in the sun, and -in all the planets that had
satellites, and even to determine the density or
specific gravity of the matter of which they were
composed. In this way he fOWld that the weight of
the same body would be twenty-three times greater
at the surface of the sun ,than at the surface of the
earth, and that the density of the earth was fOUf times
greater -than that of the sun, the planets increasing
in density as they-receded from the centre of the
system. -

If the peculiar genius of Newton has been dis.
played in his investigation of the law of universal
gravitation, it shines with no less lustre in the pa
tience and sagacity with which he traced the conse-
quences of this fertile principle. -

The discovery of the spheroidal form of Jupiter
by Cassini had probably directed the attention of
Newton to the determination of its cause, and con
sequently to the investigation of the true figure of
the earth. The spherical form of the planets have
been ascribed by Copernicus to the gravity or natural J
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appeteDey of their parts; but upon considering the
earth 88 a body revolving upon its axis, Newton
quickly saw that the figure arising from the mutual
attraction of its parts must be modified by another
force arising from its rotation. When a lJody re
volvE'S upon an 3'lis, the velocity of rotation in
creases from the poles, where it is nothing, to the
equa~or, where it is a maximum. In consequence
of this velocity the bodies cn the earth's surface
hllve a tendency to fly off from it, and this tendency
increases with the velocity. Hence arises a centrifu
gal force which acts in combination with a force
of gravity, and which Newton found to be the 289th
part of the force of gravity at the equator, and de~

creasing, as the eosine of the latitude, from the
equator to the poles. The great predominance of
gravity over the centrifugal force prevents the latter
from carrying off any bodies from the earth's sur
{ace, but the weight of all bodies ill diminished by
the centrifugal force, so that the weight of any body
is greater at the poles than it is at the equator. If
we now suppose the waters at the pole to commu-

• nicate with those at the equatOr by means of a ca
nal, one branch of which goes from the pole to the
centre of the earth, and the other from the centre
of the aartp to the equator, then the polar branch

-bf the canal will be heavier than the equatorial
branch, in consequence of its weight not being di
minished by the centrifugal force, and, therefore, in
.order that the two columns may be in equilibrio, the
equatorial one must be lengthened.. Newton found
that the length of the polar must be to th;lt of the
equatorial canal as 229. to 230, or that the earth's.polar
radius must be seventeen miles less than its equa
torial radius; that is, that the figure of the earth is.
an oblate spheroid, fonned by the revolution of an
ellipse roundits lesser axis. Hence it follows, that
the intensity of gravity at any point of the earth's
lUlface is in the inverse ratio of the distance of that
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point from the centre, and, consequently, that it di
minishes from the equator to the poles,-a .rellUlt
which he confirmed by the fact, that clocks required
to have their pendulQIlls shortened in order to beat
true time when carried from Europe towards the
equator.

The next subject to which Newton applied the
principle of gravity was the tides of the ocean.
The philosophers of all ages have recognised the
connexion between the phenomena of the tides and
the position of the moon. The College of Jesuits
at Coimbra, and subsequently Antonio de Dominis
and Kepler, distinctlr refened the tides to the attrac
tion of the waters 0 the earth by the moon, but so
imperfect was the explanation which was thus given
of the phenomena, that Galileo ridiculed the idea of
lnnar attraction, and sublltituted for it a fallacious
explanation of his own. That the moon is the
principal cause of the tides is obvious from the well
kn,own fact, that it is high water at any given place
about the time when she is in the meridian of that
place; and that the sun performs a secondary part.
m their production may be proved from the circum
stance, that the highest tides take place when the
sun, the moon, and the earth are in the same straight
line, that is, when the force of the sun conspire~

with that of the moon, and that the lowest tides'
take place when the lines drawn from the sun and
moon to the earth are at right angles to each other,
that is, when the force of the sun acts in opposition
to that of the moon. The most perplexing phe
nomenon in the tides of the ocean, and one which is
still a stumbling-block to persons slightly acquainted
with the theory of attraction, is. the existence Of
high water on the side of the earth opposite to the
moon, as well as on the side next the moon. To
maintain that the attraction of the moon at the same
instant draws the waters of the ocean towards her
lelf, and also draws them from the earth in an oppo-

•
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lIJte ditectiol1t seems at first sight paradoxical; but
.. the difficulty vanishes when we consider the earth,

or rather the centre of the earth, and the water on
each side of it as three distinct bodies placed at dif
ferent distances from the moon, and consequently
attracted with forces inversely proportional to the
&qUmes of their distances. The water nearest the
moon will be much more powerfully attracted than
the centre of the earth, and the centre of the earth
more powerfully than the water farthest from the
moon. The consequence of this must be, that the
waters nearest the moon will be drawn away from
the centre of the earth, and will consequently rise
from their level, while the centre of the earth will ,
be drawn away from the waters opposite the moon,
which will, as it were, be left behind, and conse
quently be in the same situation as if they were
raised from the earth in a direction opposite to
that in which they are attracted by the moon.
"'lence the effect of the moon's action upon the

. earth is to draw its fluid parts into the form of an
oblong spheroid, the axis of which passes through
the moon. As' the acnon of the sun will produce
the very sallie effect, though in a smaller degree,
the tide lit any place will depend on the relative p0
sition of these two spheroids, and will be always
equal either to the sum or to the difference of the
effects of the two luminaries. At the time of new
and full mOon the two spheroids will have their axes
coincident, and the height of the tide, which will
then be a spnng one, will be equal to the sum of the
elevations produced in each spheroid considered
separately, while at the first and third quarters the
axes of the spheroids will be at right angles to each
other, and the height of the tide, which will taen be
a neap one, will be equal to the difference' of the
elevations produced in each separate spheroid. By
comparing the spring and neap tides, Newton found
that the force with which the sun lll'ted.upon_tb_



W'Ilters of the earth was to that with which the 8dIl
aeted upon them as 4.48 to 1;-that the force of the
moon produced a tide of 8.63 feet ;-that of the sun
one of 1.93 feet;-and both of'them combined, one
of 10~ French feet,-a result which in the open sea
does not deviate much from observation. Having
thus ascertained the force of the moon on tbe watel'll
of our globe, he found that the quantity of matter
in the moon was to that in the earth as 1 to 40, aDd
the density of the moon to -that of the f!arth as 11
to 9.

The motions of the moon, so much within the
reach of our own observation, presented. a fine field
ror the application of the theory of nni't'ersal grsvi
tacon. The irrell'ularitiell exhibited in the lunar
motions had been known in the time of Hipparchus
IIIId Ptolemy. Tycho had discovered the great in
equality called the variation, amounting to- 37', and
depending on the alternate acceleration and retard
ation of the moon in every quarter of a revolution,
and he had also ascertained the existence of the
annual equation. Of thelle two inequalities NewtoD
gave a most satisfactory explanation. The action
of the sun upon the moon may be always resolved
into two, one acting in the direction of the line join
ing the moon and earth, and consequently tending
to iI1crease or diminish the moon's graVity to the
earth, and the other in a direction at right angles tol
this, and consequently tending to accelerate or re
tard the motion in her orbit. Now, it was found by
Newton that this last force was reduced to nothing,
or vanished at the syzigies or quadra.tures, 80 that
at these four points the moon described areas pro
portional to the times. The instant, however, that
the moon quits these positions, the force under con
siderdtion, which we may call the tangential force,
begins, and it reaches its maximum in the four oc
tant.. The forc." therefore, compounded of these
&wo elemen&a of the solar force, or the diagonal of

116 Bill ISAAC nWTON.
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the parallelogram which they form, is no loDge
directed to the earth's centre, but deviates from it a
a maximum about 30 minutes, and therefore atrec
the angular motion of the moon, the motion be·
accelerated in passing from the quadrature. to the
syzigies, and retarded in passing from the Iyzigies
to the -quadratures. Hence the velocity'. is in its
mean state in the octant&, a maximum m the syzi
gies, and a minimum in the quadratures.

Upon cOllllidering the infiuence $>f the solar force.
in diminishing or increasing the moon'. gravity tq
the earth, Newton saw that her distance and he.
periodic time must from this cause be subject td
ch~, and in this way he accounted for the annual
equation observed by Tycho. By the application
of similar principles, he explained the cause of the
motion of the apsides, or of the greater axis of the
moon's orbit, which has an angular progressive mo
tion of 3° 4' nearly in the course of one lunation;
and hesl10wed that the retrogradation of the nodes,
amounting to 3' 10" daily, arose from one of the ele
ments of the solar force being exerted in the plane
of the ecliptic, and not in the plane of the moon's
orbit, the effect of which WlI8 to draw the moon
down to the plane of the ecliptic, and thus cause the
line of the nodes, or the intenJeCtion of these two
planes, to move in a direction opposite to that of the
moon. The lunar theory thus blocked out by New
ton, required for its completion the 1abounI of another
century. The imperfections of the ftuxionary cal
culus prevented him from explainiIllJ the other ine
qualities of the moon's motiollll, alld itwas reserved
to Euler, D'Alembert, Clairaut, Mayer, and Laplace
to bring the lunar tables to a high degree of perfec
tion, and to enable the navigator to determine his
longitude at sea with a degree of precision which
the most sanguine astronomer could scarcely have
anticipated..

By the cOllllideration of the retro~e motion of
o
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the moon's nodes, Newton was led to discover the
cause of the remarkable phenomenon of the preces
sion of the equinoctial points, which moved 50" an~

nUally, and completed the circuit of the heavens in
96,900 years; Kepler had declared himself incapa
ble of assigning any cause for this motion, and we
do not believe that 1lJly other astronomer ever made
the attempt. From the spheroidal form of the earth,
it may be regarded as a sphere with a spheroidal
ring surrounding its equator, one-half of the ring
being above the plane of the ecliptic and the otheJ
half below it. Consideriug this excess of matter
as a system of satellites adhering to the eaJth's sur·
face, Newton saw that the combined actions of tht'
sun and moon upon these satellites tended to pro
duce a retrogradation in the nodes of the circles
which they described in their diurnal rQtation, and
that the sum of all the tendencies being communi
cated to the whole mass of the planet, ought to pro
duce a slow retrogradation of the equinoctial points.
The effect produced by the motion of the sun he
fOund to be 40", and that produced by the action of
the moon 10". .

Although there could be little doubt that the
comets were retained in their orbits by the same
laws which regulated the motions of the planets,
yet it was difficult to put this opinion to the test of
observation. The visibility of comets only in a
small part of their orbits rendered it difficult to as
certain their distance and periodic times, and as their .
periods were probably Of great length, it was impos
sible to correct approximate results by repeated ob
servation. Newton, however, removed. this diffi
culty, by showing how to determine. the orbit of a .
comet, namely, the form aDd position of the orbit
and the periodic tinIe, by three ,observations. By
applying this method to the comet of 1680, he cal
culated the elements of its orbit, and from the agree
ment of the' comuuted places with those which

I
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\Vere observed, he justly inferred that the motioWl
of comets were regulated by the same laws as those
of the planetary bodies. This result was one of
great importance; for as the comets enter our sys
tem in every possible direction, and at all angles
with the ecliptic, and as a great part of their orbits
extend far beyond the limits of the solar system, it
demonstrated the existence of gravity in spaces far
removed beyond the planet, and proved that the law
of the inverse ratio of the squares of the distance
was true in every possible direction, and at very re
mote distances from the centre of our system.·

Such is a brief view of the leading discoveries
which th~ Principia first announced to the world.
The grandeur of the subjects of which it treats, the
beautiful simplicity of the system which it unfolds,
the clear and concise reasoning by which that sys
tem is explained, and the irresistible evidence by

'which it is supported might have 'ensured it the
warmest admiration of contemporary mathemati
cians, and the most welcome receptIOn in all the
schoolsoC philosophy throughout Europe. This,
however, is not the way in which great truths are
generally received. Though the astronomical dis
coveries of Newton were not assailed by the class
of ignorant pretenders who attacked his optical
writings,!et they were every where resisted by the
errors an prejudices which had taken a deep hold
even of the strongest minds. The philosophy of
Descartes was predominant throughout Ecrope.
Appealing to the imagination, and not to the reason
of mankintl., it was quickly received into popnlar
favour, and the salfle causes which facilitated its in
troduction extended its influence, and complett:d its
dominion over the human mind. In explaining all
the movements of the heaveIfiy bodies by a system

• to wnting to F1l1J1U1_, Newton reqoee18 lI'om blm tbe long dlame
feN of lhe OI'bitl of Jupiler and SalurD, thai be .. ""'Ii "" Aow 1M _
piallera] proporlitm j1lu llu IuAW.....•



of yomces in a fluid medium diffiued throUlb the
universe, Descartes had seized upon an analogy of
the most alluring and deceitful kind. Those who
had seen heavy bodies revolving in the eddies of a
whirlpool, or in the gyratioDll of a vessel of water
thrown into a circular motion, had 'no difficulty in
conceiving how the planets might revolve round the
8I1n by analogous movements. The mind iDlltantly
grasped at an explanation of 80 palpable a character,
and which required for its development neither the
exercise of patient thought nor the aid of mathe
matical skill. The talent and perspicuity with which
the Cartesian system was expounded, and the show
of experiments with which it was sustained, con
tributed powerfully to ita adoption, while it derived a
still higher sanctIon from the excellent character
and the unaffected piety of its author•
.J. Thus intrenched, as the Cartesian system was, in
lne strongholds of the human mind, and fortified by
its most obstinate prejudices, it was not to be .won
dered at that the pure and sublime doctrines of the,
Principia were distrustfully received and persever
ingly resisted. The uninstructed mind could not
readily admit the idea, that the great masses of the
planets were suspended in empty space, and retained
in theiI orbits by an invisible intluence residing in
the sun; and even those philosophers who had been
accustomed to the rigour of true scientific research,
and who possessed sufficient mathematical skill for
the examination of th~ Newtonian doctrines, viewed
them at first as renving the occult qualities of the
ancient physics,. and resisted their introduction with
a pertinacity which it is not easy to explain. Preju
diced, no dOUbt, in favour of his own metaphysir.al
views, Leibnitz himself misapprehended the princi-
ples of the Newtonian philosophy, and endeavoured J'
to demonstrate the truths in the Principia by the appli-
cationofdifferent principles. Huygens, who above all
other men was qUalified to appreciate the new philo-
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sophy, rejected the doctrine Qf gravitation !til exilting.
between the indivip.ual particles of matter, and re
eeived it o~7 as aD..attribute of the planetarymasses.
10hn Bernouilli, one of the Iirst mathematicians of
his age, oppOsed the philosophy of Newton. Mai
ran, in the early part of his life, was a strenuous de
fender of the -system of vortices. Cassini and Ma
raldi were quite ignorant of the Principia, and occu
pied themselves with the most absurd methods of
calculating the orbits of comets long after the New
tonian method had been established on the most
impregnable foundation; and even Fontenene, a man
ofliberal views and extensive information, continued,
throughout the whole of his life, to maintain the
10ctrines of Descartes.
. The Chevalier Louville of Paris had adopted the
Newtonian philosophy before 1720. S'Gravesande
had introduced it into the Dutch universities at a
IOmewhat earlier period, and Maupertuis, in conse
quence of a visit which he paid to England in 1728,
bel,lame a zealous defender of it; but notwithstand
ing these and some other examples that might be
quoted, we must admit the truth of the remark of
Voltaire, that tho~h Newton survived the publica
tion of the Principla more than forty years, yet at
tbe time of his death he had not above twenty fol
lowers out of England.

With regard to the progress of the Newtonian
philosophy in England, some difference of opinion
has been entP-rtained. Profp.ssor Playfair gives the
following account of it. "In the universities of
England, though the Aristotelian physics had made
an obstinate resistance, they had been supplanted
by the Cartesian, which became firmly established
about the time when their foundation began to be
sapped by the general progress of sci~nce, and par
ticularly by the discoveries of Newton. For more
than thIrty years after the pUblication of these dis
coveries, the system of vortices kept its ground .. and
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• translation from the French into Latin of the PJ.,e •
6ia of Rohault, a work entirely Cartesian, con- ~

tillued at Cambridge to be the text for philosophical
instruction. About the year 1718, a new and mortS
elegant translation of the same book was publillhetl
by Dr. Samuel Clarke, with the addition of notes, in
which that profound and ingenious writer explained
the views of Newton on the principal objects of
discussion, so that the notes contained virtually a
refutation of the text; they did so, however, only
virtually all appearan~e of argument and contro-
versy be!hg carefully avoided. Whether this escaped
the notice of the learned doctor or not is uncertain,
but the new translation, from its better Latinity, and
the name of the editor, was readily admitted to all
the academical honours which the old one hall en·
joyed. Thus the stratagem of Dr. Clarke com-
pletely Bucoeeded; the tutor might preled from the
text, b\lt the pupil would sometimes look into the
notes; and error is never so sure of being exposed
as when the truth is placed close to it, side by side,
without any thing to alarm prejudice, or awaken
from its lethargy the dread of innovation. Thus,
therefore, the Newtonian philosophy first entered
the university of Cambridge under the protection of
the Cartesian." To this passage Professor PlayfaiJ
adds the following as a note :-

.. The universitills of St. Andrew's andEdinburgh
were, I believe, the first in Britain where the New
tonian rhilusophywas made the subject of the aca-
demica prelections. For this distinction they are j
indebted to James and David Gregory, the first in ~

lOme respects the rival, but .both the friends of
Newton. Whiston bewails, in the anguish of his
heart, the difference, in this respect, between those J
universities and his own. David· Gregory taught in
Edinburgh for several years prior to 1000, when he
removed to Oxford; and Whiston says, 'He had
already caused several of his scholars to keep acta,

•
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... we call them, upon sel'eral branches of the New.
Ionian philosophy, while we at Cambridge, ~r
~tches,were ignominiously studying the fictitiolW
hypotheses of the Cartesians"· I do not, however,
hiean to 81/.y, that from this date the Cartesian phi
losophy WB8 expened from those universities; the
PhY8ic8 of Rohault were still in use as a text-book,
at least occasionally, to a much later period than this,
and a greaf deal, no doubt, depended on the character
of tlte. individual. Professor Keill introduced the
Newtonian philosophy in his lectures at Oxford in
1697 ; but the instructions of the tutors, Which con
lltitute the real and efficient system of the uniyer
sity, were not cast in that mould till long afterward."
Adopting the same view of the subject, Mr. Dugald
Stewart has stated, .. that the philosophy of Newton
was publicly tang'ht by David Gregory at Edinburgh,
and by his brother, JamE'.8 Gregory, at St. Andrew's,t
before it was able to supplant. the vortices of Dee
cartes ·in that very Wllversity of which Newton
WB8 8 member. It wlJ,8 in the Scottish universities
that the philosophy of Locke, as well as that of
Newton, was first adopted as a branch of academi-
cal education." _

Anxious as we should have been to have awarded
to Scotland the honour of having first adopted the
Newtonian philosophy, yet a regard for historical
troth compels us to take a different view of the sub
ject. It is well known that Sir Isaac Newton de
livered lectures on his own philosophy from the
Lucasian chair before the publication of the Prin
cipia; and in the very page of Whiston's life quoted
by Professor Playf8ll', he informs us that he had
hew him read such lectures in the public schoohJ.

• WhI8lAJn'e JJt_. of /au""", Lif.. .
I .. Dr. Reid _lee, thai JalllM Grq:ory. Prof.... of Phil........,. at

8l. And...w'.. prinlild a tboois 01 EdinbWJb In IlllJO, conlBlniul e-I,..
the J-\Ilo.... of wbleh Iwonly-lwo wera a .....,...4 at N_.. 1'dJI
clpiL"
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though at that time he' did not at allundenrtaDll
them. Newton continued to lecture till 1699, aIIll
occasionally, we presume, till 1703, when'VhisU
became his successor, having been appointed •
deputy in 1699. In both of these capaetties wm..
ton delivered in the public schools a course of lee
tures on astronomy, and a course of physico-ma*lle
maticallectures, in which the mathematical phil~
phy of Newton was explained and demollStilated, ..
and both these courses were published, the dbe in
1707, ani the other in 1710, .. for the use of the
young men in the university." In 1707, the cele
bra&ed blind mathematician Nicholas Saunderson
took up his residence in Christ's College without
being admitted a member of that body. The society
not only allotted to him apartments, but gave hilIl
the free use of their library; With the concurreJlCtl
of Whiston he delivered a course 'of lectures .. Oll
the Principia, Optics, and Universal Ariihmetic of
Newton," and the popularity of these lectures was
so great, t1lat Sir Isaac corresponded on the subject
of, -them with their author; and on the 'ejection of
Whiston from the Lucasian chair in 1711, Saunderson
was appointed his successor. In this important 01lice
he continued to teach the Newtonian philosophy till
the time of his death, w:hich took place in 1739.

But while the Newtonian philosophy was thus
regularly taught in Cambridge, after the' publication
of the Principia, there were not wanting other exer
tions for lUIcelerating its progress. About 1694, the
celebrated Dr. Samuel ,Clarke, while 'an Under-grad.
uate, defended, in the public schools, a question taken
from the Newtonian philosophy; and his translation
of Rohault's Physics, which contains references in
the notes to the Pri,ncipia, and which was published
in 1697 (and not in 1718, as stated by Professor

,PlayCair), shows ltow early the Cartesian system
'was attacked by the disciples of Newton. The
euthor of the Life of Saunderson informs us, that

lU Sill laue nWTOK. .
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lIUblic' exercises or aCts founded on eTei'y put of the
Newtonian sytItlll1l were very common about 1707,.80 general were such studies in the university,
diat the Principia rose to four times its original
;lIIice.· One of the most ardent votaries of the
Newtonian philosophy was Dr. Laughton, who had
be:en tutor in Clue Hall from 1694, and it is probable
that during the whole, or at least a greater pan, of

• his naorship he had inculcated the same doctrines.
In 1709-10, when he was -proctor of that college, in
stead of appointing a moderator, he discharged the
office himself, and devoted his most active exertiom
to the promotion of mathematical knowledge. Pre
vious to this, he had even published a paper of qnes
tions on the Newtonian philosophy, which appear to
have been used as,theses for disputations; and such
'W88 his ardour and learning that they powerfully
eontributed to the popularity of his co:llege. Be
tween 1706 and 1716, the year of his death, the cele
brated Roger Cotes, the frieRd and disciple of New
ton, filled the Plumian chair of astronomy and ex
perimental phi!osopby at Cambridge. Duriug this
period he edited the second edition of the Principia,
which he enriched with an admirable preface, and
thus contributed, by his writings as well as by hie
lectures, to advWlce the philosophy of his Dl8lJter•
.About the same time, the learned Dr. Bentley, who
first made known the philosophY,of hiB friend to the
readers of general literature, filled the high office of
master of Trimty College, and could not fail to have
exerted his utmost in1luence in propagating doctrines
which he so greatly admired. Had lilly opposition
been offered to the introduction of the true system
of the universe, the talents and, influence of these
individuals would' have immediately suppressed it;
but no such opposition seems to have been made;

• NtoboJA LI'....,.,. Aneedoleo, ~ol. Iii. p:m, e- ItaIM 10 bill
pretkce 10 tbo _ood edilion of tbe Prinoipia, tbal oopIea of tile lInII
IIlIII\Dn oould ooly be oblaiDe4 '" 11I1 i1IIlnoue price. ,
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and though there may have been indiriduala at C....
bridge ignorant of mathematical science, who ad
hered to the syetem of Descartes, and patronised
the study of the Physics of Rohault, yet it is pro
bable that similar persons existed in the universlti88
of Edinburgh and St. Andrew's; and we cannot re
gard their adherence to error as disproving the gen
eral fact, that the philosophy of Newton was quicltly
introduced into all the universities of Great Britain.

But while the mathematical principles or the New
toman system were ably expounded in our seats of
learning, its physical truths were generally studied,
and were explained and communicated to the public
by various lecturers on experimental philosophy.
The celebrated Locke, who was incapable of under
standing the Principia from his want of. mathemati
cal knowledge, inquired of Huyg.ens if all the mathe
matical propollitions in that work were true. When
he was assured that he might depend upon their cer
tainty, he took them for granted, and carefullyex
amined the reasonings and corollaries deduced from
them. In this mauner he acquired a knowledge of
the phyaical truths in the Principia, and became a
firm believer in the discoveries which it cOlitained.
In the same manner he studied the treatise on 0p
tics, and made himself master of every part of it
which was not mathematical.· From a manuscript
of Sir Isaac Newton's, entitled" A demonstration
that· the planets, by their gravity towards the sUD,
may move in ellipses,t found among the ;l&pers of
Mr. Locke, and published by Lord King," it would
appear that he himself had been at considerable
trouble in explaining to his friend that interesting
doctrine. This manuscript is endorsed, "Mr. New
ton, March, 1689." It begins with three hypotheses

• Prelllee to De.....liero·.~mmtal PlI.iloaop"y. Dr. :o.qwl.n
_. that he __ lold thlo anecdoce !IOT1lrol timoo by Sir aucl'(.WlDJl
III-.: .

t n. Lit' ., Job Lodt" p. 1Oll-I15, Laa4. 18IlI.
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(the ftnt two being the two laws of motion, and the
tDird the parallelogram of motion), which introduce
the proposition of the proportionality of the areas
to the Umes in motions round an immoveable centre
of attraction.· Three lemmas, containing propertiel
of the ellipse, then prepare the reader for the cele
brated proposition, that when a body moves in an
eUipse,t the attraction is reciprocally as the square
of the distance of the body-from the focus to which
it isattracted. These propositions are demonstrated
in a more popular manner than in the Principia, but
there can be no doubt that, even in their present
modified form, they were beyond the capacity of
Mr. Locke.

Dr. John Keill W1III the first person who publicly
~ht natural philosophy by experiments. Desa
guliers informs us tlI.at this author" laid down very

... simple propositions,which he proved by experiments,
and from these he deduced others more compound,
:which he still confirmed by experiments, till he had
instructed his auditors in the laws of motion, the
principles of hydrostatics and optics, and some of
the chief propositions of Sir Isaac Newton concern
ing light and colours. He began these courses in
Oxford about the year 1704 or 1705, and in that wat
introduced the love of the Newtonian philosophy."
When Dr. Keill left -the university, Desaguliers be
gan to teach the Newtonian philosophy by experi
ments. He commenced his lectures at Harthatl in
Oxford, in 1710, and delivered more than a hundred
and twenty courses; and when he went to settle in
London in 1713, he informs us that he found" the
Newtonian philosophy generally received among
persons of all ranks and professions, and even
among the ladies by the help of experiments."
Such were the stepa by which the Newtonian phi
losophy was established in Great Britain. From

• Prirtcipis, "b. I. JII'l'P.I. tIll. "b. I. JII'l'PoJl,
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ftle time of"the publication of the Principia, Ita
mathematical doctrines fonned a regular part of aea- 'j

demical education; and before twenty years had
elaptred, its physical troths were communicated to
the' public in popular le<-1ures illustrated by experi-
tbents, and accommodated to the capacities of those
who were not ve1'8ed in mathematical knowledge.
The Cartesian system, though it may have lingeze&
for a while in the recesses of our unive1'8ities, WlUI
soon overturned; and long before his death, Newton
enjoyed 'the high satisfaction of lIeeiDg his philoso-
phy triumphant in his native taod..

CHAPTER XII•

.IliIctPiIoe af hr.JIffOto ~LII1J",m./if P X."ln--CIIIJ41m
-1I.obn1I41-Ftrmat-Wallia-NewIOll dUCOvrr& th" IImomf41~
mII--<I1UlllU Doclritlt /If Fhto:ioM ... 168-Hil Ma....."""1 W",*
C6t11t1iair16 tAu lJIJt:triM comm..nic4tat 10 AU FrUIob-HU Tr.am•
..Fl_i."..-Hil Mat1UrMlicul Tracl&-Hi8 Univtr&al.Arithm.lic
Hio MttAnd". T>j6'n"mtialia-Hio GtotIt.lria At&aIytii;r.a-HU Sol.·
_ 'If tA. Problll,.. JI"OPOMfI. ., B"'ItJUiUi 41I&l Ltibllia-~
qf IA. ctlthralat DiqIule r~I"""1U'In1lt1ltioll 'If F.tUfiotu-C"",·
......ci..m Bpialolictull-Rqorl 'lI tlU J!oIIal 8aci1!y-Gmtral Viow
qftAaO_q.

ParvlOUll to the time of Newton. the doctrine of
infinite quantities had been the.subject of profound
study. The ancients made the first step in this
curious inquiry by a rode though ingenious attempt
to determine the area of curves. The method of
exhaustions which WlI8 used for this pllrpotle con
sisted in finding a given rectilinea1 area to which the
inscribed and circWD1lCribed polygonal figures COD
tinllallyapproaehed by increasing the' number of
their sides, This area was obviously the area
of the curve, and ill the case of the parabola it was
foURd by Archimedes to be two-thirde of the area
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ftmned by multiplying the ordinate by the abl!JCina. t
Although the synthetical demonstration of the re•
lIUIts was perfectly conclusive, yet the method itself

~ was limited and imperfect. .
The celebrated Pappus of ,Alexandria followed

Archimedes in the same inquiries; and in his demon
.tration of the property of the centre of gravity
of a plane figure, by which we may determine the
80lid formed by its -revolution, he has shadowed
forth the discoveries of later times.

In his curious tract on Stereometry, published in
U115, Kepler made some advances in the doctrine
of infinitesimals. Prompted to the task br a dis
pate with the seller' of some casks of WIDe, he
lltudied the 1De1l8UJ'ement of solids formed by the
l"eToluti01l. of a curve round any line whatever.
In solving lIlOIIle of the simplest of these problems,
he conceived a circle to be formed of an infinite
number of triangles having all their vertices in the
centre, and their'infinitely small bases in the circum
ference of the circle, and by thus rendering familiar
U1e idea of quantities infinitely great and infinitely
amall, he gave an impulse to this branch of mathe.
matics. The failure of Kepler, too, in solving some
of the more difticultof the problems which he him
RIC proposed roused the attention of geometers,
and seems particularly to have attracted the notice
of Cavaleri.

'thi.llingenious mathematician was born at Milan
in 15mr,and was Professor of Geometry at Bologna.
In his method of Indivisiblesl which was published
in 1635, he considered a line as composed of an in
finite number'of points, a surface of an infinite
number of lines, and a solid of an infinite number
of surfaces; and he lays it down as an axiom that
the infinite sums of such lines and surfaces have the
same ratio when compared with the linear or super
ficial unit, as the surfaces and solids which are to
be determined. As it is not true that an infinite

P



number of infinitely small points can make a line,
or an infinite number of infinitely small lines a sur
face, Pascal removed this verbal di1lieulty by con
sidering a line as composed of an infinite number •
of infinitely short lines, a surface.as composed of
an infinite number of infinitely narrow parallelo
grams, ana a solid of an infinite number of infinitely
thin solids. But, independent of this correction,
the conclusions deduced by Cayaleri are rigorously
true, and his method of ascertaining the ratios of
areas and solids to one another, and the theorems
which he deduced from it may be considered as
forming an era in mathematics.

By the application of this method, Roberval· and
Toncelli showed that the area of the cycloid is three
times that of its generating circle, and the former
extended the method of Cavaleri to the case 'where
the powers of the terms of the arithmetical pro
gression to be summed were fractional.
• In applying the doctrine of infinitely small quanti
ties to determine the tangents of curves, and the
maxima and minima of their ordinates, both Ro
berval and Fermat made a near approach to the
invention of fluxion9-llo near indeed that both
Lagrange and Laplace· have pronounced the latter
to be the true inventer of the differential calculus.
Roberval supposed the point which describes a
curve to be actuated by two motions, by the compo
sition of which it moves in the directIon of a tan·
gent; and had he possessed the method of fluxions,
he could, in every case, have determined the rela
tive velocities of these motions, which depend on
the nature of the curve, and consequently the
direction of the tangent which he assumed to be in
the diagonal of a parallelogram whose sides had the
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... On pent ",garder Fermat,' 88)'11 Lagrange, "eomme Ie premier
Inventeur deB nouveaux calcul8 j" and Laplace obaervee, II U parallgue
Fermat, Ie veritable iuvonteur du calcul dill'erenliel, l'ait envu.,e COIIIIIlO
un e81 panicnlier de celm do. dil'"enmeee," "'e.
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• ame ratio 118 the velocities. But as he Will able
to determine these velocit~es only in the conic see
tions, &C. his ingenions method had but few appli
cations.

The labours of Peter Fermat, a counsellor of the
parliament of Toulouse, approached still nearer to
ihe ftuxionary calculus. In his method of deter
mining the maxima and minima of the ordinates of
curves, he substitutes ~+e for the independent
variable #I in the function which ill to become a
muimum, and III these two expre88ions should be
equal when e becomes infinitely small or 0, he frees
this equation from surds and radicals, and after di
viding the whole by e, e is made = 0, and the equation
for the maximUDl18 thus obtained. U~n a similar
principle he founded his method of drawing tangents
to curves. But though the methods thus used by
Fermat are in principle the same with those which
connect the theory of tangents and of- maxima
and minima with the analytical method of exhibit
ing the differential calculus, yet it is a singular ex
ample of natioual partiality to consider the inventer
of these methods III the inventer of the method of
ftuxions. .

"One might be led," says Mr. HertlChel, " to sup
pose by Laplace's expressio~ that the calculus of
finite ili1rllrences had then already IlIsumed a sys
tematic form, and that Fermat had actually observed
the relation between the two calculi, and derived
the one from the other. The latter conclusion
would scarcely be less correct than the former. No
method can justly be regarded III bearing any anal
ogy to the differential calculus which does not lay
llown a system of rules (no matter on what consid
erations founded, by what names called, or by what
extraneous matter enveloped) by means of which
the second term of, the development of any function
of~ in powers of e, can be correctly calculated,
•qUllB ex1endet se,' to use Newton's expression,
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• citnJ ullum molestum ealculum in termini.~
eqae ac in integris procedens.' Itwould be straDge
to suppose Fermat or any other in poss888ioD of
such a method before any single surd quantity had
ever been developed in a series. But, in point of
fact, his writings present Jl() trace of the k1l1d; and
this, though fatal to his claim, is allowed by both the
geome'ters cited. Hear Lagrange's candid avowal.
• 11 fait disparaitre dans cette equation,' .that of the
maximum between II and e, 'lesradicaux et les frac
tions s'il y en a.' Laplace, too, declares that. 'il sa
Toit etendre son calcul aux fonctions irrationelles
en se debarrassant des irrationalites par l'elevatioD
des radicaux aox puissances." This is at once giv
ing up the point m question. It is allowing une
quivocally that Fermat in these processes only took
a circuitous route to avoid a difficulty which it is
one of the most express objects of the differential
calculus to face and surmount. The whole claim
of the French geometer arises from 8 .confusion (too
often'made) of the calculus and its applications, the
means and the end, under the. sweeping head of
• nouveaux calculs' on the one hand, and an asser
tion somewhat too Wlqualified, advanced in the
warmth and generality of a preface, on the other."·

The discoveries of Fermat were improved and
simplified by Hudde, Huygens, and Barrow; and by
the publication of the·Arithmetic of IlIfinite8 by Dr.
Wallis, Savilian professor of geometry at Oxford,
mathematicians were conducted to the very entrance
of a new and untrodden field of discovery. This
distinguished author had effected the quadrature of
all curves whose ordinates can be expressed by any
direct integral powers; and though he had extended
bis conclusions to the cases where the ordinates are
xpressed by the inverse or fractional powers, yet
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he ftWed in its ~pp1ication. Nicolas MercatOr (Kauft'
man) surmounted the difficulty by which Wam.
had been baffied, by the continued division of the
numerator by the denominator to infinity, aDd then
applying Wallis's method to tne resulting positive
powers. In this way he obtained, in 1667, the first
general quadrature of the hyperbola, and, at the'
same time, gave the regular development of a func7
tion in series.

In order to obtain the quadrature of the circle, Dr.
Wallis considered that if the equations of the curves
of which he had given the quadrature were arranged
in a series, beginning with the most simple, these
areas would form another series. He saw also that
the equation of the circle was intermediate between
the first "and second terms of the first series, or
between the equation of a straight line and that of
a parabola, and hence he concluded, that by interpo
lating a term between the" first and second term of
the second series, he would obtain the area of the
circle. Inpursuing this singularly beautiful thought,
Dr. Wallis did not succeed in obtaining the indefinite
quadrature of the circle, because he did not employ
general exponents; but he was led to express the
entire area of the circle by a Craction,·the numerator
and denominator of which are each obtained by
the continued multiplication of a certain series of
nnmbers. .

Such was the state of this branch of mathematical
science, when Newton, at an early age, directed to
it the vigour of his mind. At the very beginning
of his mathematical studies, when tl!e works of Dr.
Wallis fell into his hands, he was led to consider
bow he could interpolate the general values of the
areas -in the second series of that mathe)llatician.
With this view he investigated the arithmetical law
of the coefficients of th~ series, and obtained a
pneral method of interpolating, not only the series
above referred to, but also other series. Thue

Pia
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were the first steps taken by Newton, and, 88 ..
himself informs us, they would have entirely escaped
from htll memory if he had not, a few weeks
before,· found the notes which he made upon the
subject. When he had obtained this method, it 0c
curred to him that the very same process was appli
cable to the ordinates, and, by following out this
idea, he discovered the general method of reducing
radical quantities composed of sevemJ. terms into
infinite series, and was thus led to the discovery of
the celebrated Binomial Theorem. He now neglected
entirely his methods of interpolation, and employed
that theorem alone as the easiest and most direct
method fal" thp. qliadratures of curves, and in the solu
tion of many questions which had not even beeD.
attempted by the most skilful mathematicians.

After havmg applied the Binomial theorem to the
rectification of curves, and to the determination of
the surfaces and contents of solids, and the position
of their centres of gravity, he discovered the general
principle of deducing the areas of curves from the
ordinate, by considering the area as a nascent quan
tity, increasing by continual fluxion in the propor
tion of the length of the ordinate, and sUP{losing
the abscissa to increase uniformly in proportwn to
the time. In imitation of Cl1valerius, he called the
momentary increment of a line a point, though it is
not a geometrical point, but an infinitely short line';
lIl1d the momentary increment of an area or surface
he called a line, though it is not a geometrical line,
but an infinitely narrow surface. By thus regarding
lines as generated by the motion of points, surf:icell
bythe motions of lines, and solids by the motion of
surfaces, and by considering that the ordinates, ab
8cissl1', &c: of curves thus formed, vary according
to a regular law depending on the equation of the

1
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eul'"fe, he -deduces from this equation the -velocities
with which these quantities are generated; and by
the rules of infinite seriell· he obtains the ultimate
value of the quantity required. To the velocities
with which every line or quantity is generated,
Newton gave the name of FluriQn8, and to the linell
or quantities themselves that of Fluent8. Thil!
method constitutes the doctrine of fluxi(lns which
Newton bad invented pcevious to Ifl!l6, when the
breaking out of the plague at Cambridge drove him
from that city, and turned his attention to other
8Ubjects.

But though Newton had not communicated this
gn'at invention to any of his friends, he composed
bis treatise, entitled Analy8i8 per equatUnie8 numsr9
terminorom infinita8, in which the principle of fllUions
and its numerous applications are clearly pointed 
out. In the month of June, 1669, he commu.aicated
this work to Dr. Barrow, who mentions it in a letter
to Mr. Collins, dated the 20th June, 1669, Btl the pro
duction of a friend of his residing at Cambtidge, who
possesses a tine genius for such inquiries. On the
31st July, he transmitted the work to Collins; and
having received his approbation of it, he informs him
that the name of the author of it was Newton, a
fellow of his own college, and a young man who
had only two years before taken his degree of M.A.
Collins took a copy of this treatise. and returned the
original to Dr. Barrow; -and this copy having been
found'among Collins's papers by his friend Mr. Wil.
liam Jones, and compared with the original manu.
script borrowed from Newton, it was publi8h~with
the COOlent of Newton in 1711, nearly fifty yeara
after it was written.

Though the discoveries contained in this treatise
were not at first given to the world, yet they were
made generally known to mathematicians by the
eorrespondence or Collins, who communicated them
to James Gregory, to MM. Bertet and Vemc;ln iD
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Prance; to Slusius in Holland; to Borelli in Italy,
and to Strode, Townsend, and Oldenburg, in letters
dated between 1669 and 1672.

Hitherto the method of tluxions was known only
to the friendtt of Newton and ~heir correspondents;
but, in the first edition of the Principia, which ap
peared in 1687, he published, for the first time, the
fundamental principle of the tluxionary calculus, in
the second lemma of the second book. No infor
mation, however, is here given respecting the algo
rithm or notation of the calculus; and it was not till
1693-5[J] that it was communicated to the mathemat
icalworld in the second volume of Dr. Wallis's works,
which were published in that year. This informa
tion was extracted from two letters of Newton
written in 1692.

About the year 1672, Newton had undertaken to
publish an edition of Kinckhuysen's Algebra, with
notes and additions. He therefore drew up a trea
tise, entitled, A Method of Fluzi0n8, which he pro
posed- as an introduction to that work; but the fear
of being involved in disputes about this new dis
covery, or perhaps the wish to render it more com
v.lete, or to have the sole advantage of employing
It in his physical researches, inducea him to abandon
this design. At a later period of his life he again
resolved to give it to the world; but it did not ap
pear till after his death, when it was translated into
English, and published in 1736, with a commentary
by Mr. John Colson, Professor of Mathemaftcs in
Cambridge.- -

To the first edition of Newton's Optics, which
appeared in 1704, there were added two mathematical

.. Dr. P_rtou Inrorlllll 118 tbal be had pr""aiIec1 upoD Sir IlIaae to
publi.b thl. treatl.. during biB Iillllime, and tbal he bad lbr thl. pDr~
lIlUIminecl all tbe calculatlou. aDd prepared pan or tbe ligures. But U
lite latter pan or the treatise bad Devor been IInillbeel, Sir IlIaae ....
aboot to lei him bave otber papers to RUpply wbat WlUI wanttnl. wb&tl
b1II death pot a lCOp to the pIan.-PreIKe to Pemberton" Yw ~ Sir
,_NfI/ItIm'. PTIile8OpIl,•
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IJnt(ses. entitled, TrlJCttltfU duo d/t 8pecielnu Itt rlIt\I"
llUwJiae~,._ cwf'fliliTUltJntm, the one bearing the
title 0{ -TrlJCtlltlU " QluJdf'tltura C_arom, and the
other EnlUfl/tf'atio lin.!clnun tertii orcmu. The fin4
contains an explanation of the doctrine of tluxiona,
and of ita application to the quadrature o( curves;
and the second a classification of seventy-two curves
of thr, third order, with an accoWlt of their proper
ties. The reason (or pllbiishing these two tracta in
his Optics (in the subsequent editions of which they
are omitted) is thus stated in the advertisement:
.. In a letter written to M. Leibnitz in the year 1679,
alld published by Dr. Wallis, I mentioned a method
by which I had found some general theorems about
aquarintr curvilinear figures on comparing them wita
the comc sections, or other the simplest figures witll
which they might be compared. And some years
ago I lent out a manuscript containing such theo
rems; and having sinet' met with some things copied
out of it, I have on tlus occasion made it public, \Ire
fixing to it an introduction, and joining a schohum
concerning that method. And I have joined with it
another small tract concerning the curvilineal figurel
of the second kind, whick was also written many
years ago, and made known to some friends, who
have solicited the making it public."

In the year 1707, Mr. Whiston published the alge
braicallectures which Newton had, during nine yelll'l,
delivered at Cambridge, Wlder the title o( Arithmetica
U"itleNalil, me de Cumpolitione et Re.olutionl1 Arit.
metictJ lAber. Weare not accurately informed how
Mr. Whiston obtained po811ession of this work; but
it is stated by one of the editors of the English
edition, that .. Mr. Whiston thinking it a pity that so
noble and useful a work should be doomed to a col
lege confinement, obtained leave to make it public."
It was soon afterward translated into English 1Jy
Mr. Ralphson; and a second edition of it, with im
provements by the author, was published at Landau
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in 1712, by Dr. Maclim, secretary to the Royal So
ciety. With the view of stimula~mathematici8DII
to write annotations on this admirable wort, the
celebrated S'Gravesande pubL;shed a tract, entitled,
Specimen Commentarii in Arithmeticam UnitJer6alem;
and Maclaurin's Algebra seems to have been drawn
up in consequence of this appeal.

Among the mathematical works of Newton we
must not omit to enumerate a small tract entitled,
Methodu. Dijferentialu, which was published with
his consent'm 1711. It consists ofBix propositions,
which contain a method of drawing a parabolic curve
through any given number of points, and which are
useful for constructing tables by the interpolation of
series, and for solving. problems depending on the
quadrature of l:urves.

Another mathematical treatise of Newton's was
published for the first time in 1779, in Dr. Horsley's
edition of IPs works.· It is entitledrArti.t Analytic«
8pecimina, vel Geometria Analytica. In editing this
work, which occupies about 130 quarto p~s, Dr.
Horsley used three manuscripts, one of which was
in the handwriting of the author; another, written
in an unknown hand, \Vas given by Mr. William
Jones to the Honourable Charles Cavendish; and a
third, copied from this by Mr. James Wilson, the
editor of Robins's works, was given,to Dr. Horsley
by Mr. John Nourse, bookseller to the king. Dr.
Horsley has divided it into twelve chapters, which
treat of infinite senes; of the reduction of affected
equations; of the specious resolution of equations;
of the doctrine of tluxions; of maxima anel minima;
of drawing tangents to curves; of the.radius of cur
vature; of the quadrature of curves; of the area of
curves which are comparable with the conic sec
tions; of the construction of mechanical probleJWl,
and on finding .the lengths of curves.

• ..... NowtOlli opera q1IlIl extant omnia, nil, L P. 18&-611.
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In enumerating the mathematical works of our
author, we must not overlook his solutions of the
celebrated problems proposed by Bemouilliand
Leibnitz. On the Kalends of January, 1697, John
Bemouilli addressed a letter to the most distin
guished mathematicians in Europe,t challenging
them to solve the two_ following problems:

1. To determine the curve line connecting two
given points which are at different distances from
the horizon, and not in the same vertical line, along
which a body passing by its own gravity, and begin.
ning to· move at the upper point, shall descend to the •
lower point in the shortest time possible. .

2. To find a curve line of this property that the
two segments of a right line drawn from a given
point through the curve, being raised to any given
power, and taken together; may make every where
the same sum. .

On the day after he received these problems,
Newton addressed to Mr. Charleli Montague, the
President of the Royal Society, a solution of them
both. He announced that the curve required in the
first problem must be a cycloid,.and he gave a
method of determining it. He solved also the
second problem, and he showed that by the same
method other curves might be found which shall cut
off three or more segments having the like prope1'o.
ties. Leibnitz, who was struck with the beauty of
the problem, requested Bernouilli, who had allowed
six months for its solution, to extend the period to
twelve months. This delay was Ieadily granted,
solutions were obtained from Newton, Leibnitz, and
the Marquis de L'Hopital; and although that of
Newton was anonymous, yet Bemouilli recogBised
in it his powerful mind, "tanquam," says he, "/f~

tlftI1U leonem," a., the lion is known by his claw.
The last mathematical effort of our author wu ,

•"~~ IUd lOlO ...... ftanDt .....__d...•
... -
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"DUM1e with his usual lIUCCe88, in solving a problem
which Leibnitz proposed in 1716, in a letter to the
AbW Conti, .. for the purpose, as he expressed it,
of feeling the pulse of the English analysts.n The
object of this problem was to determine the curve
which should cut at right angles an infinity of curves
of a given uaturef but expressible by the same equa
tion. Newton received this problem about five
o'clock in the aftemoon, as he was returning from
the Mint; and thOugh the problem was extremely
difficult, and he himself much fatigued with business,
yet he finished the solution of it befwe be wept
to bed.

Such is a brief account of the mathematical writ
ings of Sir Isaac Newton, not one of which were
Yoluntarily communicated to the world by himself.
The publication of his Universal Arithmetic is said
to have belln a breach of contideuce on the part or
Whillton; and, however this may be, i,.t was an un
tnished work, never designed for the public. The
publication of his Quadrature of Curves, and of hit
l:numeration of Curve Lines, was rendered nece8
lary, in consequence of plagiarisms from the manu
ICIlpts of them which he had rent to his friends, and
the rest of his analytical writings did not appear till
after his death. It is not easy to penetrate into the
motives" by which this great man was on these
eecasiol18 actuated. If his object was to ,keep pos
lI68IIion of his discoveries tm he had brought them
to a higher degree of perfection, we may approve of
the propriety, though we cannot admire the prndence
of such a step. If he wished to retain to him~lf

his own methods, in order that he alone might have
the advantage of them in prosecuting his physical

, inqniries, we cannot reconcile so selfish a measure
with that openness and generosity of character
which marked the whole of his life. If he withheld
his labours from the world in order to avoid the dis
putes and cGDtentiona to which they might give ri8e,
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lie adopted the very worst method of securing his
tranquillity. That this was the leading motive under
which he acted, there is little reason to doubt. The
early delay in the publication of his method of.flux
ions, after the breaking out of the plague at Cam
bridge, was probably owing to his not having com.
pleted the algorithm of that calculus; but no apology
can be made for the imprudence of withholding it
any 10JWer from the public. Had he published this
noble dIscovery even previous to 1673, when hiS
great rival had not even entered upon those studies
which led him to the same method, he would haYe
secured to himself the undivided honour of the
invention, and Leibnitz could have aspired to no other
fame but that of an improver of the doctrine of flux"
ions. But he unfortunately acted otherwise. He
announced to his friends that he possessed a method
of great generality and power; he communicated to
them a general account of its principles and applica
tions; and the information which was thus conveyed
directed the attention of mathematicians to subjects
to which they might not have otherwise applied their
powers. In this way the discoveries which he had
previously made were made subsequently by others ;
and Leibnitz, in place of appearing in the theatre of
science as the disciple and the follower of Newton,
stood forth with all the dignity of a rival; and, by
the early publiaation of his discoveries had nearly
placed himself on the throne which Newton was
destined to ascend.

It would be inconsistent with the popular nature
of a work like this, to enter into a detailed history
o( the dispute 'between Ne'wton and Leibnitz re.
specting the invention of fluxions. A brief and
general account of it, however, is indispensable.

-In the beginning of 1673, Leibnitz came to London
in the suite of the Duke of Hanover, and he became
acquainted with the great men who then adomed
the capital of England. Among- these wu 0ldeJl-

Q
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burg, a countryman of his own, who was then sec
retary to the Royal Society. About the begimling
of March, in the same year, Leibllitz wcnt to Paris,
wheref with the assistance of Huygens, he devoted
himself to the study of the higher geometry. In
the month of July he renewed his correspondence
with Oldenburg,and he communicated to hinl some of
the discoveries which he had made relative to series,
particularly the series for a circular arc in terms of
the tangent. Oldenburg informed him in return of
the discoveries on series which had been made by
Newton and Gregory; and in 1676 Newton commo·
IDcated to him, through Oldenburg, a letter of fifteen
closely printed quarto pages, containing many of his
analytical discoveries, and stating that he possessed
a general method of drawing tangents, which he
thought it necessary to conceal in two sentences of
transposed characters. In this letter neither the
method of fluxions nor any of its pri~ciples are
communicated; but the superiority of the method
over all others is so fully described, that Leibnitz
could scarcely fail to discover that Newton pos
IIeSlled that secret of which geometers had so long
been in quest.

Had Leibnitz at the time of receiving this letter
been entirely ignorant of his own differential method,
the information thus conveyed to him by Newton
could Dot fail to stimulate his curiosity, and excite
bis mightiest efforts to obtain possession of so great
8 secret. That this new method was intimately
eennected with the ltUbject of series was clearly in
dicated by Newton; and as Leibnitz was deeply
versed in this branch of analysis, it is far from 1m.
probable that a mind of such strength and acuteness
might attain his object by direct investigation. That
this was the case may be inferred from his letter to
Oldenburg (to be ,communicated to Newton) of the
lIst June, 1677, where he mentions that he had for
eome time been in pelilsession of a method of draw-
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'ing tangents more general than that of Slusius,
namely, by the differences of ordinates. He then
proceeds with the utmost frankness to explain this
method, which was no other than the di1rerential
calculus. Ht" describes the algorithm which he had
adopted, the fonnation of differential equatioIlll, and
the application of the calculus to Tarious geometrical
1I.Ild analytical questions. No answer seems to have
been. returned to this letter either by Newton or
Oldenburg, and, with the exception of a short letter
from Leibnitz to Oldenburg, dated 12th July, 1677,
no further correspondence seems to have taken
place. This, no doubt, arose from the death of Ol
denburg in the month of August, 1677,· wheR the
two rival geometers pursued their rellearehes with
all the ardour which the greatness of the subject
was so weD calculated to inspire.

In the hands of Leibnitz the differential calculus
made rapid progress. In the Acta Enulitorum,which
was published at Leipsic in November, 1684, he gave
the first account of it, describing its algorithm in the
same manner as he had done in his letter to Olden
burg, and pointing out its application to the drawing
of tangents, and the detennination of maxima and
minima. He makes a remote reference to the simi
la,. calculus of Newton, but lays no claim to the sole
invention of the differential method. In the same
woyk for June, 1686, he resumes the subject; and
when Newton had not published a single word upon

• Hea.ry Oldenbllrg, w_ """,e i. 00 Inllmalely auoclaled wllh lIIe
history or NewCOD'. discoveries, was born at Bremen. and W88 COR8ul
ftum Ih.1 lown 10 London during Ille n.urpallon of Cromwell. Havlnr
Imt hill olIIee, IIIId being eompelled tOJleOk the mean. of ...baillenee, be
became lulor to lIII Engliab nobleman, wbom he aeeompanled to Oxford
In 1656. During bl. reaidence In tbat city be beram••equalnled with
the p..-pbe", wtIo _bliBbed tbe Royal Socl"'y, &lid upon lb. deolIa
of WlIliam Crown, the lI",t -rela1"Y, b. w.. appointed in 1663, joInC
.ecrotary .Iong wllb Mr. Wilkin.. ne kept up.n extenalv. correapond
enee wltb tb. pbllooopber1l of all natione, and he .... tbe anthor of .....
era! po,,"", In tbe I'lllIooopblcal Traoactiooa, IIIId of 80IDe workl wbleb
lI.... IIOt acquired mncb celebrity. Ue died ~ CbarlIon, lIeU' Q""",
WleII, In Anpt, 16'77.
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,uxions. and had not even made known his notatiqu,
die differential CalculU8 was making rapid advances
on the Continent, and in the hands of James and
John Bemouilli had proved the means of solving
lome o£ the most important and difficult problems.

The sHeQce Qf Newton was at last broken, and in
U1e second lemma of the second book of the Prin
Ilipia, he explaiQed the .fundamental principle of the
ftuxionary calculus. His explanation, which occu
pied only three pages, was terminated with the foJ
Jowing scholium :-" In a correspondence which
took place about ten years ago between that very
skilful geometer, G. G. Leibnitz, and myself, I an
Dounced to him that I possessed a method of deter
JOining m3:ltima and minima, of drawing tangents,
and of performing similar .operations which was
~qual1y applicable to rational and irrational quanti
ties, and concealed the same in transposed letters
involving this Ilentence, (data equatione quotcu""J"f1
jluentel.quantitate$ involvente, jluzione$ invenirll et ViC4f
v"sa). , This illustriOU8 man replied that he also
bad fallen on a method of the same kind, and he
communicated to me his method which scarcely
dUrered from mine except in the notation [and in the
idea of the generation of quantities."]- This cele
brated scholium, whichis So often refened to in the
present controversy, has, in our opinion, been much
inisapprehended. While M. Biot considers it as
!' eternalizing the nghts of Leibnitz by recognising
them in the Principia," Professor Playfair regards it
as containing "a highly favourable opinion on the
subject of t,he discoveries of Leibnitz," To us it
I'Ppears to be nothing more than the simple state
plent Of. the fact, th.at the method communicated by
J,eibnit21 wu Qearly the same as his own; and this
much he might have said, whether he believed that
Leibnitz had seen the lluxfonary calculus among the
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papers' of Collins, or was the independent inventor
of his own. It is more than probable, indeed, that
when Newton wrote this scholium he regarded
Leibnitz as a second inventor; but when he found
that Leibnitz and his friends had showed a willing
ness to believe, and had even ventured to throw out
the suspicion, that he himself had borrowed the doc
trine of fluXions from the differential calculus, he
seems to have altered the opinion which he had
fOJ;'med of his rival, and to have been willing in his
turn to retort the charge.

This change of opinion, was brought about by a
series of circumstances over which he had no con
trol~M. Nicolas Fatio de Dnillier, a Swiss mathe
matician, resident in London, communicated to the
Royal Society, in 1699, a paper on the line of quick
est descent, which contains the following observa
tions :-" Compelled by the evidence of facts, I hold
Newton to have been the first inventor of this cal
culus, and the earliest by several years; and whether
Leibnitz, the second inventor, has borrowed any thing
from the other, I would prefer to my own judgment
that of those who have seen the letters and other
copies of the same manuscripts of Newton." This
imprudent remark, which by no means amounts to a
char~e' of plagiarism, for Leibnitz is actually desig
nated the sec01ld inventor, may be considered as
showing that the English mathematicians had been
cherishing suspicions unfavourable to Leibnitz, and
there can be no doubt that a feeling had long pte
vailed that this mathematician eithe.r had, or might
have seen, among the papers of Collins, the" Analy
lis per Equaticmes, cf"c.," which contained the prin
ciples of file tluxionary method. Leibnitz replied to
the remark ,of Duillier with much good feeling.
lie appealed to the facts' as exhibited in his corres
pondence with Ol~enbur~; h.e referred to Ne~n'8
Il6holium as a testunony III his favour; and, Wlthout
diloutiDjl' or acknowledging the priority of Newton'.

Q~
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claim, be asserted his own right to the invention ot
the differential calculus. Fatio transmitted a reply to
the Leipsic Acts; but the editor refused to insert it.
The dispute, therefore, terminated, and the feelings
Qf the contending parties continued for some time
in a state of repose, though ready to break out on
the slightest provocation.

When Newton's Optics appeared in 1704, accom
panied by his Treatise on the Quadrature of Curves,
and his enumeration of lines of the third order, the
editor of the Leipsic Acts (whom Newton supposed
to be Leibnitz himself) took occasion to review the
&-st of these tracts. After giving an imperfect
analysis of its contents, he compared the method
of fluxions with the differential calculus, and, in a
IIentence of some ambiguity, he states that Newton
employed l1uxions in place of the differences of Lei\)..
nitz, and made use of them in his Principia in the
8ame manner as Honoratus Fabri, in his Synopsie
of Geometry, had substituted progressive motion in
Jllace of the indivisibles of Cavaleri.· As Fabri,
therefore, was not the inventor of the method
vhich is here ref€rred to, but borrowed it from Ca
valeri, and only changed the mode of its expression,
there can be no doubt that the artful insinuation
contained in the above passage was intended to con
vey the impression that Newton had stolen his me
thod of tluxious from Leibnitz. The tndirect char
acter ofthis attac~, in place of mitigating its severity,
renders it doubly odious; and we are persuaded that
u.o candid reader can J.leruse the passage without a
mong convictio~ tl¢ It justi~s,10 the fullest man,

~" • Aa Ih1I pu..,., la of ~tial ill?l!!"laIICe ill tbl.B C\lntroTflTIIY ...
'.hall give II In tbe original. "Pro ditTt~entii. igitur Ubnitianl. D.
N_ontU adAibot, .tml'trgue lII!J&i11u,t,j1tu:ianu, ""'" IIIUlI. qDllIII jII'lSo
lIIte nt lIuenli1llll. a\lllllllDla. IOqualibua temporia partieulill ql/&Dl mini.
IIIi.B pIIila; 1laq1l81&111 In auilI Princlplia Nalnr" Matbt!matlola, lum In
II1IW~ .dllie, eleganter 6lI\ _; vu-~... or~,....... in ..... SJnDpai~~__• "-'Jl~
,.,....~~.. ...._........ -......-.
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ner, the indignant feelings which it excited amolli
the English philosophers. IfLeibnitz was the author
of the review, or if he Was in any way a party to it,
he merited the full measure of rebuke which was
dealt out to him by the friends of Newton, and de
served those severe reprisals which doubtless im
bittered the rest of his days. He who dared to ac
cuse a man like Newton, or indeed any man holding
a fair character in society, with the odious crime 01
plagiarism, placed himself without the pale of the
ordinary courtesies of life, and deserved to have
the same charge thrown back upon ·himself. The
man who conceives his fellow to be capable of such
intellectual felony, ayows the possibility of himself
committing it, and alInost substantiates the weakest
evidence of the worst accusers.

Dr. Keill, as the representative of Newton's
friends, could not brook this base attack upon hif,l
countryman. In a letter printed in the Philosophi
cal Transactions for 1708, he maintained that Newton
was" beyond all doubt" the first inventor of fluxions.
He referred for a direct proof of this to his letters
published. by Wallis; and he asserted" that the same
calculus was afterward published by,Leibnitz, the
name and the mode of notation being changed."
If the reader is disposed to consider this passage
as retorting the charge of plagiarism upon Leibnitz,
he will readily admit that the mode of its expres
sion is neither 80 coarse nor so· insidious as that
which is used by the writer in the Leipsic Acts.
In a letter to Hans Sloane, dated March, 1711, Leib
nitz complained to the Royal Society of the treat
Illent he had received. He expressed his conviction
that Keill had erred more from rashness of judgment
than from any improper motive, and, that he did not.
regard the accusation as a calumny; and he reo
~sred that- the society would oblige Mr. Keill to
d,illQWB publicly the iqjurious sense which his worda.
lpight beu,r.. When this letter was read to t41J.
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society, KeiIl justified himself to Sir Isaac Newton
and the other members by showing them_ the ob
noxious review of the Quadrature of Curves in the
Leipsic Acts. They all agreed in attaching the same
injurious meaning to the passage which we formerly
quoted, and authorized Keill to explain and defend
his statement. He accordingly addressed a letter
to Sir Hans Sloane, which was read at the society
on the 24th May, 1711, and a copy of which was
ordered to be sent to Leibnitz. In this letter, which
is one of considerable length, he declares that he
never meant to state that Leibnitz knew either the
name of Newton's method or the form of notation,
and that the real meaning of the passage was, " that
Newton was the first inventor of fluxions or of the
differential calculus, and that he had given, in two
letters to Oldenburg, aild which he had transmitted
to Leibnitz, indications of it sufficiently intelligible
to an acute mind, "from which Leibnitz derived, or at
least might derive, the principles of his calculus."

The charge of plagiarism which Leibnitz thought
was implied in the former letter of his antagonist
is here greatly modified, if not altogether denied.
Keill expresses only an opinion that the letter 8een
by Leibnitz contained intelligible indications of the
lluxionary calculus. Even if this opinion were cor
rect, it is no proof that Leibnitz either saw these indi
cations or availed himself of them, or if he did per
ceive them, it might have been in consequence of his
having previouslybeen inpossessionofthe differential
calculus, or having enjoyed some distant view of it.
Leibnitz should, therefore, have allowed the dispute
to terminate here; for no ingenuity on his part, and
no additional facts, could affect an opinion which
any other person as well as KeiIl was entitled to
maintain.

Leibnitz, however, took a different view of the
subject, and wrote a letter to Sir Hans Sloane,
dated December 19, 1711, whioh excited new feeliDga,
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and involvedllim in new embarrassments. Insensi.
ble to the mitigation which had been kindly impressed
upon the supposed charge against his honour, he
alleges that Keill had attacked his candour and sin.
cerity more openly than before ;-that he acted
without any authonty frOIll Sir Isaac Newton, who
was the party interested ;_and. that it was in vain
to justify his proceedings by refer~ to the provo
cation in the Leipsic Acts, because m that journal
no injustice had been done to any party, but every one
had received what W/18 his due. He branded Keill with
the odious .appellation of an upstart, and one little
acquainted with the circumstances of the case;· he
called upon the society to silence his vaill and un·
just clamours,t which, he believed, were disapproved
by Newton himself, who was well acquainted with
the facts, and who, he was persuaded; would will.
ingly give his opinion on the matter.

This unfortunate letter was doubtless the cau,",
of all the rancour and controversy which so speedily
followed, and it placed hia antagonist in a new and a
more favourable position. It may be correct, thong.
few will admit it, that Keill's second letter was mOn!
injurious than the first; but it was not true that
Keill acted without the authority of Newton, be
cause KeiU's letter· was approved of and trans-

·mitted by' the Royal Society, of which Newton was
the president, aI!d therefore became the act of that
body. The obno~ous part, however, of Leibnitz'.
letter consisted in his appropriating to him8elf .the
opinions of the reviewer in the Leiptlic Acts, by
declaring that, in a revie.w which char~ed Newton
with plagiarism, every person had got what wu
his due. The whole character of the controversy
W&ll now changed: Leibnitz places him,elf in the

... 1
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position of the party who had first disturbed t1le
tranquillity of science by maligning its most distin
guished ornament; and the Royal Society was im
periously called upon to throw all the light they
could upon a transaction which had exposed thell'
venerable president to so false a charge. The so
ciety, too, had become a party to the question, by
their approbation and transmission of Keill's second
letter, and were on that account alone bound to vin
dicate the step which they had taken.

When the letter of Leibnitz, therefore, was read,
Keill appealed to the registers of the society for
the proofs of what he had advanced; Sir Isaac also
expressed his displeasure at the obnoxious passage
in the Leipsic Review, and at the defence of it by
Leibnitz, and he left it to the society to o.ct as they
thought proper. A committee was therefore ap
pointed on the 11th March, consisting of Dr. Arbuth
not, Mr. Hill, Dr. Halley, Mr. Jones, Mr. Machin,
and Mr. Burnet, who were instructed to examine
the ancient registers of the society, to inquire into
the dispute, and to produce such documents as they
should find, together with their own opinions on the
subject. On the 24th April the committee produced
the following report ;-

"We have consulted the letters and letter-books
in the custody of the Royal Society, and those
found among the papers of Mr. John Collins, dated
between the years 1669 and 1677, inclusive; arid
showed them to such as knew and avouched the
hands of Mr. Barrow, Mr. Collins, Mr. Oldenburg,
and Mr. Leibnitz; and compared those of Mr.
Gregory with one another, and with copies of some
of them taken in the hand of Mr. Collins; and have
extracted ft"om them what relates to the matter re
ferred to us; all which extracts herewith delivered
tD you we believe to be genuine and authentic. And
by these letters and papers we find,-

.. I. Mr. Leibnitz was in London in the beginninr
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of the year 1673; and went thence, in or about.
March, to Paris, where he kept a correspondence
with Mr. Collins by means of Mr. Oldenburg, till
about September, 1676, and then returned by London
and Amsterdam to Hanover: and that Mr. Collins
was very free in communicating to able mathema
ticians what he had received from Mr. Newton and
Mr. Gregory.
, "II. That when Mr. Leibnitz was the first time in
London, he contended for the invention of another
differential method properly so called; and, notwith
standing that he was shown by Dr. Pell that it was
Newton's method, persisted in maintaining it to be
his own invention, by reason that he had found it by
himself withoqt knowing what Newton had done
before, and had much improved it. And we find no
mention of his having any other differential method
than Newton's before his letter of the 21st of June,
1677, which was a year after a copy of Mr. Newton's
letter of the lOth of December, 1672, had been sent
to Paris to be communicated to him; and above four
years after, Mr. Collins began to communicate that
letter to his correspondent; in which letter the
method of fluxions was sufficiently described to any
intellirent person.

"II . That by Mr. Newton's letter of the 13th of
June, 1676, it appears that he had the method of
lluxions above five years before the writing of that
letter. And by his Analysis per A.;quationes numero
Terminorum lnfinitas, communicated by Dr. Barrow
to Mr. Collins in July, 1669, we find that he had in
vented the method before that time.

"IV. That the differential method is one and the
same with the method of fluxions, excepting the
name and mode of notation; Mr. Leibnitz calling
those quantities differences which Mr. Newton calls
moments or fluxions; and marking tllem with the
letter d-a mark not used by Mr. Newton.

" And therefore we take the proper question to be
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Dot who invented this or that method~but who wlllt
the first inventor of the method. And we believe
that those who have reputed Mr. Leibnitz the first
inventor knew little or nothing- of his correspondence
with Mr. Collinlt and Mr. Oldenburg long before, nor
of Mr. Newton's having that method above fifteen
years before Mr. Leibnitz began to publish it in the
Acta Eruditorum of Leipsic.

" For which reason we reckon Mr. Newton the
first inventor; and are of opinion that Mr. Keill, in
asserting the same, has been no ways injurious to
Mr. Leibnitz. And we submit to the judgment of
the society whether the extract and papers now pre
sented to you, together with what is extant to the
same purpose in Dr. Wallis's third volume, may not
deserve to be made public."

This report being read, the society unanimously
ordered the collection of letters and manuscrjpts to
be printed, and appointed Dr. Halley, Mr. Jones, and
Mr. Machin to superintend the press. Complete
copies of it, under the title of Cummercium Epi8toli
cum D. Johanni8 Colli1l8 et aliontm de a1lfJly8i prOf7l(Jta,
were laid before the society on thl! 8th January, 1713,
and Sir Isaac Newton, as president, ordered a copy
to be delivered to each person of the committee ap
pointed for that purpose, to examine it before its
publication.

Leibnitz received information of the appearance
of the Commercium Epistolicum when he was at
Vienna; and "being satisfied," as he expresses it,
"that it must contain maliciOUs fal8ehood8, I did not
think proper to send for it by post, but wrote to- M.
Bemouilli to give me his sentiments. M. Bernouilli
wrote me a letter dated at-Basle, June 7th, 1713, in
which he said that it appeared probable that Sir Isaac
NnJton had formed hi! calculu8 after. having 8een
miM._. This letter was publisheil by a friend C1f

• LeUer co CoaDI Bc1lhman In Da Malzeaux'. Recueil li, liiwr.,.
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Leibnitz, with reflections, in a loose sheet enti1led
Charta' Voltm6, and dated July 29, 1713. It 'W1UI
widely circulated without either the name of the
author, printer, or place of publication, and WlUl
commumcated to the JoumtU Litertlire by another
friend of Leibnitz, who added remarks of his own,
and stated, that when Newton published the Principia
in 1687, he -did not understand the true dijferentiol
method; and tltat he took his ftW!iMu from Leilmitz.

In this state of the controvertly, Mr. Chamberlayne
conceived the design of reconciling the two distin
guished philosophefll ;' and in a letter dated April 28,
1714,· he addressed himself to Leibnitz, who was
still at Vienna. In replying to this letter, Leibnitz
declared that he had given no occasion for the dis
pute ; .. that Newton procured a book to be published,
which was written purposely to discredit him, and
sent it to Germany, &c. as in the name of the
society;" and he stated that there WIU room to doubt
whether Newton .mew his intJention before he had it of
Aim. Mr. Chamberlayne communicated this letter

. to Sir Isaac Newton, who replied that Leibnitz had
attacked his reputation in 1705, by intimating that he
bad borrowed from him the method of ftnxions;
that if Mr. C. could point out to him any thing in
which he bad injured Mr. Leibnitz, he would give
him satisfaction; that he would not retract things
which he knew to be true; and that he believed that
the Royal Society bad done no injustice by the publi
cation of the Commereinm Epistolieum.

The Royal Society, having learned that Leibnitz
complained of their baving condemned him unheard,
inserted a declaration in tbeir journals on the '20th
May, 1714, that they did not pretend that the report
of their committee- should pass for a decision of the
1l~. Mr. Chamberlayne sent a copy of this to
l.eibnit:&, along 'Yith Sir Isaac's letter, and Dr. Keill"

....D1111I~IlIIII,lI. p. lUI.
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answer to the papers inserted in the Journal Lite
raile. After ~msing these documents, M. Leib~tz
replied, "that Sir Isaac's letter was written WIth
very little civility; that he was not in a humour
to put himself in a passion against such people;
that there were other letters among those of Olden
burg and Collins which should have been published;
and that on his return to Hanover, he would be able
to publish a Commercium Epistolicum which would
be of service to the history of learning." When
tbis letter was read to the Royal Society, Sir Isaac
remarked, that the last part of it injuriously accused
the society of having made a partial selection of
papers for the Commercium Epistolicum; that he
did not interfere in any way in the publication of
fuat work, and had even withheld from the com
mittee two letters, one from Leibnitz in 1693, and
another from Wallis in 1695, which were highly
favourable to his cause. He stated that he did not
think it right for M. Leibnitz himself, but that, if
he had letters to produce in his favour, that they
might be published in the Philosophical Transac
tions, or in Germany.

About this time the Abbe Conti, a noble Vene
tian, came to England. He was a correspondent of
Leibnitz, and in a letter which he had received soon
after his arrival,- he enters upon his dispute with
Newton. He charges the English" with wishing
to pass for almost the only inventors." He declares
"that Bernouilli had judged rightly in saying that
Newton did not possess before him the infinitesimal
characteristic and algorithm." He remarks that
Newton preceded him only in series; arid he con
fesses that during his second visit to England, "Col
lins showed him part of his correspondence," or, sa
he afterward expresses it, he saw "some of the lei
ters of Newton at Mr. Collins's." He the~ atiacu

• WrilteIIlII NCl'feJllber or December, 1716.
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Sir Isaac's philosophy, particularly his opiniol18
about gravity and vacuum, the intervention of God
for the preservation ofhis creatures; and he 8.CCUlle8
him of reviving the occult qUalities of the schools.
But the most remarkable passage in this letter is
the following: "I am a great friend of experimental
philosophy, but Newton deviates much from it w/ien
he pretends that flll matter is heavy, or that each par
ticle of matter attracts every other particle."

The above letter to the Abbe Conti was generally
shown in London, and came to be much talked of at
court, in consequence of Leibnitz having been privy
counsellor to the Elector of Hanover when that
prince ascended, the throne of England. Many
persons of distinction, and particularly the AbM
Conti, urged Newton to reply to Leibnitz's letter,
but he resilded all their solicitations. One day,
however, King George I. inquired when Sir Isaac
Newton's answer to Leibnitz would appear; and
when Sir Isaac heard this, he addressed a long reply
to the Abbe Conti, dated February 26th, O. S. 1715
16. This letter, written with dignified severity, is
a triumphant refutation of the allegations of his ad
versary; and the following passage deserves to be
quoted, as connected ,vith that branch of the dispute
which relates to Leibnitz's having seen part of
Newton's letters to Mr. Collins. "He complains
of the committee of the Royal Society, as if they
had acted partially in omitting what made against
'me; but he fails in proving the accusation. For he
instance!! in a paragraphconceming my ignorance,
pretending that they omitted it, and yet you will
find it in the Commercium Epistolicum, p. 547, lines
2, 3, and I am not ashamed of it. He saith that he
saw this paragraph in the hands of Mr. CollinS when
he was in London the second time, that is in Octo
ber, 1676. It is in my letter of the lI4th of October,
1676, and therefore he then saw that letter. And
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in that and some other letters writ before that time,
I described DiY method.of lluxions; and in the same
letter- I described also two general methods of series,
ODe of which is now claimed from me by Mr. Leib
nita." The letter concludes with the following
paragraph: "&t as he bas lately attacked me with
an accusation which amounts to plagiary; if he goes
on to accuse me, it lies upon him by the laws of all
nations to prove his accusations, on pain of being
aecounted guilty of calumny. He hath hitherto
written letters to his correspondents full of affirma
tions, complaints, and reflections, without proviDa'
IUIJ' thing. But he is the aggressor, and it lies upon
him to prove the charge." .

In transmitting this letter to Leibnitz, the Abb6
Conti informed him that he himself had read with
great attention, and without the least prejudice, the
Commercium Episrolicum, and the little piece- that
contains the extract; that he had also seen at the
Royal Socie~ the original papers of the Cammer
cium Epistolicum, and some other original pieces
relating to it. "From all this," .says he, "I infer,
that, if all the Jlilrressions are cut off, the only point
is, whether sir 1saac Newton had the method of
tluxions or infinitesimals before you, or whether you
had it before him. You published it fiI'llt, it 18 true,
but you have owned also that Sir Isaac Newton had
given many hitlts of it in his letters to Mr. Olden
burg and others. This is proved very largely in the
Commercium, and in the extract of it. "'nat an
swer do you ~ve 1 This is still wanting to the
public, in order to fQJ1D an exact judgment of the
affair." The Abbe adds, that Mr. Leibnitz's own
friends waited for his answer with great imp;ltience,
and that they thought he could not dispense with
answering, if Bot Dr. Keill, at least Sir Isaac New-

• TIl.. '"' CIloI~C~ 'pUtolUi, ... mIew or Ie, wlIIIlIIwu JII'III pdIiIIII4ld 1II111e Pilil. n-_. 171:1.
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'tOn himself, who had given him a defiance in expret!8
·tenns.

Leibnitz was not long in complying with this
request. He addressed a letter to the Abbe Conti,
dated April 9th, 1716, but he sent it through M. Ra
mond at Paris, to communicate it to o'thers. When
it was received by the Abbe Conti, Newton wrote
observations upon it, which were communicated
only to some of his friends, and which, while they
placed his defence on the most impregnable basis,
at the same time threw much light on the early his
-Wry of his mathematical discoveries.

The death of Leibnitz on the 14th November,
1716, put an end to this controversy, and Newton
1I0me time afterward published the correspondence
with the Abbe Conti, which had hitherto been only
privately circulated among the friends of the dispu
tants."

In 1722, a new edition of the Commereium Epis
toUcom was published, and there was prefixed to it
a general review of its contents, which has been
falsely ascribed to Newton.t -When the third edi-

• M. BioI ...marks, thaI Ihe animosity at Newton was nol calmed by
Ihe death oC Leibnitz, lbr he had DO sooner heard or it thaD be caused to
be printed two manuacript lelt8l'll of Leibnllz, wrillen in Ibe P.....diOIL
Jear, accompanyloglbem with a very biller refutation (en lea accom-
pagoanl d'lln rutalion trea·amere). Wbo thaI reada Ihia oentence
okJell not beIl e lhal tbe bilter reCutalion was wrillen after LeibDlIz's
death! The animosily could nOl be shown by Ihe Bimple pUblication
DC Ihe Iellera. It could rCBide only in tbe bitttr7te.. or lbe refutatioo•
..,..Implled cbarge is unlrue; tbe bitter reft1lalioo WU wrillen be/bre
Leibnllz's deatb, and coD8eC(ueotly he sbowed no animoslly over lhe
KJ'B."e of hie rival; Dnd in OUT' opinion none even before his deatb.

t M. BiOI Btates Ibat Sir rBoac Newton cau..d IblB edition of lb.
<:omtn.rclDDl Epilltolicum la be printed; that Sir IoaGe placed al tbe
bead of II a partial abBlract of the colleclion; and thai Ihia abelracl
appeared to haw been written by hi""e!! Theae groundJe.. chargea
may be placed, witbont any refutation, beside the &8II6rtion of Montuc1&,
IIII1t N.wton wrole Ibe noteo (los not"") on the COlllll18rciom Epi..
toJicum; and the equany incorrect statement of La Cl'oix, that
Newton added 10 It not... (dee Daleo', with hiB own hand. We ahould
DOC baT. noliced the chorgeB of M. Biot, bad he nol adduced tbem _
JII'IO'" or Newton'B an_it,. to Leibnltz aner hia death. 8ee Mr.
B ....b.I'. Hillary or Mat/lmlatic6 In llie JUinbur/f1aE~_ mil. p. JlI8. _ ••
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tion of the Principia was published in 17i5,' th8
celebrated scholium which we have already quoted,
and in which Leibnitz's differential calculus 'Was
mentioned, was struck out either by Newton or by
the editor. This step was perhaps rash and ill
advised; but as the scholiwn had been adduced by
Leibnitz and others 8.Il a proof that Newton acknow
ledged him to be an independent inventor of the
calculus,-an interpretation which it does not bear.,
and which Newton expressly states he never in·
tended it to bear,-he was justified in withdrawing
8 passage which had been so erroneously inter·
p1'eted, and so greatly misapplied.

In viewing this contcoversy, at,the distance of
more than a ';entury, when the passions of the in
dividual combatants have been allayed, and national
jealousies extinguished, it is not difficult to form a
correct estimate of the conduct and claims of the
two rival analysts. By the unanimous venlict of
all nations, it has been decided that Newton invented
tiuxions at least ten years before Leibnitz. Some
of the letters of Newto!). which bore reference to
this great discovery were perused by the German
mathematician; but there 18 no evidence whatever
that he borrowed his differential calculus from these
letters. Newton was therefore the first inventor,
and Leibnitz the second. It was impossible that the
former could have been a plagiarist; but it was
pOSSible for the latter. Had the letters of. Newton
contained even stronger indications than they do of
the new calculus, no evidence short of proof could
have justified any allegation against Leibnitz'.
honour. The talep.ts which he displayed itt the im
provement of the calculus showed that he was
capable of inventing it; and his character stood
suffi~ientlyhig~ t? repel every suspicion ~f his in
tegnty. But If. It would have been cnminal to
charge Leibnitz with plagiarism, what must wt
'think of those who dared to accuse ~wton ollJcN;.
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lOWiDg hie lluxions from Leibnitz' - This odious
lIOOusation was made by Leibnitz himself, and by
Bernouilli; and we have seen that the former re
peated it again and again, as if his own good name
rested on the dalttruction of that of his rival. It WllB
this charge against Newton that gave rise to the at
tack of Keill, aud the ptiblication of the Commercium
Epietolicum; and, notwithstanding this high provo
cation, the committee of the Royal Society contented
themselves with a8llerting Newtoo's priority, with
out retorting the charge of plagiarism upon his rival.

Although an attempt has been recently made to
place the conduct of Leibnitz on the same level with
that of Newton, yet the circUDlstanoetl of the cue
will by no means justify such a comparison. The
conduct of Newton was at all times di@DiDed and
just. He knew his rights, aud he boklly claimed
them. CouscilJllS of his integrity, he spumed with
indignll>tion the caarge of plagiarism with which an
UIIgeIlerous rival had so iusidiousl.'Y loaded him; and.
if there was one step in his frank and unhesitating
procedure which posterity can blame it is hill o..ie
sian, in the third edition of the Principia, of the
references to the differential calculus of Leibnitz.
This omission, however, was perfectly just. The
scholium which he had left out was a mere historical
statement of the fact, that the German m~hemati- .
cian had sent him a method which was the same as
his o.wn; and when he found that this simple asser
tion had been held by Leibnitz and others 8S a re
cognition of his independent claim to the invention,
be wa -bound either to omit it altogether, or to
enter into explanations which .might lJ-ave involved
him in a new (lontrove.·sy.

The conduct of Leibnitz was not marked with the
... noble lineaments. That be was the aggressor
is tmiVlmlaily allowed. That he first dared. to
~e the char«e of :pla~arilim ~t Newton,
aad tbllt lie ofteD. :referNd top, b. bren aullicieatlJ
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apparent; and when argtlntents failed him he hllll
recourse to threatg......declaring that he would publillh
another Commercium Epistolicum, though he had
no appropriate letters to produce. All this is now
matter of history; and we may find some apology
for it in his excited feelings, and in the insinuatiollll
which were occasionally thrown out against the
originality of his discovery; but fOJ" other parts of
his conduct we seek in vain for an excuse. When
he assailed the philosophy of Newton in his lette1'8
to the Abbe Conti, he exhibited perhaps only the
petty feelings of a rival; but when he dared to ca
lwnniate that great man in his correspondence with
the Princess of Wales, by whom he was respected
and beloved; when he ventured to represent the
Newtonian philosophy as physically false, and as
dangerous to religion; and when he founded these
accusations on passages in the Principia and the
Optics glowing with all the fervour of genuine
piety, he C8st a blot upon his name, which all his
talents as 8 philosopher, and all his virtues ua ID&Do
will never be able to efface.

CHAPTER XIII.

FROM the year 1669, when Newton was installel1
in the Lucasian chair, till 1696, when he ceased to
reside in Cambridge, he seems to have been seldo.
~nt from his collea-e more than three Or. Cow:
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weeks in the year. In 1675, he received a dispensa
tion from Charles II. to continue in his fellowship
of Trinity College without taking orders, and we
have already seen in the preceding chapter how his
time was occupied till the publication of the Principia
in 1687.

An event now occurred which drew Newton from
the eeclusion of his studies, and placed him upon the
theatre of public .life. Desirous of re-establishing
the Catholic faith in its fonner supremacy, King
James II. had begun to assail the Tights and privi.
legesof hisProtestant subjects. Amongotherille~

aet8, he sent his letter of mandamus to the Univemty
of Cambridge to -order Ii'athet Francis, an i~orant
monk of the Benedictine order, to be received as
Blaster of arts, and to enjoy all the privileges of this
delJTee, without taking the oaths of allegiance and
~mBCY, The university speedily perceived the
COMequeDces which might arise from such a meas
lire. Independent of the infringement of their rights
which such an order involved, it was obvious that
*be highest interests of the university were endan
gered, and that Roman Catholics might soon become
a majority in the convocation. They therefore
nnanimously refused to listen to the royal order, and
they did this with a firmness of purposc which irri
tated the despotic court. The king re~ed his
commands, aDd accompanied them with severe.
threatenings in case of disobedience. The Catho
lics were not idle in supporting the views of the
lIovereign. The honorary degree of M.A. which
conveys no civil rights to its possessor, having been
formerly given to the secretary of the ambassador
&om Morocco;- it was triumphanQy urged that the
University of Cambridge had a greater regard for a
Mahometan than for a Roman Catholic, and was
more obsequious to the ambassador from Morocco
than to their own -lawful sovereign. Though this
reasoning might impose upon the ignorant, it pro.

,
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duced little eft"ect upon the members of the univer
llli.ty. A few weak-minded individuals, however,
were disposed to yield a reluctant cOl1llent to the
royal wishes. They proposed to confer the degree,
and at the same time to resolve that it should not in
future be regarded as a precedent. To this it was
replied, that the very act of submission in one case
would be a stronger argument for continuing the
practice than any such resolution would be against
Its repetition. The university accordingly remained
firm m their original decision. The vice-chancellor
was summoned before the ecclesiastical commission
to answer for this act of contempt. Newton was
among the number of those who resisted the wishes
of the court, and he was cOl1llequently chosen one
of the nine delegates who were appointed to defeDd
the independence of the university. These dele
gates appeared before the High Court. They milia
tamed that not a single precedent could be found to
justify so extraordinary a measure; and they showed
that Charles II. had. under similar circumstances,
been pleased to withdraw his mandamus. This
representation had its full weight, and the king WIll
induced to abandon his design.·

The part which Newton had taken in this atrair,
and the high char-deter which he now held in the
scientific world, induced his friends to propose him
as member of parliament for the university. He
was accordingly elected in 1688, though by a very
narrow majority,t and he sat in the Convention
Parliament till its dissolution. In the year 1688
and 1689, Newton was absent from Cambridge during
the greater part of the year, owing, we presume, to
his attendance in parliament; but it appears from

• lloe Barne&'. HUt",., qf TlU ..... Timu, nJl. L p.lW1. Lond. 1m
1The atbot' """d1d_ were 8Ir Hobm 88wyer &nd If•. Flnall, ...... _ 8IOOlI1IIu.

lIlr Hobert 88..,..., 115
Mr. N.wtoII. l2II
Jl(r.I'IAoII. 117
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the books of the University that from 1690 to 1695
he was seldom absent, and must therefore have
l'f'Dounced his parliamentary duties.

During his stay in London he had no doubt expe
rienced the uusuitableness of his income to the new
circumstances in which he was placed, and it is
probable that this was the cause of the limitation
of his residence to Cainbridge. His income was
certainly very confined, and but little suited to the
generosity of his disposition. Demands were doubt
less made upon it by some of his less wealthy rela
tives; and there is reason to think that he himself,
as well as his in1Iuential friends, had been looking
forward to some act of liberality on the part of the
government.

An event however occurred which will ever form
aa epoch in his history; and it is a singular circum
stance, that this incident has been for more than a
century unknown to his own countrymen, and has
been accidentally brought to light by the examina
tion of the manuscripts of Huygens. This event
has been magnified into a temporary aberration of
mind, which is said to have arisen from a cause
scarcely adequate to its production.

While he was attending divine service in a winter
morning, he had left in his study a favourite little
dog called Dianlond. .Upon returning from chapel
he found that it had overturned a lighted taper on
his desk, which set fire to several papers on which
he had recorded-the results of some optical experi-

. ments. These papers are said to have contain.·ed the 1/·
labours of many years, and it has been stated that ,
when Mr. Newtonperceived the magnitude of his loss,
he exclaimed, "Ob, Diamond, Diamond, little do you .
know the mischief you have done me!" It IS a
curious circumstance that Newton never refers to
the experiments which he is said to have lost on this
occasion, and his nephew, Mr. Conduit, makes no
allusion to the event Itself. The distress, however



which it oecaaioDed is said to have been 80 aeep as
to affect even the powen of his understanding.

This extraordinary effect WlIS first communicated
to the world in the Life of Newton by M. Biot,who
received the following aecount of it from the cele
brated M. Van Swinden.

"There is among the manuscripts of the eele
blated Huygens a small journal in {olio, in which
he used to note down different occurrences. It is
side (, No. 8, p. 112, in the catalogue of the library
of Leyden. The following extract is- written by
Huygens himself, with whose handwriting I am well
acquainted, having had occasion to peroae several
of his manuscripts and autograph letters. •0. tM
29th May, 1694, M. Colm,· a Scotsman, mfomNd-_
tAat eightem nwntJu ago tM illwtriotu ~ometef',IIfItIC
Newton, had become i1Utm/!, eitAer in cOTl6elfUl!"" ..,
Au too int/!'ll6e application tD AU attulie8, 01' from ell
cunve gmf at having 108t, by fire, AU clymical LdJ_

,/ tory and $etJef'al manuscripts. When h8 came to tlu
Archbis~ of Cambridge, he made surne Db6ero<JtWru
",Aiel indICated an alienation of mind. He Was~
rlUltely 'akm care of by !tis friendtr, woo c01fline4 Aim ,.
Au Jwuse and applied remedies, by means Df which Iu
AadftlJW60(a'f'recoveredkitr !'Iealththat he begrmtou~
6ttmd tl.e Principia.' " Huygens mentioned this cir
cumstance to Leibnitz, in a letter dated 8th J1I88,
1894, to which Leibnitz replies in a letter dated the
1Ol3d, .. I am very glad that I received infonnation of
the cure of Mr. Newton, at the same time that I first
heard of hie iJ.lness, which doubUess must have beea

• Tbll M, Colin Wli probably I yonng hlcbelor of Ii'll ....bom He....•
.... -.n. .fter....ard to hl..e employed In _ 01 ala ealenlall.-.
T~ bochelor. were dilIlingul8hed by lhe dUe of Dominllll, In4 il WU
\1IIuoI to lran.llle lhi. word and to call1bem Sir, In. Jeuer l\'om Ne...•
..... 10 FI.m_lead, daled Cambrld!!", June lIlllb, 1611II, latbe lblloWlnf
...... : "I Wlut nol your cI1ou1alino.. bul your "'-rnliooa OIIly, ftJr
beoid... my_elf and my """anI, Sir CoIliu. (wbom I CIIr employ lbr a
Dnle money, whicb l ..oIu. Dol)le1lll me thaI b. can eaJeulale'aneaJlpW
.... _rlItruly.

1
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Tet1' alarming. •It ill to men like yeu and him, sir,
that I wish a long life.' "

The fil"8t pIl.blication of the preceding statement
produced a strong sensation among the friende and
admirers of Newton. They could not easily believe
in the prolltration of that intellectual strength which
had unbarred the strongholds of the univel"8e. The
unbroken equanimity of Newton's mind, the purity
of his moral character, his temperate and abstemious
life, his ardent and unaffected piety, and the weak
ness of Iris imaginative powel"8, all indicalled. a mind
which was not likely to be overset by any aftliction
to which it could be exposed. The loss of a few
experimental records could never have disturbed the
equilibrium of a mind like his. If they were the
records of discoveries, the discoveries themselves
iDdestructible would have been afterward given to
the world. If they were merely the details of ex
perimental results, a little time could have easily
reproduced them. Had these records contained the
fil"St , fruits of early genius-of obscure talent, on
which fame had not yet shed its rays, we might have
tmppOsed that the first blight of such early amllition
would have unsettled the stability of an untried
mind. But Newton was satiated with fame. His
mightiellt discoveries were completed and diffused
over all Europe, and he must have felt himself
placed on the loftiest pinnacle of earthly ambition.
The incredulity which such views could not fail to
encourage was increased by the novelty of the in
formation. No English biographer had ever alluded
to such an event. History and tradition were equally
silent, and it was not easy to believe that the Luca
sian Profell80r of Mathematics at Cambridge, a mem
ber of the English parliament, and the first philoso
pher in Europe could have lost his reason without
the dreadful fact being known to his own countrymea..

But if the friends of Newton were surprised by
&he natme of the intelligence, they were d.i/Jtre._

s..
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at the view which WII8 taken of it by foreign philoso
phers. While one maintained that the intellectual
exertioDB of Newton had tenninated with the publica
tion of the Principia, and that the derangement of
his mind was the cause of his abandoning the sci
ences, others indirectly questioned the sincerity of
his religious views, and ascribed to the aberration
of his mind th08e theological pursuits which gilded
his declining age. ":But the fact," says M. Biot,
"of the derangement of his intellect, whatever may
have been the cause of it, will explain why, after the
publication of the Principia in 1687, Newton, though
only forty-five years old, never more published a
new work on any branch of science, but contented
himself with giving to the world those which he had
composed long before that epoch, confining himself
to the completion of those parts which might require
development. We may also remark, that even
these developments appear always to be derived
from experiments and observations formerly made,
such as the additions to the second edition of the
Principia, published in 1713, the exPeriments on
thick plates, those. on diffraction, and the chymical
queries placed at the end of the Optics in 1704; for
in giving an account of these experiments Newton
distinctly says that they were taken from ancient
manuscripts which he had formerly composed; ana
he adds, that though lie felt the necessity of extend
ing them, or rendering them more perfect, he was
not able to resolve to do this, these matters being no
longer in his way. Thus it appears that though he
bad recovered his health sufticiently to understand
all his researches, and even in some cases to make
additions to them, and useful alterations, as appears
from the second edition of the Principia, for which
be kept up a very active mathematical !lorrespond
ence with Mr. Cotes, yet he did not wish to under
take new labours in those departmentll of science
where he had dODe 80 much, and where he 80 dia-

-
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tinctly saw what remaint:d to be done." Under the
influence of the same opinion, M. Biot finds "it ex
tremely probable that his dissertation on the Ilcale
of heat was written before the fire ift hill laboratory;"
he describes Newton's conduct about the longitude
bill as .. almost puerile on so solemn an occasion,
and one which might lead to the strangest conclu
sions, particularly if we refer it to the fatal accident
which Newton had suffered in~"

The celebrated Marquis de lal'lace viewed the
illness of Newton in a light still more painful to his
friends. He maintained that he never recovered the
vigour of his intellect, and he was persuaded that
Newton's theological inquiries did not commence
till after that afflicting epoch of his life. He even
commissioned Professor Gautier of Geneva to make
inquiries on this subject during his visit to England,
as if it concerned the interests of truth and justice
to show that Newton became a Christian and a
theological writer only after the· decay of his
strength and the eclipse of his reason.

Such having been the consequences of the dis
closure of Newton's illness by the manuscript of
Huygens, I felt it to be a sacred duty to the memory
of that great man, to the feelings of his countrymen,
and to the interests of Christianity itself, to inq.uire
into the nature and history of that indispoSition
whi~h seems to have been so much misrepresented
and misapplied. From the ignorance of so extraor
dinary an event which has prevailed for such a long
period in England, it might have been urged with
some plausibility that Hurgens had mistaken the
real import of the infonnatlOn· that was conveyed to
him; or that the Scotchman from whom he received
it had propagated an idle and a groundless rumour.
But we are, fortunately, not confined to this very
reasonable mode of defence. There exists at Cam
bridge a manuscript journal written by Mr. Abraham
de la Pryme, who was a student in the unive11ldy
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while Newton was a fellow of Trinity. This DlBIlU
8cript is entitled" Ephemeri& Vita, or Diary of mr
own Life, containing an accOWlt likewise of the most
observable and remarkable things that I have taken
notice of from my youth up hitherto." Mr. de la
Pryme was born In 1671, and begins the diary in
1685. This manuscript is in the possession of his
collateral descendant, George Pryme, Esq., Profell
sor of Political Economy at Cambridge, to whom I
have been indebted for the following extract.

" 1692, FebnMJry 3d.-What I heard to-day I must
relate. There is one Mr. Newton (whom I have
very oft seen), Fellow of Trinity College, that i8
mighty famous for his learning, being a most excel
lent mathematician, philosopher, divine, &c. Be
has been Fellow of the Royal Society these many
years; and among other very learned books and
tracts, he's written one upon the mathematical prin·
ciples of philosophy, which has got him a mighty
name, he having received, especially from Scotland,
abWldance of congratulatory letters for the same.;
but of all the books that he ever wrote, there was
one of colours and light, established upon thousands
of experiments which he had been twenty years of
making, and which had cost him many hundred of
poWlds. This book, which he valued so much, and
which was so much talked of, had the ill luck to
perish and be utterly lo.st just when the learned
author was almost at putting a conclusion at the
same, after thiB manner: In a winter's morning,
leaving it among his other papers on his study table
while he went to chapel, the candle, which he had
Wlfortunately left burning there. too, catched hold
by some means of other papers, and they fired the
aforesaid book, and utterly cousumed it'and eeveral
other valuable writings; and, which i8 most wonder
ful, did no further mischief. But when Mr. Newton
~e from chapel, and had seen what was done,
every 0116 thQuj'ht he would ~ve run lnad, he was
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10 troubled thereat that he was not himself for a
.month after. A long account of this his system of
'light and colours you may find in the TraIUlactions
of the Royal Society, which he had sent up to them
long before this "sad mischance happened unto him.ft

From this extract we are enabled to fix the ap
proximate date of the accident by which Newton
lost his papers. It must have been previoqs to the
3d January, 1692, a month before the date of the
extraet; but if we fix it by the dates in Huygens's
manuscript, we should place it about the 29th No
vember, 1692, eighteen months previous to the
conversation betwee!l ColJ.iils and Huygens. The
manner in. which Mr. Pryme refers to Newton's
state of mind is that which is used every day when
we speak of the 1088 of tranquillity which arises
from the ordinary atDictions of life; and the meaning
of the passage amounts to nothing more than that
Newton was very much troubled by the destruction
of his papers, and did not recover his serenity, and
return to his usual occupations, for a month. The
very phrase that "every person thought he would
have run mad" is in itself a proof that no such effect
was produced; and, whatever degree of indillposi
tion may be implied in the phrase "he was not
himself for a month after," we are entitled to infer
that one month was the period of its duratJon, and
that previous to the 3d.\'ebruary, 1692, the date ofMr.
Pryme's memorandum,"Newtonwas himself again."

These facts and dates cannot be reconciled with
those in Huygens's manuscript. It appears from
that document, that, so late as May, 1694, Newton
bad only so far recovered his health as to begin
to agai. u1&derstand the Principia. His supposed
malady, therefore, was in force from the 3d of
January, 1692, till the month' of May, 1694,-a
period of more than two years. Now, it is a most
unportant circumstance, which M. Biot ought to
have known, that in the very mitll1e of tAU~,
. 89 " '
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Newton wrote his four celebrated JetterB to Dr.
Bentley on the Existence of a Deity,-letters whioh
evince a power of thought and a sereaity of mind
absolutely incompatible even with the slightest oPo
scuration of his faculties. No man can peruse thellO
letterll without the conviction that their author then
possessed the full vigour of his reason, and was
capable of understanding the most profound parta
of his writings. The first of these letters was writ.
ten on the lOth December, 1692, the second on the
17th January, 1693, the third on the 26th February,
and the 4th on the 11th· February, 1693. His mind
was, therefore, strong and vigorous on these four
occasions; and as the letters were written at the
express request of Dr. Bentley, who had been l!-P
pointed to deliver the lecture founded by Mr. Boyle
for vindicating the fundamental principles of natural
and revealed religion, we must consider such a n>
quest as showing his opinion of .the strength aud
lreshness of his friend's mental po·werll. ,

In 1'692, Newton, at the request of Dr. Wallie,
transmitted to him the first proposition of. hit book.
on quadratnres, with examples of it in first, second,
and third fluxions. t These examples were written
in consequence of an application from his friend;
and the author of the review of the Commercium
Epistolicum, in which thiB fact iaI quoted, draws the
conclusion, that he had not at that time forgotten
bis method of second fluxions. It appears, also,
from the seeond book of the Optics,:;: that in the
month of June, 1692, he had beeJl occupied with the
snbjectofhaloes, md hadmad.e aoourate observations
b<tth on the colours and the diameters of the riDg8
in a halo which he had tken seen around tlie SWl•

.. They are tbu. dated in IIorsIey·. edition of Newt....•• WlJIlb, tile
.fovrth leiter balVing an ...tier <lale than tile /IIii'd.
II,. t ";9J~em.: Qpera, lOJL .1'. p. 4iIl, aacI W~i Opff1'4, 1003, loJL

f OpIIu, part it. g. 18. . - '.'
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But tbollgb. tbelle Cads stand In direct ~ntradic

tun to the statement recorded by Huygens, tM
reader will be naturally anxious to know the real
aaWre and eItept of the indisp<l6ition to which it
refers. The following letters,· written by NewtolJ
himself, Mr. Pepys, Secretary to the Admiral"", and
Mr. Millington of Magdalene College, Cambridge,
will throw maeh light upon the subj~

Newton, 88 will be presently seeD, had fallen into
a bad state of health BOOle time m 1~9il, in oonse.
qneBCe of wmeh both his sleep aDd. his appetite
were greatly affected. .About the middle of Sep.
tembel", 1693, be had been kBpt awake for ow-e~
by this nervous diso!'der, and in this eoaditioD u
wrote the following letter to Mr. Pepys :

" Sm, Sept. 13, 1693.
,. Some time after Mr. Millington had deiifered

your me-.ge, be preMed me to see you the next
be I wem to London. I was averse; but upou.
his pressing cbnserrted, before I cODSi~ed what I
did, for I am extremely troubled at the embroilment
I 81ft in,. aDd have neither ate nor~ well ...
tw'elvemomb, nor have my foI'lDer cOMie~ of
mind. I never designed to get ally t8itlg by y01lr
inteI"ellt, nor by King James's favOOl, but am DOW'
aensible that r muat withdraw from yum aapl~
:ance, and see neither you DOl" the rest of IIlf friendl
My more, if I may but leave tillBl quietly. i be«
yom pardon for saying [ wou:l.d ::.t:~again, aui
ft8t ytlIlD' most 1maItie aad moat .. 8elTaDt,

"If. N-..olI'."

FrOOl this ie1Q!r we Jeam.,.on tJia 0WIl aulbority, /
that Ilis complaint had lasted for a tweWemODtb, V
and tB;1t duriBg that tw.elvemonth he neither ate BOl'
slept well, nor enjoyed his COrlller .coruim1tey of

•".,aIIeM"I"~ iD4eItIM,.1IM--.1It~~......
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JJI . to understand exactly what is
..... It is DOt e~ g hi!! fanner consistency of
_/lilt by D~t :;e!: its import, it is obvious that
mind; but ow :eeD in a state of mind 80 sound as to
be DluBt !J8v:o CODlPOse the four letters to Bentley,
epab~e hiIDhich were written during the twelvemonth
Ill! 0" w: .

referred to.. ..
beg the receipt of this letter, his friend Mr. PepYl

ns to have ~tu:n to Mr. Millington of Magda
lIlleDlCouege to mqUIre'after Mr. Newton's health;
::::etbe inquiry bavmg been made in a vague man-

r /III /IIIswer equally vague' was returned. Mn;:hs however, who seems to have been deeply
anxiO';' about Newton's health, addressed the fo~
lowing more explicit letter to his friend Mr. Milo
JiDgton:-

" Sm, &ptemb. 26, 1693.
"After acknowledltinll your many old favours,

giye me leave to do ifa Iittle more particularly UpoD
occasion of the new one conveyed to me by my
nephew Jackson. Though, at the same time, 1
must acknowledge myself not at the ease 1 would
be gtad to be at in reference to the excellent Mr.
Newton; concerning whom (methinks) your answer
labours under the same kind of restraint which (to
tell you the troth) my asking did. For 1 was- loth
at first daflh to tell you that 1 had lately received a
letter Crom him 80 surprising to me for the incon
sistency of every part of it, as to be put into great
disorder by it, from the concernment I have Cor him,
lest it should arise from that which of all mankind 1
should least dread from him and most lament for,-I
mean a discomposure in head, or mind, or both. Let
me thereCore beg you, sir, having now told you the true
ground of the trouble I lately gave you, to let me
know the very truth of the matter, as far at least as
comes within your knowledge. ' For I own too great
an esteem Cor Mr. Newton, as Cor a public good, 19

.~
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It

I

be able to let 8I\Y doubt in me ot this kiJ\d concem
ing him lie a moment uncleared, where I e3D have
any hopes of helping it. I am, with great truth and
respect, dear Bir, your most humble, and nlOst at-
feetioDate serv~t, .

. f'll. PJ:PYIJ.~

To this letter Mr. Mi.J.!ington made the followUw
reply~- .

ColL Milg4. CalM.
" HOROa'D SUI, &Pl. ,he 30, 1693•

.. Coming home from a journey un the ~8th instant
at night, I met with y{)ur letter which you wer.
pleased to honour me with of the 26th. I am mucll
troubled I was not at home in time for the post.
that I might as soon as possible put y{)U out of yoUI'
generous payne that you are in for the worthy Mr.
Newton. I was, I must confeSll, very much surprised
at the inquiry you were pleased to make l1y your
nephew about the meSllage that Mrr Newton made
the gro\lnd of his letter to you, for i .was very sure
I never either received from you or delivered to lUm
any S\lch, lIRd therefore I went immediately to wayt
ullon him, with a desigb to' Qisoourse him about the
matter, but, he was out of town, and since I have
not seen ·him, till upon the 28th I met him at Hunt
U1g"don, where, upon his own accord, 3Dd before I
had time to lI.Ik him 3Dy question, he told me that
he had writt to you a very odd letter, at which he
was much eoncemed; added, that it waa in a dis
&emper that much seized his head, and thM kept hilJl
~ake for above five nights together, which upon
oocasion he desired I would represent to you, and
beg your pardon, he being very much asllamed.he
should be sO rude to a person for whom he hath so
great 3D honour. He is now very well, and, though
I fear he is WIder Ilome small degree of melancholy,
yet I think tllere is no J'easl,)~ tQ suspec~ it hat.b •
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all touched his understanding, and I hope never will ;
and so I am sure all oughl to wish that 10Te learning ~

or the honour of our nation, whkh it if a sign 1aoIr1
much it is looked after, when 8UCh a ptlrson as Mr. NfNJ-
ton lyes so neglected by tlJose in power. And thus, hon-
oured sir, I have made you acquainted with all I
know of the cause of such iuconsistencys iu the
letter of so excellent a person; and I hope it will
remove the doubts and fears you are, with so much
compassion and publickness of spirit, pleased to
entertain about Mr. Newton; but if I should have
been wanting iu any ~thiug tendiug to the more full
sat'isfaction, I shall, upon the least notice, endeav-

• our to amend it with all gratitude and truth:
Honored sir, your most faithfull and must obedient
servant,

" JOB. MILLINGTON."

. Mr. Pepys was perfectly satisfied with this answer,
88 appears fr0T the followiu?, letter :-

" Sm, .• October 3d, 1693.
"You have delivered me from a fear that indeed

gave me mu~h trOuble, and from my Tery heart I
thank you for it; an evii to ltr. Newton being what
every good man must feel for his own sake as well
as his. God grant it may stopp here. And for the
kind reflection hee has since made upon his IE!tterto
mee, I dare not take upon mee to judge what an
swer I should make him to it, or whether any or no;

'and therefore pray that you will bee pleased either
to bestow on mee what directions rou see fitt for
my own guidance towards him iu it, or to say to
him in my name, but your own pleasure, whatever
you thjnk may be most welcome to him upon it,
imd ~os~ expressive.ofmy regard and affectionate es
teem of him, and concerument for him. -. •

• • .• • Dear sir, your
·most bumble and most faithful servant, .

" S. PIC!'1'B," ~
I

\
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It does not appear from .the memoirB of M1'•..
Pepya whether he ever returned any answer to the
letter of Mr. Newton which occasioned this corres
pondence; but we find that in less than two months
after the date of the preceding letter, an oppor
tunity occurred of introducing to him a Mr. Smith,
who wiehed to have his opinion on some problem in
the doctrine of chances. This letter from }lepys is
dated November 22d, 1693. Sir Isaac replied to it
on' the 26th November, and wrote to Pepys again
on the 16th December, 1693; and in both these
letters he enters fully into the discussion. of the
mathematical question which had been submitted to
his judgment.•

It is obvious, Crom Newton's letter to Mr. Pepys,
that the llUbject of his receiving some favour from
the government had been a matter of anxiety with
himself, and of discussion among his friends.t Mr.
Millington was no doubt referring to this anxiety,
when he represents Newton as an honour to the
Dati'On, and expre88es his surprise" that such a per.
Ion should lye 80 neglected by tlw8e in potJ7er." And
we find the same subject distinctly referred to in
two letters written to Mr. Locke during the pre
ceding year. In one of these, dated January 26th,
1691-2; he says, "Being Cully convinced that Mr.
Montague, upon an old grudge which I thought had
been worn out, is false to me, I have done with him,
and i¢end to sit. still, unless my Lord Monmouth be
still my ftiend." Mr. Locke seems to have assure4
him of the continued friflndship of this noblemau,
8Dd Mr. Newton, still referring to the same topic,
in a letter dated February 16th, 1691-2, remarks,

. • TbMe lh.... lllllen hav.. beell publlihed by Lord Braybroob'ln t1Ie
LIre and Cclr1wpandeDee o( 1Ir. PeJlYll.

t 'l'bI8 uWely wtll be und8ntood I\'om lhe (act chit, by l1li onlalr till
_ell dated Jlllllllry I8lII, 11174-5, Mr. Newton _ enued Ina
maJdnllhe UlI&1 JlBYJIIIIIII8 o( 0118 IIIlWDI par.-' "on aeeouDt or ilia
IGw cin:aaIItaD-. ..IIe~"
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-I am very glad Lord Monmouth is still my tnfJlld, I

but intend not to give his l<»:dslrip and you aU"t far.. 1
ther trouble. My inclinations are tb sit still. 1ft
a later letter to Mr. Locke, dated l!Ieptember, 1693,
and pen below, he asks his pardon for saying or

, tfnnkmg that there was a design to 8eft bim an
Office. In thel!e letters Mr. Newton no doubt re
ferred to some appointment in ·Londtm which he was
180licitous to obtain, and which Mr. Montague ,and
JUs other friende may have failall in procuring.
This opinion i!!l confinned by the letter ofMr. Moo
tague announcing to him his appointment to the
lVardelUlhip of the mint, in which he say!! that he is
very glad he can at last give him good proof of hie
friendship. .

In the same month in which Newtdll wrote to Mr.
:Pepys, we tmd him in .correspondence with Mr.
Locke. Displeased with his opinions respecting
Innate ideas, he had rashly stated that -they strucl::
at the root of all morality; and that he regarded
the author of such doctrines as a Hobbist. Upon
reconsidering these opinions, he addressed the foJ..
Ibwing remarkable letter to Locke, written three
days' after his letter to Mr. Pepys, and conse
quently during the illness mider which he ihm
laboured.

"SIR,
"Being of opinion that ~ 'endeaToured to em

broil me with wotnen, and other means, I was 80
much affected with it, as tha. when one told me you
were sickly and woaId not live, I answered, 'twere
better if you 1'\"ere dead. I desire you to forgivs IRe
this uncharitableness; for I ani now satisfied that
what you have done is jus';' and 1 beg your 'pardon
for my having hard thoughts of you f()r it, aM f()r
representing: 'that you 'struck at the :root of mora1ity,
in a principle y06l laid in your book of ideas, and
desi&11ed-to pursue in another' book, and that I touk
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you for a Hobbist.· I beg your pardon also f~
saymg or thinking that there was a design to sell me
an office, or to embroil me.-I am your mo~t hum
ble and unfortunate servant,

"Ia. NEWTON•
.. At the Bull, in SJwreditch, LO'Nion,

Sept. 16th, 1693."

To this letter Locke returned the following au.
ewer, so nobly distinguished by philosophical mag
llanimity and Christian charity :-

" SIR, Oate8, Oct. 5th, 1693•
.. I have been, eyer since I first knew you, so en.

tirely and sincerely your friend, and thought you SQ

much mine, that I could not have believed what you
ten me of yourself had I had it from anybody else.
And, though I cannot but be mightily,troubled that
you should have .had so many wrong and unjust
thoughts ~f me, yet next to the return of good
offices, such as from a sincere good-will I have cver
done you, I receive your. acknowledgment of the
eontrary as the kindest thing you have done me,
since it gives me hopes I have not lost a friend I so
much valued. After what your letter expresses, I
shall not need to say any tliing to justify myself to
you. I shall always think/our own .refleC$ion on
my carriage, both to you an all mankind, will suffi
ciently do that. Instead of that, give me leave to
8IIl!Iure you that I am more ready to forgive you than
you can be to desire it; and I do it so freely and fully,
that I wish for nothina" more than the opportunity
to convince you that r truly love and esteem you,
and that I have the same good-will for you as if

• TIllIIlIJ8lem of Hobbelt ...at thla lime ..ery p",..alenL A.ecordi..
10 Dr. Bentle1t U the la'feml alld coft"eeahou."eI, naYt W8IJtminster RaIl
8IICI the ..ery .hDreb........r. 11111 of it;" and he waa oon'rlneeol 6IIla

l
panooalob_.ation, thaI" IIot olle.);)njliab iDlldei In • hnndred ...
..--.... BollbIal."-Moak'.~ 'II Bent/iv. p. 31.

...
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nothing of this had happened. To eonfirm this te
you more fully, I should be glad to meet you any
where, and the rather, because the cow:lusion of
your letter makes me apprehend it would not be
'wholly useless to you. But whether you think it
fit or not, I leave wholly to you. I shaD always be
ready to serve you to my utmost, in any way you
shall like, and shall only need your commands or
permission to do it.

.. My book is going to press for- a second edition;
and, though I can answer for the design with which
I write it, yet, since you have so opportunely given
me notice of what you have said of it, I should take
it as a favour if you would point out to-. me the
places that gave occasion to that censure, that, by
explaining myself better, I may avoid being mis
taken by others, or unawares doing the least preju
dice to truth or virtue. I am sure you are 80 much
a friend to them both, that, were you none to me, I
could expect this from you. But I cannot doubt but
you would do a great deal more than this for my
sake, who, after all, have all the concern of a friend
for you, wish you extremely well, and am, without
compliment, &c.-

To this letter Newton made the following reply:-

"SIll,
"The last winter, by sleeping too often by my

fire, I got an ill habit of sleeping; and a distemper,
which this summer has been epidemical, put me
farther out of order, so that when I wrote to you, I
had not slept an hour a night for a fortnight together,
and for five days together not a wink. I remember
f wrote to you, but what 1 said of your book I re-

'I member not. If you please to send me a transcript

• 'I'IIe cIraft or lhi. leller 1. eDdoroed .. J. L. 10 I. Ne"-.-

'j
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(lr that passage, I will give you an account 'of it if I
.. ean.-I am your most humble servant,

"Ie. NEWTOK.
., Cambridge, Oct. 5th, 1693."

Although the first of these letters evinces the
existence of a nervous irritability which could not
fail to arise from want of appetite and of rest, yet it
is ObvWllS that its author Watl in the full possession
of his mental powers. The answer of Mr. Locke,
indeed, is written upon that supposition; and it de
serves to be remarked, that Mr. Dugald Stewart,
who first published a portion of these letters, never
imagines for a moment that Newton was labouring
under any mental alienation.

The opinion entertained by Laplace, that Newtoll
devoted his attention to theology only in the latter
part of his life, may be considered as deriving some
eountenanee from the fact, that the celebrated gene
ral scholium at the end of the second edition of the
Principia, published in 1713, did not appear in the
first edition of that work. This argument has been
ably controverted by Dr. J. C. Gregory ofEdinbur~h,

on the authority of a manuscript of Newton, whiCh
!leems to haTe been transmitted to his ancestor, Dr.
David Gregory, between the years 1687 and 169B.
This manuscript, which consists of twelve folio
pages in Newton's handwriting, contains, in the
form of additions and scholia to some propositions
in the third book of the Principia, an account of the
opinions of the ancient philosophers on gravitation
and motion, and on natural theology, with various
quotations from their works. Attached to this
manuscript are three very curious paragraphs. The
first two appear to have been the original draught
of the general scholium already referred to; and
the third relates to the subject of an ethereal me
diUIll, respecting which he maintains an opinion
diametrically opposite to that which he afterward
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published at the end of his Optics.· The fiRIt pua-.
graph expresses nearly the same ideas ss some
Ilentences in the scholium beginning" Deus SUlDmll8
est ens IEtemum, infinitum, ablIolute perfectum ;"t
and it is remarkable that the seclJDd paragraph is
found only in the third edition of the PriDcipia,
which appeared in 1796, the year before Newton'.
death.

In the middle of the year 169., about the time
when our author is said to be beginning to under
stand the Principia, we find him occupied with the
difficult and profound subject of the luDar theory.
In order to procure observatioDs for verifying; the
equations which he had deduced from the tbeoly of
gravity, he paid a visit to Flamstead, at the Royal
Observatory of Greenwich, on tbe 1st September,
1694, when he received from him a series of lunar
observations. On the 7th of October he wrote to
Flamstead that he had compared the ob!!ervations
with his theory, and had satisfied himself that by
both together "the moon's theory may be reduced
to a good degree of exactness, perhaps to the exact.
ness of two or three minutes." He wrote him again
on the 24th October, and the correspoudence was
eontinued till 1698, Newton making constant appli
eation for observations to compare with his theory

• Dr. Gregory conclud... hi_ .ccounl of tbi. m.nDocripl, whicb be Ilu
kindly permitted me to ~d, In the fbllowing word. ;-" I do DOC know
whetber II i. true, .. ""'led by Huygen., • NewlOnum Incidi_ In Ph..
aililn j' bot I tbink eYery lenUeman w.... esamiDCllbi. IDBIlllICripl wiU
be of opinion th.t h. muot haTe thoroughly recOTered rrom bill phreniUa
before he wrote eltber lbe Commentary on lhe Opinion. of the AD.......,
or the Sketch of bill own Theuloglcalaud PhilOlOphicai Opinion. which
it contains."

t Thil pantgrllph II .. folio.... :-" Demn II1I11I1lI8 perfee(1l1II
IODcedunt omlltlll. Enti. autem .omme perll!<ti I W lit .ullllu-
ti&, una, limplex, indi,iaibml, viva et viviOca, ubique .eernper DecesatUio
existens, summe intellil(ens omnia, libere volens bona. vo)untafe t'ftlciens
poo.lbili., eftOctibuo nobilioribu. limilitodloem propriam quantum lien
potCRI eommunioanl, omnia In lie conlilHM\8 tuquam trlnun prinelpiuna
et locus, omnia per preeentiam 8ubetaolialem cernell8 et repns. ec cum
rebus omnibus, lleCuodum Ie.. aecuratu ul nato,., lOti.. fuodl....
tom ....11I&..-eooopen.... tUalllbI alit........ lIaDum ~ ,
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()r the planetary motions; while Flamstead, not su1li
ciently aware of the importance of the inquiry, re
ceived his requests as if they were idle intrusions in
which the interests of science were but slightly con
cerned.-

In reviewing the details which we have now given
respecting the health and occupations of Newton
from the beginning of 1692 till 1695, it is impossible
to draw any other conclusion than that he possessed
a sound mind, and was perfectly capable of carrying
on his mathematical, his metaphysical, and his astro
nomical inquiries. His friend and admirer, Mr.
Pepys, residing within fifty miles of Cambridge, had
never heard of his being attacked with any illneSl!l
till he inferred it from the letter to himself written
in September, 1693. Mr. Millington, who lived in
the same university, had been equally unacquainted
with any such attack, and, after a personal inter
view with Newton, for the exp~e8spurpose of ascer
taining the state of his health, he assures Mr. Pepys
.. that he is very weU,-that he fears he is under
some small degree of melancholy, but that there ill

• The Ibllowing anact, chlll'llcterlatlc of F1am-.l'1 manner, illMm
• Iollor to Ne_n daled January6, 1698-9.

" Upon hearing OCCllioMlly Ihal you had """I a lOIter to Dr. Wallil
aboullbe parallax of Ibe lIxed slaro to be prinlod. and thai you bad men
Uoned me cIIerein witb r8lJl8C1 to IIIe lheory"r lhe moon, I waI con·
cerned 10' be ~licly brougbl upon Ibe Ilale aboul whal, perbaJlll, will
neTer be IIlled Ibr Ibe public, and lhoreby tbe world f'I'l into .... u:poctfJ
lion 'If _tP""~ u.q are "rver liloel, to ""w. I do JI(l( me 10 be
printed .pen every _ion, much 1.... to be dunned and lcued by
foreign... aboUI matbemalicallbinge, or 10 be Ihoughl by your.1OtI peopu
to be trj/ling away my lime wben I sbould be sboUI tbe kiog'a busio_.
On lbe _ af lbo aboTe JllI8IBIl"Il in italici Flams'ead b... the folio....
lug memorandum :_1' Wben Mr. Halley boasts 'till done, and given to
him II a Merel, 10111 Ibe Sociely 80 and lbrelgners.' In lb. IOCOnd _
&age In ilali.... Hr. F1anuIloId refers, In a nol8, 10 Mr. CollOn·. leller to
him, io which be IlCems to haYe represented practical 89tronomy &II
trilling. Mr. Flamlllead adds, .. WBI Mr. NeWlon a Iriller wben he relId
matbemali.. lbr a aalary' at Cambridge: lurely,lhon,utroaomy Wof
..me good noo, thougb hta place be more benell.lal.· For 1_8XIrael.
ftom lhe oriIInai manneerlpl in lhe eoll""tlon of Corpu. Chriall College.
OafbnI, I hav. been Indebled to .ho kind_ of l'rofellor Rlplld 01
'hIIrd.-
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DO rellllOD to suspect that it hath at all·touc1Md lit.
understanding."

During this period of bodily indisposition, hie
",mind, though in a state of nervous irritability, aDtl

disturbed by want of rest, was capable of puttina'
forth its highest powers. At the request of Dr.
Wallis he drew up an example of one of his pr0
positions on the quadrature of curves in second
tluxions. He composed, at the desire ofDr. Bentley,
his profound and beautiful letteI'B on the existence
of the Deity. He was requested by Locke to re
consider his oJinions on the subject of innate ideas ;
and we find him grappling.with the difficulties of the
lunar theory.

But with all these proofs of a "rigorous mind, a
diminution of his mental powers has been rashly
inferred from the cessation of his great dilCOveries,
and from his unwillingness to enter upon Dew in
vestigations. The facts, however, here assumed
are as incorrect as the inference which is drawn
from them., The ambition. of fame is a youthful
passion, which is softenee4 if hot subdued, by age.
Success diminishes its ardour, and early pre-emi
Dence often extinguishes it. Before the middle
period of life Newton was invested with all the
InSignia of immortality; but endowed with a native
humility of mind, and animated with those hopes
which teach us to fonn an humble estimate ofhuman
greatness, he was satisfied with the laurels which
he had won, and he sOllght only to perfect and com
plete his labours. His mind was principally bent on
the improvement of the Principia; but he occasion
ally diverged into new fields of scientific research,
-he solved problems of great difficulty which had
been proposed to try his strength,-and he devoted
much of his time to profound inquiries in chronology
and in theological literature.

The powers .of his mind were therefore in rull
requisition; and, when we consider that he :wu

~
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called to the discharge of high official funeti01l8
which forced him into public life, and compelled
him to direct his genius into new channels, we can
aeareely be surprised that he ceased to produce any
original work!! on abstract science. In the direc
tion of the affairs of the mint, and of the Royal So·
ciety, to whi'lh we shall now' follow him, he found
ample occupation for his time; while the leisure of
his declining years was devoted to those exalted
studies in which philosophy yields to the supremacy
of faith,and hope administers to the aspiratiollll of
genius.

CHAPTER XIV.

lio Mark <!f Natimull GralituJU cV1!ftrred ...""" Newlem-FrUmiUhip
6etIDem lim and Charles MonMgue, <J,flerward Earl of Halifaz-Mr
MonttJP.t appoinltd,CJumceUor of th.t E~chtfJ1Jer illJIIH-llt rUolVt6"p"" CI Recoinll/rO'-NominGks Jer.Newt"" WClTdm qf tlu MinI in
I~Mr. N(lDlun appointed Maoler '!f the Mint in 161l9-Nolice'lf
llu Earl of Halifa:r-Mr. N ....lon ekeled A..ociate of the Atlldemy
qf Science. in ImJD-Member for C4mbriltlle in 1701-and Pre"1Un1
q{ tM Royal Socielr in 1703·-Quern Anne cemf... ,,""" him 1M
Honour 'If Knighthood in li05-Sec011d Edition of the l'rincipiCl.
edittd &y CoIel>- Hi& Conduct rupeeti"K Mr. Dillon'. MethtHl offlU
ixKllu~.

HITHERTO we have viewed Newton chiefly as a
philosopher leading a life of seclusion within the
.walls of Rcollege, and either engaged in the duties
of his professorship, or ardently occupied in mathe
matical and scientific inquiries. He had now reached
the fifty-third year of his age, and while those of his
own standing at the university had been receiving
high appointments in the church, or lucrative offices

.in the state, he still remained without any mark of
the respect or gratitude of his country. All Europe
indeed had been o1fering incense to his name, and

..... 1
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Englishmen themselves boasted of him 88 the pride
of their country and the ornament of their species,
but he was left in comparative poverty,· with DO
other income than the salary of his professorship,
eked out with the small rental of his paternal in
heritance. Such disregard of the highest genius,
dignified by the highest virtue, could have taken
place only in England, and we should ha~e 88cribed
It to the turbulence of the age in which he lived,
had we not seen, in the history of another century,
that the successive governments which preside over
the destinies of OUT country have never been- able
either to feel or to recognise the true nobility of
genius.

Among his friends at Cambridge Newton had the
honour of numbering Charles Montague, grandson
of Henry Earl of Manchester, a young man of high
promise, and every way worthy of his friendship.
Though devoted to literary pursuits, and twenty
years younger than Newton, he cherished for the
philosopher all the veneration of a disciple, and his
affection for him gathered new strength as he rose
to the highest honours and offices of the state. In
the year 1684 we find him co-operating with Newton
in the establishment of a philosophical society at
Cambridge; but though both of them had made per
sonal application to different individuals to become
members, yet the plan failed, from the want, as
Newton expresses it, of persons willing to try ex
periments.

Mr. Montague sat along with Newton in the con
vention parliament, and such were the powers which
he displayed in that assembly as a public speaker,
that he was appointed a commissionerofthe treasury,
and iloon afterward a privy counsellor. In these
situations his talents and knowledge' of busin888
were highly conspicuous, and in 1694 he was ap-

•.Se. JMlI. 1110, Dol••
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POinted ehancellor of the exchequer. The current
coin of the nation having been adulterated and de

d, one of his earliest designs was to recoin it
and restore it to its intrinsic value. Thill scheme,
however, met with great opposition. It was char
acterized as a wild project, unsuitable to a period
of war, as highly injurious to the interests of com
merce, and as likely to sap the foundation of the
government. But he had weighed the subject too
deeply, and had intrenched himself behind opinioDS
too impartial and too well-founded, to be driven from
a measure which the best interests of his country
seemed to require.

The persons whom Mr. Montague had consulted
about tne recoinage were Newton, Locke, and Hal
ley, and in consequence of Mr. Overton, the warden
of the mint, having been appointed a commissioner
of customs, he embraced the opportunity which was
thus otfered of serving his friend and his country by
recommending Newton to that important office.
The notice of this appointment was conveyed in the
following letter to Newton.

. "SIR, London, 19th .March, 1695.
"I ant very glad that, at last, I can give you a

good proof of my friendship, and the esteem the
king has of your merits.. Mr. Overton, the warden
of the mint, is made one of the commissioners of
the custonls, and the king has promised me to make
Mr. Newton wanlen of the mmt. The office is the
most proper for you. 'Tis the chief office in the mint,
'tis worth five or six hundred pounds per annum, and
has not too much business to require more attendance
than you can spare. 1 desire that you will come up
as soon as you can, and I will take care of your
warrant in the mean time. Let me see you as soon
as you come to town, that I may carry you to kiss
the king's hand. I believe you may have a lodging
Ilear me.-I am, £. CII.UIo&II MOKTA8V&O"
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In this new situation the mathematical and chy
mical knowledge of our author was of great service
to the nation, and he became eminently useful in
carrying 011 the recoinage, which was completed in
the short space of two years. In the year 1699, he
was promoted to the mastership of the minto-an
office which was worth twelve or fifteen hundred
pounds per annum, and which he held during the
remainder of his life. In this situation he wrote an
official report on the Coinage, which has been pub
lished; and he drew up a table of Assays of Foreign
Coins, which is printed at the end of Dr. Arbuthnot's
Tables of Ancient Coins, 'Veights, and Measures,
which appeared in 1727.

While our author filled the inferior office of warden
of the mint, he retained his professorship at Cam
bridge; but upon his prqmotion in 1699,he appointed
Mr. Whiston to be his deputy, with all the emolu
ments of the office; and when he resigned the chair
in 1703, he succeeded in getting him nominated his
successor. '

The appointment of Newton to the mastership of
the mint must have been peculiarly gratifying to
the Royal Society, and it was probably from a feel
ing of gratitude to Mr. Montague, as much as trom
a regard for his talents, that this able statesman was
elected president of that learned body on the 30th
November, 1695. This office he held for three
years, and on the 30th January, 1697, Newton had
the satisfaction of addressing to him his solution of
the celebrated problems proposed by John Bemouilli.

This accomplished nobleman was created Earl of
Halifax in 1700, and after the death of his first wife
he conceived a strong attachment for Mrs. Catharine
Barton, the widow of Colonel Barton, and the niece
of Newton. Tbis lady was yOWlg, gay, and beau
tiful, and though she did not escape the censures of
her contemporaries, she was regarded by those who
knew her 88 a woman of strict honour and virtue. J
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We are -not acquainted with the causes which pre
vented her union with the Earl of Halifax, but 110

great wa.~ the esteem and affection which he bore
her, that in the will in which he left lOOl. to Mr.
Newton, he bequeathed to his niece a very large
portion of his fortune. This distinguished states
man died in 1715, in the fifty-fourth rear of his age.
Himself a poet and an elegant wnter, he was the
liberal patron of geniu8, and he numbered among
his intimate friends Congreve, Halley, Prior, Tickell,
Steele, and Pope. His conduct to Newton will be
for ever remembered in the annals of science. The
lIages of every nation and of every age will pronounce
with affection the name of Charles Montague, and
the persecuted science of England will continue to
deplore that he was the first and the last English
minister who honoured genius by his friendship and
rewarded it by his patronage.

-The elevation of Mr. Newton to the highest offices
in the mint was followed by other marks of honour.
The Royal Academy of Sciences at Paris having
been empowered by a new charter granted in 1699,
to admit a very small number of foreign associates,
Newton was elected a member of that distinguished
body. In the year 1701, on the assembling of a new
parliament, he was re-elected one of the members
for the University of Cambridge.- In 1703 he was
chosen President of the Royal Society of London,
and he was annually re-elected to this office during
the remaining twenty-five years of his life. On the
16th of April, 1705, when Queen Anne was living at
the royal residence of Newmarket, she went with
Prince George of Denmark and the rest of the court
to visit the University of Cambridge. After the
meeting of -the Regia Consilla, her majesty held a

• The candidalellin 1701 were 88 followa;
Mr. Henry Boyle, afterward Lord CarlelOn, 180 I Both or Trinity
Mr. Nawtou . . • • • • • • • • . • 1ft! I ColIe,e.
Mr. Hammond • • • • • • • • • • • 114, .
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oourt at Trinity Lodge, the residence of Dr. :o.tley;
then master o(Trinity; where the honour of knight
hood was conferred upon Mr. Newtoo,Mr. Jolm Ellis,
the vice-chancellor, and Mr. James Montague, the
uniTersity counsel.·

On the dissolution of the parliament, which took
place in 1705, Sir Isaac was again a candidate f~r

the representation of the University, but notwith
atandiog the recent p-xpression of the royal favour,
he l08t his election by a Tery great majority.t
This singular result was perhaps owing to the 1088
of that personal in1Iuence which his residence in the
uniYersity could not fail to command, though it i.
more probable that the ministry preferred the candi
dates of a more obsequious character, and that the
electors looked for advantages which Sir Isaac New
ton was not able to obtain for them.

Although the first edition of the Principia had been
for some time sold off, and copies of it had become
extremely rare, yet Sir Isaac's attention was so
much occupied with his professional avocations that
he could nQtfind leisure for preparing a neweditiol1.
Dr. Bentley, who had repeatedly urged him to this
task, at last succeeded, by engaging Roger Cotes,
Plumian Professor of Astronomy at Cambridge, to
superintend its publication at the Wliversity press.
In June, 1709, Sir Isaac committed this important
trust to his young friend; and about the middle of
July he promised to send him in the course of a fort
night his own revised copy of the work. Business,
however, seemB to have interveqed, and Mr. Cotes
was obliged to remind Sir Isaac of his promise, which
he did in the following letter:-

• The banquet which was on tIli. ocClUlion given In lhe oollege han
to Ihe royal vl.iler 100m. 10 h..e OOIt about 10001., and tile 1RI1verailJ
waa obliled 10 borrow IlOOI , la, delray tbe expen.. of II.-Monlt.. Ljf'
qf Bmll,!!, P. 143, 144.

t on. lllUldIdatn in 1700 were a. lblloWll: '
TlIa lion. Artbur AnD••ley 1M

HOli. Dlld. Windsor . 170
lIlr. Godolpbln-. . 181
IIJ: IAaG Nowldq • U7

t
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.. Sm, CamlJridge, Aug. 18tA,I'700•
.. The earnest desire I have to see a new edition

of your Principia makes me somewhat impatient
till we receive your copy of it, which you were
pleased to promise me about the middle of last month
you would send down in about a fortnight's time.
1 hope lOU will pardon me for this uneasiness, from
which cannot free myself, and for giving you this
trouble to let you know it. I have been so much
obliged by yourself and by your book, that (I desire
you to believe me) I think myself bound in gratitude
to take all the care I possibly can that it shall be
correet.-Your obliged servant,

" RoGER COT_S•
.. For Sir I6aac Newton, at his nUUIJe in

Jermyn-8treet, near St. Jame8'8
Cnurch, We8tmilUttr."

This was the first letter of that celebrated corres
pondence, consisting of nearly three hundred letters,
In which SirIsaac and Mr. Cotesdiscussed thevarious
improvements which were thought necessary in a
new edition of the Principia. This valuable collec
tion of letters is preserved in the library of Trinity
College; and we cannot refrain from repeating the
wish expressed by Dr. Monk, "that one of the many
accomplished Newtonians who are resident in that
society would favour the world by publishing the
whole collection."

When the work was at last printed, Mr. Cotes ex
pressed a wish that Dr. Bentley should write the pre
face to it, but it was the opinion both of Sir Isaac
and Dr. Bentley that the pteface should come from
the pen of 1\1r. Cotes himself. This he accordingly
undertook; but previous to its execution he ad
dresged the following letter to Dr. Bentley, in order
to learn from Sir Isaac the particular view with
which it sOOuld be written.

U
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"SIR, March 10th, 1712-13.
"I received what you wrote to me in Sir Isaac's

letter. I will set about the index in a day or two.
As for the preface, I should be glad to know from
Sir Isaac with what view he thinks proper to have
it written. You know the book has been received
abroad with some disadvantage; and the cause of it
may be easily guessed at. The Commercillffl Epiato
licum, lately published by order of the Royal Society,
gives such indubitable proofs ofMr. Leibmtz'swant of
candour, that I shall not scruple in the least to speak
out the full truth of the matter, if it be tho\lttht
convenient. There are some pieces of his lookmg
this way which deserve a censure, as his Tentamen
de fflotllllm ctde8tillffl call8i8. If Sir Isaac is willing
that flomething of this nature may be done, I should
be glad if, while I am making the index, he would
consider of it, and put down a few notes of what he
thinks most material to be insisted on. This I sal
upon supposition that I write the preface mysel •
But I think it will be much more advisable that you,
or he, or both of you should write it while you are
in town. You may depend upon it I will own it,
and defend it as well as I can, if hereafter there be
occasion.-I am sir, &c."

We are not acquainted with the instructions which
were given to Mr. Cotes in consequence of this ap
plication; but it appears from the preface itself,
which contains a long and able summary of the New~
tonian philosophy, that Sir Isaac had prohibited any
personal reference to the conduct of Leibnitz.

The general preface is dated 12th May, 1713, and
in a subsidiary preface of only a few lines, dated
March 28th, 1713, Sir Isaac mentions the leadmg
alterations which had been made in this edition.
The determination of the forces by which bodies
may revolve in given orbits was simplified and en
larged. The theory of the resistance of lIuids was
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more accurately investigated, and confirmed by new
" experiments. The theory of the moon and the pre

cession of the equinoxes were more fully deduced
from their principles; and the theory of comets was
confirmed by several examples of their orbits· more
accurately computed.

In the year 1714, several captains and owners of
merchant vessels petitioned the House of Commons
to consider the propriety of bringing in a bill to
reward inventions for promoting the discovery of
the longitude at sea. A committee was appomted to
investigate the subject, and ~. Ditton and Mr.
Whiston, having thought of a new method of finding
the longitude, submitted it to the committee. Four
members of the Royal Society, viz. Sir Isaac New
ton, Dr. Halley, Mr. Cotes, and Dr. Clarke, were
examined on the subject, along with Mr. Ditton and
Mr. Whiston. The last three of these philosophers
stated their opinions verbally. Mr. Cotes considered
the proposed scheme as correct in theory and on
shore, and both he and Dr. Halley were of opinion
that expensive .experiments would be requisite.
Newton, when called upon for his opinion, read the
following memorandum, which des~rves to be re
corded.

"For determining the longitude at sea there have
been several projects, true in theory, but difficult to
execute.

"I; One is by a watch to keep time exactly; but
by reason of the motion of the ship, the variation
of heat and cold, wet or dry, and the difference of

, . gravity in different latitudes, such a watch hath not
yet been made.

"9. Another is by the eclipses of JUpiter's satel
lites; but by reason of the length of telescopes
requisite to observe them, and the motion of a ship
at sea, those eclipses cannot ye,t be there observed.

"3. A third is by the place of the moon; but her
theory i$ not yet exact enough for that purpose; it
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ill exact enough to detennine the longitude withiD
two or three degrees, but not within a degree•

.. 4. A fourth is Mr. Ditton's project, and this is ,
rather for keeping an account of the longitude at
sea than for finding it, if at any time it should be
lost, as it mar easily be in cloudy weather•. How far
this is practicable, and with what charge, they that
are skilled in sea affairs are best able to judge. In
sailing by this method, whenever they are to pass
over very deep seas, they must sail due east or west;
they must first sail into the latitude of the next place
to which they are going beyond it, and then keep
due east or west till they come at that place. In
the first tvree ways there must be a watch regulated
by a spring, and rectified every- visible sunrise and
sunset, to tell the hour of the day or night. In the
fourth way such a watch is not necessary. In the
first way there must be two watches, this and the
other above mentioned. In- any of the first three
ways, it may be of some service to find the longitude
within a degree, and of much more service to find it
within forty minutes, or half a degree if it may, and
the success may deserve rewards accordingly. In
the fourth way, it is easier to enable seamen to
know their distance and bearing from the shore 40,
60, or 80 miles off, than to cross the seas; and some
part of the niward may be given when the first is
performed on the coast of Great Britain for the safety
of ships coming home; and the rest when seamen
shall be enabled to sail to an assigned remote har-
bour without losing thE:ir longitude if it may be."

The committee brought up their report on the lith
June, and recommended that a bill should be intro
duced into parliament for the purpose of rewarding
inventions or discoveries connected with the deter
mination of the longitude. The bill passed the
House of Commons on the 3d July, and was agreed
to by the Lords on the 8th of the same month.·

• ,1oarnalll or Ihe B_ or CommclD8, ... xvii. p. fI1'1! 71~
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In giving an account of this transaction,e Mr.
.. Whiston states, that nobody understood Sir Isaac's

paper, and that after lIitting down he obstinately
kept silence, though he was much pressed to explain
himself more distinctly. At last, seeing that the
scheme was likely to be rejected, 'Vhiston ventured
to say that Sir Isaac did no~Wish to explain more
through fear of compromising himself, but that he
really approved of the plan. Sir Isaac, he goes on
to say, repeated 'Yord for word what Whiston had
said. This is the part of Mr. Newton's conduct
which M. Biot has described as puerile, and "tend
ing to confirm the fact of the aberration of his intel
lect in 1693." Before we can admit such a censure
we must be satisfied with the correctness of Whis
ton's statement. Newton's paper is perfectly intel
ligible, and we may easily understand how he might
have approved of Mr. Ditton's plan as ingenious and
practicable under particular circumstances, though
he did not think it of that paramount importance
whieh would have authorized the House of Com
mons to distinguish it by a parliamentary' reward.
The cantlict between public duty and a disposition
to promote the interests uf Mr. Whiston and Mr.
Ditton was no doubt the cause of that embarrass
ment of manner which the former of these mathe
maticians has so unkindly brought before the public.

• WhiIIlOl1'W .. Longilude DI8ecmlrecI.- Load 1718.
. U2
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CHAPTER XV.

Ow the acceuion of George I. to the British throne
in 1714, Sir Isaac Newton became an object of in
terest at court. His high situation under govem
ment, his splendid reputation, his spotlessc~
ter, and, above all, his \malfected piety attracted
the attention of the Princess of Wales. afterward.
qaeen-eonsort to George II. This lady, who poa
sessed a highly cultivated mind, derived the greatest
pleasure from conversing with Newton and corres
ponding with Leibnitz.- In all her difficulties, she
received from Sir Isaac that information and 8I8ist
ance which she had elsewhere sought in vain, and
she was often heard to declare in public that she
thought herself fortunate in living at a time which
enabled her to enjoy the conversation of so great a
genius. But while Newton was thus esteemed by
the house of Hanover, Leibnitz, his great rival, en- ~
deavoured to weaken and undennine his influence.
In his correspondence with the princess, he repre-
sented the Newtonian philosophy, 110t only as phy-
sically false, but as injurious to the interests of
religion. He asserted that natural religion was

• rapidly declining in England, and he supported this
position by referriJIg to the works of Locke. and to
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the beautiful and pious sentiments contained in the
I38th query at the end of the Optics. He represented
the principles of these great men as precisely the
eame with those of the materialists, and thus endea.
"oured to degrade the charactar of English philoso
phers.

These attacks of Leibnitz became subjects of can.
Tersation at court, and when they reached the ear of
the king. his majesty expressed his expectation that
Sir Isaac Newton would draw up a reply. He llCo
eordingly entered the lists on the mathematical part
of the controversy, and left the philosophical part
of it to Dr. Clarke, who was a full match for the
German philosopher. The correspondence which
thus took place was carefully perused by the prine
cess, and from the estimation in which Sir Isaac
continued to be held, we may infer that the viE"wS ot
the English phIlosopher were not very remote from
her own.

When Sir Isaac was one day conversing with her
royal highness on some points of ancient history,
he was led to mention to her, and to explain, a new
ByRtem of chronology which he composed during his
resid.ence at Cambridge, where he was in the habit,
as he himself expresses it, "of refreshing himself
with history and chronology when he was weary
with other studies." The princess was so much
pleal!ed with his ingenious system, that she subae.
quently, in the year 1718, sent a message by the Abbt\
Conti to Sir Isaac, requesting him to speak with her,
and she, on this occWlion., requested a copy of the
interesting work which contained his system of chro
nology. Sir Isaac informed her that it existed merely
in separate papers, which were not only in a state
of confusion, but which contained a very imperfect
view of the subject, and he promised, in a few days,
to draw up an abstract of it for her own private use,
and on the condition that it should not be communi·
eated to any other person. Some time after tbe
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prlDeeII8 received the mllD1J8Cript, she requested that
the Abb6 Conti might be allowed to have a copy of
it. Sir Isaac granted this request, and the AbW was
informed that he received a copy of the manuscript
with Sir Isaac's leave, and at the princess's request,
and that it was to be kept secret.• The manuscript
which was thus rashly put into the hands of a
foreigner was entitled" A Short Chronicle fl'Om the
First Memory of Things in Europe to the Conquest
of Persia by Alexander the Great." It consists of
about twenty.four quarto printed p~es,t with an
introduction of four pages, in which S11" Isaac states
that he "does not pretend to be exact t03 year, that
there may be errors of dve or ten years, and some
times twenty, but not much above."

The AbWi Conti kepthis promise Of secrecy during
his rel'lidence in England, but he no sooner reached
Paris than he communicated it to M. Freret, a
learned antiquarian, who not only translated it, but
drew up observations upon it for the purpose of re
futing some of its principal results. Sir Isaac was
unacquainted with this transaction till he was in.
formed of it by the French bookseller, M. Cll'Valier,
who requested his leave to publish it, and charged
one of his friends in London' to procure Sir Isaac's
lUllIWer, which was as follows:-

.. I remember that I wrote a Chronological index
for a particular friend, on condition that it should not
be communicated. As I haTe not. seen the manu
script which you have under my name, I know not
whether it be the same. That which I wrote was
not at all done with design to publish i(. I intend
not to meddle with that which hath been given yOll

• Tbla aneed"'. concerning lhe Chronolorteal manuoerlptla DOl """"nea,. g....... lo lhe Blograph!a Brilanolea,lIIId in ..... orlbe OlherU..
til N.wIon. I ba•• Ibllowed Impllcill,. Newton'. own _1011& ID.
IlII PIIil. Tr...... 1720, "II. xnIii. No. 3811, p. lUi.

t M. IIlDI ballUJlPOIed thai 111I.a~ _ an Imperftlcllc1hlaa tilt
.-..-"OIl C1IroMIolIJ.

..
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tinder my~ name, nor to give any COIUIent to the pu1J..
liahing of it.-I ani your very humble servant,

"1ll.UO NBWTON•
.. London, May 27tA, 1725,. O. S."

Before this letter was written, viz. on the 21st
May, the bookseller had received the royal privilege
for printing the work.; and when it was completed,
he sent a copy ill a present to Sir Isaac, who received
it on the 11th NOl'ember, 1725. It was entitled,
AlJregl de Chrorwlogie de M. Le Chtvalier NtltDton,
fat.t par lui-menle, et traduit surle ffUlntUCript Anglau,
and was accompanied with observations by M. Fre
ret.· the object of which was to refute the leading
points of the system.t An advertisement was pre
fixed to it, in which the bookseller defends ·himself
for printing it without the author's leave, on.the
ground that he had written three letters to obtain
permission, and had declared that he would take Sir
Isaac's silence for cOl18ent. When Sir Isaac received
this work, he drew up a paper entitled, Remark, on
the Observati01lll made on a Chronological Indez of Sir
Isaac Newton, tramlated into French by the Ob'enJator,
and published at PaN, which was printed in the Phi
lOlJophieal Tramactiom for 1725.l In this paper Sir
Isaac gives a history of the transaction,---eharges
the Abbe Conti with a breach of promise, and blames
the publisher for having asked his leave to print the
translation without sending him a copy for his pem
sal, without acquainting him with the name of the
translator; and without announcing his intention of
printing along with it a refutation of the original•

• Father Souciet was auJlllC*ld by Halley and nth..... to have bean tlla
IUllbor of thetle obaervatioWl, but the.. ia uo doubt,that they wa.. writl4lD
by M, Freret.

t It Is stated in the Biogr. Brita/mica, Art. Ntuitml, that the """y of
tlIa Freneh tralJaiation waa not accompanied with tb. retlttation. Tb"'llI1
the ..ver... of thie ia IlClt diatinelly atllled b)" Sir Iaaae bilWlalf, yel 1&
may he Inferrad from bia oba.rvalin...*Vol. uxii\. No. 38U, p. SUI.
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'n1e oblenatiOllll made by the translator agaInat the
conclusions deduced by tne author were founded on
an imperfect knowledge of Sir Isaac's system; and
they are 80 specious, that Halley himself contenes
that he was at finlt prejudiced in favour of the obtler
vatiOIlll,~ the calculations for granted, and DO'
having seen S11' Isaac's work.

To all the observations of M. Frere' Sir Isaae re
tumed a triumphant 8Il8wer. This presumptuous
antiquary had ventured to state at the end of his
observatioIlll, "that he believed he had stated enough
concerning the epochs of the Argonauts, and the
length of generations, to make people cautious about
the rest; for these are the two foundations of all this
new system of chronology." He founds his argu
ments against the epochs of the Argonauts, 88 fixed
by our author, on the supposition that Sir Isaac
places the vernal equinox at the time of the .Argo
Dautie expedition in the middle of the 6ign of .Ariu,
whereas Sir Isaac places it in tAe middll of the COR

8te1l4tio",--a point corresponding with the middle of
the back of Aries, or 8° from the first star of Aries.
This position of the colure is assigned on the author
ity of Eudoxus, as given by Hipparchus, who says
that the colure passed over the back of Aries. Set
ting out with this mistake, M. Freret concludes that
the A.rgonautic expedition took place 539 years
earlier than Sir Isaac made it. His second objection
to the new system relates to the length of genera,..
tions, which he -says is made only 18 or- 00 years.
Sir Isaac, on the contrary, reck~ns a generation at
33 years, or 3 generations at 100; and it was the
lengths of the reigns of kings that he made 18 or 20
years. This deduction he founds on the reigns of
M French kings. Now, the ancient Greeks and
Egyptians reckoned the length of a reign equal to
that of a generation; and it was by correcting this
mistake, and adopting a measure founded on fact,
that Sir Isaac placed the Argonautic expedition fort¥'-

-
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foUr years after the death of Solomon, and fixed some
of the other points of his system.

This answer of Sir Isaac's to the objections of
" Freret called into the field a fresh antagonist, Father

Souciet, who published five dissertations on the new
chronology. These dissertations were written in
a tone highly reprehensible; and the friends of Sir
Isaac, being apprehensive that the manner in which
his system was attacked would atrect him more than
the arguments themselves, prevailed upon a friend to
draw up an abstract 'of Souciet's objections, stripped
of the "extraordinary ornaments with which they
were clothed." The perusal of these objections had
no other effect upon him than to convince him of
the ignorance of their author; and he was induced
to read the entire work, which produced no change
in his opinion.

In consequence of these discussions, Sir Isaac
was prevailed upon to prepare his larger work for
the press. .He had nearly completed it at the time
of his death, and it watUbliShed in 1728, under the
title of The Chf'unology 0 Ancient Kingdt»n8 amended,
to lD1aich u 1!!:..e.J.ized a 8 t Chf'onicle, from the first
memory of Things in Europe to the C01UjUll8t of Pet'
m by A1eZtlndef' the Great. It was dedicated to the
queen by Mr. Conduit, and consists of six chapters:
1. On the Chronology of the Greeks;· 2. Of tbe
Empire of Egypt; 3. Of the Assyrian Empire; 4.
Of the two contemporary Empires of the Baby
lonians and Medes; 5. A Description of the Temple
of Solomon; 6. Of the Empire of the Persians.
The sixth chapter was not copied out with the other
five, which makes it doubtful whether or not it was
intended for publication; but as it was found among
his papers, and appea~.d to be a continuation of the

• AccorcIIn« to WbiJIloo. Sir IMac wrole 001 eljjbleen eoplee of lbI.
aDler witb'lWl own band, dill'orilll Ullie I'rom ooe lIOOlher.-m;..'M'. LV.. po 'w.

/
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laDle work, it W'll8 thought right to add it to the
other five chapters.·

After the death of Newton, Dr. Halley, who had
not yet leen the larger work, felt himselfcalled upon, .
both as astronomer-royal and as the friend of the
author, to reply to the first and1ast dissertations of
Father Souciet, which were chiefly astronomical;
and in two papers printed in the Philosophical'1'nlD8
actions for 1727,t he has done this in a mOlit con.
vincing and learned argument.

Among the supporters of the views of Newton,
we may enumerate Dr. Reid, Nauze, and lOme other
writers; and among its opponents, M. Freret, who
left.behind him a posthumous work. on the subject,
M. Fourmond, Mr. A. Bedford, Dr. Shnckford, Dr.
Middleton, Whiston, and the late M. Delambre. The
object of M. Fourmond is to show the uncertainty
of the astronomical argument, arising on the one
hand from the vague account of the ancient sphere
as given by Hipparchus; and, on the other,- from the
extreme rudeness of ancient astronomical observa
tions. Delambre has taken a similar view of the
subject: he regards' the observations of ancient
astronomp.rs as too incorrect to foml the basil of a
system 'Of chronology; and he maintains, that if we
admit the 1ICcuracy of the details in the sphere of
Eudoxus, and suppose them all to belong to the
same epoch, all the stars which it contains ought at
that epoch to be found in the place where they are
marked, and we might thence verify the accuracy,
and ascertain the state of the observations. It fol
lows, however, from such an examination, that the

• ThiB work bllhe lirot al11e1e In Ihe lIfth ..,Iome of Dr. HU1'1IleI'.
edition of Newton'. works. The ne::lt article In tbe volume Is rntitled,
.. A Sbort Cbronlcle trom a MS., the property of Ihe R........nd Dr.
Ekins, Dean of Carlisle ;" which is nothing more than 'be abstract of
the Cbronol0rY already prlnled in tbe .ame ftIIume. We <annat ....n
eonjeelure Ibe reMOns for publilblnglt, etIpeeially u It ill leN por~

lllan tbe abotraet, two or Ibree dale. being _otln,. ,
1... "flII.lIDIy. p. 206, and yol. uxv. p.••

1
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.,here ...ould indicate almOBt· as many di8"ereni
epochs 3lII it oontains stars. Some of them even
had not, in the time of Eudoxus, arrived at the po
sition which. had been for a long time attributed to
them, and will not even reach it for three hundred
years to come, and on this account he considers it
lBlpossible to deduce any chronological conclusions
from such a rude mass of errors.

But however well-founded these observations may
be, we agree in opinion with M. Daunou,· "that
they are not sufficient to establish a new system,
aDd we must regard the system of Newton as a
great fact in the history 'Of chronological 8Cience,
and as confirming the observation of Varro, that the
stage of history does not commence till the first
Olympiad."

Among the chronological writings of Sir Isaac
Newton we must enumerate his letter to a per&on
of di.Ytinction who hod delved hi.Y opinion of the learned
lJi.Yhop Lloyd'& hypothe&i& concerning tM form of the
molt a1lCient year. This hypothesis was sl}nt by the
Bishop of Worcester to Dr. Prideaux. Sir Isaac
remarks, that it is filled with many excellent obser
vations on the ancient ;rear; but he does not "find
it proved that any ancient nations used a year of
twelve months and 360 days without correcting it
from time to time by the lumin3ries, to make the
months keep to the course of the moon, and the year
to the course of the sun, and returns of the seasons
and fruits of the earth." After examining the years
of all the nations of antiquity, he concludes, "that no
other years are to be met with among the ancients
but such as were either IUDi-solar, or solar or lunar,
or the calendars of these years." A practical year,
he adds, of 360 days is none of these. The begin
ning of such a year wonld have run round the four

• Bee an excellent view of thl. chronological eonlroveray In an able
_ ~II. Daanoa, IlU8ebed to Biot'. Lillo of Ne....n III lila BW,. Una.
_ COlD. u.&l. p. 180. X .
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8e88Ons in SeTenty years, and such 8 notable r&l'ol11"'
tion would have been mentioned in history, and ill
Dot to be asserted without proving it.·

CHAPTER XVI.

'fill: history of the theological studies of Sir Isaac
Newton~ ever be regarded as one of the most
interesting portions of his life. That he who among
all the individuals of his species possessed the high
est intellectual powers was not only a learned and
profound divine, but a firm believer in the 'great doc
trines of religion,is one of the proudest triumphs
of the Christian faith. Had he distinguished hIm
self only by an external respect for the offices and
duties of religion; and had he left merely in his last
words an acknowledgment of his faith, his piety
would have been regarded as a prudent submission
to popular feeling, and his last aspirations would
have been ascribed to the decay or to the extinction
of his transcendent powers. But he had been a
Christian from his youth, and though never intended
for the church, yet he interchanged the study of the
Scriptures with, that of the laws of the material
universe; and from the examfnation of the works
of the Supreme Creafor he found jt to be no abrnpt

• 1bI. letter .. publiabed wllhout any date..ln the G...tlmaan'8 1JI~."!or 17AO,~TOI. uy. p. 3. It bean internaleYidelteeofbe1n••eall!De
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transition to investigate the revelation of his wiD,
and to contemplate the immortal destinies of man
kind.

But when the religious habits of Sir Isaac Newton
could not be ascribed to an ambition of popularity,
to the influence of weak health, or to the force of
professional impulse, it became necessary f,?r the
apostles of infidelity to refer it to some extraordi
nary cause. His supposed insanity was therefore
eagerly seized upon by some as affording a plausible
origin for his religious principles; while others,
without any view of supporting the cause of skep
ticism, ascribed his theological researches to the
habits of the age in which he lived, and to a desire
of promoting political liberty, by turning against the
abetters of despotism those powerful weapons which
the Scriptures supplied. The anxiety evinced by
M. de Laplace to refer his reli¢.ous writings to a
late period of his life seems to have been felt also
by M. Diot, who has gone so far as to fix the very
date of one of his most important works, and thus
to establish the suspicions of his colleague•

.. From the nature of the subject,"· says he," and
from. certain indications which Newton seems to
give at the beginning of his dissertation, we may
conjecture with probability that he composed it at
the time when the errors of Whiston, and a work
of Dr. Clarke on the same subject, drew upon them
the attacks of all the theologians of England, which
would place the date between the years 1712 and
1719. It would then be truly a prodigy to remark,
that a man of from seventy-two tu seventy-five
years of age was able to compose, rapidly, as he
leads us to believe, so extensive a piece of sacred
criticism, of literary history, and even of bibliogra
phy, where an erudition the most vast, the most

....
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nried, and the most ready always supports an argu-
ment well arranged and powerfully combined. • • • "'1
At this epoch of the life of Newton the reading oC I
religious books had become one of his IIlO8t habitual
occupations, and after he had perfonned the dutiel
of his office, they formed, along with the conversa-
tion of his friends, his principal amusement. He
had then almost ceased to care for the sciences, and,
as we have already remarked, since the fatal epoch
of 1693, he gave to the world only three really new
scientific productions."

Notwithstanding the prodigy which it involves, M.
Biot has adopted 1712-1719 as the date of this criti
cal dissertation ;-it is regarded as the composition
of a man of seventy-two or seventy-five ;-the read
ing of religious works is stated to have hecume one of
his most habitual occupations, and such reading is
said to have been one of his principal amusemente ;
and all this is associated with "the fatal epoch of
1693," as if his illness at that time had been the
cause of his abandoning science and betaking him
self to theology. Carrying on the same views, M.
Biot asks, in reference to Sir Isaac's work on Pro
phecy," How a mind of the character and force of
Newton's, so habituated to the severity of mathe
matical considerations, so e:ll:crcised in the observa
tion of real phenomena, and so well aware of the
conditions by which truth is to be discovered, could
put together such a number of conjectures without
noticing the extreme improbability of his interpreta-
tions from the infinite number of arbitrary postulates J

on which he r dB founded them 1" We would apply '"
the same question to the reasoning by which M. Biot I
fixes the date of the critical dissertation; and we
would ask bow so eminent a philosopher could haz-
ard such frivolous conjectures upon a subject on
which he had not a single fact to g"Uide his inquiries.
The obvious tendency, though not the design, of the
conclusion at which he arrives is injurious to the
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DlemorY of Newton, 88 well as to the interests or
religion; and these considerations might have
checked the temerity of speculation, even if it had
been founded on better data. The Newtonian inter
pretation of the Prophecies, and especially that part
which M. Biot characterizes as unhappily stamped
with the spirit of prejudice, has been adopted by men
of the soundllst and most unprejudiced minds; and
in addition to the moral and historical evidence by
which it is supported, it may yet be exhibited in aU
the fulness of demonstration. But the speculation
of Biot respecting the date of Newton's theological
works was never maintained by any other persoD
than himself, and is capable of bemg disproved by
the most incontrovertible evidence.

We have already seen, in. the extract from Mr.
Pryme's manuscript, that previous to 1692, when a
shade is supposed to have passed over his gifted
mind, Newton was well known by the a~llation

of au " excellent divine,"-a character which could
not have been acquired without the devotion of many
years to theologlcal researches; but, important as
this argument would have .been, we are fortunately
not left to so general a defence. The correspond
ence of Newton With Locke, recently published by
Lord King, places it beyond a doubt that he had be
gun his tesearches respecting the Prophecies before
the year 1691,-before the fony-ninth year of his
age, and before the" fatal ~h of 1693." The
following letter shows thatneh~slydis
cnssed this subject with his friend :-

"SIR, CamiJridge, Feb. 7, 169G-l.
"I am so~ your joumP,y proved to so little pur-

. pose, though It delivered you from the trouble of the
company the day after. You have obliged me by
mentioning me to my friends at London, and I mnst
thank both you and my Lady Masham for your
civilities at Oates, and (or not thinking that I mad,e

X2 -
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II long stay there. I hope we shall meet again iii
due time, and theu I should be glad to have your ~

judgment upon some of my mystical fancies. The
Son of Man, Dan. vii. I take to be the same with the
Word of Goa upon the White Hol"8e in Heaven,
Apoc. xii., for both are to rule the nations with a rod
of iron; but whence are you certain that the Ancient
of Days is Christ 1 Does Christ anywhere sit upon
the throne! If Sir Francis Masham be at Oates,
present, I pray, my service to him, with his lady,
Mrs. Cudworth, and Mrs. Masham. Dr. Co.-el IS
not in Cambridge.-I am your affectionate and
humble servant, . . "18. NEwTol'l'

"Know you the meaning of Dan. x. 21. There
is none that holdeth with me in these things but
Mich. the prince."

Having thus determined the date of those investi
gations which con!ltitute his 06servatiOM on the pro
pheciel of holy writ, particularly the prophecies of
Daniel and the Apocalypse, we shall proceed to fix
the latest date of his hiltorical. account of two fl()table
corruptiom of the Scripture,"in a letter to II friend.

This work seems to have been a very early pro
duction of our author. It was written m the form
of a letter to Mr. Locke, and at that time Sir Isaac
seems to have been anxious for its publication.
Afraid, however, of being again led into a contro.
versy, and dreading the intoterance to which he
might be exposed, he requested Mr. Locke, who
was at that time meditating a voyage to Holland,
to get it translllted into French, and published on
the Continent. Having abandoned his design of
visiting Hollanll, Locke tr~smitted the manuscript,
without Newton's name, to his learned friend M. Le
Clerc, in Holland; and it appears, from a letter of
Le Clerc's to Locke, that he must have received it
·before the 11th April,1691. M. I.e Clerc delayed
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for along time to take any steps reiarding its pub
lication; but in a letter dated January 20th, 1692, he
announced to Lo~ke his intention of pnblishing the
tract in Latin. When this plan was CQmmunicated
to Sir Isaac, he became alarmed at the risk of de
tection, and resolved to stop the publication of his
manudcript. This resolution was intimated to Mr.
Locke in t~ foRowing letter:

.. SlR, Cambridge, Feb. l'6lh, 1691-2.
"Your former letters came' not to my hand, but

this I have. I was of opinion my papers had lain
.till, and am llOrry to hear there is news about them.,
Let me entre~t you to stop their translation and im
pression so soon as you can; for I design to suppreSll
them. If your friend hath been at any pains and
charge, I win repay it, lIlld gratify him. I am very
glad my Lord Monmouth is till my friend, but intend
not to give his lordship and yOll any farther trouble.
My inclinations are to sit still. I am to 'beg his
lordship's pardon for pressing jnto his company the
lat time 1 saw hUn. I had not done it, but that Mr.
Paulin pressed. me into the room. Miracles, of
good credit, continued. in the church for about two
or three hundred years. Grfgorius Thaumaturgus
had his name from thence, and was one of the latest
who was eminent for that gift; but of tlreir number
and frequency I am not :lble to give you a just ae-.
count. The history of those ages is very imperfect.
Mr. Paulin told me you had writ for some of Mr.
Boyle's red earth, and by that I knew you had the
receipt.-Your most affectionate and humble servant,

. .. Is. NEWTON."

Hence we see that this celebrated treatise, which
Biot alleges to have been written between 1712 and
1719, was actually in the hands of Le Clerc in Hol
l,and previous to the 11th April, 1691, and conse
quently previous to the tifne of UI.e .suppoaed iDIlaoiw
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oCitsauthor. Mr. Locke lost no time in obeying the
request of his friend. Le Clerc instantly stopped the
publication of the letter, and, as he had never learned
the name of the author, he deposited the manuscript,
which was in the handwriting of Mr. Locke, in the
library of the Remonstrants, where it was afterward
found, and was published at London in 1754, under
the title of Two letters from Sir IsQQC Newton to M.
Le Clerc,-a form which had nevel' been given to it
by its author. The copy thus published was a very
imperfect one, wanting both the beginning" and the
end, and erroneous in many places ; but Dr. Horsley
has published a genu4J,e edition, which has the form
of a single letter to a friend, and was copied from a
manuscript in Sir Isaac Newton's handwriting, in the
possession of the Rev. Dr. Ekins, Dean of Carlisle.

Having thus determined as accurately as possible
the dates of the principal theological writings of Sir
Isaac, we shall now proceed to give some account
of their contents.

The Observati0n8 ~ the Prophecies of Daniel and
the Apocp1ypsfl of St. John were published in London
in 1733, in one volume 4to. The work is divided
into two parts, the first of which treats of the Pro
phecies of Daniel, and the second of the Apocalypse
.of St. John. It begins with an account of the dif
ferent books which compose the Old Testament; and
as the author considers Daniel to be the most dis
tinct in the order of time, and the easiest to lie un
derstood, he makes him the key to all the prophetic
books in those matters which relate to the "last time."
He next considers the figurative Ill,!lgUage of the
prophets, which ,he regards as takim "from the
analogy between the world natural and an empire
or kingdom considered as a world politic;" the hea
vens and the things therein'l"epresenting thrones and
dynasties; the earth, with the things therein, the

• The edlsor sopplied lhe beginnln. down to the 13111 1JlII". where he
_lloIw In a DOte lb.et "t1l1u fat" i6 not Sir 1.tJQt;'••" '
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iBferior people; lIDd the loweat parts of the eartk
the moet miserable of the people. The sun is put
for the whole race of kings, the moon for the body
of the eonUDOll people, and the stars for subordinate
priDees and rulers. In the earth, the dry land aDll
the waters are put for the peop~of several BatiOIl8.
Animals and vegetables are also put for the people
of several regions. When a beast or man is put f{)r
a kingdom, his parts and qualities are put for the
analogoua parts and qualitieB of the kingdom I and
when -a man is taken in a OlystiCa.l. seD8e, his quali
ties are often sigJIi.fied by his actiolllly and by the
circumstanees and things' about him. In applying
these principles he begins with the vision of the
image composed of four, different metals. This
image he considers as representing a body of four
great nations which should reign in succession over
the earth, viz. the people of Babylonia, the Persians,
the Greeks, and the Romansl while the stOI16 cutout
without hands is a new kingdom which should arise
after the four, conquer all those nations, become very
great, and endure to the end of time.

The vision of the four beasts is the prophecy of the
four empires repeated, with several new additions.
The lion wit.h eagies' wings was the kingdom of
Babylon and Media, which overthrew the Assyrian
power. The beast like a bear was the Persian em
pire, and its thr~ ribs were the kingdoms of Sardis,
Babyton, and Egypt. The third beast, like a leopard,
was the Greek empire, and its four heads and four
wings were the kingdoms of eMsander, Lysimachus,
Ptolemy, and Seleucus. The fourth beast, with its

- great iron teeth, was the Roman empire, and its left
horns were the ten kingdoms into which it was
broken in the reign of TheodosiU8 the Great.

In the fifth chapter Sir Isaac treats of the. king
dOll1s represented by the feet of the iIriage composed
of iron and clay which did not stick to one another,
and which were of !lliferent strength. These were

_I
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the Gothic tribes called Ostrogotlul, ViBigoths, VBD~
daIs, Gepidre, Lombards, Burgundians, A.1aDs, &c.;
all of whom had the same mannera and C1lIItOlDll,
and spoke the same language, and who, about the
J!"ar _416 A. C. were all quietly settled in several
Jdngrtoms within the empire, not only by conquest,
but by grants of emperor.

In the sixth chapter he treats of the tm kingdoms
represented by thp. ten hOIllB'of the fourth beast, into
which the western empire became divided about the
time when Rome was besieged and taken by the
Goths. These kingdoms were, _

1. The kingdom of the Vandals andAlaos in Spain
and Africa. _

2. The kingdom of Suevians in Spain.
3. The kingdom of the Visigoths.
4. The kingdom of the Alana in Gaul.
5. The kingdom of the Burgundians.
6. The kingdom of the Franks.
7. The kingliom of the Britains.
8. The kingdom of the Huns.
9. The kingdom of the Lombards.

10. The kingdom of Ravenna.
Some of these kingdoms at length fell, and new

ones sprung up; but whatever was their subllequent
number, they still retain the name of the ten kinga
from their first number.

The eleventh hom of Daniel's fourth beast is shown
in chapter vii. to be the Church of Rome in its triple
character of a seer, a prophet, and a king; and ita
power to change times and laws is copioWlly illus
trated in chapter viii.

In the ninth chapt;er our author treats of the king
dom represented in Daniel by the ram and he-goat,
-;he ram indicating the kingdom of the Medes and
Persians from the beginning of the four empires, and
the he-goat the kingdom of the Greeks to the eDd
of them.

The prophecy of- the seventy weeks, which had

~
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hitherto been restricted to the first coming of our
Saviour, is shown to be a prediction of all the main
periods relating to the coming of the Messiah, the
times of his birth and death, the time of his rejection
by the Jew.&, the duration of the Jewish war by which
he caused the city and sanctuary to be destroyed,
and the time of his second coming.

In the eleventlJ chapter Sir Isaac treats with great
sagacity and acuteness of the time of our Saviour's
birth and passion,-a subject which had perplexed
all preceding commentators.

After e~laining in the twelfth chapter the last
prophecy of l)a.niel, namely, that of the scripture of
truth, which he considers as a commentary on the
\'ision of the ram and he-goat, he proceeds in the
thirteenth chapter to .the prophecy of the king who
did according to his will, and magnified himself above
every god, and honoured Mahuzzims, and regarded
not the desire of women. He shows that the Greek
empire, after the division of the Roman empire into
the Gret'k and Latin empires, became the klllg who
in matters of religion did according to his will, and
in legislation exalted and magnified himself above
every god.

In the second part of his work on the Apocalypse
of S1. John, Sir Isaac treats, 16t, Of the tune when
the prophecy was written, which he conceives to
have been during John's exile in Patmos, and before
the epistle to the Hebrews and the epistles of Peter
were written, which in his opinion have a reference
to the Apocalypse; 2dly, Of the sccne of the vision,
and the relatJon which the Apocalypse has to the
book of the law of Moses, and to the w.orship!Jf God
in the temple; and, 3dly, Of the relatIOn which the
Apocalypse has to the prophecies of Daniel, and of
the subject of the prophecy itself.

Sir Isaac regards the prophecies of the Old and
New Testaments, not as given to gratify men's curi
osities, by enabling them to foreknow things, but that



lifter they were fulfilled, they might be ioteJpreted
by the event, and afford convincing arguments that
the world is governed by Providence. He coll8iders
~t there is 80 much of this prophecy already ful
AIled as to afford to the diligent student sufficicn'
instances of God's providence; and he adds, that
.. among the interpreters -of the last age, there is
IlC3l'ce one of note who hath oot made some dillcovery
worth knowing, and thence it seems one may gather
that God is about opening these mysteries. The
success of others," he continues, "put'Ille upon COIl

sidering it, and if I have done any thing wbit:h may
be useful to following writers, I have my design."

Such is a brief abstract of this ingenious work,
which is characterized by great learning, and marked
with the s~city o.f its.distinguished author., The
same qualitIes of his mmd are equally conspicuous
in his Historical Account of Two Notable ClW1'Uptions
of Scripture.

This celebrated treatise relates to two tex~ in the
Epistles of St. Jo1m and St. Paul. The first of these
is in 1 John v. 7... For there are three that bear
:record in heaven, the Father, the Son, and the Holy
Ghost, and these three are one." This text he con
siders as a gross cormption of Scripture, which had
its ori~n among the Latins, who interpreted the
Spirit, Water, and Blood to be the Father, Son, and
Holy Ghost, in order to prove them one. With the
lame ,?ew. Jero~e inserted th~ Trinity in express
words In hIS versIOn. The LatInS marked his varia
tions in the margins of their books; and in the
twelfth and following centuries, when the disputa
tions of the schoolmen were at their height, the
variation began to creep into the text in transcribing.
After the invention of printing, it crept out -of the
Latin into the printed' Greek, contrary. to the author
ity of all the Greek manuscripts and ancient ver
sions; and from the Yenetian press it went soon
after into Greece. After proving these p<!sitions

I
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Sir &aac gives the fonowing paraphrase of this re~
lIIarkable passage, which is given In italics.

" W1lo is M tluIt ""en;ometh tM flJOf'U, but lie tA41
HI~th that.JeftUu the Son of God, that SOD spoken
of in the Psalms, where he saith, 'thou art my Son;
this day have 1begotten thee.' Tw is M that, aile;
the Jews had long expected him; came, first in a mot..
tal body, by baptiBUl of water, and then in an immor
tal one, by shedding his blood upon the cross and
rising again from the dead; fIOt by water only, bvJ
by water and blood; beiDg the Son of God, as well
byhis resurrection from the dead (Acts xiii. 33), as
by his supernatural birth ()f the virgin (Luke i. 36),
AfItl it u the Spirit also that, together with the water
and blood, bearetA witness of the truth of his coming;
HCQU6e the Spirit is truth; and 80 a fit and une~p

tionable witness. For there are three that bear recortl
of his coming; the Spirit, which he promised to send,
and which was since shed forth upon us in the form
of cloven tongues, and in various gifts; the baptism.
of wtller, wherein God testified 'this is my belove.
Son ;' and the shedding of his blood, accompanied with
his resurrection, whereby he became the most faith
ful martyr, or witneN, of this truth. And thele three.,
the spirit, the baptism, and passion of Christ, "II"fJtJ
.. witnessing one and the same thing (namely, that
the Son of God is come); and, therefore, their ·evi
dence is strong: for the law requires but two con
aenting witnell8es, and here we have three: - if
tIHl recm,e tM witness ofmen, the threefold witfl686 0/
God, which he bare of his Son, by declaring at hie
baptism 'this is my beloved Son,' by raising him
from the dead, and by pouring out his 6pirit on UI,
is greater; and, therefore, ought to be more readily
received." .. .

While the Latin Church was eorruptUlg the pre
ceding text, the Greek Church W811 doing the! same
to St. Paul'. 1st Epistle to Timothr. iii. 1.8. (}reM
.. 1M ",¥6Uryof~,God 11IIInf{e6t in t'" fluA.

y
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According to Sir Isaac, this reading was effected by"
changing 6 into ee, the abbreviation of aIDS", and after
proving this by a learned and ingenious examination
of ancient manuscripts, he concludes that the read
ing should be Great is the mystery of GOtllWS6 who
(viz. our Saviour) was manifest in the flesh. ,

As this learned dissertation had the effect of de
priving ihe defenders of tpe doctrine of the Trinity
of the aid of two leading texts, Sir Isaac Newton has
been regarded as an Antitrinitarian; OOt sueh a con
clusion is not warranted by any thing which he has
published;· and he distinctly warns us, fu~t his ob
ject was solely to' .. purge the truth of things spu
rious-." We are disposed, on the contrary, to think
that he declares his belief in the doctrine of the
'Crinity when he. says, .. In the eastern nations, and
for a long time in the western, the faith -subsisted
without this text; and it-is rather a danger to reli
gion than an advantage, to make it fIOlD lean upon a
bruised reed. There cannot be better service done
to the truth than to purge it of things spurious; and
therefore, knowing your prudence and calmness of
temper, I am confident I shall not offend you by tell
ing you my mind plaiDly; especially since it is no
article of faith, no point of discipline, nothing but a
criticism concerning a text of Scripture whieh I am
going to Write about." The word faith in the pre
ceding passage cannot mean faith in the Scriptures in
general, but faith· in the particular doctrinE." of the
Trinity; for it is this article of faith only to whiclJ.
the author refers when he deprecates its leaning on
a bruised reed. J:lut, whatever be the meaning of
this passage, we know that Sir Isaac was greatly

• Ill. Blot bY weU remarted l!lat there 18 abeoluteIy _hing in the
writinp ofNewtoIl to juatifY, or even to authorize. the idea lhat he_
1111 Antltrlnltarian. This po"""lle ie etrangely omitted in the Engli.h
tranBlllIion of Blot'. Life of Newton. We do nOi tno.. upon what ••
IhorilY Dr. ThOlDllOll -, in hie Hietory of the Royal Sociely, that
Newton .. did not believe in the Trinity," and tbat Dr. 0018101 eoneidenol
~~:l:'~~n:':'~bli"tion,becaue tIIey eont8Ined pmaCIMIC

I
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vlfended at Mr. Whiston for having represented him
as an Arian; and so much did he resent the conduct
of his friend in ascribing to him heretical opinions,
tIlat he would not permit him to be elected a Fellow
of the Royal Society w~ile he was President.·

The only other religious works which were com
posed by ·Sir Isaac Ne~n were his LeiEicon Pro
pheticum, to which was added a Dissertation on ilie
sacred cubit of the Jews, and Fou.r Letrer6 add'l'e6sell
to Dr. Bentley, containing 60me argument6 in proof of
IJ Deity. . .

The Lezicon Pr~heticumwas left incomplete, and
has not been publIshed; but the Latin Dissertation
which was appended to it, in which he shows that
the cubit was about 26! Roman uncill!, was published.
in 1737 among the Miscellaneous Worksof·Mr. John
Greaves.

Upon ilie death of the Honourable Robert Boyle,
on the 30th of December, 1691, it was found, by a
codicil to his will, that he had left a revenue of 50Z.
per annum to establish a lectureship, in which eight
discourses were to be preached annually in one of
the churches of the metropolis, in illustration of the
evidences of Christianity, aDd in opposition to the
principles of infidelity. Dr, Bentley, thoogh a very
y.oung man, was appointed to preach the first course
of 86rmons, ann ~he manner in which he discharged
this important duty gave the highest satisfaction, not
only to the. trustees of the lectureship, but to the
public in general. In the first six lectures Bentley
exposed the folly of atheism even in reference to the
present life, and derived powerful arguments for the
existence of a Deity from the faculties of the soul,
and the.structure and functions of the human frame
In order to complete his plan, he proposed to devote
his seventh and eighth lectures to the demonstratioll
of a Divine Prolidence from the physical oonstitlli-

• WhiltOD'. J/InAo;r# of Au aWn Lif~ p. 17S, !Mil, S50. EdlL 1753.
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tieIl of the universe, as established in fhep~'
III order to qualify himself for this task, he received
from Sir Isaac written directions respecting a list of
books necessary to be perused previous to the study
of that work;· and having made himself master of
the system which it contained, he applied it with
irresistible' force of argument to establish the eX
illtence of an overruling mind. Previous to thepab
lication of these lectures, Bentley encoanUred a
diffieulty which he was not· able to solve, and he
prudently transmitted to Sir Isaac during 1692 a
series of· queries on the subject. This difficulty oc
~urred in all argument urged by Lucretius, to prove
the eternity of the world from an hypothesis of de
riving the frame of it by mechanical principles from
ma~r endowed with an innate power of gIln'ity, and
ovenly scattered throughout the heavens. Sir Isaac
Willingly entered upon the consideratiQn of. the sub
ject, and transmitted his sentimentlJ to Dr. Bentley
in the four letters which have been noticed in a pre
~ed1ng chapter.

lq the ftrstt of these letters Sir Isaac mentions
that when he wrote his treatise about om system,
viz. the Third Book of the Principia, "he had an
er.e upon such principles as might work, with con
81dering men, for the belief of a Deity, and he ex
presses his happiness that it has heeD fOlllld U8eful
for that purpose. In answerjn~ the first query of
Dr. Bentley, the exact import of which we do not
know, he states, that, if matter were evenly diffused
through a finite space, and endowed with innate
gravity, it would fall down into the middle of the
space, and form one great sp.herical mass; but if it
-.rere <U1fused through an infinite space, some of it
would collect into one mass, and some into another,

• Dr. Monlt'. Lif- '!I SmIley, p. 31.
t Deled Drcember 10Ih, 1692. Thio lett.. 10 ond~. In Beotloy"

hand, .. Mr. Newton'. aD.Wer 10 10100 qDerIe. oeDI by me after lluld
preached m7 two lUI~"-Monk'. 141' '!/&ntlq, p. M. DlJIe,
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~ as to furm an infinite number of great masses.
In this manner the sun and stars might be formed if
the matter were of a lucid nature. But he thinks it
fuexplicable by natural causes, and to be ascribed tQ
the counsel and contrivance of a voluntary Agent,
that the matter should divide itself into two sorts,
part of it composing a shining body like the SUD, and
part an opaque body like the planets. Had a natural
and blind cause, without contrivance ~d design,
placed the earth in the centre of the moon's orbit,
and' Jupiter in the centre of his system of satellites,
and the SUD in the centre of the plaJ.etary system,
the sun would have been a body like Jupiter and the
earth; that is, without light and heat, and conse
quently he knows no reason why there is only one
body qualified to give light and heat to all the rest,
but because the Author of the system thought it con
venient, and because oi.e was su1ficient to warm
and enlighten all the rest.

To the second query of Dr. Bentley, he replies'
that the motions which the'planets now have could
not spring from any natural cause alone, but were
impressed by an intelligent Agent. "To make such
a system with all its motiOll8 required a cause which
understood and compared together the quantities of
matter in the several bodies of the SUD and planets,
and the gravitating powers resulting f;rom thence;
the several distances of the prim.ary planets from
the sun, and of the secondary ones from Saturn, Ju
piter, and the earth, and the velocities with which
those planets could revolve about those quantities
of matter in the central bodies; aud to compare and
adjust all these things together in so great a variety
of bodies, argues that cause to be not blind and for
tuitous, but very well skilled in mechanics and geo
metry."

In the second-letter, he admits that~ spherical

• Daled Jan, 17111, I"".
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JII8l!I8 fonned by the aggregation of particles wutdd
dect the figure of the space in which the matter
1V8ll ditrused, provided the matter descends directly
dOWQwanls to that body, and the body has no dimnal
rotation; but he states, that by emhquakes loosen
ing the parts of this solid, the protuberance might
sink a little by their weight, and the mass by degrees
approaoh a spherical figure. He then proceeds to
correct an error of Dr. Bentley's in .supposing that
all infinites are equal. He admit!! that gravity might
put the planets in motion, but he maintains that,
without the Divine power, it could never give them
mch a circulating motion as they have about 'he
sun, because a proper quantity of a transverse mo
tion is necessary for this purpose; and he concludes
that he is compelled to ascdbe the frame of this
system to an intelligent Agent.

The thinl letter contains opiniOIlll confirming or
eorrooting several positioml which Dr. Bentley had
laid down, and he concludes it with a curious exam
ination of the opinion of Plato, that the motion of
U1e planets is such as if they had been all created
by God in some region very remote from our sys
tem, and let fall from thence towards the sun, their
falling motion being turned aside into a transverse
one whenever they arrived at their several orbits.
Sir Isaac shows that there is no common place such
as that conjectured by Plato, provided the gravi
tating power of the sun remains constant; but that
Plato's aftlnnation is trne if we IIUppose the gravi
tating power of the sun to be doubled at that mo
ment of time when they all arrive at their sp.veral
orbits. .. If we suppose," says he, .. the gravity of
all the planets towards the sun to be of such a quan.
tity 118 it really is, and that the motions of the
planets are turned upwards, every planet will a8Cend
to twice its height from the sun. Saturn will as
cend till he be twice as high from the sun as he is
at present, and no higher i Jupiter will ascewl as

1
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hiJrh again as at present, t~at is, a little a1J<?Ve t~
orb -of Saturn; Mercury WIll ascend to tWICe hja
present height, that is, to the orb of Venus; and MJ
of the rest; and then, by falling down again f'rom
the places to which they ascended, they will arille
&gain at their several orbs with the same \'e1ocities
they had at first, and with which they now revolve.

"But if 80 soon lIB their motions by which they
revolve are turned upwards, the gravitating power
of the sun, by which their ascent is perpetually re
tarded, be' diminished by one-half, they will now
ascend perpetually, and all of them, at all equal dis
tances from the SUD, will be equally swift. Mer
cury, when he arrives at the orb of Venus, will be
88 IlW'1ft as Venus; and he and Venus, when they
arrive at the orb of the earth, will be as swift as the
earth; and 80 of the rest. If they begin all oCthem
to ascend at once, and ascend in the same line, they
win constantly, in ascending, become nearer and
nearer together, and their motions will constantly
approach to an equality, and become at length
slower than any motion assignable. Suppose, there
fore, that they ascended till they-were almost con
tiguous, and their motions inconsiderably little, and
that all their motions were at the same moment of
time turned back again, or, which comes almost to
the same thing, that they were only deprived of their
motions, and let fall at that time, they would all at
once arrive at their several orbs, each with the ve
locity it had at first; and if their motions were then
turned sideways, and at the same time the gravi
tating power of the SUD doubled, that it might be
strong enough to retain them in their orbs, they
would revolve in them as before their ascent. But
if the gravitating power of the SUD was not doubled,
they would go away from their orbs into the highest
heavens in parabolicallines.""

• .. 'l'b.- lhiDp,' .,. lie, "lllIlow Qvm IDJ~Mea. Do L
prop. 13, M, 15, III "



In the fourth letter" he states, that the hypothesis
that matter is at first el"enly diffused through the
universe is in his opinion inconsistent with the
hypothesis of innate gravity without a supernatural
power to reconcile them, and therefore it infers a
Deity. "For if there be innate gravity, it is impos
sible now for the matter of the earth and all the
planets and stars to fly up from them, and become
evenly spread throughout all the heavens without a
supernatural power; and certainly that which can
never be hereafter without a supernatural power,
could never be heretofore without the same power.."

These letters, of which we have endeavoured to
give a brief summary, will well repay the moat
attentive perusal by the philosopher as well as the
divine. They are written with much perspicuity of
language and great power of thought, and tqey
contain results which incontestably prove that their
author was fully master of his noblest faculties,
and comprehended the profoundest parts of his own
writings.t .

The logical acuteness, the varied erndition, and
the absolute freedom from all prejudice which shine
throughout the theological writings of Newton,
might have p,rotected them from the charge of hav
ing been written in his old age, and at a time when
a failure of mind was supposed to have unfitted him
for his mathematical investigations. But it is fortu
nate for his reputation, as well as for the interests
of Christianity, that we have been able to pmve the
incorrectness of such insinuations, and to exhibit
the most irrefragable evidence that all the theological
•I • Dated February lItb, 1693.

t Th. origina1a of tbese Ibur letters Iu Benll"!" we.... given by Dr.
Richard Bentley to Cumberland, hill nephew, an execulor, while alltU
dent at Trinity College, and were printed by bim in a oeJ>&rBte pamphlet
In 1756. Thl. publication was reviewed by Dr. SHmuel J~hnson in tb.
I~Uerary Magazine, vot. i. p. SO. See John80n'lI WorkB, 901. Ii. p. MoO
The original lotters are preoerved in Trinity College, to wbich aooIety
~hey were gi"''' by Cumberlaod a abOrlllme belbre liIlI death."-Monk'•
.Life 'If Benll." p. 33, DOte.
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~ or Newton were eo~ in the Tigonr
or his life, and before the crims of that bodily dis
order which is supposed to have aft'ected his reason.
The able letters to Dr. Bentley were even wriUen
in the middle of that period when want of sleep aDd
apPP-tite had disturbed the serenity of his mind, and
enable U8 to prove that this distm'baDee, whatever
WlUI its amount, never at"ected the highe)' fuDctiODl
of his understanding.

When a philosopher or distinguished eminence,
and we believe not inimical to tlie Christian faith,
has found it necessary to make a laboured apology
for a man like Newton W'riting on theological sub
jects, and has been led to render that apology more
complete by referring _this claas of his labours to a
mind debihtated by age and weakened by ita pre
vious abeJ'rations, It may be expected from an Eng
lish biographer, and one who acknowledges the
importance of revealed troth, and the paramount
interest of 8Uch subjects above all secular studies,
to suggest the true origin of Newlou's theological
inquiries. - ,

'When a mind of great and acknowledged power
first directs its energies to the study of the material
~verse, no indications of order attr8et his notice,
and no proofs of design call forth his admiration.
In the starry firmament he sees no bodies of stupen
dous magnitude, and no distances of ~mmeasurable

span. The two great luminariel'l appear vastly in
ferior in magnitude to many objects around him, and
the greatest distances in the heavens seem even in
ferior to those which his own eye can embrace on
the surface of the earth. The planets, when ob
served with care, are-seen to have a motion among
the fixed stars, and to vary in their magnitude and
distances, but these changes appear to follow DO
law. Sometimes they move to the east, sometimes
to the wel:lt, sometimes towards the north, aud
80DIetimei towards the lOuth, and at other timel
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they are absolutely stationary. No system, in shortt
appears, and no general law seems to direct their
motions. By the observations and inquiries of
astronomers, however, during successive ages, a
regular system has been recognised in this chaos of
moving bodies, and the magnitudes, distances, and
revolutions of every planet which composes it has
been determined :wIth the most extraordinary accu
racy. Minds fitted and prepared for this species of
inquiry are capable of understanding the great
variety of evidence by which the truth of the plan
etary system is established; but thonsands of indi
viduals who are even distinguished in other branches
of knowledge are incapable of such researches, and
view with a skeptical eye the great and irrefragable
truths of astronomy.

That the sun is stationary in the centre of our
sylltem,-that the earth' moves round the sun, and
round its own ms,-that the earth is 8000 miles in
diameter, and the sun one hundred and ten times as
large, -that the earth's orbit is 190 millions of miles
in breadth,-and that if this immense space were
filled with light, it would appear only like a luminous
point at the nearest fixed star,-are positions abso
lutely unintelligible and incredible to all who have
Dot carefully studied the subject. To millions of
our species, then, the great book of nature is ab
solutely sealed, though it is in the power of all to
unfold its pages, and to peruse those glowing pas
sages which proclaim the power and wisdom of its
mighty Author.

The book of revelation exhibits to us 'the same
peculiarities as that of nature. ' To the ordinary
eye it presents 110 immediate indications of its
Divine origin. Events apparently insignificant
8upernlltural interferences seemingly unnecessary
--doctrines --almost contradictory-and prophecies
nearly unintelligible occupy its pages. The history
of tM fall of man-of the introduction of moral
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and physical el'il.....uthe prediction of a Messiah-the
actual adl'ent of our Sal'iour-his instructiomt--his
miracles--1ris death-his resurrection-and the sub
sequent propagation of his religion by the unlettered
fishermen of Galilee, are each a stumblingblock to
the wisdom of this world. The youthful and vigor
ous mind, when first summoned to peruse the Scrip
tures, turns from them with disappointment. It
recognises in them no profound scienclr-no secular
wisdom-no Divine· eloquenclr-no disclosures· of
nature's secrets--no direct impress of an Almighty
hand. But, though the system of revealed truth
which this book contains is, like that of the universe,
concealed from common observation, yet the labours
of centuries- have established its Divine origin, and
developed ill all its order and beauty the great plan
of human restoration. In the chaos of its incidents
we discover the whole history of our species,
whether it is delineated in events that are past or
shadowed forth in those which are to come,-from
the creation of man and the origin of evil, to the
extinction of his earthly dynasty and the commence
ment of his immortal career.

The antiquity and lluthenticity of the books which
compose the sacred canon,-the fulfilment of its
prophecies,-the miraculous works of its fonnder,
his death and resurrection, have been demonstrated
to all who are capable of appreciating the force of
historical evidence; and in the poetical and prose
compositions of the inspired authors we discover a
system of doctrine and a eode of morality traced in
characters as distinct and legible as the most unerr
ing truths in the material world. False systems of
religion have indeed been deduced from the sacred
record,-as false systems of the universe have
sprung from the study of the book of nature,-but
the v.ery prevalence of a false system proves the
existence of one that is true; and though the two

" classes of facts necessarily depend on different



kiDda of evidence, yet we ecruple not to say that
the Copemicall sylltem is not more delDOD8trably
true than the system of theological truth contained
in the Bible. If men of high powers, then, are still
iOund, who are insensible to the evidence which
austain8 the system of the univeme, need we won
der that there are otben whOtl8 minds are shut
apinIlt the etfulgent evidence which intrenches the
strongholds of our fdith.-

If such, then, is the eharacter of the Cbriatiao
faith, we need not be surpriaed that it WlI8 embraced
and expoUDded by such a genius as Sir Isaac New
ton. Cherishing its doc.t~es, and leaning on its
promises, he felt it his duty, as it was his pleasure,
to apply to it that intellectual strength which had
successfully BUl1JI(fl1Jlted the di8iculties of the ma
teri8l universe. The fame which that success pro
cured him he could not but feel to be the breath of
popular applaWl8, which administered only to his
penonal feelings; but the investigation of the sacred
mysteries, while it prepared his own mind for its
final destiny, was calculated to pl'omote the spiritual
interests of thousands. This noble impulse he did
not hesitate to obey, and by thus uniting philosophy .
with religiOll, he diuolved the league which geniUII
had formed with sk~ci8m,and added to the clond
of witnesses the bnghte8t. name of ancient or of
modem times.
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CHAPTER XVIL

-

b' the precedin$' chapters we have given aD ac
count of the priDClpallabours of Sir Isaac Newton;
but there still remain to be noticed seveJ'al of his
minor diseoverie8 and inTentiOns, which could no~

properly be introduced under any geneJ'al head.
The most important of these, perhapll, are his

chymical researches, which he seems to have pUl'
sued with more or less diligence from the time
when he first witnessed the practical operations of
chymistry during his residence at the apothecary's
at Grantham. His first chymical experiments were
probably made on the alloys of metals, for the pur
pose of ~btaining a good metallic compos~tion for
the specula of l"ellecting telescopes. In his paper
on thin plates he treats of the combinations of solids
and fluids; but he enters more largely on these and
other subjects in the querie8 published at the end
of his Optics.

One of his most important chymical papers i.
his Tabula quantitatum et gmdU1Jm cal0ri8, which
was published in the Philosophical Transactions.
This short paper oontains a comparative scale of
temperature from that of meltm, ice to that of a
amall kitchen coal-me. The following are the
principal ,points of the .seale, the intennedWe

Z
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degreeB oC hea.t having been determined with great
C8le. ~

:c.
o
1
~

3

4
6

J:qwJ
illS_to

o Freezmg point oC water.
12 Blood-heat.
24 Heat of melting wax. .
48 Melting point of equal parts of tin

and bismuth.
96 Melting point of lead.

192 Heat of a small coal-fire.

The firBt column of this table contains the degrees
of heat in arithmetical progression, and the Becond
in ~ometricalprogression,-the second de~eebeing
twice as great as the first, and so on. It IS obvious
Crom this table, that the heat at which equal parts
of tin and bismuth melt is four times greater than
that of blood-heat, the heat of meltIng lead eight
times greater, and the heat of a small coal-fire 8i3:
tllen times greater.

This table was constructed by the help of a ther
mometer, and of red-hot iron. By the former he
measured all heats as far as that of melting tin;
and by the latter he measured all the higher heats.
For the heat which heated iron loses in a given time
is as the total heat of the iron; and therefore, if the
times of cooling are taken equal, the heats will be
in a geometrical progression, and may therefore be
easily found by a table of logarithms.

He found by a thermometer constructed with lin
seed oil, that if the oil, when the thermometer was
placed in melting sn()~, occupied a space of 1000
parts, the same oil, rarefied with one degree of heat,
or that of the human body, occupied a space of
10256; in the heat of wilter beginning to boil, a
space of 10705; in the heat of water boiling vio
lently, 10725; in the heat of melted tin beginning to
cool, and putting on the consistency of an amalgam,

"
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11616, and when the tin had become solid, 11496.
Hence the oil was rarefied in the ratio of 40 to 39
by the heat of the human body; of 15 to 14 by the
heat of boiling water; of 15 to 13 in the heat oC
melting tin beginning to solidify; and of 23 to 20 in
the same tin when solid. The rarefaction of all
was, with the same heat, ten times greater than that
of oil, and the rarefaction of oil fifteen times greater
than that of spirit of wine. By making the heats
of oil proportional to its rarefaction; and by calling
the heat of the-human body 12 parts, we obtain the
heat of water beginning to boil, 33; of water boil
ing violently, 34; of melted tin beginning to solidify,
72; and of the same become solid, 70.

Sir Isaac then heated a sufficiently thick piece
of iron till it was red-hot; and having fixed it in a
cold place, where the wind blew uniformly, he put
upon it small pieces of different metals and other
fusible bodies, and noted the times of cooling, till
all the particles, having lost their fluidity, grew cold,
and the heat of the iron was equal to that of the
human body. Then, by assuming that the excesses
of the heats of the iron and of the solidified par
ticles of metal above the heat of the atmosphere,
were in geometrical ·progression when the times
-were in arithmetical progression, all the heats were
obtained. The iron was placed in a current of air,
in order that the air heated by the iron might always
be carried away by the wind, and that cold air
might replace it with a uniform motion; for thus
equal parts of the air were heated in equal times,

~ and received a heat proportional to that of the iron.
But the heats thus found had the same ratio to one
AIlotherwith the heats found by the thermometer;
and hence he was right in assuming that the rare
factions of the oil were proportional to its heats.

Another short chymieal paper by Sir Isaac New.
ion has been published by Dr. Horsley. It is anti-
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tIed 1h NaturiI.A~but is priocipally occupied
with a number of brief opinions on chymical sub
jects. This paper was written later than 1887, sa it
bean a reference to the PriDcipia; and the most im
portant {acts which it contains aeem to haTe been
more distinctly reproduced in the queries at tbe eod
of the Optics.

The IDOIIt important of these queries relate to fire,
fiame, and electric attractions, and as they were re
l'isedin the year 1716 and 1717, they ma,. be resrarded
.. containing the most matured opinIons or their
author. Fire he regards as a body heated so hot 18
to emit light copiously, and 1lame as a vapour, fmne,
or exhalation heated so hot as to shine. In his long
query on electil'e attractions, he considerB the small
particles o{ bodies sa acting upon one another at
distances so minute as to escape ob8ervatwu. When
salt of tartar deliquesces, he supposes that this arises
{rom au attraction between the saline particles BDd
the aqueous particles held in solution in the atmos
phere, and to the same attraction he ascribes it that
the water will not distil from the salt of tartar with
out great heat. For the same reason sulphuric acid
attracts water powerCully, and parts with it with
great difficulty. When this attractive {oree beconies
very powerCul, as in the union between sulphuric
acid and water, so as to make the particles "coalesce
with l'iolence," and rush towards one another with
an accelerated motion, heat is produced by the mix
ture of the two fiuids. In like manner, he eXflains
the production of fiame from the mixture 0 cold
ftuids,-the action of Culminating powderB,-the com
bination of iron filings with sulpliur,-and all the
other chymical phenomena o{ precipitation, combi
nation, solution, and crystallization, and the mechan
ical phenomena o{ cohesion and capillary attrac
tion. He ascribes hot springs, volcanoes, fire-damps,
mineral coruscations, earthquakes, hot sutfoeatinc
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ezha1ations, hurricanes, lightning, thunder, 'fiery
meteors, subterraneous explosions, land-slips, ebul
litions of the sea, and waterspouts, to sulphureous
steams abounding in the bowels of the earth, and
fermenting with minerals, or escaping into the atmos
phere, where they ferment with acid vapours fitted
to promote fermentation.

In explaining the structure of solid bodies, he is
of opimon, "that the smallest particles of matter
may cohere by the strongest attr.actions, and com~

pose bigger particles of weaker virtue; and many
of these may cohere and compose bigger particles
whose virtue is still weaker; and so' on for divers
successions, until the prqgression end in the biggest
particles, on which the operations in chymistry and
the colours of natural bodies depend, and which, by
adhering, compose bodies of a sensible magnitude.
If the body is compact, and bends or yields inward
to pression, without any sliding of its parts, it is hard
and elastic, returning to its figure with a force rising
{rom the mutual attraction of its parts. If the parts
slide upon one'another, the body is malleable or soft.
IC they slip easily, and are of a fit size to be agitated
by heat, and the heat is big enough to keep them in
agitation, the body is tluid; and if it be apt to stick
to things, it is humid; and the drop!! of every fiuid
affect a round figure, by t,be mutual attraction of their
parts, as the globe of the earth and sea affects a
round figure, by the mutual attraction of its p~by
gravity." .

Sir Isaac then supposes, that, as the attractive
fol'lle of bodies can reach but to a small distance from
them, K a repulsive virtue ought to succeed;" and he
considers such a virtue as following from the refiec
tion of the rays of light, the rays being repelled with
Jut the immediate contact of the refiecting body, and
Il1so from the emission of light, the ray, as soon as
it is shaken oft' from a shining body by the vibrating
motion of the parts of the body, getting beyond the

ZD
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reach of attraction, and being dri\'en away with eS-:
ceeding great .,eloeity by the foree of rell.ection.·

Many of the cbymical views which Sir Isaac thUlt
lJUblished in the form of queries were in his own
lifetime illustrated and 'confirmed by Dr. Stephen
Hales, in his book on Vt!~t!tablt! Static8,-3. work of
great originality, which contains the germ or some
of the finest discol'eries in modem chymistry.

Although there is no reason to IlUpJl?8e tbat Sir
Isaac Newton was a believer in the doctrines of
alchymy, yet we are informed by the Reverend Mr.
Law that be had been a diligent student of Jacob
Behmen's writing8, and that there were found among
his papers copious abstracts from them in his own
handwriting.t He Iltates also that Sir Isaac, together
with one Dr. Newton, his relation, had, in the f'arlier
part of his life, set up furnaces, and were for several
months at work in quest of the philosopher's tinc
ture. These statements may receive some confir
mation tram the fact, that there exist" among the
Portsmouth papers many sheets, in Sir Isaac's own
writing, of Flammel's Explication of Hieroglyphic
Figures, and in, another hand, many sheets of WIl
liam Yworth's PrOCl!811W MY8ttJrii Map Phil08t1phi
cu, and also from the manner in which Sir Isaac
requests Mr. Aston to inquire after one Borry in
Holland, who always went clothed in green, and who
was said to possess valuable secrets; but Mr. Law
bu weakened the foree of his own testimony, when

• Mr. S-1Ie1, 10 hI8 Trealille OIl LlPt, ~ laS, bu IIIBIJUIdned lIIl1&
New.....•• DoctriDe or Be4ecd0ll ill """"nI&nt wltb tile ideIl iliac llIiI .
auncUYl (0.... exlendll beyond tbe repuilllYl or nllectin& Ibrce. IR IbiI
query above Mernd to, SIr _ .. 10 the ""* IIilItlncl mlQloer, pi...
IbiI ......... or tbe rdectIDIIlbree wllhout tbat at lb. auracUn -.

f In a lrMt an...... to IiIlI .l.ppcGl to all liI<Jt doIlN or .,....,... ".,
hllUr qf llie GoqcL See Gmt. Mag. 1782, vol. IlL p.!BT, ...

It ill ICated In a letter Dr IlIr. Law", quoted 10 tbJ. mapIIIne, lba&
0IIu1. L _ a dlllpnt nader and IIdmlnr or Jaoob lIeIImou; iliac IIiI
- a "e11-qu&IIIIOO penon /l'om EOlland to Goerllca, In UpperI--.
to &oquin IIIe Germaa laol'J8&'!, and to coll"'" ....." IIItllCdale Ila -W_ wItII tMw NIall.. to _ ..... a1cIIpdaL.
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he gBerts that Newton borrowed the doctrine of
attraction from Behmen's first three propositions of
eternal nature.

On the 7th December, 1676, Sir baac Newton com
municated to the Royal Society a paper entitled
All kypot1le1i8 etJ:plaining prope1'tie6 of lif!kt, in which
he, for the first time, introduces his opimons respect
ing ether, and employs them to explain the nature

•of light, and the cause of gravity. "He W88 in
duced," he says, "to do this, because he had observed
the heads of some great virtuosos to ron much upon
hypotheses, and he therefore gave one which he wall
inclined to consider as the most probable, if he were
obliged to adopt one."·

This hypothesis seems to have been afterward II
lJubject of discussion between him and Mr. Boyle, to
whom he promised to communicate his opinion more
fully in writing. He accordingly addressed to him a
long letter, dated Febroary 28th, 1678-9, in which
he explains hie views respecting ether, and employs
them to account for the refraction of light,-the co
hesion of two polished pieces ofmetal in an exhausted
receiver,-the adhesion of quicksilver to glass tubes,
-the cohesion of the parts of all bodies,-the cause
of filtration,-the phenomena of capillary attraction,
--the action of menstrua on bodies,-the trdIlSmu
tation of gross compact substances into-aerial ones,
-and the cause of gravity. From the language used
in this paper, we should be led to suppolle that Sir
Isaac had entirely forgotten that he had formerlr.
treated the general subject of ether, and applied It
to the e.xplanation of gravity. .. I shall set down,"
says he, .. one conjecture more which came into my
mind !lOW 46 1 WD6 writing this letter; It ii about the
t:QtIU of ,.,.afJity," which he goes on to explain;t and

• Tn. leiter to Dr. HaJley. dated J_ lIOlh, Ul8lI. SIr IouG ft......
CIlIa paper, nd oblIerY_, tIIaJ It Ia aal,. to ba looked BpaIIM _ wi ..
.-_ be cUd IlOl rel;r lIplII1.

t see,..l7l -
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he Coucludes by saying, that" he has 80 little fancY
to things of this nature, that, had not your emourage
mmt _tid mIJ to it, I should never, I think, thus Tar
have set pen to paper about them."

These opinions, however, about the existence of
ether, Newton seems to have subsequently re
nounced; for in the manuscript in the possession
of Dr. J. C. Gregory, which we have already men
tioned, and which was written previous to 1702, he
states, that ether is neither obvious to our senses,
nor supported by anr. arguments, but is a gratuitous
assumption, which, If we are to trust to reason and
to our senses, must be banished from the nature of
things; and he goes on to establish, by various argu
ments, the validity of this opinion. This renuncia
tion of his former hypotliesis probably arose from
his having examined more carefully some of the
phenomena which he endeavoured to explaiD by it.
Those of capillary attraction, for example, he had
ascribed to the ether" standing rarer in the verr. IleIP
sible cavities of the capillary tubes than Wlthout
them," whereas he afterward discovered their true
cause,1Uld ascribed them to the reciprocal attraction
of the tube and the fiuid. Bu~ however this may
be, there can be no doubt that he resumed his early
opinions before the publication of his Optics, which
may be co.nsidered-as containing his views upon this
subject. .' .

The queries which contain these opinions are the
18th-24th, all of which appeared for the first time in
the second English edition of the Optics. If a body
is either heated or loses its heat when placed in
vacuo, he ascribes the conveyance of the heat in
both cases" to the vibration of a much subtiler me.
dium than air;" and he considers this medium as the
same with that by wl..ich light is refracted and re
4ected, and by whose vibrations light communicates
heat to bodies, and is put into tits of easy refiectioll
and transmission.· .
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IlTI'OTIlIl.IIS OF ETllBR. I'M

TJUs ethereal medium, aeoording 10 our author, is
exceedingly more rare and more elastic than air.
It pervades all bodies. and is ellpanded tarough all
the heaveDS. It is much. rarer within the dense
bodies of \be BUD.. stars, plaIlets, and comets, thaa
ill the celestial spaces between them, and also more
rare within glass, water, &e. than in the free and
open spaces void of air and other grosser bodies.
In passing out of glass, water, &c. and other dense
bodies into empty space, it grows denser and denser
by degrees, and this gradual condensation extends
to some distanee from the bodies. Owing to its
pat elasticity, and, consequently, ita efforts to
spread in all dirllctions, it presses against itself, and,
consequently, ag-ainllt the solid particles of bodies,
80 as to make them cotl.tinually approach to one
aoother, the body being impelled from the denser
parts of the medium towards the rarer with all that
power which we call gravity.

In employing this medium to explain the nature
at'liitbt, Newton does not suppose, with Descartes,
Hooke, Huygens, and others, that light is nothing
more than the impression of those undulations on
the retina. He regards light as a peeuliar substance,
compoll!ld ofheterogeneous particles thrown oft" with
great velocity, and in hIl directions, from lummoU8
bodies; and he supposes that these particles while
passing through the ether, excite in it 1d.brations or
pulses which accelerate or retard the particles of
light, and thus throw them into their alternate fits
of easy reflection and transmission.

Hence, if a rl/.y of light falls upon 8 transparent
body, in which the ether consists of strata of varia
ble density, the particles of light acted upon by the
vibrations which they create will be urged with an
accelerated velocity in entering the body, while their
yelocity will be retarded in quitting it. In this maR
ner he conceives the phenomena of refraction to be
produced, and he shows how in such a case the
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refraction would be regulated by the Iiw of the'
lines.

In order that the ethereal medium may produce
the fits of easy reflection and transmission, he con
ceil'e8 that its vibrations must be swifter than light.
He computes its elasticity to be 490,000,000,080
times greater than that of air, in proportion to its
density, and about 600,000,000 times more rare than
water, Crom which he infers that the resistance
which it would opnose to the motions of the planets
would not be sensible in 10,000 years. He considers
that the fWlct.ions of vision and hearing may be ;per
formed chiedy by the l'ibratiolls of this mediUIIJ,
encuted in the bottom of the eye, or in the auditory
Derve by the rar,s of light, and propagated through
the'solid, pellUCId, and uniform capillamenta of the
optic or anditory nerves into the place of sensation;
and he is of opinion that animal motion -may be
performed by tbe vibrations of the same medium,
excited in the brain by the power of the will, 8lld
propagated from thence by the solid, pellucilil, ail
uniform capillamenta of the nerves into the muscles
for contracting and dilating them.

In the registers of the Roral Society there exist
sel'eral letters- on the eXCitation of electricity in
glass, which were. occasioned by an experiment of
this kind having been mentioned in Sir Isaac's
hypothesis of light. The society had ordered the
experiment to be tried at their meeting of the 16th
December, 1676; but, in order to secure its success,
Mr. Oldenburg wrote to Sir Isaac for a mOre par_
ticular account -of it. Sir Isaac being fuus "put
upon recollecting himself a little farther about it,"
remembers that he made the e:xperiment with a
glass fixed at the distance of the !d of an inch from
one end of a brass hoop, and only the lth of an inch
from the other. Small pieces of thin paper were
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...
then laid ltpon the table; when the glass was laid
above them and rubbed, the' pieces of paper leaped
from the one part of the glass to the other, and
twirled about in the air. Notwithstanding this ex-'
plicit account of tbe experiment, it entirely failed

- at the Royal Society, and the secretary was de
sired to request the loan of Sir Isaac's apparatus,
and to inquire whether or not he had secured the
papers from being moved by the air, which might
have somewhere stole in. In a letter, dated 21st
December, Sir Isaac racommended to the' society to
rob the glass Uwith stuff whose threads may rake
its surface, and, if that will not do, to rub it with
the fingers' ends to and fro, and knock them as
often upon the glass." These directions enabled
the society to succeed with the experiment on the
13t}!. JanuarY, 1676, when they used a scrubbing
brush of short hog's bristles, and the heft of a knife
made with whalebone.

! mong the minor inventions of Sir Isaac Newton,
must enumerate his reflecting instrument for

o serving the moon's distance from the fixed stars
at sea. 'J'he description of thi!\,instrument was com
municated to Dr. Halley in the year 1700; but, either
from having mislaid the manuscript, or from attach
ing no value to the invention, he never communi
·cated it to the Royal Society, and it remained among
his papers till after his death in 1742, when it was
published in the Philosophical Transactions. T~
following is Sir Isaac's own description of it as
communicated to Dr. Halley.
~ In the annexed figure PQRS denotes a plate of

brass, accurately divided in the limb DQ, into t de
grees, ~ minutes, and -tt- minutes, by a diagonal
scale; and the. ~ degrees, and ~ minutes, and rt
minutes, counted for degrees, mmutes, and t minuteR.
AD is a telescope three or four feet long, fixed on
.the edge of that brass plate. G is a sQeculum fixed

... 1
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on the brass plate perpendicularly wi' Dear all
anay be to the object-glass or the teleaeope, 80 -

J1i8' 19.

to be inclined rorty-five degrees to the un of
the telescope, and intercept half the light whick
would otherwise come through the telescope to the
eye. CD is a moveable index· turning -about the
centre C, and, with its fiducial edge, showing thtt
degrees, minutes, and ! minutes on the limb or the
brass plate PQ; the centre C must be aver agaiOIll
the middle of the speculum G. H is another specu
lum, parallel to the former, when the fiducial edge
of index falls on 0° 0' 0"; so that the s8Ille star may
then appear through the telebcope in one and -the
same place, both by the direct rays and by the re
ftexed ones; but if the index be turned, the star shall
appear in two places, whose distance is showed 'On
the brass limb by the index•

.. By this -instrument the distance of the moon
from any fixed star is thus observed: view the star

Cu()gl
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through tift! pel'llpicil by the direct light, and the
moon by the re1le:sed (or on the contrary).; and
turn the index till the star touch the limb of the
moon, and the index shall show on. the brass limb
of the instnnnent the. distance of the star from the
moon's limb; and though the instroment shake by
the motion of the ship at sea. yet the moon and star
Will move together as if they did really touch one
another in the heavens; 60 that an observation may
be made as exactly at sea as at land•

.. And by the same instrument may be observed
exactly the altitudes of the moon and stars, t:rr
bringing them to the horizon; and thereby the lati
tude and times of observation may be determined
more exactly than by the ways now in use. .

.. In the time of the observation, if the instrument
move angularly about the axis of the telescope, the
star will move in a tangent of the moon's limb, or
of the horizon; but the observation may notwith
standing be made exactly, by noting when the line
deecribed by the star is a.tangent to the moon's
limb, or to the horizon.

"To make the instrument useful, the telescope
ought to take in a large angle; and to make the
observation true, let the stai touch the moon's limb,
not on the outside, but on the inside."

This ingenious contrivance is obviously the very
same invention as !l.at which Mr. Hadley produced
in 1731, and which, \mder the name of Hadley's
Quadrant, has ooen of so great service in navigation.
The merit of its first invention must therefore be
transferred to Sir Isaac Newton.

In the year 1672, Sir Isaac communicated to
Mr. Oldenburg his design for a microscope, WhICh
he considered to be as capable of improvement as
the telescope, and perhaps more so, becanse it
requires only one speculum. This microscope is
shown in the. annexed diagram, where AB is the
object-metal, CD the eye-glass, F their commOD

Aa
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fOCUll, and 0 the other focus of the metal in which
She object is placed. Tbis ingenious idea has been

Fig. 13.

C J'

:t===
D

P A.

~
B

greatly improved in modern times by Professor
Amici, who makes AB a portion of art ellipsoid,
whose foci are 0 andF, and who places a small
plain speculum between 0 and AB, in order to reo
fleet the object, which is placed on one side AP, for
the purpose of being illuminated.

In another letter to Mr. Oldenburg, dated July
11th in the same year, he suggests another improve
ment in microscopes, which is to "illuminate the
object in a darkened room with the light of any
convenient colour not too much compounded: for
by that means the microscope will, with distinct
ness, bear a deeper charge and larger aperture,
especially if its construction be such as I may here.
after describe."· This happy idea I have some
years ago succeeded in realizing, by illuminating
microscopic objects with the light of a monochtO
matic lamp, which discharges a copjnlls flame of
pure yenow light of definite refrangibility.t

In order to remedy the evils arising from the
weak reflecting power of speculum metal, and from
its tarnishing by exposure to the air, Sir Isaac pro
posed to 8ubstitute for the small ovaI speculum a
triangular prism of glass or crystal ABC. Its side

• Sir ...., d_ not 186m to han afterward d_ribed lhIa conaltllCl.
doo. .

t See EdinbtagA n-lllUactimu ¥ll1. I:r. P. W, and lile A'dinhr.-'
JOIIt'IdI qfBqm~ 11lly, 18l1Q, No. 1. New 8eriee, p. J08.
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AB lka he supposes to perform the office of that metal,
by reflecting towards the eye-glass the light which
comes from the concave speculum DF, fi!. 13,
whose light he snpposes to enter into this pnsm at
its side CB be, and lest any colours should be pro
duced by the refraction of these planes, it iI5 requ18ite
that the angles of the Fig. 14.
prism at Aa and Bb be . a. c
precisely equal. This
may be done most conve
niently, by making them
halfright angles, and con-
sequently the third angle A &
at Ce a right one. The
plane AB ba will reflect
all the light incident upon
it; but in order to ax-
elude unnecessary light, 'B
it will be pro~ to cover
it all over WIth Bome black sub&tance excepting two
circular spaces of the planes ·Ac and Be, through
which the useful light may pa&l. The length of the

Fig. 15
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r, prism should be snch that its sides A.c and Be may

be square. and so much of the angles B and 11 B8 are _ I

b Coogle



SUperfluoUlf ought to be ground off, to give passage
for as much light 88 is possible from the object to
the speculum.

One great advantage of this prism, which cannot
be obtained from the oval metal, is, that without

, using two glasses the object may be erected, and
the magnifying power of the telescope varied at
pleasure, by merely varying the distances of the
speculum, the prism, and the eye-glass. This will
be uoderstood from fig. 16, where AI represents

Fig. 16.

It

II

the great concave speculum, EF the eye-glass, and
BCD the prism of glaSs, whose sides BC and CD
are not l1at,OOt spherically convex. The rays which
come from G, the focus of the great speculum AI,
will, by the refraction of the first .side BC, be re
duced to parallelism, and after reflection from the
base CD, will be made by the refraction of the next
side BD to converge to the focus H of the eye-glass
EF. If we now bring the prism BCD nearer the
image at G, the point H will recede from BD, and
the imstl:e formed there will be greater than that at
G, and If we remove the prism BCD from G, tho 1l
point H will approach to BD, and the image at H
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.m be less than that at G. The prism BCD per
forms the same part as a convex lens, G and H
being its conjugate foci, and the relative size of the
images fonned at these points being proportional to
their distance from the lens. This construction
would be a good one for varying optically the angu
lar distance of a pair of wires placed in the focus of
the eye-Itlass EF; and by bisecting the lenticular
prism BCD, and giving the halves a slight inclina
tion, we should be able to separate and to close the
two images or disks which would thus be produced,
and thus'form a double image micrometer.

Among the minor and detached· labours of Sir
Isaac, we must not omit his curious experiments on
the action of light upon the retina. Locke !l8emS
to have wished his opinion respecting a fact stated
in Boyle's Book on Colours, and in a. letter from
Cambridge, dated June 30th, 1691, he communicated
to his friend the following very remarkable obser
vations made by himself•

.. The observation you mention in Mr. Boyle's
book of colours I once made upon myself with the
hazard of my eyes. The manner was this; I looked
a very little while upon the sun in the looking-glass
with my right eye, and then turned my eyes into a
dark comer of my chamber, and winked, to observe
the impression made, and the circles of colours
which encompassed it, and how they decayed by
degrees, and at last vanished. This I repeated a
second and a third time. At the third time, when
the phantasm of light and colours about it were
slmost vanished, intending my fancy upon them to
see lheir last appearance, I found, to my amaze
ment, tltat they began to return, and by little and
little to become as lively and vivid as when I had
newly looked upon the sun. But when I ceased to
intend my fancy upon them, they vanished again.
After this, I found, that as often as I went into the
dark, and intended my mind upon them, as when

AaS -
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• man looks earnestly to see any thing whlchil
cli1Ilcu1t to be seen, I eould make the phantasm r~

tum without looking any more upon the SUD; and
the oftener I made it return, the more easily I could
lIIlIke it return again. And at length, by repeating
tbia without looking any more upon the SUD, I made
IIIlCh an impression on my eye, that, if I looked upon
the clouds, or a book, or any bright object, I saw
upon it a rOUDd bright spot of light like the sun,
and, which is still stranger, though I looked upon
the sun with my right eye only, and not with my
left, yet my fancy began to make an impression
upon my lell eye, as well as upon my right. For if
I shut my right eye, or looked upon a book or the
clouds with my left eye, I could see the spectrum
of the sun almost as plain as with my right eye, if I
did but intend my fancy a little while upon it; for
at first, if I shut my right eye, and looked with my
left; the 8peCtrwn of the SUD did not appear till I in
tended my fancy upon it; but by repeating, this ap
peared every time more easily. And now, in a few
hours' time, I had brought my eyes to such. a pass,
that I could look upon no bnght object with either
eye but I saw the SUD before me, so that I du.rst
neither write nor read; but to recover the use of my
eyes, shut myself up in my chamber made dark, for
three days together, and used aU means to divert
my imagination from the SUD. For if I thought
upon him, I presently saw his picture, though I was
in the dark. But by keeping m the dark, and em
ploying my mind about other things, I began in'
three or four days to have some use of my eyes'
again; and, by forbearing to look upon bright ob-I
jects, recovered them pretty well, though not so'
well but that, for some months after, the spectrum!
of the SUD began to return as often as I began to'
meditate upon the phenomena, even though I lay inl
bed at midnight with my curtains drawn. But nowi
I have been very well for many years, though I aID;
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~p't to think, if I durst venture my eyes, I could still
make the {lhantasm return by the power of my
fancy. This story I tell you, to let you understand,
that in the observation related by Mr. Boyle, the
man's fancy probably concurre.d with the impression
made by the sun's light to produce that phantasm
of the sun which he constantly saw in bright objects.
And so your question about·the cause of this phan
tasm involves another about the power of faney,
which I must confess is too hard a knot for me to
untie. To' place this effect in a constant motion is
hard, because the sun ought then to a~ar per
petually. It seems rather to consist in a disposition
of the sensorium to move the imagination strongly,
and to be easily moved, both by the imagination
B!ld by the light, as often as bright objects are looked.
upon." .

These observations possess in many respects a high
degree of interest. The fact of the transmission
of the impression from the retina of the one eye til
that of the' other is particularly important. and it
deserves to be remarked, as a SlDI{Illar coincidence,
that I had occasion to observe and to describe the
.ame phenomena above twen~ years ago,· and long
before the observations of Su Isaae were COlDllll'
mcated to the scientific world.

.~ A.~ColAnintb8E.udw,A~
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CHAPTER XVIll.

Bu .A.....,mt"""" witll Dr. PmtMrttm, ",110 tIliu til, 'nird EatimI ",
tM Prfnt:ipia-Hio fiTot Attack qf ill Healtll-Hio R...-ry- H, u
takftl ill in cmuoqum,,. qf attmdin8 tile Ro,4l Socicty-Hio DeatA
"" til, 2Ot1l MtJrCl&, 1m-Hi. Body til. in "att-Hio F\tnmJl-H.
u.hritll in Wc"mm.t...Abbey-Hio M""......... dacriW-Hu Epi-
tapll- NIdAl.tn<ck in 1I0_T qf /lim-.RDubiliGc'. full.!mKt1a
Stat qf lIim ".cctld in Cambridlrt--IJdJUioft 'If Au Property-Hu
/JtI.ccu_..

ABOUT the year 1722, Sir Isaac was desirous 01
publishing a third edition of his Principia, and thf'
premature death of Mr. Cotes having deprived him
of his valuable aid, he had the good fortuDe to be
come acquainted with Dr. Henry Pemberton, a young
and accomplished physician, who had cultivated
mathematical learnmg with considerable success.
M. Poleni, an eminent professor in the University
of Padua, having endeavoured, on the authority of
a new experiment, to oveeturn the common opinion
respecting the force of bodies in motion, and to es
tablish that of Leibnitz in its place, Dr. Pemberton
transmitted to Dr. Mead a demonstration of its
inaccuracy. Dr. Mead communicated this paper to
Sir Isaac, who not only highly approved of it, but
added a demonstration of his own, drawn from
another consideration or the subject; and this was
printed without his name, as a postscript to Pem
ber19n's paper, when it appeared in the Transac.
tions.-

In a short time after the commencement of their
acquaintance, Sir Isaac engaged Dr. Pemberton to
supt:rintend the new edition of the Principia. In
discharging this duty, Dr. Pemberton had occasion
W make many remarks on this work, which Sir Isa.ae

" ISee PAil. Trtm8. I'm, YOI. xuIIL p. M.
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always received with the iItmost· goodness, and the
new edition appeared with numerous alterations in
1726. On the occasions upon which he !tad per
sonal intercourse with Sir Isaac, and which were
necessarily numerous, he endeavoured to learn his
opinions on various mathematical subjects, and to
obtain some historical information respecting his
inventions and discoveries. Sir Isaac entered freely
into all these topics; and during the conversations
which took place, and while they were readilll'
together Dr. Pemberton's popular account of Sir
Isaac's discoverieS, he Qbtained -the most perfect
evidence that, though his memory was -much de
cayed, yet he was -fully able to understand his oWB
writings.

During the last twenty years of his life, which he
Ilpent in Loudon, the charge of his domestic con
cerns devolved upon his beautiful and accomplished
niece, Mrs. Catharine B~on, the wife of Colonel
Barton, for whom, as we have already seen, the
Earl of Halifax had conceived the warmest a1fee
tion. This lady, who had heen educated at her
uncle's expense, married Mr. Conduit, and continued
to reside with her husband in Sir IS~'8 house til.
the time of his death.

In the year 1722, when he had reached the
eightieth year of his age, 'he was seized with an
incontinence of urine, wlUch was ascribed to stone
in the bladder, and was considered incurable. By
means of a strict regimen, however, and other pre
cautions, he was enabled to alleviate his oompl.aint~

and to procure long intervals of ease. At this time
he gave up the use C)f his carriage, and always went
out in a chair. He declined all invitations to dinner,
and at his own house he had only small parties. In
his diet he was extremely temperate. Though he
took a little butcher meat, yet the principal articles
f)f his food were broth, vegetables, and fruit, of
which he always ate very heartily. In spite of all

..-1
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his pre~autions,however, he exp;rl~nCeciaretmu" J
of his old complaint, and in August, 1724, he passed
a swns the size of a pea, which came away m two I
pieces, the one at the distance of two days from the
other. After some months of tolerable good health,
he was seized in January, 1725, with a violent cough
and intlammation of the IWlg8; and in consequence
of this attack, he was prevailed upon, with some
difficulty, to take up his residence at Kensington,
where his health experienced a decided improve- " ~
Bient. In February, 1725, he was attacked in both
his feet with a fit of the gout, of which he had re-
eeived a slight warning a few years before, and the
effect of Uris new complaint was to produce a great
and beneficial change in his general health. On
Sunday the 7th March, when his head was clearer
and hIS memory stronger than Mr. Conduit had
known it to be for some time, he entered into a long
conversation on various subjects in astronomy. He
explained to Mr. Conduit how comets might be
formed out of the light of vapours discharged from
the sun and the fixed stars as the centres of sys-
tems. He conceived that these luminaries were
replenished by the same comets being again returned
to them; and upon this principle he explained the
extraordinary lights which were seen among the
fixed stars by Hipparchus, Tycho Brahe, and Kepler's
disciples, and WhICh he ~upposed to arise from the
additional fuel which they received.-

Notwithstanding the improvementwhich his health
had experienced, his indisposition was still suffi-
eiently severe to unfit him for the discharge of his oj

duties at the mint; and as his old deputy was co~

fined with the dropsy, he was desirous in 1725 of
resigning his office to Mr. Conduit. Difficulties
probably were experienced in making this arrange-
l,t1ent. but his nephew discharged for him all th!'l

• 'IbI8 conVll""'tion, originally copied fhlm Mr. Condull'.lIImdwrIllnc.
'" pTm mille Appendix, No. ill. p. 32Q. . .
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duties of his omce; and during the last year of his
life he hardly ever went to the mint.

But though every kind of motion was calculated
to aggravate his complaint, and though he had de
rived from absolute rest and from the air at Ken.
sin/{ton the highest benefit, yet great difficUlty was
experienced in preventing him from occasionally
going to town. Feeling himself able for the jour
ney, he went to London on Tuesday the ~th of
Febmary, 1727, to preside at a meeting of the Royal
Society. On the following day Mr. Conduit con
sidered him better than he had been for many years,
and Sir Isaac was himself so sensible of this im
provement in his health, that he assured his nephew
that on the Sunday preceding, he had slept from
cleven o'clock at night till eight o'clock next morn
ing without waking. He had undergone, however.
great fatigUe in attending the meeting of the Royal
Society, and in paying and receiving visits, and the
consequence of this was' a violent return of his
former complaint. He returned to Kensington on
Saturday the 4th March, and was attended by Dr.
Mead and Dr. Cheselden, who pronounced his dis
ease to be stone, and held out no hopes of his
recovery. From the time of his last journey to
London he had experienced violent fits of pain with
very shoI't intermissions; and though the drops of
sweat ran down his face during these severe ~ox.
yams, yet he never uttered a, cry' or a complamt, or
il:isplayed the l,:ast marks 0.£ peevishness .ar impa
tIence; but durmg the short mtervals of relief which
occurred, he smiled and conversed with his usual
gayety and cheerfulness. On Werlnesday the 15th
of March he seemed a little better; and slight,
though groundless hopes were entertained of his
recovery. On the morning of Saturday the 18th
he read the newspapers, and carried on a pretty long
conversation with Dr. Mead, when all his senses and
faculties were strong and vigorous; but at six o'clock -,



of the II8JIIe evening he became insensible, amI lJ.e
continued m that Iltate during the whole of Sunday.
and till Mondal the 20th, when he expired between
ene and two 0 clock m the mornfug, m the eighty
fifth year of his age.

His body was removed from Kensington to Lon.
don, and on Tuesday the 28th March it lay m state
m the Jenlsalem Chamber, and was thence conveyed
to Westmmster Abbey, where it was buried near the
entrance mto the chOIr on the left-lll~nd. The pall
was supported by. the Lom High Chancellor, the
Dukes of Roxbmghe and Montrose, and the Earls
of Pembroke, Sussex, and MaccIetdield, who were
Fellows of the Royal Society. The Hon. Sir Mi
chael Newton, Knight of the Bath, was chief
mourner, and was followed by some other relations,
and several distinguished cbaracters who w~re inti
mately acquainted with the deceased. The funeral
lervice was performed by the Bishop of Rochester,
attended by the prebend and choir.

Sensible of the high honour which they derived
from their c()nnexion with so distinguished a phi
losopher, the relations of Sir Isaac Ne.vton who
fulJ.erited his penonaI estate,4I agreed to devote 5001.
to the erection of a monument to his memory, and
the dean and chapter of Westminster appropriated
for it a place in the most conspicuous part of the
Abbey, which had often been refused to the greatest
et our nobility. This mODlDllent was erected in
1731. On the front of a sarcoph~ resting on a
pedestal are sculptured in basso"rehevo youths bear
mg m their hands the emblems of Sir Isaac's prin
cipal discoveries. One carries a prism, another a
:retlecting telescope, a third is weighing the sun and

- IIR ISAAC JrE'WTOW.

J

• Th_ ,...... IIIe three obllclren or bw balf-brotber Smllb, tbe throe
eblldren or hiJI balf-oloter PIlkington, and tbe two daugbtera or blo hair.
lII8ler Barton, all of ...bom nrnTod Sir I..ao. N"" .AtIecdotu 'If Si,
1_N~-. "" J. H.l " GmtlmImt of 1Iio Mot1lIr'. FtImil,. !lee.AlI
tIIIGl]Up'or, l'l7e, TO • xiJ:. p. 2ll of t:haraolera. TIle 'aulbor oC tbla
JePlr ,... Jam.. HlUton, Eoq. or Pimllotl.
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planets with a steelyard, a fourth is employed about
a furnace, and two others are loaded with money
newly coined. On the sarcophagus is placed the
figure of Sir Isaac in a cumbent posture, with his
elbow resting on several of his works. Two youths
stand before him with a scroll, on which is drawn a
remarkable diagram relative to the solar system. and
above that.is a conTerging series. Behind the sar~

cophagus is a pyramid, from the middle of which
rises a globe in mezzo-relie\'o, upon which Beveral
of the constellations are drawn, in order to shoW'
the path of the comet of 1681, whose period Sir
Isaac had determined, and also the position of the
solstitial colure mentioned by Hipparchus, and by
means of which Sir Isaac had, in hitJ Chronology,
fixed the time of the Argonautic eXpedition. A figure
of'Astronomy as Queen of the Sciences sits weep
ing on the Globe with a sceptre in her hand, and a
star sunnounts the summit of the pyramid. The
following epitaph is inscribed on the monument.

HI. Illue 1
IA&cWI Newlon, Equ Auratul,

Qui Animl Vi prope divln..,
Planet_nlln Motue, Flfuru,

Comelarv.m Semilu, Oceamque ..EoI....
811& llIalbeol l!Icem preference,

PrimUl demoDllraYit.
Badlorum J.ucle diaaimUllUClin....

Colorumque Indo nuctlnUmn Proprl.-,
CUM IIIlIIIO lIRI.. Ye1 ....plcaloa erat, peneotip.1t,

Naturllt, Anllqultalea, 8. Scriptural,
8edulus, sagu, ftdu InterprM,

Del Opl. Max. M~eelatem Pbllaeephla a--..lC,
E..angeW oImpllcllalOm _bot. ex_ie.

8ibl p-atulenl1lr Morlaleo, laIelanllUDqne emu..,
HUlllAflU GEM.UUt n.CU8.

N.... u". Decemb. IlIDCXLU. 0IIII1. u. MaL
IlIDCCXXVIL

Of which the foUowing is a literal tr;mlllation:
H.... 1Iea

IIraac Ne..lon, KnilllC,
Who, by aVll;;:'~== eupemal......

TIle MoIIoo. andGb oflb.e PIaoU, ...
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till ..... of 1110 ComeI8, and tbe TId.. of the 0-.
B. dlligenlly In•••Uplei

The d1111!ren1 Rell"dngibiHI\ee of lbe Ray. ot Llfbt,
AM the Propenlee of tbe Col..n.... '" wbicb lbey ct". n...

An 1..lduo..., aagaciou., and lllilbllJl Inlerprmor
Of NIt"",, Antiquily, ond Ih. Holy Iileript"""',

B. _ In 1111 Plliloeophy tbe MI\i8lIY of God•
.ADd~ in hie conduct tbe Simplicity of Ih. G.-peL

Let Mortal. rejoice
Tbaltbere__led .ucb Ind .. I"'Ot

.AN OR1UMJ:JlIT 0,. Btl.AN NATURE.
Jlom 25lb D.... 11142", Died 20tb Mlrcb, 1m.

In the beginning of 1731,.a medal was struck at
the Tower in honour of Sir Isaac Newton. It had
on one side the head of the philosopher, with the
motto, Feliz cOg'1Wllcere CaU8&f, and on the reverse a
figure representing the mathematics.

On the 4th February, 1755, a magnifican' full..
length statoe of Sir Isaac Newton in white marble
was erected in the antechapel of Trinity College.
He is represented standing on a pedestal in a loose
gown, holding a prism, and looking upwards with au
expre8lion of the deepest thought. On the ped.efim
ill the inscription,

Qui genu humanum inglllio nperaviL
Who nrpuaod all men in genlu.

This statue, executed by Roubiliac, was erected
at the expeDle of Dr. Robert Smith, the author of
the Compleat SYlltem of o"tiCII, and professor of as
tronomy and experimental philosophy at ClUIlbridge.
-It has been thus described by a modem poet:

BarIr. ..bere tile ..pn, fnn and clOl1',
. '¥i1h 1000 b"""nn.. cbonn. lbe ear ;

lI.hold, a priem wilbin hi. bond.,
Ahaorbed in tbougbt great N...lon .laDd.
Such was hil bmw, and looks serene,
Hill eerioull gait and musing mien,
When tlught uu 1IIll1. wing. to 1\y.
Be traced tb. wand..... of lbe oky;
The cblmbo... of th. Inn exploreo.
WIt_ tintl of tbouaand bUll were atored•

.J)r. Smith likewise bequeathed tbe Bum of 5001.
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for executing a painting on glass for the window at
the south l!nd of Trinity College, Cambridge. The
subject represents the prl"llentation of Sir Isaac
Newton to his majesty George III., who is seated
under a canopy with a laurel chaplet in his hand, and
attt\nded by the British Minerva, apparently advising
b:m \0 reward merit in the person of the great phi
lciIsupher. Below the throne, the Lord Chancellor
Bacon is proposing to register the reward about to
be conferred upon Sir Isaac. The original drawinll'
of this absurd picture was executed by Cypriaw,
and cost one hundred guineas.

The personal estate of Sir Isaac Newton, which
was worth about 32,0001., was divided among his
four nephews and four nieces of the half-blood, the
grandchildren of his mother by the Reverend Mr.
Smith. The famiiy estates of Woolsthorpe and
Sustern he bequeathed to John Newton, the heir-at
law, whose great-grandfather was Sir Isaac1e uncle.
This geDt1eman does not seem to have sllfficiently
valued the bequest, for he sold them in 1732, to Ed
mund Tumor of Stoke Rocheford.· A short time
before his death, Sir Isaac gave away an estate in
Berkshire to the sons and daughter of a brother oC
Mrs. Conduit, who, in consequence of their Cather
dying before Sir Isaac, had no sharl! in the personal
estate; and he also galle an estate of the same value,
which he bought at Kensington, to Catharine, the
only daughter of Mr. Conduit, who afterward mar
ried Mr. Wallop, the eldest son of Lord Lymington.
This lady was afterward Viscountess Lymington,
and the estate of Kel18ington descended to the late
Earl of Portsmouth, by whom it was sold. Sir Isaae

- was succeeded as master and warden in the miRt~
his nephew, John Conduit, Esq., who wrote a trea
tise on the gold and silver coin, and who died in
1737, leaving behind him his wife and daughter, the
former of whom died in 1739, in the 59th year of
bel' age.

• Tumor'. CoU.ctIoru, "'c. p. I~ IlIee MRIlDa, p. 110.
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CHAPTER XIX.

'mrummu '"JIf_'. Rqltaatiml-Claraatr ~ .,..~BU
JleI/IoIU '!Il,..-t;,tIlitm 6imilJlT to tAalII6. a, G~Error ill
ucribm6 _ Di6cowriu to tM U"'!I tM M.t1lDlU 6,
LoN B<lccm-TM Prd....wn. rJf tlu &c<n<ialt P1IiUNupllll am""'"
-Sir I.IJIJ& NIVJt",,'. _itJl tlwTact_Hu (JI'1Qt JlCodo.ty-TM
IIifIIplicity '!I_ CIar-..Hi. rd" IJIId ........., CIWadtr
Nu H06pilalilrl and Modo 'If Ljfe-ifl:'G""'o6i171 4ndC~
IlU A6......-}lu per601&al APJH' IJIIU-St_ and Pi&tlu'u '"
....-~...... RM:olI qf ....

liVeR were the Jutda~ of Sir Isaac Newton, and
IUch the lut laurels which were shed over his grave.
A century of discoveries hlI.Il since his day been
aided to science; but brilliant u these dis~eries

81'e, they have not obliterated the, minutest of his
labours, and have served only to' brighten the halo
which encircles his name. The achievements of
genius, like the source from which they spring, are
indestructible. Acts of legislation and deeds of war
may confer a high celebrity, but the reputation which
they bring is only local and transient; and while
they are hailed ~ the nation which they benefit,
~hey are reprobated by the people whom they 'ruin
or enslave. The labours of science, on the contrary.
bear along-with them no counterpart of evil. They
are the liberal bequests of'grent minds to every
individual of their race, and wherever they are wel
comed and honoured they become the solace of
private life, and the ornament and bulwark of the
commonwealth.

The importance of Sir Isaac Newton's discoveries
has been sufticiently exhibited in the preceding
chapters ,: the peculiar character of his genius. and
the ml\thod which he pursued in his inquiries. can
be gathered onlr from the studr of his works. aDd
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from the history of his individual labours. Were
we to judge of the qualities CJf his mind from the
early age at which he made his principal discoveries,
and from the rapidity of their succession, we should
be led to ascribe to him that quickness of penetra
tion, and that exuberance of invention, which is
more characteristic of poetical than of philosophical
genius•. But we must recollect that Newton was
placed in the most favourable circumstances for the
dev<!lopmell.t of his powers. The fl.ower of his
youth and the vigour of his manhood were entirely
~evoted to science. No iRjudicious guardian con
holled his ruling passion, and no ungenial studies or
professional toils interrupted the continuity of his
pursuits. His -discoveries were, therefore, the fruit
of persevering and unbroken study; and he himself
declared, that whatever service he had done to the
public was not owing to any extraordinary sagacity,
but solely to industry and patient thought.

Initiated-.e~jnto the abstractions of geometry,
he was dee'ply Imbued with her cautio11s spirit. and
if his acqUIsitions were not made with the rapidity
_oLintyjtjoD; they :were at least firmly secured. and
the grasp which.he took of his subject was propor
tional to the mental labour which it had exhausted.
Overlooking what was trivial, and separat~ what
was extraneous, he bore down with instmctive
sagacity on the prominences of his subject, and
having thus grappled with its difficulties, he never
riiIeirllr1ntrench himself in its strongholdB.
~ .powers ~of invention.. Newton

added, what so seldom accompanies them, the talent
of sim'plifying and communicating his profoundest
speculations.· In the economy of her distributions,
nature is seldom thus lavish of her ill.tellectual gifts.
The inspired genius which creates is rarely con·

• "... mabIe l1Ir."lIy cbaraeterisee all bla wrillnp, wbelber Ib_
lGI\C&l. cbJllllcal, or matblllll&llc.l; bUI II Ia .JI'ICu1Iarlf d1aplay. ill bill
InallaI • UlIiyen&1 .u\l\lmelic, and In 1IiII 0pIinI Lectarft,

.Bb2
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ferred along with the matured judgment which
combines, and yet without the exertion of both the .-l
fabric of human wisdom could never have been
reared. Though a ray from heaven kindled the
Testal firef yet an humble priesthood was required. to
keep alive the tlame.

The method of inTestigating truth by observation
lind experimen~ so successfully pursued in the PriDo
eipiSt bas been 880ribed by some modem writers of
great celebrity to Lord Bacon; and Sir Isaac New- JII
ton is represented as having owed all his discoveries I
to the application of the principles of that distin-
ruished writer. One of the grea1eet admirers of
Lord Bacon has gone so far as to characterize him
.. a man who has had no rival in the times which
are put, and as likely to have none in those whick
are to come. In a eulogy so overstrained as this,
we feel that the language of panegyric has pass~d

into that of idolatry; and we are desirous of weigh-
ing the force of arguments which tend to depose
Newton from the high-priesthood of nature, and to
~tle the proud destinies of Copernicus, Galileo,
and Kepler.

That Bacon was a man of powerful genius, and
endowed with varied and profound talen~-the most
skilful logician,--the most nervous and eloquent
writer of the age which he adorned, are points which
have been established by universal suffrage. The
study of ancient systems had early impressed him
with the convicUon that experiment and observation
were the only sure guides in physical inquiries;
and, ignorant though he was of the methods, the ~
principlellt and the details of the mathematical
scienceS; his ambition Rrompted him to aim at the
construction of an artificial system by which the
laws of nature might be investigated, and which I
might direct the inquiries of philosophers in every J
future age. The necessity of experimental research,
Gel of advancing gradually from the study of factt
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to the determination of their cause, though the
groundwork of Baeon's method, is a doctrine which
was not only inculcated but successfully followed
by preceding philosophers. In a letter from Tycho
Braheto Kepler, this industrious astronomer urges
his pupil "to lay a solid foundation for his views
by actual observation, and then by ascending from
theBe to strive to reach the causes of things;" and
it was no doubt under the in1I.uence of this advice
tbat Kepler submitted his wildest fancies to the test
of observation, and was conducted to his most
splendid discoveries. The reasonings of Coperni.
cus, who preceded Bacon by more than a century,
were all founded upon the most legitimate induction.
Dr. Gilbert had exhibited in his treatise on the
magnet- the mOst. perfect specimen of physical reo
search. Leonardo da Vinci had described in the
clearest manner the proper method of philosophical
investigation;t and the whole scientific career of
Galileo was one continued example of the most

• IH lCagnsle, p. 4i, ~, 100, and I'l:8f. p. 30. .
f The Ibllowlnl pasoag.. ll'om Leonardo da Vinci are 1'8ry Ilriking :
.. Theory ill the gell.ral, and practire th. 10Idi.rI.
.. Experiment ill the interpret.r of the artill... or natur.. It n.v.r

deceives U8; it 18 our judgment itself which sometimes decei'1'eB us, be
calle we expect ft'om it effects which are contrary to experiment. We
mnlt con8ult Uperill1<'DI by vnrying the circumlllnc•• UII w. h8v$
bduced from it gen.rallsWI ; for it il it wlilch furnillhes true lawl.

.. In the Itudy of the acienC88 which depend on mathematicI, thOM
wbo do not consult nature, but authors, are not the cbildren 0.( nature;
they III'il only her grandchildren. Nature alone ia the m....t.r of true
aeniu..

'"'In treatiDg any psrtlcnl8r 8ubject, I would _ or 1111 malte IOIIUI
ftPlJrimenll, beca1188 my d..tp ilIl1rlt to refer to ""perImant, and theD
to demonetrate why bodies are constrained to act in SUch a manner.
Thill ill the m.thod which we ought to follow In investigating th. ph..
nomena of nature. It i8 ...ry tru. that nature balinl by reIIlIOning and
8llda with .xperiment; bur It mall.... not, we m1l8t lake 1/iJ! opposite
tK/IU.~; a.r.l haw .aid, Wt mu&t begin by ezperiment, and endeavGur
by ill m.an8 10 dlaco••r general prin.ipl.. • ThUS, aly8 V.ntnal, spoke
Leon8rd a ..ntury before Bacon, and thu.. we add, did Leonard tell phi
""pherl all that they reqnired for th. proper lnv.ltigation of gen.ral
laws. See Es.ai auT les ClJUvrages physico.mathematiques de Leonard
'" Vinci, par J. B. V.nturi. Pari.. 1799, p. 32, 33, &c. See 11180 Carlo
Amoretll'llM~ .,orie/N.u la 'llila 6Ii.,hodi • I. Up.,., '"~
....TiMi. IIl1aJIo, 180'. -,
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sagacious application of obtlervation and experiment
to the discovery of general laws. The names of
Paracelsus, Van Relmont, and Cardan have been
ranged in opposition to this constellation of great
names, and while it is admitted t1lat even they had
thrown off the yoke of the schools, and had suc
ceeded in experimental research, their credulity and
their pretensions have been adduced as a proof that
to the" bulk of philosophers" the method of induc
tion was unknown. The fault of this argument con
sists in the conclusion being infinitely more" general
than the fact. The errors of these men were not
founded on their ignorance, but on their presump
tion. They wanted the patience of philosophy and
not her methods. An excess of vanity, a wayward
ness of fancy, and an insatiable a,Ppetite for that
species of passing fame which is denved from eccen
tricity of opinion, moulded the reasonings and dis
figured the writings of these ingenious men; and it
can scarcely admit of a doubt, that, had they lived
in the present age, their philosophical character
would have received the same impress from the
peCUliarity of their tempers and dispositions. This
IS an experiment, however, which cannot now be
made; but the history of modem science supplies
the defect, and the experience of every man fur
nishes a proof that in the present age there are
many philosophers of elevated talents and inventive
genius who are as impatient of experimental re
search as Paracelsus, as fanciful as Cardan, and as
presumptuous as Van Helmont.

Raving thus shown that the distinguished philoso
phers who flourished before Bacon were perfect
masters both of the principles and practice of in
ductive research, it becomes interesting to inquire
whether or not the philosophers who succeeded
him acknowledged any obligation to his system, or
derived the slightest advantage .from his precepts.
If Bacon constructed a method to which modern

-
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science owes its existence, we shall find its cultiva
tors grateful for the gift, and offering the richest
incense at the shrine of a benefactor whose gene
rous labours conducted them to immortality. No
BUCh testimonies, however, are to be found. Nearly
two hundred years have gone by, teeming with
the richest fruits of human genius, and no grateful
disciple has appeared to vindicate the rights of the
alleged legislator of· science. Even Newton, who
was born and educated after the publication of the
Novum Organon, never mentions the name of Bacon
or his system, and the amiable and indefatigable
Boyle treated him with the same disrespectful
lIilence. When we are told, therefore, that Newton
owed all his discoveries to the method of Bacon,
nothing more can be meant than that he proceeded
in that path of observation and experiment which
had been so warmly recommended in the Novum
Organon; but it ought to have been added, that the
same method was practised by his predecessors,
that Newton possessed no secret that was not used
by Galileo . and Copemicus,-and that he would
have enriched science with the same splendid dis
coveries if the name and the writings of Bacon had
never been heard of.

From this view of the subject we shall now pro
ceed to examine the Baconiall process itself, and
consider if it possesses any merit as an artificial
method of discovery, or if it is at all capable of being
employed, for this purpose, even in the humbles'
walks of scientific inqwry.

ThE' process of Lord Bacon was, we believe, never
tried by any philosopher but himself. As the sub
ject of its application, he selected that ofheat. With
his usual erudition, he collected all the facts which
science could supply,-he arranged them in tablee,
he cross-questioned them with all the subtlety of a
pleader,-he combined them with all the sagacity
of a judge,-aud he conjured with them by all the
~ . 4·
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magic of hill exclusive processes. But, after all this
display of physical logic, nature thus interrogated
was still silent. The oracle which he had himself
established refused to give its responses, and the
ministering priest was driven with discomfiture from
his own shrine. This example, in short, of the ap- .
plication of his system, will remain to fut\!re ages
as a memorable instance of the absurdity of attempt
ing to fetter discovery by any artificial rilles.

Nothing even in mathematical science can be
more certain than that a collection of scientific facts
are of themselves incapable of leading to discovery,
or to tbe determination of general laws, unless they
contain thp. predominating fact or relation in which
the discovery mainly resides. A vertical column of
arch-stones possesses more strength than the same
materials arranged in an arch without the key-stone.
However nicely they are adjusted, and however no
bly the arch may spring, it never can possess either
equilibrium or stability. In this comparison all the
facts are supposed to be necessary to the final re
suit; but, in the inductive method, it is impossible
to ascertain the relative importance of any facts, or
even to determine if the facts have any value at all,
till the master-fact which constitutes the disco.vexy
has crowned the zealous efforts of the aspiring phI
losopher. The mind then returns to the dark and
barren waste over which it has been hovering; and
by the guidance of this single torch it embraces,
under the comprehensive grasp of general princi
ples, the multifarious and insulated phenomena which
had formerly neitner value nor connexion. Hence
it must be obvious to the most superficial thinker,
that discovery consists either in the detection of
some concealed relation-some deep-seated affinity
which bafftes ordinary research, or in the discovery
of some simple fact which is cOImected by slender
.ramitications with the subject to be investigated;
.but which, when once detected, carries us back by ,.
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ita divergence to all the phenomena which it em
braces and explains.

In order to give additional support to these views,
it would be interesting to ascertain the general char
acter of the process by which a mind of acknow
ledged power actually proceeds in the path of suc
cessful inquiry. The history of science does not
furnish us with much information on this head, and
if it is to be found at all, it must be gleaned from
the biographies of eminent men. Whatever this
process may be in its details, if it has any, there
cannot be the slightest doubt that in its generalities
at least it is the very reverse of the method of in
duction. The impatIence of genius spurns the reo
straints of-mechanical rules, and never will submit
to the plodding drudgery of inductive discipline.
The discovery of a new fact unfits even a patient
mind for deliberate inquiry. Conscious of having
added to science what had escaped the sagacity of
former ages, the ambitious spirit invests its new
acquisition with an importance which does not be
long to it. He imagines a thousand consequences
to dow from his discovery: he forms innumerable
theories to explain it, and he exhausts his fancy in
trying allits possible relations to recognised diffi·
culties and unexplained f~ts. The reins, however,
thus freely given to his imagination, are speedily
drawn up. His wildest conceptions are all subjected
to the rigi!l test of experiment, and he has thus been
hurried by the excursions of his own fancy into new
and fertile paths, far removed from ordinary obser
vation. Here the peculiar character of his own ge
nius displays itself by the invelltion of methods of
trying ms own speculations, and he is thus often led
to new·discovenes far more important and general
than that by which he be·gan his inquiry. For a
confirmation of these views, we may refer to the
History of Kepler's Discoveries; and if we do not
recognise them to the same extent in the labours of

.....
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Newton, it is becBlllle he kept back his disooverie.l
till they were nearly perfected, and therefore with
held the successive steps of his inquiries.

The social character of Sir Isaac Newton was
such as might have be,en expected from his intel
lectual attainments. He was modest, candid, and
a1fable, and without any of the eccentricities of ge
nius, suiting himself to every company, and speaking
of himself and othel'll in such a manner that he was
never even suspected of vanity. "But this," says
Dr. Pemberton, "I immediately discovered in him,
which at once both surprisec1 and charmed me.
Neither his extreme great age nor his universal re
putation had rendered him stiff in opinion, or in any
degree elated. Of this I had occasion to have
almost daily experience. The remarks I continually
sent him by letters on the Principia were received
with the utmost goodness. These were 80 far from
being any ways displeasing to him, that on the con
trary it occasioned him to speak many kind things
of me to my friends, and to honour me with a public
testinlony of his good opinion."

The modesty of Sir Isaac Newton in referenee to
his great discoveries was not founded on any indif"
ference to the fame which they conferred, or upon
an)" erroneous judgment of their importance to
science. The whole of his life proves, that he knew
his place as a philosopher, and was determined to
assert and vindicate' his rights. His modesty 81'0se
from the depth and extent of his knowledge, which
showed him what a small portion of nature he had
been able to examQle, and how much remained to
be explored in the same field in which he had him
,self laboured. In the magnitude of the comparison
he recognised his own littleness; and a short time
;before his death he uttered this memorable senti.

¥. ment :-" I do not know what I may appear to the
~ world; but to myself I seem to have been only like
\ a boy playing on the seashore, and diverting myself

..
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In now and then finding a smoother pebble or a pret- .'
tier shell than ordinary, while the great oc~an of
truth lay all undiscovered before me." What a les4
BOn to. the unity and presumption of philosophers,
-to those especially who have never even found the
1DI00ther pebble or the prettier shell! What a pre
paration for the latest inquiries, and the last views
of the decaying spirito-for those inspired doctrines
which alone can throw a light over the dark ocean
of undiscovered truth!

The native simplicity of Sir Isaac Newton's mind
is finely portrayed in the affecting letter in which
he acknowledges to Locke that he had tho~t and
spoken of him uncharitably; and the humi.1ity and
eandour in which he asks forgiveness could have
emanated only from a mind as noble as it was pure.

In the religious and moral character of our author
there is much to admire and to imitate. While he
exhibited in his life and writings an ardent regard
for the general interests of religion, he was at the
same time a finn believer in revelation. He was
too deeply versed in the Scriptures, and too much
imbued WIth their spirit, to julIa'e harshly of other
men who took different views of them from himself.
He cherished the great principles of religious tole
ration, and never scrupled to express his abhorrence
'3f persecution, even in its mildest form. Immo
rality and impiety he never permitted to pass unre
proved; and when Dr. Halley't ventured to say BDY
thing disresP!'ctfu} ~to religion, he invariably checked
him, and Sald, "I have studied these things,-you
have not."t .

After Sir Isaac Newton toolf up his residence in
London, he lived in a very handsome style, and kept
his carriage, with an establishment of three male

• Mr. H.me, ID • memorandwn daled April 4Ch, l7~11la&eo, thal •
IIriat quarrel bappened between Iltr IalIIIc Newton ond JIU. Halley. It I
UaJ.1o 1rnI,IIIe dur.ren.. ioIlIkely CO bay. oriIinaled In Hal~IeIY.

• 1'''''''''BIp1Id or 0dmI beard IhIo IUlIClIole ll'om Dr. y...
Cc
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and three female servants. In his own h01l8e he
was hospitable and kind, and on proper occasions
he gave splendid entertainments, though without
ostentation or vanity. His own diet was frugal, and
his dress was always simple; but on one occasion,
when he opposed the Honourable Mr. Annesley in
1705, as a candidate for the university, he is said to
have put on a suit of laced clothes.

His generosity and charity had no bounds, and he
used to remark, that they w.ho gave away nothing
till they died never gave at all. Though his wealth
had become considerable by a prudent economy, yet
he had always a contempt for money, and he spent
a considerable part of his income in relieving the
poor, in assisting his relations, and in encouraging
mgenuity and learning. The sums which he -g-d.ve
to his relations at different times were enormous;·
and in 1724 he wrote a letter to the I.ord Provost
of Edinburgh, offering to contribute 201. per annum
to a provision for Mr. Maclaurin, provided he ac
cepted the situation of assistant to Mr. James Greg
ory"who was professor of mathematics in the-uni
versity.

The habits of deep meditation which Sir Isaac
~ewton had acquired, though they did not show
themselves in his intercourse with society, exer
cised their full influence over his mind when in the
midst of his own family. Absorbed in thought he
would often sit down on hlsbedRide after he rose,
and remain there for hours without dressing himself,
occupied with some interesting investigation which
had fixed his attention. Owing to the sanle absence
of mind, he neglected to take the requisite quantity

....He w.. very kind 10 all Ibe AyllMllgl18. To one be gav. 8001., to
another 200l., and to a thlrd 100l., and maoy other Rums; Bnd OIher en
• .,ernents did he enter into alFlD for them. He Wall the read)' &ll8111tanl
of all who wert! BOY way related to bim,-to their children and grandcbil
d....n."_A...."al JU8Ut"',1776, vol, xix.!,. 25. Sir buc gave lOIne do
nldlona 10 llIe chapel and jJlUiah of Colol.rworlh. Hearn. oaya "11111&
he prwmlHd to \Je<ome. beDelkelor_Io l1le Roya1 SocIety, bul failed"

-
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of nourishment, and it was therefore often neeessary
to remind him of his meals.·

Sir Isaac ~ewton is supposed to have had little
knowledge of the world, and to have been very ig
norant of the' habits of society. This opinion has,
we think, been rashly deduced from a letter which

.he wrote in the twenty-seventh year of his agf' to
his young friend, Frdllcis Aston, Esq., who was about
to set out on his travels. This letter is a highly
interesting production; and while it shows much
knowledge of the human heart, it throws a strong .
light upon the character and opinions of its author.

In hiS personal appearance, Sir Isaac Newton was
not above the middle size, and in the l~tter part of .
his life was inclined to be corpulent. According to
Mr. Conduit "he had a very lively and piercing eye,
a comely and .gracious aspect, with a fine. head of
bair as white. as silver, without any baldness, and
·when his peruke was off was a venerable sight."
Bishop Atterbury asserts,t on the other hand, that
the lively and piercing eye did not belong to Sir

. Isaac during the last twenty years of his life. " in
deed," says he," in the whole air of his face and
make there Was nothing of that penetrating sagacity
which appears in his compositions. He had some
thing rather languid in his look and manner which
did not raise any great expectation in those who did
not know him." This opinion of Bishop Atterbury
is confirmed by an observation of Mr. Thomas

• The rollowlng' aneedole or Sir Iouc'~ _boen.. baa been pubUlbed,
but J cannot Youch for ill authenticity. Hi' intimate friend Dr. Stukely•
..lIP bad been depuly 10 Dr. lIailey II IIeCT'IlCllry 10 lbe Royal Society,
was one day shoWII inro 8al Isaac'" d1nin,.room, where bill dinner had
been ror IIOme lime lIe"ed up. Dr. Stukely waittod for 8 considerable
lime, and setring ImpelieDI, he remo'1'ed the co'ter from I chic-ken, which
be ate, replacing the bonee under the cover. In a ahort lime Sir I...
enterm lhe room, and liner the uaual complimentB lat down 10 bill din..
Del', but on la'king oft" lhe cover, and seeingllorhin, but banetI, he J"Ooo
marked, .. H.,w ab..nl we plliloeopho.. are. 1 "",lly IbougblllW 111-;1
DOt dined."

t ~tol4rr Conwp<nuJmce, TIll. I. p. ISO, _. n
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Beame,· who lays "that Sir Isaac was a man of no
very promising aspect. He was a short, well-eel
man. He was full of thought, and spoke verylittle in
company, 80 that his conversationwas" not agreeable.
When be rode in his coach, one arm would be out
of his coach on one side and the other on the other."
Sir Isaac never wore spectacles, 'and never "-lost
more than one tooth to the day of his death."

Besides the statue of Sir Isaac Newton executed
by Roubiliac, there is a bust of him by the same
artist in the library of Trinity College, Cambridge.
Several good paintings of him are extant. Two
of thell8 are in the hall of the Royal Society of
London, and have, we believe, been often engraved.
Another, by Vanderbank, is in the apartments of
the Master's lodge in Trinity College, and has been
e~ved by Vertue. ~other, by Valentine Ritta,
is m the landing-place near the entrance to Trinity
College library; but the best, from which our 'en
graving is copIed, was painted by Sir Godfrey Knel
ler, and is in the possession of Lord Egremont at
Petworth. In the university library there is pre
served a cast taken from his face after death.

Every memorial of so great a man as Sir IS88e
Nemon has been preserved. and cherished with pecu
liar veneration. His house at W oolsthorpe, of which
we have given an engraving, has been.religiously
protected by Mr. Turnor of Stoke Rocheford, the
proprietor. Dr. Stukeley, who visited it in Sir
Isaac's lifetime, on the 13th October, 1721, gives the
following description of it in his letter to Dr. Mead,
written in 1727: '''Tis built of stone as is the way
of the country hereabouts, and a reasonable good
one. They led me up stairs and showed me Sir
Isaac's study, where I suppose he studied when in
the country in his younger days, or perhaps when
he visited his mother from the university. I ob
served the shelves were of his own making, being
pieces of deal boxes which probably he sent his

• MS. Memoranda in lite BocI1eiaD L1brarr.
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bOoks and clothes down in on those occasions.
There were some years ago two or three hWldred
books in it of his father-in-law, Mr. Smith, which
Sir Isaac gave to Dr. Newton of our town."·

When the house was repaired in 179B, a tablet of
white marble was put up by Mr. Tumor in the room
where Sir Isaac was born, with the following in
scri{-tion:

"Sir Isaac Newton, son of John Newton, Lord
of the manor of Woolsthorpe, was born in this room
on the 25th December, 1642."

Nature and Nature'. law. lay hid in OIgo.,
God sald,.1t Let Newton be," and au Willi light.

The following lin~s have been written upon the
house:

Here Newton dawned, b.... lo(ly wisdom wolle,
And to a wondering world divlnely spoke.
Ir Tully glowed, when Ph",dru.' .tep. he trode,
Or fancy fbrmed Phll_phy a god ;
If oage••rill for HOlll8r'. birth eomend
The Sons of Science at this dome must bend.
AU hall tbe .brille! All hail the natal day,
Cam boa8tII hi. ooon,-Thl. Oot hill mornln, ray.

The house is now occupied by a person of the
name of John Wollerton. It still contains the two
dials made by Newton, but the styles of both are
wanting. The celebrated apple-tree, the fall of one
of the apples of which is said to have turned the
attention of Newton to the subject of gravity, was
destroyed by wind about four years ago; but Mr.
Turnor has preserved it in the form of a chair.t

The chambers which Sir Isaac inhabited at Cam
bridge are known by tradition. They are the apart
ments next to the great gate of Trinity College, and
it is believed that they then communicated by a
staircase with the observatory in the Great Tower,

.. Tumor's Collecti01l.8, p. 116,
t Tbeanecdoleoftbelllllingapple I. menllooed neltberby Dr. Stu"ely

mr by Mr. Condnit, and •• I have not been .ble to lInrl any authority for
• wtIaI.,-er. I did not feel myoelf at liberty to WIB i~ -

Cc2
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--en Ob8ervatory which was furnished~ the ClOIltrio
butions of Newton, Cotes, and others. HIS telescope,
represented in fig. 1,~ 41, is preserved in the
library of the RoYal Society of London, and biB globe,
his universal ring-dial, quadrant, compa88, and a re
ftecting telescope said to have belonged to him, in
the library of Trinity College. There is also in tbtJ
same collection a long and curled lock of hil I.'ilver
white hair. The door of his bookcase is in the Mu
seum of the Royal Society of Edinburgh..

The manuscripts, letters, and other papers of New
ton have been preserved in different collections. His
cofrespondence with Cotes relative to the second
edition of the Principia, and amounting to between
sixty and a hundred letters, a considerable portion
of the manuscript of that work, and two or three
letters to Dr. Keill on the Leibnitzian controversy,
are preserved in the library of Trinity College, Cam
bridge. Newton's letters to Flamstead, about thirty
four in number, are deposited in the library of Corpus
Christi College, Oxford.· several letters of New
ton, and, we believe, the original specimen which he
drew up of the Principia, exist among the papers of
Mr. William Jones (the father of Sir William Jones),
which are preserved at Shirbum Castle, in the library
of Lord Macclesfield. But the great mass of New
ton's papers came into the possession of the Ports
mouth family through his niece, Lady Lymington,
and have been safely preserved by that noble family.
There is reason to believe that they contain nothing
which could be peculiarly interesting to science; but
as the correspondence of Newton with contempo
rary philosophers must throw· considerable light on
his personal history, we trust that it will ere long be
given to the public. .

• In Ibo Montbly Jlr.tow Ibr AUflII'l, lIllO, Po 593, ill. ltated, Illal lhe
_pondenco belween Nowton and Flamotead, from 1680 to ItllI8, exl8tJl
In Ibo Sloaoe collection or ManuocriplS In lhe Brili.b Mueeum. P»
IN..,r Rilaud, bowe••r, baa bad lhe ltIndn_ to inquire Inlo lbe IICCIUlICJ"
of tbie statement, and he ha.s ascertained tbat these lettenJ ale merelJ
...... wblollJ)r, Blrch.1tI4 JiIlIc\e QIg llIfl orl&iJIU a& ~onL
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APPENDIX.

te:::s

No. I.

OBSERVA.TIONIl, fiN TRlI FAMILY OF BIB Isue QWTON.

IN the year 1705, Sir Isaac gave into the Herald's
Office an elaborate pedigree, stating upon oath that
he had recuon to believe that John Newton of Westby,
in the county of Lincoln, was his great-grandfather'll
father, and that this was the same John Newton who
was buried in Basingthorpe church, on the 22d De.
cembe~1563. This John Newton had four sons,
John, Tttomas, Richard, and Williatn Newton of
Gunnerly, the last of whom was great-grandfather
to Sir John Newton, Bart., of Hather. Sir Isaac
considered himself as descended from the eldest of
these, he having, by tradition from his kindred ever
nnce he can remember, reckoned hiTTUlelf nezt of kin
(1JfIlOng the Newtons) to Sir John Newton's family.

The pedigree, founded upon thelle and other con·
siderations, was accompanied by a certificate from
Sir John Newton, of Thorpe, Bart., who states that
he had heard his father speak of Sir Isaac Newton
(J8 of his relation and kinsman, and that he hiTTUlelf
IJelieDed that Sir Isaac was descended from John New
ton, SOfi to John Newton of.Westby, lJut lmoweth not m
what particular man1lt!r. ,

The pedigree of Sir Isaac, as entered at the Her
ald's Office, does not seem to have been satisfactory
either to himself or to his successors, ali it could no~

.... I
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be traced with certainty beyond his grandfather; IIDd
it will be se~n from the following interesting correll
pondence, that upon making further researches, he
had found some reason to believe that he was of
Scotch extraction.

E~tmct cf a Letter from ihe RtlfJerend Dr. Reid of
Gla8gow to Dr. Gregory of Edinburgh, dated 14th
March, 1784•

.. I send you on the other page an anecdClte re
specting Sir Isaac Newton, which I do not remem
ber whether I ever happened to mention to you' in
conversation. If his descent be not clearly ascer
tained (as I think it is not in the hooks I have seen),
might it not be worth while to inquire if evidence
can be found to confirm the account which he Is said
to have given of himself. Sheriff Cross was very
zealous about it when death put a stop to his in- l
quiries•

.. When I lived in old Aberdeen above twenty .
years ago, I happened to be conversing over.a pipe
of tobacco with a gentleman -of that country, who
had been lately at Edinburgh.' He told me that he
had been often in company with Mr. Hepburn of
Keith, with whom I had the honour of sonie ac
quaintance. He said that, speaking of Sir baac
Newton, Mr. Hepburn mentioned an anecdote, which
h~ had from Mr. James Gregory, professor of mathe
matics at Edinburgh, which was to this purpose:

"Mr. Gregory, being at London for some time
after he resigned the mathematical chair, was often
with Sir Isaac Newton. One day Sir Isaac said to
him, 'Gregory, I believe you don't know that I am
connected with Scotland.'~' Pray how, Sir Isaac l'
said Gregory. Sir Isaac said he was told that his
grandfather was a gentleman of East Lothian; that
he came to London with King. James at his acces
mOD to the crown of England, and there spent his
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fortune, as many mO,re did at that time, by which his
son (Sir Isaac's father) was reduced to mean cir
cumstances. To this Gregory bluntly replied,
'Newton a gentleman of East Lothian, I never
heard of a gentleman of East Lothian of that name.'
Upon this Sir Isaac said, 'that being very young
when his father died, he had it only by tradition,
and it might be a mistake;' and immediately turned
the conversation to another subject.

" I confess I suspected that the gentleman who
was my author had given some colouring to this
story, and therefore 1 never mentioned it for a good
many years. .

"After 1 removed to Glasgow, 1 came to be very
intimately acquainted with Mr. Cross, then sheriJr
of Lanark, and one day at his own house mentioned
this story, without naming my author, of whom 1
expressed some diffidence.

" The sheriff immediately took it up as a matter
worth being inquired into. He said he was well
acquainted with Mr. Hepburn of Keith (who was
then alive), and that he would write him to know
whether he ever heard Mr. Gregory say that he had
such a conversation with Sir Isaac Newton. He
said he knew that Mr. Keith, the ambassador, was
also intimate with Mr. Gregory, and that he would
write him to the same purpose.

"Some time after, Mr. Cross told me that he had
answers from both the gentlemen above mentioned,
and that both remembered to have heard Mr. Greg
ory mention the conversation between him and Sir
Isaac Newton, to the purpose above narrated, and
at the same time acknowledged that they had made
DO further inquiry about the matter.

"Mr. Cross, however, continued the inquiry, and
a short time before his death told me that all he
had learned was, that there is, or was lately, a baro
net's family of the name of Newton in West Lothian
or Mid Lothian (I have forgot which): that there is
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a tradition in that family that Sir Isaac Newton j
wrote a letter to the old knight that then was (l ..
think Sir: John Newton of Newton was his name), I
desiring to know what children, and particularly
what sons he had, their age, and what professions
they intended: that the old baronet never deigned
to return an answer to this letter, which his family
~was sorry for, as they.thought Sir Isaac might have
intended to do something for them."

Several years after this letter was written, a Mr.
Barron, a relation of Sir Isaac Newton, seems to
have been making inquiries respecting the famil~
of his ancestor, and in consequence of this the late
Professor Robison applied to Dr. Reid, to obtain
from him a more partICular account of the remark
able conversation between Sir Isaac and Mr. James
Gregory referred to in the preceding letter. In
8D8wer to this request, Dr. ReId wrote the following
letter, for which I was indebted to John Robison,
Esq. Sec. R. S. E., who found it among his father's
manuscripts.

Letter from Dr. Reid to ProfellOt' R0hi8on re8JH!Cti"ll
the Family of Sir llaac NlNJton..

"DEAR Sm,
"I am very glad to learn by yours of April 4, that

a Mr. Barron, a near relation of Sir Isaac Newton,
is anxious to inquire into the descent of that great
man, as the famIly cannot trace it farther, with any
certainty, than his grandfather. I therefore, as vou
desire, send you a precise account of all I know;
and am glad to have this opportunity, before I die,
of putting this information in hands that will make
the proper use of it, if it shall be found of any use.

"Several years before I left Aberdeen (which I
did in 1764), Mr. Douglas of Feckel, the father of
Sylvester Douglas, now a barrister at London, told
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l Dle. that having been lately at Edinburgh, he WlUI
often in company with Mr. Hepburn of Keith, a
gentleman of whom I had some acquaintance. by
his lodging a night at my house at New Machar.
when he was in the rebel army in 1745. That Mr.
Hepburn told him that he had heard Mr. James
Gregory, profeBBor of mathematics, Edinburgh, say.
that being one day in familiar conversation with
Sir Isaac Newton at London, Sir Isaac said, 'Greg
ory. I believe you don't know that I am a Scotch
man.'-' Pray, how is that l' . said Gregory. Sir
Isaac said he was informed that his grandfather (or
great-grandfather) was a gentleman of East (or
West) L/)thian: that he went to London with King
James the I. at his accession to the crown of Eng
land: and that he attended .the court in expectation,
as many others did, until he spent his fortune, by
which means his fainily was reduced to low circum
stances. At the time this was told me Mr. Gregory
was dead. otherwise I should have had his own tes
timony, for he was my mother's brother. I likewise
thought at that time that it had been certainly known
that Sir Isaac had been descended from an old English
lamily, as I think is said in his eloge before the
Academy of Sciences at Paris, and therefore I never
mentioned what I had heard for many years. be
lieving that there must be some mistake in it.

"Some years after I came to Glasgow, I men
tioned (I believe for the first time) what I had heard
to have beeu said by Mr. Hepburn to Mr. Cross,late
aheriff' of this county, whom you will remember.
Mr. CroBB was moved by this account, and imme
diately said, , I know Mr. Hepburn very well, and I
know he was intimate with Mr. Gregory: I shall
write him this same night, to know whether he
beard Mr. Gregory say so or not.' After some re
flection, be added, 'I know that Mr. Keith, the am
bassador, was also an intimate acquaintance of Mr.
Gregory, and as he is at present in Edinburgh, I
Ihalllikewiae write to him this Diiht.'
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"The Den time I waited on Mr. Cross he told
lIIe that he had wrote both to Mr. Hepburn and Mr.
Keith, and had an answer from both, and that both of
them testified that theyhad several times heard Mr.
James Gregory say, that Sir Isaac Newton told him
what is above expressed, but that neither they nor
Mr. Gregorr, as far as they knew, ever made any
further inqwry into the matter. This appeared very
stranlte both to Mr. Cross and me, and he said·he
would reproach them for their indifference, and
would make inquiry as soon as he was able.

.. He lived but a short time after this, and in the
last conversation I had with him upon the subject,
he said, that all he had yet learned was, that there
was a Sir John Newton of Newton in one of the
oounties of Lothian (but I have forgot Which), some
of whose children were yet alive: that they reported
that their father, Sir John, had a letter from Sir
Isaac Newton, desiring to know the state of his
family, what children he had, particularly what so~
and in what way they were. The old knight never
returned an answer to this letter, thinking probably
that Sir Isaac was some upstart, who wanted to
claim a relation to his worshipful house. This omis
sion the children regretted, conceiving that Sir Isaac
might have had a view of doing something for their
benefit.

"After this I mentioned occasionally in conver
sation what I knew, hoping that these facts might
lead to some more certain discovery, but I found
more coldness about the matter than I thought it
deserved. I wrote an account of it to Dr. Gregory,
your colleague, that he might impart it to any mem
ber oC the Antiquarian Society who he judged
might have the curiosity to trace the matter further.

"In the year 1781, my colleague, Mr. Patrick
Wilson, professor of astronomy, having been in
London, told me on his return that he had met ac
Gldentally with a James Hutton, Esq. of PimIico,'
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Westminster, a near relation of Sir Isaac Newton,*
to whom he mentioned what he had heard from me
with respect to Sir Isaac's descent, and that 1 wished
much to know something more decisive on that sub
ject. Mr. Hutton said, if I pleased to write to him
be would give me all the information he could give.
I wrote him accordingly, and had a very polite
answer, dated at Bath, 25th December, 1787, which is
now before me. He says, 'I shall be glad when- I
return to London, if I can find in some old notes of
my mother any thing that may fix the certainty of
Sir Isaac's descent. If he spoke so to Mr. James
Gregory, it is most certain he spoke truth. But Sir
Isaac's grandfather, not his great-grandfather, must
be . the person who came from Scotland with King
James I. If I find any thing to the purpose, I will
take care it shall reach y~u"
, " In consequence of tpis letter I expected another
from Mr. Hutton when he should return to London,
but have never had any. Mr. Wilson told me he
was a very old man, and whether he be dead or alive
I know not.

"This is all I know of the matter, and for the
!lets above mentioned I pledge my veracity. I
am much obliged to you, dear sir, for the kind ex~

pressions of your affection and esteem, which, I
assure you, are mutual on my part, and I sincerely
sympathize with you on your affiicting state of
health, which makes you consider yourself as out
of the world, and despair of seeing me any more.

"I have been long out of the world by deafness
and extreme old age. I hope, however, if we should
not meet again in this world, that we shall meet and
renew our acquaintance in another. In the mean
time, I am with great esteem, dear sir, yours aft'ec~

tionately, "'!'Bo. R&m.
"GltUgOV1 CoUege,
."11lA April,1792."·"'J1lIIllIIllII._.

Dd
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This curious letter I published in the Ed. PM;
10urnal for Octoberl, 1820. It excited the particular
attention of the late George Chalmers, Esq.. who
sent me an elaborate letter upon the subject; but as
I was at that time in the expectation of obtaining
some important information through other channels,
this le~r was not published. This hope, however,
has· been disappointed. A careful search has been
made throu~h the charter-ehest of the Newtons
of Newton m East Lothian, by 1\Ir. Richard Hay
Newton, the representative of that family, but no
document whatever has been found that can throw
the least light upon the matter. It deserves to be .
remarked, however, that Sir Richard Newton, the
alleged correspondent of Sir Isaac, appears to have
destroyed his correspondence; for though the char
ter-ehest contains the letters of his predecessors for .
some generations,,et there is not a single epistolary
document either 0 his own or of his lady's.

Hitherto the evidence of Sir Isaac's Scottish de
scent has been derived chiefly from his conversation
with Mr. James Gregory; but I am enabled, by the
kindness of Mr. Robison, to corroborate this evi
dence by the following information, derived, as will
be seen, from the family of the Newtons of Newton.
Among various memoranda in the handwriting of
Professor Robison, who at one time proposed to
write the life of Sir Isaac, are the following:-

"1st, Lord Henderland informed me in a letter
dated March, 1794, that he had heard from his infancy
that Sir Isaac considered himself as descended from
the family of Newton of Newton•. This he heard
from his uncle Richard Newton of Newton (who·
was third son of Lord William Hay of Newhall):"
It He said that Sir Isaac wrote to Scotland to learn
whether any descendants of that family remained,'
and this (it was thought) with the view to· leave
some of his fortune to the family possessing the
e,tate with the title of batonet•. Mr. Newton, Dot
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-having this honour, and being a shy man, did not
encourage the correspondence, because he did not
consider hi11Uelf as of kin to SiT Isaac, &c."

"2d, InfoIlIlation communicated to me b] Hay
Newton, Esq., of that ill!., 18th August, 1800.

"The late Sir Richard Newtop. of Newton, Bart.,
.chief of that name, having no male children, settled
the estate and barony of Newton in East Lothian
county upon his relation Richard Hay Newton, Esq.,
son of Lord William Hay."·-" It cannot be dis
covered how long the family of Newton have been
in possession of the barony, there being no tradition
concerning that circumstance further than that they
came originally from England at a very distant
period, and settled on these lands."-"The·celebrated
Sir Isaac Newton was. a distant relation of the
family, and corresponded with the last baronet, the
above-mentioned Sir Richard Newton."

The preceding documents furnish the most com
plete evidence that the conversation respecting Sir
Isaac Newton's family took place between him and
Mr. Gregory; and the testimonyof Lord Henderland
proves that his own uncle, Richard Newton of New
ton, the immediate successor of Sir Richard Newton,
with whom Sir Isaac corresponded, was perfectly
confident that such a correspondence took place.

All these circumstances prove that Sir Isaac New
ton could not trace his pedigree with any certainll
.beyond his .grandfather, and that there were two di 
ferent traditions in his family,-one which referred
his descent to John Newton of Westby, and the
other to a gentleman of East Lothian who accom
panied King James VI. to England. ~n the first of
these traditions he seems to have placed most confi
dence in 1705, wben he. drew OJl,t his traditionary
pedigree; but as the conversation with Professor
James Gregory respecting his Scotch extraction

• "... entail .... n;eculed In lm,.,._ or two befOl'e Sir 1UcIumI..
deatII.-D. B.
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took place tvJenty yeGrlJ afterward, namely, betWeen
1725 and 1727, it is Frobable that he had discovered
the incorrectness 0 his first opinions, or at least
was disposed to attach more illlportance to the other
tradition respecting his descent from a Scotch family.

In the letter addressed to me by the learned George
Chalmel'll, Esq. I find the following observations
respecting the immediate relations of Sir Isaac.
"The Newtons of Wooisthorpe," says he," who
were merely yeomen farmers, were not by any
means opulent. The son of Sir Isaac's father's
brother was a carpentet called John. He was after
ward appointed gamekeeper to Sir Isaac, llll lord
of the manor, and died at the age of sixty in 1725.
This John had a son, Robert, (John 1) who was
Sir Isaac's second cousin, and who beGame possessed
of the whole land estates at and near W oolsthorpe,
which belonged to the great Newton, llll his heir-at
law.· Robert (John !) became a worthless and disso-
lute person, who very soon wasted this ancient patri
mony, and falling down with a tobacco-pipe in his
mouth when he was drunk, it broke in his throat,
and put an end to his life at the age of thirty years,
in 1737."

No. II.

LIITTICR FROM SIR ISAAC IOl:WTON TO FRANCIS ASTON,
IISQ., A YOUNG FRIIiND WHO WAS 01'1' THE EVIl OF SET

TIl'l'G OUT UPON HIS TRATilLS.

MR. ASTON Wllll elected a Fellow of the Royal
Society in 1678. He held the office of Secretary
between 1681 and 1685; and he was the author of
some observations on certain unknown ancient char
acters, which were published in the Philosophical
Transactions for 1693.

• Bee P. 291.

-
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ThIll letter has been referred to in pages ~70 and

303, and was written when Newton wag only twen
ty-six yeBnl of age. It is in every respect an inter.
esting document.

" Trinity College,Cambridge,
.. SIR, May 18, 1669•

.. Since in. your letter you give mee so much
liberty of spending my judgement about what may
be to your advantage in travelling, I shall do it
more freely than perhaps otherwise woUld have
been decent. First, then, I will lay down some
general rules, most of which, I believe, you have
considered already; but if any of them be new to
you, they may excuse the rest; if none at all, yet
is my punishment more in writing than yours in

,reading.
"When you come into any fresh company, 1.

Observe their humours. 2. Suit your own carriage
thereto, by which insinuation you will make their
converse more free and open. 3. Let your dis
cours be more in querys and doubtings than peremp
tory assertions or disputings, it being the designe
of travellers to learne, not to teach. Besides, it will
persuade your acquaintance that youhave the greater
esteem of them, and 1S0e make them more ready
to communicate what they know to you; whereas
nothing sooner occasions disrespect and quarrels
than peremtorinesse. You will find little or no
advantage in seeIning wiser or much more ignorant
than your coml;'any. 4. Seldom discommend any
tbing though never so bad, or doe it but moderately,
lest you bee unexpectedly forced to an unhansom
retraction. It is safer to commend any thing more
than it deserves, than to discommend a thing soe
much as it deserves; for commendations meet not
soo often with oppositions, or, at least. are not
usually SOll ill resen~d by men that think otherwise,
.. discommendations; and you will insinuate into

Dd2
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men's 'Cavour by nothing sooner than seetning-'o
approve and commend what they like; but beware
of doing it by a comparison. 6. Ifyou bee affronted,
it is better, in a forraine country, to pass it by in
silence, and with a jest, though with some dishonour,
than to endeavour revenge; for, in the first case,
your credit's ne'er the worse when you return into
Eftgland, or come into other company that have not
heard of the quarrell. But, in the second case, you
may beare the marks of the q.uarrell while you live,
if you outlive it at all. But, If you find yourself un·
avoidably engaged, 'tis best, I think, if you can com·
mand your passion and language, to keep them_
pretty evenly at some certain moderate pitch, not
much hightning them to exasperate your adversary,
or provoke his friends, nor letting them grow over
much dejected to make him insult. In a word, if
you ean keep reason above passion, that and watch
fullnesse will be your best defendants. To which
purpose you may consider, that, though such excuses
as this,-He provok't mee so much I conld not for·
hear,-may pass among friends, yet amongst stran
gers they are insignificant, and only argue a travel
ler's weaknesse•

.. To these I may add some general heads for in
quirys or ollservations, such as at present I can
think on. As, 1. To observe the policys, wealth,
and state-affairs of nations, so far as a solitary
traveller may conveniently doe. 2. Their imposi
tions upon all sorts of people, trades, or commoditys,
that are' remarkable. 3. Their laws and customs,
how far they differ from ours. 4. Their trades and
arts wherein th,ey excell or come short of us in
England. 5. Such fortifications as you shall meet
with, their fashion, strength, and advantages for de
fence, and other such military affairs as are consider
able. 6. The power and respect belonging to their
degrees of'nobility or magistracy. 7. It will not be
time mispent to make a catalogue or the names aJJd

-
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excelleneys of those men that are most wise, learned",
or esteemed ,in any nation. 8. Observe the mecha
nisme and manner of guiding ships. 9. Obtlerve the
products of nature in several places, especially in
mines, with the "circulDBtances of mining and of ex
tracting metals or minerals out of their oare, and ot
refining them; and if you meet with any transmuta
tions out of their own species into another (as out
of iron into copper, out of any metall into quicksilver~

out of one salt into another, or into an insipid body,
&c.), those, above all, will be worth your noting,
being the most luciferous, and many times lucrife
rous experiments too, in philosopby. 10. The pricee
of diet and other things. U. And the staple com
moditys of places.

"These generals (tluch as at present I could
think of), if they will serve for nothing else, yet they
may assist you in drawing up a modell to regulate
your travells by. As for particulars, these that fol
low are all that I can now think of, viz. Whether
at Schemnitium, in Hungary (where there are mines
of gold, copper, iron, vitrioll, antimony, &c.), they
change iron into copper bydissolving it In a vitriolate
water, which they find in cavitys of rocks in the
mines, and then melting the slimy solution in a
1!Itrong fire, which in the cooling proves copper. The
like is said to be done in other places, which I can
not now remember; perhaps, too, it may be delle in
Italy. For about twenty or thirty yea.rs agone there
was a certain vitriQll came from thence (called.
Roman vitrloll), but of a nobler virtue than that
which is now called by that name; which vitrioll is
not now to be gotten, because, perhaps, they make"
a greater gain by some such trick as turning iron into
copper with it than by selling it. 2. Whether, in.
Hungary, Sclavonia, Bohemia, near the town Ella,
or at the mountains of Bohemia near Silesia, there'
be rivers whose waters are impregnated with gold;
perhaps. the gold being dissolved by some COlTosive"
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wateJ'll like aqrMJ regis, and the solution carried
along with the streame, that nms through the mines.
And whether the practice of laying mercury in the
rivers, till it be tinged with gold, and then straining
the mercury through leather, that the gold may stay
behind, be a secret yet, or openly practised. 3.
There is newly contrived, in Holland, a mill to grind
glasses plane withall, and I think polishing them
too ~ perhaps it will be worth the while to see it.
4. There is in Holland one -- Borry, who some
years since was imprisoned by the Pope, to have
extorted from him secrets (as I am told) 9f great
worth, both as to medicine and profit, but he escaped
into Holland, where they have granted him a guard.
I'think he usually goes clothed in green. Pray in
quire what you can ofhim, and whether his ingenuity
be any profit to the Dutch. You may inform your
self whether the Dutch have any tricks to keep their
ships from being all worm-eaten in their voyages to
the In~es. Whether pendulum clocks do any ser
vice in finding out the longitude, &c.

" I am very weary, and shall not stay to part with
a long compliment, only I wish you a good journey,
and God be with you.

"Is. NEWTON.

" Pray let us hear from you in your travells. I
have &iven your two books to Dr. Arrowsmith."

No. III•

.. A RDAIlXAJILE AND CURlOIJS CONTBRSAi'ION BETWEEII'
SIR ISAAC NEWTON AND lIIR. CONDUIT."

" I WAS on Sunday night, the 7th of March, 1724-5,
at Kensington with Sir Isaac Newton, in his lodgings,
just after he was come out of a fit. of the gout,
Which he had had in both his feet, for the first time,.
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iIi. the eighty-third year of his age. He was better
after it, and his head clearer, and memory stronger
than I had known them for some time. He thell
repeated to me, by way of discourse, very distinctly,
though rather in answer to my queries than in one
continued narration, what he had often hin.ted to
me before, viz. that it was his conjecture (he would
affirm nothing) that there was a sort of revolutio.
in the heavenly bodies; that the vapours and light
emitted by the sun, which had their sediment as
water and other matter, had gathered themselves
by degrees into a body. and attracted more ma~
from the planets, and at last made a seeondary
planet (viz. one of those that go round another
planet and then by gathering to them, and attract
mg more matter, became a primary planet; and
then by increasing still became a comet, which afte;r
certain revolutions, by coming nearer and nearer te
the sun, had aU its volatile parts condensed, and
became a matter tit to recruit and replenish the sun
(which must waste by the constant heat and light
it emitted) as a fagot would this fire if put into it
(we were sitting by a wood tire), and that that
would probably be the effect of the comet of HISo.
sooner or later, for, by the observations made UpOB.
it, it appeared, before it came near the sun, with.
a tail only two or three degrees long; but by the
heat it contracted ill going so near the sun, it
seemed to have a. tail of thirty or forty degrees
when it went (rom it; that he could not say when
this comet would drop into the sun; it might perhaps
have five or six revolutions more first, but whenever
it did it would so much increase the heat of the SUll
that this earth would be burnt, and no animals in it
could live. That he took the three phenomena seen
by Hipparchus, Tycho Brahe, and Kepler's disciples
to have been of this kind, for he could not otherwise
account for an extraordinary light as those were,
appearing all at once among the fixed stars (all
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which he took to be 8UDB enlightening otherp1aDetli
88 our 8UIl does ours) as big as Mercury or VeDlJII
Beems to us, and gradually diminishing for sixteen
months, and then sinking roto nothing. He seemed
to doubt whether there were not intelligellt beinp
superior to us who superintended these revolutions
of the heavenly bodies by the direction of the
Supreme Being. He appeared also to be very
clearly of opinion that the inhabitants of this world
were of a short date, and alleged as one reason for
that opinion, that'1lll arts, as letters, ships, printing,
needle, &c., were discovered within the memory of
history, which could not have happened if the world
had been eternal; and that there were visible markB
of min upon it which could not be effected by a
1l0od only. When I asked him how this earth could
have been repeopled if ever it had undergone the
same fate it was threatened with hereafter by the
comet of 1680, he answered, that reqnired the power
of a Creator. He said he took all the planets to be
composed of the same matter with this earth, viz.
earth, water, stones, &c., but variously concocted.
I asked him why he would not publish his conjec
tures as conjectures, and instanced that Kepler had
communicated his; and though he had not gone
near so far as Kepler, yet ){f'pler's guesses were so
just and happy that they had been proved and
demonstrated by him. HIS R'lSWer was, ' I do not
deal in conjectures.'. But upvD my talking ttl him
about the four observations that had been made of
the comet of 1680, at 574 years' distance, and asking
him the particular times, he opened his Principia,
which laid on the table, and showed me there the
particular periods, viz. 1st, the Julium Sidus, in the
time of Justinian, in 1106, in 1680.

And I, obsen"ing that he said there of that comet,
, ihcidet in corpus solis,' and in the next paragraph
adds, ' stellle fixle retici possunt,' told him I thought
pe owned there what we had been talking about, viz.
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that the comet would drop into the sun, and that fixed
stars were recruited and replenished by comets
when they dropped into them; and, consequently,
that the sun would be recruited too; and asked him
why he would Bot own as freely what he thought oC
the sun as well as what he thought of the fixed stars.
He said, 'that concerned us more;' and, laughing,
added, 'that he had said enough for people to know
his meaning.' " .

The preceding paper, with the 'title prefixed to it,
was first published by Mr. Turnor in hIS Collectiutu.
teo p. 172. It was found among the Portsmouth
'DanU8CriptS, in the handwriting of Mr. Conduit.




